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The Cover

The images on the cover are computer simulations of the complex [Na]+ [edta]4- molecule (a tank
complexing agent) using two three-dimensional codes, NWGrid and OSO. On the left is a volume
mesh generated by NWGrid. The mesh fills the space between the molecular charge surface, which
encloses the atoms, and an exploded copy of that surface, slightly offset from the inner surface.
There are 33 atoms in the molecule: 10 carbons (dark gray), two nitrogens (blue), one sodium
(transparent cyan), eight oxygens (red), and 12 hydrogens (light gray). The volume is filled by a
multiple scale-length mesh that is finest near the inner molecular charge surface, where field electric
interactions are most complex, and coarsest at the outer edge of the near-field extent.

The OSO image on the right shows the same complex defined by each atom's characteristic van
der Waals radius. The central sodium atom has been made transparent to reveal the atoms and
structure behind it. The geometry-defining OSO file was used as input into NWGrid, which then
generated the NWGrid surfaces and volume mesh.

This work was performed by Janet Jones-Oliveira and Joseph Oliveira in their LDRD project,
"Conservative Laws in Support of Reactive Transport." The project develops new algorithms for
modeling hydrodynamics, subsurface transport, and molecular chemistry interactions. This work
produces grids on which to compute complex geometries for modeling multiple computational and
physical scales.

NWGrid, the flagship code of the Applied Mathematics Group's "Center for Grid Generation and
Unstructured Methods Development," is a three-dimensional, full-physics, first principles, time-
domain, free-Lagrange code that was developed for parallel processing using unstructured grids.
It is a library of user-callable tools that provide mesh generation, mesh optimization, and dynamic
mesh maintenance in three dimensions. Regions within arbitrarily complicated geometries are defined
as combinations of bounding surfaces where the surfaces are described analytically or as collections
of points in space. OSO (developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory) is a geometry editor and
volume Tenderer that defines geometries from which meshes are generated. The geometries may be
defined interactively in terms of intersections and unions of surfaces or via input of Computer Aided
Design output.
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Director's Statement

As the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory marks its 35th anniversary, we can

look to our highly productive Laboratory Directed Research and Development

(LDRD) program as instrumental to our longevity and success. Through the years,

LDRD and its predecessor program have established the foundation for major

scientific programs, developed new scientific capabilities and instrumentation, and

enabled Pacific Northwest to play significant roles in DOE missions.

Over the past decade, it was LDRD funding that formed the programmatic

foundations of the William R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences

Laboratory (EMSL). What began with LDRD research projects in molecular

biology and environmental science grew into a $230-million national scientific

facility used by more than 800 researchers in 1999 alone.

LDRD funding also allowed researchers at Pacific Northwest to make significant contributions in an effort to

better understand global climate change and the transport and fate of subsurface contaminants. Today, we are

using LDRD to explore the next frontier of environmental science and technology—improving knowledge on

how environmental contaminants affect health.

From LDRD-funded work on cell signaling, we now have programmatic funding to increase our understanding of

the health effects of radiation exposure at very low doses. From this effort we expect to define "how clean is

clean" from a health risk perspective, which could have a large cost impact on the cleanup of contaminated DOE

sites. The LDRD program also has funded efforts that have resulted in dramatic advances in the precision and

sensitivity of analytical chemistry instrumentation. New mass spectrometers and field-deployable radiation

counting equipment can be used not only in environmental health but also in national defense applications.

In addition to exploring new ideas that form the basis for solutions to pressing national problems, LDRD enables

the Laboratory to recruit and retain first-rate scientists and engineers. The LDRD program nourishes a culture of

innovation in which staff can move their promising ideas into potential applications.

I am pleased and proud to submit the enclosed FY 1999 LDRD Annual Report. With a strong LDRD program as

the cornerstone of the Laboratory's research agenda, we have an impressive history to be proud of and a bright

future to anticipate.

J.T. Adrian Roberts

Interim Laboratory Director
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Introduction

The Department of Energy Order 413.2 establishes DOE's policy and guidelines regarding Laboratory Directed Research and
Development (LDRD) at its multiprogram laboratories. As described in 413.2, LDRD is "research and development of a
creative and innovative nature that is selected by the Laboratory Director or his or her designee for the purpose of
maintaining the scientific and technological vitality of the Laboratory and to respond to scientific and technological
opportunities in conformance with the guidelines in this Order."

DOE Order 413.2 requires that each laboratory submit an annual report on its LDRD activities to the cognizant Secretarial
Officer through the appropriate Operations Office Manager. The report provided in this document represents Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory's LDRD report for FY 1999.

During FY 1999, 134 LDRD projects were selected for support through Pacific Northwest National Laboratory's LDRD
project selection process. Total funding allocated to these projects was approximately $13 million. This amount represents
3 percent of the Laboratory's operating budget, which is half of the 6 percent maximum allowed by DOE Order 413.2 in
FY 1999.

In recognition that the Laboratory must focus on a defined set of research that reflects our missions and unique assets, LDRD
investments are focused on developing new and innovative approaches in research that support our "core technical
capabilities." In FY 1999, the Laboratory's core technical capabilities were identified as

Atmospheric Sciences
Biotechnology
Chemical Instrumentation and Analysis
Computer and Information Science
Design and Manufacturing Engineering
Ecological Science
Electronics and Sensors
Experimental Toxicology
Health Protection and Dosimetry
Hydrologic and Geologic Sciences

Marine Sciences
Materials Science and Engineering
Molecular Science
Nuclear Science and Engineering
Process Science and Engineering
Risk and Safety Analysis
Socio-Technical Systems Analysis
Statistics and Applied Mathematics
Thermal and Energy Systems.

In this report, the individual summaries of LDRD projects are organized according to these core technical capabilities. For
FY 2000, the set of 19 technical capabilities listed above has been redefined to a set of 16 technical capabilities. The
Attachment to this report, which identifies FY 2000 new starts, is organized by the new set of Laboratory capabilities.

A significant proportion of the Laboratory's LDRD funds were allocated to projects proposed by individual researchers or
small research teams within the various technical research organizations. Funding allocated to each of these projects is
typically S60K or less.

The projects described in this report represent the Laboratory's investment in its future and are vital to maintaining the ability
to develop creative solutions for the scientific and technical challenges faced by DOE and the nation. In accordance with
DOE guidelines, this report provides

• A Director's Statement

• An overview of the Laboratory's LDRD program, including PNNL's management process and a self-assessment of the
program

• A five-year project funding table

• Project summaries for each LDRD project

• Brief descriptions and funding profiles for each new project started in FY 2000 (Attachment).
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PNNL's LDRD Management Process

The relevance and value of a Department of Energy (DOE) multiprogram laboratory lies in its ability to apply science and
technology to national needs that fall within the missions of the Department. The increasing complexity of these needs and
the inadequacy of conventional approaches demand creativity and innovation so that novel solutions can be discovered and
applied. In addition, new ideas and opportunities frequently occur at a faster pace than can be anticipated or adopted in the
federal budget process.

A national laboratory must establish and maintain an environment in which creativity and innovation are encouraged and
supported to fulfill its missions and to remain viable in the long term. Multiprogram laboratories are therefore given
discretion to allocate a percentage of their operating budgets for research and development projects that support the
Laboratory's and DOE's missions.

DOE Order 413.2 establishes the Department of Energy's policy and guidelines for Laboratory Directed Research and
Development at its multiprogram laboratories. LDRD is the mechanism through which Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory can support the formulation of new theories, hypotheses, and approaches, build new scientific capability, and
identify and develop potential applications. The LDRD program is a major enabling vehicle for PNNL to fulfill its mission
of scientific research and developing and deploying technology to meet major national needs.

The LDRD program encourages the advancement of science and technology at the Laboratory and develops major new
research and development approaches and capabilities. The principal goals of the program are to

• enhance the Laboratory's ability to address future DOE missions
• maintain the scientific and technical vitality of the Laboratory
• foster an environment that encourages creativity and innovation
• fund new ideas that have scientific/technical merit.

Benefits of the Program

The LDRD program has fostered creativity and innovation within the Laboratory, and it has provided the capabilities needed
for the Laboratory to assume major roles in the development of science and technology to address significant national needs.
When PNNL became an Energy Research00 laboratory in 1985, one of the major DOE directives was to strengthen its
fundamental research capabilities. A strengthened fundamental research component would establish a sound scientific basis
for the Laboratory's applied research and development programs and provide a complete capability for the integrated
management of scientific and technical programs of national importance.

LDRD has been the principal vehicle by which the Laboratory has made substantial progress in improving its fundamental
research base. The capabilities identified in the Introduction to this report have enhanced our ability to serve DOE missions.
The national goal of restoring DOE sites, the total cost of which is now estimated to exceed $100 billion, will not be
accomplished in a reliable and cost-effective manner without significant contributions from science and technology. These
contributions will range from developing a fundamental understanding of the effects of contaminants on molecular structure
and function to developing innovative new technologies for processing wastes. Bioremediation is an example of where
advances in both fundamental science and applied engineering will be necessary if die goal is to be successfully achieved.

The LDRD program has allowed PNNL to develop new capabilities and concepts that help solve environmental problems.
These efforts are still evolving, and significant challenges remain. However, many of the Laboratory's ideas and concepts
related to these areas were originally developed with LDRD funds and are now receiving programmatic support from DOE.
Examples include previous LDRD-supported work in atmospheric sciences that is now being applied through Pacific
Northwest's participation in the Atmospheric Research Measurement (ARM) program and PNNL's role in the Environmental
Management Science Program (EMSP), where many of the Laboratory's successful proposals have been based on concepts
initially explored through LDRD projects.

(a) Now called the Office of Science (SC).
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LDRD has enabled PNNL to enhance its research vitality as a DOE multiprogram laboratory during a period of significant
change. LDRD has facilitated the Laboratory's ability to make significant contributions to addressing national problems,
particularly in the environmental research area, which represents the primary distinctive signature of the Laboratory. It is
essential that PNNL and the other DOE laboratories retain the capability provided by LDRD if their full capacity to assist
DOE and the nation is to be realized.

PNNL's LDRD Management Process

At PNNL, LDRD is funded through a Laboratory overhead account applied to the value-added base on all PNNL 1830
Contract accounts. The PNNL Director of Finance is responsible for ensuring that these funds are accumulated and
accounted for in the appropriate manner. Decisions regarding funding levels for the LDRD accounts are made by the
Laboratory Director with assistance from the Laboratory Strategy Council (composed of the Associate Laboratory Directors).
Primary responsibility for allocations to individual LDRD projects within these accounts also rests with the Director and the
Strategy Council. The Laboratory Technical Council (composed of senior research staff) and the Laboratory Business
Council (composed of managers for major DOE programs) play key roles in developing recommendations for the Director on
these allocations. The Associate Laboratory Director for Strategic Planning has responsibility for the general oversight and
conduct of PNNL's LDRD program.

The major sequential steps of PNNL's LDRD management process are as follows:

• A formal schedule for proposals, guidance, review, and reporting, managed by the Director for Strategic Planning, is
developed and issued annually (April-May).

• A Laboratory-wide call for LDRD proposals is initiated. Initiative and division managers solicit LDRD proposals from
research staff and forward selected projects to the Strategic Planning Office as candidates for potential funding (May-
June).

• Based on the approval of the Laboratory's LDRD Plan by DOE, initial funding allocations for the LDRD accounts are
approved by the Laboratory Director (July).

• Review of proposed LDRD projects is conducted by the PNNL Technical Council and Business Council for Laboratory-
level investments and by the technical divisions for division-level projects (July-August).

• After reviews are complete, recommendations from the Technical Council, the Business Council (for Lab-level projects),
and the divisions (for division-level projects) are brought forward to the Strategy Council for approval (September).

• All LDRD project proposals are submitted to the LDRD Office (proposals follow the authorized LDRD format). The
LDRD Office reviews them for compliance with DOE requirements. All documentation required to meet National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other environmental, safety, and health compliance requirements for the projects
must also be submitted (generally in the October timeframe; however, proposals can be submitted at any time during the
year).

• The Budget and Analysis Office establishes six-digit alpha codes that are used to represent the work breakdown structure
(WBS) code for each of the LDRD accounts. After a project receives final approval, it is authorized to start when a
project-level WBS code is assigned by the LDRD Office.
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Written guidance pertaining to the criteria and guidelines for LDRD projects provided in DOE Order 413.2 is widely
distributed to PNNL staff via the Internet and also through a formal PNNL LDRD Guide. Adherence to these criteria is
further ensured through reviews by the LDRD Program Office reporting to the Director of Strategic Planning. Individual
projects are limited to a maximum of $1 million in total funding and S500K in a fiscal year, unless exceptions are approved
by the Director of Strategic Planning. The majority of PNNL's LDRD projects are significantly below these levels.
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Institutional and Mission Areas of Emphasis

The LDRD program supports new and innovative science throughout the Laboratory, supporting DOE's four mission areas
and most of the Lab's core technical capabilities. Several of the primary technical areas addressed by the FY 1999 program
and the targeted mission areas are highlighted below.

• Biological and Environmental Sciences. Scientific research in biological and environmental sciences continues to be a
major thrust of PNNL's LDRD program. The Lab's investments in molecular biology and biochemistry are being
integrated with related efforts in physics and advanced computation to substantially advance the capabilities needed to
identify, understand, and mitigate environmental health threats. Research efforts include development and application of
instrumentation to visualize cellular and molecular processes in living cells in real time and under realistic environmental
conditions; development of computational frameworks, bioinformation databases, and models needed to simulate
biological functions at the molecular, cellular, organ, and whole body levels; and development of systematic approaches
to identify, characterize, and quantify cellular proteins, using integrated systems of advanced instruments and processes.
The integration of results from these thrust areas will lead to innovative experimental and modeling approaches to
accurately assess exposures and to develop technologies and applications that address critical environmental health
issues.

• Computational Science and Engineering. Research and application of advanced computational modeling and
simulation is a growing area of investment within PNNL's LDRD program. Research is focused on developing high-
performance algorithms, software suites, and collaborative problem-solving environments, and delivery of significant
new scientific analyses of complex issues facing DOE's energy, environmental, and national security missions. The
overarching scientific theme of current investments is the development of metiiods and tools that enable researchers to
bridge the range of temporal and spatial scales from the atomic to field scale. The technical areas being targeted include
atmospheric chemistry and transport, computational chemistry methods applicable to combustion, subsurface chemistry
and modeling, engineering simulation of materials and associated manufacturing processes, and computational science
infrastructure. Results include significantly enhanced subsurface fate and transport models that are being applied to
DOE environmental problems flexible problem-solving environments and many technical publications.

• Computer Science and Information Technology. Laboratory research in computer science and information technology
are developing innovative approaches and new software packages to analyze and display large and diverse data sets and
to protect valuable or sensitive computer systems from attack or compromise. The primary target for both focus areas is
national security applications, but the tools for managing die large data sets have applications to other DOE missions.
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• Advanced Scientific Instrumentation. Recent projects are developing new techniques and tools for measuring
environmental contaminants, characterizing biological materials both in the lab and in the environment, and analyzing
materials being used in laboratory research projects. An expanding area of investigation is the infrared detection of
chemicals in the atmosphere and on surfaces under a wide variety of conditions. These efforts primarily support the
national security and environmental missions.

• Process Science and Technology. Research in process science and technology is directed toward developing new
materials and technologies for a variety of chemical processes with the intent of increased efficiency, reduced pollution,
or performing novel functions. The focus of our efforts is on extending fundamental scientific developments in
chemistry and materials to new microscale and conventional-scale systems. Results have application to waste
management, environmental cleanup, carbon management as it affects global climate changes, and processes for energy-
intensive industries.

• Materials Science and Technology. Materials projects include development of materials for advanced energy
applications such as fuel cells, lightweight materials for transportation applications, and materials performance data to
support other LDRD projects in process science and advanced instrumentation. These projects primarily support DOE's
science and energy missions.

• Thermal and Energy Systems. Microtechnology devices are being investigated for heating/cooling applications, fuel
processing, chemical production and separation, and other applications supporting the national security and energy
missions. These projects also developed some of the basic science and common applications needed for related
microscale work supporting other capability areas.
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Peer Review and Self-Assessment

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory conducts peer review and self-assessment to ensure that creative and innovative
research contributes to the Laboratory's pursuit of excellence in science and technology. This section of the annual report
outlines PNNL's independent review process for LDRD projects (including compliance reviews) as well as how the program
ties into the Laboratory's overall process for peer review and self-assessment.

The technical quality of LDRD research at the Laboratory is measured by

• Peer review and self-assessment

• Analysis of accomplishments in the technical focus areas, including tangible output metrics for individual LDRD
projects.

Peer Review and Self-Assessment

Technical quality and a high level of scientific productivity are major goals of PNNL's research programs, including the
LDRD program. Project performance is reviewed to ensure progress toward strategic goals with demonstrated measures and
outcomes. Research quality and the potential for research to lead to important scientific developments are best evaluated by
seasoned experts and professionals through peer review.

Peer review is a universally accepted process for determining the direction of and setting standards for scientific, engineering,
and technology research and development. The establishment of a formal peer review process at PNNL ensures the technical
integrity of PNNL's work, enhances the Laboratory's stature with its colleagues in the scientific community, and meets its
customers' needs. A quality peer review process is also an acknowledged good management practice.

PNNL's self-assessment on scientific excellence is based primarily on the results of peer reviews of the Laboratory's science
and technology programs. Division Review Committees are appointed by the Laboratory Director. The Division Review
Committees lead and participate in the process of peer review according to division-specific performance-based standards.
The Division Review Committees conduct an annual review of programmatic activities (including LDRD) on a three-year
rotating basis and advise PNNL's technical divisions and Laboratory management on 1) science and engineering programs,
2) technology programs, and 3) relevant operational issues.

Review committees are asked to base their evaluations on the following criteria:

Science Programs

• Quality of Science and Engineering. Performance measures include innovation, productivity (publications, citations, or
other measures as appropriate), sustained progress and impact on the field, recognition by the scientific community
(awards, invited talks, appointments), development of new fields of inquiry, recruitment and retention of high-quality
staff, and availability of excellent and appropriate facilities required to achieve programmatic goals.

• Relevance to DOE Missions or National Needs. Performance measures include the relationship of work to DOE and
Laboratory strategic plans, missions, and goals; alignment with DOE or other agencies' program guidance; extent of
interaction with other science and technology programs; impact of Laboratory programs on national science and
technology needs; and the quality of research facilities that are available to users from industry, academia, and
government.

• Success in Construction and Operation of Major Facilities. Performance measures include achieving performance
specifications, providing forefront research capabilities, operating reliably and on schedule with the appropriate degree
of utilization, producing high-quality science, maintaining and improving facilities, maintaining a strong and enthusiastic
user organization, and demonstrating user satisfaction.

Peer Review and Self-Assessment xv



• Effective and Efficient Program Management. Performance measures for effective planning include the ability to
identify and respond to new strategic missions and emerging national needs, to implement programs consistent with
Laboratory and Division strategic plans, missions, and goals, and to respond to programmatic changes in scope or
technical content. Performance measures that demonstrate effective project execution include meeting established
technical milestones, carrying out work within budget and on schedule, satisfying our customers, and making optimum
use of our personnel, facilities, and equipment.

Technology Programs

An important component of the Laboratory's portfolio is technology development by applying new and improved
technologies. Technology programs usually have more clearly defined deliverables than science programs, and the criteria
and performance measures employed in evaluating science programs do not provide the appropriate basis for review of
technology programs. As a consequence, the DOE and its national laboratories evaluate technology programs with different
criteria than those that are used to evaluate science programs. These criteria include

• Customer Expectations and Involvement. Performance measures include the degree to which technology programs meet
the Department's critical technology needs, level of customer participation (joint planning and resource management, for
example), customer validation of the product to be delivered, and communication of information in a timely and
appropriate fashion.

• Quality of the Technical Plan. Performance measures include clearly defined goals and criteria for success, adequate
analysis of risks and possible failure modes, and reasonable cost and schedule.

• Technical Approach. Performance measures include a well-established scientific or technical basis of the work, level of
innovation, and appropriate advancement of the "state of the art."

o Program Execution. Performance measures include a suitable match of assigned resources (quality staff, adequate
facilities, and sufficient funding) with programmatic tasks and productivity (delivery of product on schedule and within
budget).

Division Review Committees provide a written report and an overall rating for the science and engineering or technology
work reviewed at their annual meeting. The committee report provides the Laboratory Director with documentation on the
committee's observations and recommendations.

Through the evaluation process, the Laboratory generates a summary document (the Self-Evaluation Report) that is used by
management and by the Department of Energy's Richland Operations Office to judge the Laboratory's overall performance.
The Self-Evaluation Report also describes the Laboratory's key improvement opportunities, as summarized from the division
assessment, peer reviews, independent oversight, internal audits, and external evaluations. The designated managers with
responsibility for LDRD programs at the Department's Richland Operations are continuously engaged in this process to
ensure that the research meets the Department's primary thrust efforts and contributes to mission objectives.

Laboratory Review Committee

The chairs for each Division Review Committee serve as members of the Laboratory Review Committee. This Committee is
responsible for advising the Laboratory Director and the Laboratory Advisory Committee on the technical and scientific
quality of Laboratory programs and projects. This Committee oversees and ensures uniform practice of the peer review
process across each of the four divisions.

External Peer Review Panels

External peer review is performed to assess the scientific quality and priority of technical proposals and to monitor the
progress of programs and projects. Major programs are reviewed annually by external scientific panels that are brought to
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the Laboratory for an onsite review. These reviewers look closely at selected LDRD projects as a part of a larger program
review. These reviews ensure that the technical quality of research is high, that PNNL scientists are well integrated into the
scientific community, and that they are not duplicating the work of other scientists and institutions.

Laboratory Technical and Business Reviews

In addition to the Laboratory's formal peer-review process, Pacific Northwest also conducts strategic technical and business
reviews of proposed LDRD projects as part of the Laboratory's annual business planning process. This review is
commissioned by the Laboratory Director and the Strategy Council. The following steps are involved in this process:

• Laboratory-Level Projects. All Laboratory-level technical proposals are submitted to Strategic Planning. The proposals
are then forwarded to the Technical and Business Councils for review.

• The Technical Council reviews individual LDRD project proposals for scientific and technical quality using internal and
external reviewers. The five criteria used for rating proposals are

- Technical Significance—The project needs to address an important technical problem, advance the state of the art in
a capability/technology area, and distinguish us technically from what other institutions are doing.

- Technical Approach—Projects must have a technical strategy and plan that is well integrated, well developed,
conceptually sound, and has achievable endpoints.

- Technical Innovation—Projects should develop novel technical concepts, approaches, and methods that create
intellectual value, challenge existing paradigms, and develop new capabilities.

- Technical Staff—A project needs to provide the right mix of technical training and experience and have a record of
technical accomplishment.

- Technical Environment—Projects must aggressively track relevant technical activities to manage the technical
direction of the investment and actively seek external technical expertise to strengthen investments, as appropriate
(collaborations, new hires, etc.).

The Technical Council members rate each proposal and provide a recommendation to fund (or not) to the Laboratory
Director and the Strategy Council.

• The Business Council is commissioned by the Laboratory Director and Strategy Council to review each technical focus
area to ensure that Laboratory thrusts are applicable to DOE missions and needs. The five criteria used for rating
technical focus areas are

- Enduring Benefit to the Laboratory—including staff, equipment, new technical capabilities.

- Market Attractiveness—relevance to DOE mission and the likelihood of new programs if successful.

- Ability to Compete—matching PNNL capabilities to mission roles and identifying a clear distinction from work of
others.

- Financial—ensuring that the expected result is commensurate with funding.

- Planning and Execution—rating the quality of proposal and project management performance for continuing
projects.

The Business Council forwards its recommendations as a part of the decision package to the Laboratory Director and
Strategy Council.

• The Laboratory Director and Strategy Council approve the proposal recommendations and allocate funding and other
resources to proposed projects according to strategic goals and priorities of the Laboratory. The principal investigators
and the Laboratory staff are then notified of these funding decisions.
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• The Technical Council and the Strategy Council are responsible for monitoring and reviewing Laboratory-level LDRD
projects throughout fiscal year to ensure that the projects are making appropriate technical progress.

• Division-Level Projects. Each research division at the Laboratory undertakes a similar review and evaluation process for
proposed projects that address the division's strategic objectives. The Associate Laboratory Director for each division
appoints an internal committee to evaluate and recommend projects for funding. These committees are also responsible
for monitoring project progress and for ensuring that appropriate technical progress is being made. In addition, selected
LDRD projects are reviewed by the Division Review Committees as a part of the division's peer review and self-
assessment process.

Compliance Reviews

The oversight and reporting structure for the LDRD program management is the responsibility of the LDRD Program Office,
reporting to the Director of Strategic Planning. This office reviews projects for compliance with DOE Order 413.2.

In addition, the Director of Strategic Planning and the LDRD Program Office at PNNL monitor the process of peer review
and self-assessment for each phase of proposal submission, review, selection, and project funding. Each project is evaluated
for mission relevance, scientific quality, and progress toward objectives using an integrated planning and review process.
Midyear and annual summaries of project performance are analyzed and linked to Laboratory Critical Outcomes. Copies of
the "prep and risk" for each proposal are provided to the LDRD Program Office. Project costs and spending rates are tracked
via the PNNL financial system. Annual reports of technical progress are obtained from the principal investigators for annual
reporting. Tangible output metrics are obtained by surveying each principal investigator. Benchmarking data on LDRD
metrics are analyzed for trends.

Accomplishment

The second parameter for evaluating the technical quality of directed research is the measure of project accomplishment.
This criterion speaks to the success of a given technical focus area (made up of a number of supporting LDRD projects) and
whether it has yielded substantial scientific impact and other benefits to the Laboratory, to the Department of Energy, and to
the nation. Examples of accomplishments include the following:

• Cell Signaling. Initial work on the development of new capabilities for studying biological processes within and
between living cells has led to two newly funded research programs. One of the programs is part of a Department of
Energy effort to understand the basic mechanisms of radiation effects at very low doses and dose rates. This
understanding will have numerous practical applications in decision making for environmental cleanup, regulating the
reuse of slightly contaminated materials, and identifying causative factors of health concern to workers. The expected
results from this programmatic effort will help define "how clean is clean" from a health-risk perspective and will have a
major impact on reducing the cost of cleanup of DOE sites. Another separate but related program will provide a new
capability for evaluating the effectiveness of cancer treatments by allowing the treatments to be tailored to the needs of
each patient.

• New Technology for High-Throughput Proteomics. In 1999, an LDRD project demonstrated the technical basis of
high-throughput methods and instrumentation for quantitative proteomics based on mass spectrometry. New
instrumentation made it possible to study the many different proteins in single cells with orders of magnitude greater
speed and sensitivity than was previously possible. The accuracy of mass spectrometry enabled the use of "accurate
mass tags" for protein identification and of new multiplexed MS/MS methods for the high-throughput characterization of
protein modifications (such as reversible phosphorylations at specific locations on protein molecules that are crucial to
signal transduction pathways). The ability to measure the expression of nearly all the proteins from extremely small
samples rapidly and precisely will provide new insights into the molecular nature of disease states and a new
understanding of cell-signaling pathways and networks, the cell cycle, and cellular differentiation. The ability to make
such high-throughput measurements of proteomes will have enormous impacts on biological and biomedical research.
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• Advanced Scientific Instrumentation. Through the LDRD program, the Laboratory funded work that advanced the
precision and sensitivity of analytical chemistry instrumentation. New capabilities were added in mass spectrometry and
field-deployable radiation counting equipment in support of various environmental, health effects, and national defense
applications. Specific advances included techniques for interfacing capillary electrophoresis and plasma source
ionization with mass spectrometry and the development of new atmosphere monitors for international treaty verification.
These new technologies resulted in several R&D 100 and technology transfer awards.

• Subsurface Science. The Laboratory contributed to fundamental scientific understanding of the transport and fate of
contaminants in the subsurface environment. The Laboratory's LDRD program funded several innovative research
efforts that led to the development of advanced computer models that incorporate biogeochemical and hydrogeologic
processes to predict chemical species and how they move in the subsurface. Projects also identified novel
microorganisms in the deep subsurface that led to new remediation methods such as insitu redox manipulation. This
1998 R&D 100 Award winner is a technique that modified the subsurface geochemistry to immobilize contaminants.

• Global Climate Assessment Funding from the LDRD program contributed to understanding the physical mechanisms
underlying global climate change, assessing the regional impacts of these changes, and evaluating possible migration
methods. One of the major successes of the LDRD program was the day-to-day management of the Atmospheric
Radiation Measurements (ARM) program, the Department's principal effort on understanding the role of clouds and
atmospheric aerosols on radiative transport in the atmosphere. Another program under LDRD funding resulted in the
Laboratory's second-generation economic model. This model has become one of the most widely used tools to examine
the effects of energy policy and technology change on greenhouse gas emissions and to understand the costs and the
feasibility of alternative paths for stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere.

Tangible Output Metrics

Tangible output metrics that measure research productivity and quality are collected for each LDRD project funded.
Tangible output metrics indicate the accomplishments of the project by considering the following:

• Client Follow-on Funding. This metric demonstrates the relevance of projects to Department of Energy missions and
priorities.

• Awards. This indicator helps determine the strength in developing and transferring relevant technologies that are valued
by the technical community.

• Publications. Publication in the open scientific literature is an indicator of scientific productivity and quality as well as
external recognition.

• New Hires and Post-Doctoral Fellows. This metric is an indicator that the Laboratory is building its capabilities and is
expanding its staff resources.

• Copyrights, Inventions, and Patents Filed or Granted. These metrics indicate progress, innovation, and leading-edge
development in science and technology. The protection of intellectual property provides the opportunity for technology
developed at the Laboratory to be used by the Department.

National laboratories must ensure that the LDRD program provides outstanding value and return on investment.
Performance review ensures that research funds are used for their intended purposes and result in value to die Laboratory, to
the Department of Energy, and the nation.

The peer review and self-assessment process helps the Laboratory measure the performance of the LDRD program. Through
self assessment, the Laboratory can manage the program effectively and implement lessons learned where improvements are
needed.
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Development of a Tool for Investigating Multiphase and Multiscale
Atmospheric Chemical and Physical Processes

Carl M. Berkowitz, Xindi Bian, Rahul A. Zaveri

Study Control Number: PN99015/1343

Project Description

With the advent of and accessibility to massively parallel
computing architecture has come a need for programming
techniques tailored to Eulerian air chemistry models.
These problems focus on optimizing hundreds of
processors on a single system relative to the thousands of
nodes and multitudes of physical processes used in modern
air chemistry models (Peters et al. 1995). We optimized a
Eulerian reactive chemistry/transport model in two hours
that once took several weeks per simulation to run on a
massively parallel computer. The modifications involved
reformulating calculations of local chemistry, transport,
and data exchange and were carried out under the
constraints of maintaining code portability to other
machines. Another restriction was maintaining the original
format of the code. In this way, scientists could continue
development work without undue concern for the new
computational design. One such new development pursued
under this project has been formulating and evaluating a
new lumped-structure approach for condensing organic
chemical mechanisms.

Technical Accomplishments

Despite their ease of use, high-performance, fully
automated Fortran compilers tend to produce less than
optimal parallelized code. One alternative is to manually
rewrite the code to optimize performance for each
application, with the associated investment in labor and
continual upkeep costs. A hybrid of these two extremes is
described below.

The C-Preprocessor Code (CPP)

We inserted a series of message passing interface (MPI)
commands within an existing Fortran script that defines the
atmospheric chemistry code (see Figure 1). These
commands are then recognized by a shell script that
queries the user to determine the optimal configuration for
a given application of the model, which, in turn, is a
function of the available machine platform and number of

C-Preprocessor Script

F99/MPI commands in .F files,
e.g.

Ztransport.F
Common/blockX/....
#if (IBM .eq. TRUE) call
mpisubi
#if (SGI .eq. TRUE) call
mpisub2
call loadwinds
call integrate

Chemistry.F

F99 commands in .f files,
e.g.

Ztransport.f
Common/block X/....
Call mpisub2
Call loadvvinds
Call integrate

Figure 1. Schematic showing relation of C-preprocessor
code and combined Fortran/MPI comments inserted in
high-level text (*.F), and resulting Fortran script (*.f)
tailored for different computing environments

available processors. The MPI standard consists of a
platform- and language-independent library of user-
callable subroutines adapted to manual parallelization.
Much of the effort in this task involved inserting and
testing MPI library calls at various points in the serial
code.

Domain Decomposition

The governing differential equations of this system are
solved using the "locally one-dimensional" approximation
described by Lapidus and Pinder (1982), with two types of
domain decomposition carried out during different steps of
the integration:

Step A: dC/dt\total = {dC/dt\x + dC/dt\y}

Step B: + {dC/dt\z + d C/dt\diff+ dC/dt\chem}

This partial derivative notation is used to distinguish
between changes to the concentration of chemical species
"C" resulting from x- and y-transport (Step A) and vertical
transport, diffusion, and local chemistry (Step B). Such
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locally one-dimensional approximations offer the
advantages of computational simplicity and dimensional
flexibility.

At the start of each simulation hour, meteorological fields
from the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS)
are read by a master node and then broadcast to the other
N-l slave nodes. At this stage of the integration, each
node has an identical set of chemical and dynamic fields
that describe the state of the modeling domain. We then
partition the computational domain among the available
processors in different ways for Steps A and B.

During Step A, transport calculations along a given
horizontal slab ("slab decomposition") and a set of trace
gas species are assigned to each of the N available
processors (Figure 2). This is a natural way to partition the
calculations because chemical species do not interact
during the time-split transport calculations, and there is no
exchange of information during the horizontal transport
calculations. However, transport calculations do change
the horizontal gradients at each layer for each species. The
processors track these changes as they carry out their
calculations. At the end of Step A, the resulting fields are
updated among all processors, for all layers and all species.

Processor
1

Species 1 to.
Layer 1

Species 6 to 10
Layer 1

Species 1 to (l~
Layer AT

West to East

A t

5S^

Figure 2. Illustration of domain decomposition during the
horizontal transport step. This resulted in a code that is
almost fully scalable with the number of processors.

Computational descriptions of vertical transport, vertical
mixing, and chemistry (Step B) involve only local or
vertical derivatives. We therefore considered allocating
the processor work load for these computations based on
"band" decomposition (decomposition by bands of
constant latitude), "column" decomposition
(decomposition by columns), and "dynamic"
decomposition (decomposition such that if the previous
time step were repeated, all processors would have the
same workload). For any of these strategies, once all the
nodes have completed their calculations for chemistry and
vertical transport, they pass their results to other nodes in a
synchronized stacking fashion. After all nodes have
updated their chemical fields, the decomposition pattern is
reconfigured and each processor then carries out its
assigned X- and Y-transport calculations.

Results

One of our objectives was to produce a code with a
performance capability that would scale with the number
of available processors. Figure 3 shows the speedup
associated with N = 8, 16, 32, 64,128, and 256 processors,
for the various domain decomposition strategies discussed
above.

10 1G0

Number or processors

Figure 3. Speedup as a function of the number of processors
for various domain decomposition strategies

Line "A" shows the speedup associated with using latitude
bands without the slab-decomposition used during the
horizontal advection time step. This is a logical first
choice for parallel processing on a coarse-parallel machine
because photochemical calculations do not need to be done
at night, and the length of the days and night will be
comparable along a band of constant latitude, resulting in a
reasonable load balance among the processors. However,
decreased scalability appears at N = 32. This limited
scalability appears to be a consequence of two factors.
First, there are more processors (up to 512 on the SP2) than
available latitude bands (68), so many processors are
assured of idle time. Second, there is an unequal
distribution of workload resulting from the distribution of
chemically active regions. A well-balanced load
minimizes the processor idle time and thereby ensures
optimal parallel performance processors. Processors
assigned bands over chemically active regions such as
latitudes 35 and 45°N over the eastern United States
require more time to finish their chemical integration than
processors at more northerly latitudes do, which adds
imbalance with additional processors.

The addition of the "slab decomposition" during the
horizontal advection step was found to improve the model
performance in terms of absolute speedup (Figure 3,
line B) although the processing speed still did not scale for
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N > 32. However, with N=256, the speedup was 50X
relative to the 30-fold speedup found without slab-wise
decomposition. The number of latitudinal bands and the
unequal distribution of computing load were still limiting
factors.

The scalability of the column-wise decomposition was
significantly better, with continual improvement up to
N=128. While still suffering from the unequal distribution
of computational load in each processor/column work
assignment, this technique overcame the limitation of
having processors sitting idle due to an uneven match
between latitude bands and available processors. The
biggest speedup and best scalability resulted from dynamic
load balancing, where the load distribution was redefined
from the previous time step's load balance (Figure 3,
line D). In this case, the speedup was very close to the
maximum predicted by Amdahl's Law (Amdahl 1967).

A New Lumped-Structure Photochemical Mechanism for
Large-Scale Applications

The chemical complexity of three-dimensional regional
and global-scale tropospheric chemistry models is typically
constrained by limited CPU memory, making a lumped
structure approach for condensing organic chemical
mechanisms attractive. An evaluation and implementation
of a new mechanism (Zaveri and Peters 1999) was
completed under this project. This mechanism retains
some of the long-lived trace gas species and their
intermediate products that may be important under long-
range transport conditions at larger spatial scales and
longer time scales. It will also allow us to easily
accommodate a variety of aerosol/trace-gas interactions
related to studies of aerosols.

Summary

This report describes modifications that were made to a
three-dimensional reactive chemistry/transport modeling
system that resulted in an order of magnitude increase in
CPU speedups with minimal modification to the original
serial code. The basis for this improvement was inserting
MPI commands into a high-level code that uses two types
of domain decompositions during the runtime of the
model. The first, "slab decomposition," was implemented
during the horizontal advection integrator. The second,
"dynamic decomposition," redefined the load distribution
for vertical advection/mixing/local chemistry calculations
at each time step based on performance from the previous
time step. The preprocessor ensured that this code can be
easily modified by non-computer scientists, producing an
executable version of the code that can be tailored to a
variety of computing environments. The code is

99 percent parallelized for 256 processors on an IBM-SP2
distributed memory platform. A new chemical mechanism
was included to allow greater capability in describing local
chemical processes.
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Development of Electrostatic and Electrodynamic Systems for Improved
Aerosol Transport Efficiencies

Michael L. Alexander, James L. Huckaby

Study Control Number: PN99019/1347

Project Description Modeling

The goal of this project was to design, construct, and test a The design of the prototype was based primarily on
high-efficiency aerosol transport system based on the SIMION 6.0 software package modeling results. SIMION
behavior of charged particles in an inhomogeneous, was developed by David A. Dahl at the Idaho National
oscillating electric field. A suitably designed Engineering Laboratory for simulating charged particle
electrodynamic field produces a time-averaged force that trajectories in electric fields (Dahl 1995). SIMION
tends to drive charged particles away from the field source. addresses static electric fields only in vacuum conditions
This has been used to trap and suspend individual aerosol but can be interfaced to user-written programs to
particles in electrodynamic balances (Davis 1987) but to incorporate time-dependent electric fields and aerodynamic
our knowledge has not been applied to control the drag,
trajectories of aerosol particles as envisioned by this
project. Initially, SIMION was applied to simulate the trajectories

of charged aerosol particles through a series of axially
Technical Accomplishments aligned ring electrodes having identical inner diameters.

Simulations were based on vacuum conditions (no drag),
Analyses conducted before the project started suggested a and cylindrical symmetry was assumed. The model
series of axially aligned, ring-shaped electrodes could be predicted that relatively low voltages applied to the
used to focus charged aerosol particles in a stream. From electrodes could be used to repel moving charged particles
this concept a prototype was designed, constructed, and in a vacuum. The trajectories of 0.1-u.m-diameter particles
partially tested. Design of the prototype was based with charges of 1,2,3,4, and 5 electrons are shown in
primarily on modeling results from the SIMION 6.0 Figure 1. Each ring electrode is represented by an upper
software package. Electronic tests of the prototype and a lower box in this cross-sectional view, and they are
indicated it was capable of producing a much stronger arranged to form a tube. The first electrode and each odd-
electrodynamic field (without breakdown or arcing) than numbered electrode thereafter are charged to +40 volts,
had been expected, enhancing the probability of its and the even-numbered electrodes are charged to -40 volts,
success. Performance testing of the prototype with an
aerosol was initiated, but problems with generating and The charged particles were introduced from the left side
charging a suitable aerosol precluded valid testing. We with an initial veiocity of about 0.25 m/s, directed at a 35°
plan to test the prototype as part of a project funded by the angle to the axis of the cylinder. Under these conditions,
Federal Energy Technology Center (FETC). the particles with two or more electron charges were

KF - o : ov

Flow

i = I .6O2.IO 2 QJ

= (1.602 x 1020 ^ - ) t - ^ )

= 1/2 mi2 = 1/2 (5.24 x 10 l6g)

Figure 1. Trajectories of electrons
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predicted to ricochet through the tube of electrodes without
touching them. This arrangement could be applied to
transfer charged particles under vacuum with minimal wall
losses.

When aerodynamic drag was introduced to the model,
radial motion of the particles was damped, and the same
system collimated the particles. Figure 2 illustrates the
trajectories of 2.5-ji.m particles charged with 1,000
electrons and introduced in an air stream (from the left side
of the figure) at various distances from the axis of the
electrodes. Here the electrodes carried static charges, as
they did in Figure 1, but the potential on each was
increased to ±500 volts. The air pressure was only a few
mm of mercury, and drag on the particles was much lower
than it would be at atmospheric pressure. This
arrangement could be applied to produce a tightly focused
beam of particles under low-vacuum conditions for micro-
precision placement of charged particles with potential
applications in etching and plating of substrates.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the focusing effect was strongest
while the particles were near the electrodes and decreased
as the distance between particle and electrode increased.
This result showed that focusing could be improved (or the
length of tube needed to produce a collimated beam
decreased) by decreasing the inner diameter of the
electrodes in a step-wise fashion, with each electrode
having a slightly smaller inner diameter. Figure 3
illustrates this arrangement. In Figure 3, oscillating
electric potentials were applied to the electrodes (making
the system electrodynamic instead of electrostatic), and a
2.5-|im charged particle was introduced near the first
electrode on the left. The system shown in Figure 3 was at
atmospheric pressure, with corresponding drag of air on
the particle, and the average velocity of the particle from
left to right was approximately the air velocity.

This simulates 2.5 um particle cnargea witn 1. OOO electro-is in iOO mL/sec flow
(particles launched parallel :o axis Dut radially : mm apart)

m - 10*7
q - 0.002 electrons

KE - 0.013 ev
damping factor - O.0O05S
Ring 1.0. - 1.6 cm

»/- 500 volt potential on electrodes

Figure 2. Particle trajectories

m= 107
q = 0.006 electrons
KE = 0.1eV

"Particle Funnel"
damping factor = 0.05

1st ring I. D.- 14mm. lastringl.D. = 1mm: width = 1.5mm separation = 2.5mm
+/- 700 volt potential on electrodes (1000 Vrms)

frequency = 50 Hz

Approximates the flight of a well-charged 2.5 rnn diameter particle with density of water in air.
Stream-lines are parallel to axis (and removed between electrodes to maintain constant
linear velocity). Volumetric flow =1.2 cm3/sec.

Figure 3. Oscillating electric potentials are applied to the electrodes, making the system electrodynamic
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When multiple charged particles were introduced to such a
system, they could be concentrated in the central region,
while air that was relatively devoid of particles was
removed via the spaces between the electrodes. This is
depicted in Figure 4, where multiple 0.1 -um particles were
introduced to a similar system. The close spacing of the
electrodes produced a strong force repelling the charged
particles in the region of the electrodes but only a weak
force beyond this region. Though interparticle repulsion
was not accounted for in this particular example, the
SIMION code was applied to address this issue. Results
were very similar with and without interparticle repulsion
for the low aerosol concentrations examined.

98-10-20-05

:o - 2 »-•

Figure 4. Multiple charged particles concentrated in the
central region

Prototype Description and Testing

A prototype of the funnel-shaped electrode system
depicted in Figure 4 was designed, and components were
arranged in the chamber. The corona assembly is visible at
the top center of Figure 5, and tubes for monitoring the
charged aerosol and venting excess air and aerosol are
visible between the corona assembly and the electrodes.
Though most aerosol particles carry a natural charge, this
charge is not sufficient for the designed system to
overcome drag at atmospheric pressure. To increase the
charge on the particles, a corona discharge particle charger
was designed, fabricated, and attached to the prototype
system. The assembled system is shown in Figure 5. The
electrodes, fabricated from sheet brass, are shown at the
center of the picture, housed within a polycarbonate (the
wind tunnel), where preliminary tests were conducted. The
electrode system was tested to ensure it would not arc at
the design voltages; it exceeded our expectations in that
respect. A Lovelace-style nebulizer was used to aerosolize
an aqueous solution of tagged 1.0-nm polystyrene spheres.
This aerosol was introduced above the corona assembly
and monitored using an API aerosizer, which was
connected to the system below the corona assembly. The

Figure 5. Aerosol transport system

corona assembly, after minor fixes to eliminate an arcing
problem, was found to reduce the concentration of
particles, as measured by the API aerosizer by roughly a
factor of 4. This effect was probably due to enhanced loss
of charged particles to the walls of the chamber. Airflow
through the electrode chamber was adjusted to remove
about 200 mL/min through the spaces between the
electrodes and between 2 and 7 mL/min through the outlet
at the bottom of the system. A filter was installed at the
outlet to capture the exiting particles.

Performance testing of the system was based on the
premise that the number of tagged particles caught by the
filter during a given period of time would be higher when
die electrodes were energized than when the electrodes
were not energized. Tagged particles that fluoresce under
ultraviolet light were used to enhance die detection and
quantitation of the aerosol captured on the filter. Visual
inspections of the filter under a hand-held ultraviolet
source should indicate any significant difference between
die periods when the electrodes were energized and when
they were not, and a quantitative assessment could be
conducted by washing the particles off the filter and
examining the resulting suspension with a spectrometer.
Because the flow rates of the system were low and the
aerosol concentration moderate, the testing relied heavily
on the ability to generate and maintain a constant aerosol
concentration during an extended test period (several hours
or longer) when the electrodes were energized, and then
reproduce the same concentration when die electrodes
were not energized. In practice, we found that the aerosol
generating system did not give a constant concentration,
because the concentration fell by as much as a factor of
10 over the course of several hours. Testing was stopped
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when it became apparent that the chosen aerosol generator
and tagged particle approach was not likely to result in a
valid test of the system. Alternatives were considered
(e.g., using a vibrating orifice aerosol generator with a
charging plate), but year-end constraints precluded pursuit
of any alternatives.

Conclusions and Follow-on Work

The proposed aerosol concentration scheme was modeled,
and results indicated the concept was a robust method to
control charged particles in a low vacuum that is
potentially useful at atmospheric pressure. A prototype
based on the modeling was designed and constructed. The
prototype met design specifications for tests of the
electronics, airflow, and electrode performance. Proof-of-
concept testing was initiated but not completed because the
aerosol generating system failed to meet testing
requirements. Although the performance of the
electrodynamic focusing device was not evaluated this
year, the device will be evaluated for use as part of a

project funded by the Federal Energy Technology Center
to demonstrate PNNL technology for size and composition
analysis of aerosol particles for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) paniculate matter 2.5 monitoring
requirements. As part of this program, a more reliable
method of particle generation and charging will be
employed to evaluate the performance of the focusing
system. If the results are consistent with those predicted
by the modeling effort, the focusing system will be
incorporated into the ion trap mass spectrometer system for
the laboratory demonstration.
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Development of Synoptic Classification Tools

Roger T. Marchand

Study Control Number: PN99021/1349

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to develop an atmospheric
classification scheme that could combine large amounts of
data from atmospheric monitoring so that global climate
models would more accurately predict weather patterns.
Weather-typing systems have been used extensively in
climate models for studying weather patterns to better
predict regional effects such as rainfall, wind speeds, and
temperatures.

This project proposed to improve the analysis of
atmospheric dynamics that occur over a vast range of
scales (from turbulent processes on the order of meters to
planetary waves with scales of thousands of kilometers).
The formation, dissipation, and movement of clouds are
directly related to these atmospheric motions. We
collected data on cloud formation using both satellite
imaging and ground-based photography. Our objective
was to gain a better understanding of clouds, the
atmospheric properties that influence cloud formation, and
the weather patterns that result from different atmospheric
patterns. We would then create a classification scheme to
incorporate our observations and compare properties
observed by different monitoring systems. Ultimately, this
classification scheme will be incorporated into global
climate models.

Technical Accomplishments

We created a comparative neural network using 17 months
of analysis data from a numerical weather prediction
model. The weather data were obtained from many
different sources. The neural network objectively searches
out the most commonly occurring patterns in the weather
data. Once the neural network is developed, it will rapidly
classify data that were not in the initial data set.

We conducted a preliminary analysis in which the
atmosphere was assigned to 1 of 25 possible states given
the geopotential heights, relative humidities, temperatures,
and winds at several predetermined pressure levels
(Figure 1). To assess whether these states might be used in
the analysis of clouds, we then sorted data from the cloud
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Figure 1. Plots (one for each state) of the probability of cloud
occurrence versus height during the winter of 1996 to 1997
(solid line) and the winter 1997 to 1998 (dashed line). For
each atmospheric state, the legend shows the percent of the
season occupied by that cloud state.

radar data to determine the probability of occurrence of
clouds as a function of height and atmospheric state.

We found that the percentage of time occupied by each
state was significantly different in each of the two winters.
The differences are explained by knowing that the winter
of 1997 to 1998 was an El Nino year, while winter of 1996
to 1997 was not. Despite the differences in these two
winter seasons, many of the cloud states showed similar
cloud distributions. Cloud states with poor agreement
were not observed long enough for comparisons of the
probability of occurrence to be statistically meaningful.

Figure 2 shows the probabilities for spring of 1997 versus
the entire data set and the percentage of time occupied by
each state (summer and total). The figure also shows the
percentage of time that spring 1997 contributed to the
entire data set. The spring 1997 results look much like the
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Figure 2. Probabilities for spring 1997 versus entire data set

annual results. Other states occupied less than 30 percent
of the total time, although the spring 1997 results
compared favorably with the total profiles.

Discussion of Results

Similar large-scale atmospheric patterns should be
associated with similar cloud formations. Our results
confirmed that hypothesis. Preliminary research provided
a proof-of-concept; however, further research will be
needed to test our classification schemes.

To test the stability of our classification scheme, we
created one neural network using only half of the available
data, chosen at random. We then used die otiier half to
train a second network. We applied each network to the
total data set and examined how many of the periods in
each state, determined by the first neural network,
appeared in the set of states determined by die second
network. Most of the states appeared stable where most of
the points in a given state mapped were similar to the state
determined by die odier network. Metrics such as die
reproducibility index (Michelangeli et al. 1995) can be
used to examine the stability and reproducibility of die
derived states. Choosing a small number of sets may
produce stable results but may force different physically
significant events into one state.

This example is only one of many cloud properties that
need to be examined. The probability of occurrence versus
height, for example, tells lhtle about die horizontal scales
of die observed clouds or their microphysical properties.
The principle of atmospheric classification relies on die
existence of a finite number of possible states. Some
points will not fit easily into any of die predetermined
patterns. Several metrics, such as pattern correlation
coefficients, have been proposed (Michelangi et al. 1995;
Richman and Lamb 1985) for individual sets of input data.
These metrics could prove useful in identifying periods
diat should be removed from further analysis. Errors and
uncertainties will need to be accounted for using statistical
modeling.

An objective analysis may not provide a descriptive
physical interpretation of die meteorology or weadier
associated wim each of die atmospheric states. Such a
description should, however, become clear by studying the
relationship between die classification and die inputs. We
also anticipate tiiat die atmospheric states will follow
temporal patterns, and analysis of diese patterns should
prove helpful for evaluating global models.

Summary

Ultimately, tiiere is no single atmospheric classification for
all situations. We propose to create a classification scheme
mat is suitable for cloud studies and can be used to tie
ground-based and satellite-based data to global climate
models. The results to date show diat tiiis approach is
promising and could be a valuable research tool.
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Laboratory Studies of Heterogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry

Robert S. Disselkamp

Study Control Number: PN98042/1288

Project Description

Laboratory studies of simplified chemical systems that
represent the atmosphere yield insight into fundamental
molecular processes that occur in nature. A challenging
area of research is the study of gas-aerosol particle
interactions, referred to as atmospheric heterogeneous
chemistry. A variety of aerosols exist in the troposphere,
including internally and externally mixed sea salt, sulfate,
mineral oxide, organic hydrocarbon, and soot (elemental
carbon). We researched laboratory studies of the
interaction of two trace gases (nitric acid and ozone) with
soot aerosol material. Of particular interest is the ability of
aerosols to provide a surface that can lead to irreversible
uptake of trace gas species or lead to conversion among
trace gas types, such as the reduction of HNO3 to NOX.

Technical Accomplishments

Experiments were performed at the PNNL Environmental
Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) using an aerosol
chamber described in Narus et al. (1996). The apparatus
used in these studies is illustrated in Figure 1. A Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, interfaced with a
White cell inside the aerosol chamber, enabled an
examination of aerosol samples. Experiments were
performed by introducing either O3 or HNO3 into the
aerosol chamber, initiating infrared spectral data
acquisition at six-minute intervals and rapidly introducing
a soot aerosol into the chamber. Spectra collected before
and after introducing soot into the chamber were analyzed
to yield information about wall reaction and wall reaction
plus trace gas uptake/chemistry on the aerosol.

O3 Soot Chemistry

The result of introducing a soot aerosol into O3 in the
chamber is illustrated in Figure 2. The partial pressures of
O3 and CO2 were obtained from infrared spectra and are
plotted with time. Many important results can be extracted
from an examination of this figure. The oxidation of soot
by ozone resulted in CO2 production. An examination of
the stoichiometry for this process showed that two CO2
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the aerosol chamber.
The inner assembly is double-walled for temperature control
at 298K. It contains the aerosol sample and is housed within
an outer Dewar jacket.
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Figure 2. The partial pressure of O3 and CO2 versus time is
shown. Soot was introduced at time = zero.

molecules were produced for every O3 molecule
consumed. It can be concluded, therefore, that O2

participated in the CO2 formation (i.e., oxidation) process.
In addition, the rapid decrease in O3 partial pressure
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immediately upon introducing soot to the chamber
(t = -6 min to t = 6 min) was consistent with a reaction
probability of y~10"3. Conversely, the longer time decay of
ozone was consistent with a reaction probability of y ~10'8

(Disselkamp et al. 1999). This decrease in reaction
probability likely arises from oxidation and loss of reaction
sites on the soot surface. Our observations of the rapid
uptake of O3 followed by the slow O3 decay on soot
suggested that O3 decomposition on atmospheric soot
aerosols was not likely to be an important process.

HNO3 Soot Chemistry

HNO3 soot chemistry was studied using the procedure
outlined above. Nitric acid was added to the chamber by
flowing 1.0 standard liters per minute of zero air through a
70 wt% HNO3 solution and into the chamber for
1.2 minutes. Figure 3 illustrates HNO3 and NO2 partial
pressures obtained for an experiment using 39 mg of
Degussa FW2 soot. No other chemical species were
identifiable from the infrared spectra. The results of this
experiment differed from those of the O3 soot work in that
only a rapid uptake of HN03 and partial conversion to NO2

were observed.
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Figure 3. The partial pressures of HNO3 and NO? versus
time. Note the uptake of HNO3 and production of NO2 upon
soot introduction to the chamber (t=0).

An interesting observation from Figure 3 was the residual
HNO3 present in the chamber after aerosol formation.
Since HN03 undergoes an initially rapid decrease and then
remains constant, this result suggested that a titration

phenomenon occurred whereby one type of active site
present on the soot surface was oxidized by HN03 to
produce NO2. Once these active sites were depleted, no
further NO2 production or HN03 consumption could occur.
Hence, the process was not catalytic. Active sites present
at the soot surface were consumed (i.e., deactivated) in the
process. Unfortunately, our measurements could not
elucidate the chemical nature of these active sites. The
HNO3 uptake-to-NO2 production ratio greater than unity
indicated that other surface sites were present that either
adsorbed HN03 or reacted with HNO3 to form non-volatile
or undetected gaseous products. The HNO3 uptake to NO2

production ratio in our experiments varied from 1.8 to 2.9.

Using the experimental soot mass concentration (g/cm3),
the NO2 produced (molecules/cm3), and the soot-specific
surface area (A2/g) enabled an active site area of
370 A2/site to be computed (Disselkamp et al. 1999).
Using this active site area and an ambient atmospheric soot
loading, it can be shown that negligible HN03 to NO2

conversion is expected. Therefore, if our studies of
elemental carbon are relevant to the atmosphere, soot
heterogeneous chemistry is not likely to be important in the
atmosphere.
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Native Aerosols: Their Composition, Distribution, Reactivity, and
Coupling to Tropospheric Chemistry

James P. Covvin, Alexander Laskin

Study Control Number: PN99051/1379

Project Description

The goal of this project was to demonstrate and refine the
ability of acquiring time-resolved aerosol composition in
atmospheric field studies. We will use this information to
improve the predictive capability of atmospheric pollution
chemistry models and to guide laboratory studies of
aerosol chemistry.

Technical Accomplishments

This project began in mid-September 1999 and was thus
funded for only two weeks during the fiscal year. During
this period, we examined the applicability of a recently
developed PNNL instrument—a time-resolved automated
sampling system to field collection in the G-l Aircraft
operated by PNNL for atmospheric studies. Bench testing
and calculations based on previous flight particle counter
results were very favorable: a few hundred cubic

centimeters per minute of air sampled should yield many
thousands of centimeters per minute of air collected for
each one-minute air sample. We also purchased software
upgrades to the LEO (LEO Electron Microscopy Ltd.)
scanning electron microscope to permit automated analysis
of particles.

Minor modifications of the collection parameters will be
carried out in the next fiscal year, when preliminary field
studies will be conducted at Rattlesnake Mountain. The
particle concentrations at these elevations are similar to
those collected during airplane flights.
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Prototype Regional Climate Collaboration Center(a)

Steven J. Ghan

Study Control Number: PN99059/1387

Project Description

The objective of this project is to develop and apply a
regional climate model, a watershed hydrology model,
water resources management tools, and a crop model, all
operated under a problem-solving environment, to assess
the regional impacts of global climate change. Several
proofs of principle will be demonstrated. A parallel
version of the PNNL regional climate model will be
developed, and selected physics parameterizations will be
modularized for contribution toward the development of a
community regional climate model.

Technical Accomplishments

Parallelization of a Regional Climate Model

The PNNL Regional Climate Model (RCM) is the leading
model for downscaling global climate change to the 1 to
10-km scales required to assess impacts of climate change
on water resources, agriculture, and ecosystems. However,
the climate model is based on a program that was designed
to run on the vector supercomputers of the 1980s. To take
advantage of the power of parallel processors, the program
was reorganized so that each processor can operate on
individual columns of the three-dimensional domain. The
sections of the program that require nearest-neighbor
communication were segregated from the sections that do
not, so interprocessor communication was minimized.
ParAgent, a parallelization tool designed at Iowa State
University specifically for grid-point models, was used to
identify the communication points in the program and to
apply the necessary communication protocol. A strategy
for balancing the computational load between grid cells
with differing numbers of surface elevation classes was
also developed.

Regionalization of a Hydrology Model

The types of water resource issues likely to be addressed
will almost certainly require a capability for hydrologic
analysis over a range of spatial and temporal scales.
Assessments of fisheries management currently being
conducted by various federal, state, and tribal agencies are
being driven to the spatial scale of the sixth-level
Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC6). The channel system in
each HUC is subdivided into a number of georeferenced
river reaches. There are over 7500 6th-level unit codes in
the Columbia Basin. Less than one percent have gauged
streamflows. One of the most daunting problems facing
scientists who conduct studies at this resolution is
estimating streamflows and water quality for all unit codes.
PNNL's ability to couple the climate model and the PNNL
watershed model has been received as the best (and only)
science-based option for overcoming this problem. This
approach also allows the impact of climate change, land
use change, and climate variability to be considered in
management assessments.

The watershed hydrology model was improved to operate
either on the original square-grid domain or on a more
generic watershed/channel representation that allows direct
application at the HUC6 level. Linkage with the climate
model was maintained. Support utilities were developed to
subdivide each HUC6 into elevation bands with a
simplified representation of subband topography. Each
band was mapped to the appropriate river reach. The
enhanced model was tested in the American River basin,
which contains three sixth-level unit codes. The model
was first run in its original form using a square grid of
20,590 lOOxlOO-m cells. Subsequent runs were made
using the three unit-code subbasins with various numbers
of elevation bands. Based on this analysis, the model is

(a) The title refers to a "virtual" center consisting of staff and software and is not meant to imply that it consists of any meteorological
hardware or equipment.
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being tested for the entire Columbia River basin at the
HUC6 level using five elevation bands per unit code. This
approach allowed the entire 668,000-km2 Columbia to be
simulated in the same time as required for the 206-m2

American River using the original square-grid domain.

Development of a Hydrosystem Management Tool

The developments under the hydrology task can be used to
estimate natural streamflows. However, dams and
diversions alter the natural streamflow patterns. Any
adaptation to changes in the future climate will involve
changes to the operating policies of dams and diversions.
A numerical procedure to express the multiple-objective
tradeoffs for a single reservoir system had been developed
earlier at PNNL. The procedure linked a niched pareto
genetic algorithm with a simple reservoir model. During
the first year, the procedure was modified to consider a
system of multiple reservoirs. Because releases from one
reservoir provide all or part of the in-flow into downstream
reservoirs, the optimization procedure suffered from the
expanded dimensionality (interdependence) of the state
variables and decision variables (operating rules). In
addition to reservoir regulation, diversions were also a
significant issue in basins such as the Columbia River
basin, particularly in its tributaries. Diversions for
irrigation, for instance, can represent a significant portion
of the overall tributary flow. Most of the impacts of
climate change will occur in these tributary drainages.
Statistical classification methods are being tested to
develop generalized procedures to characterize diversions
and return flows.

Application of a Crop Model

The resolution of global climate models is too coarse to
drive crop models, particularly in regions with topography
as complex as in the Pacific Northwest. Previous estimates
of impacts of climate change on crop production have
therefore resorted to simply adding to the observed station
record of meteorology the mean climate change predicted
by the climate models. The high spatial resolution of the
meteorology simulated by the PNNL climate model
provides the opportunity to drive crop models by the
simulated meteorology directly. The erosion productivity
impact calculator (EPIC) was driven by meteorology
simulated by the climate model to assess the impact of a
2xCC>2 "greenhouse" scenario of climate change on winter
wheat production in the Palouse region in eastern
Washington and portions of Oregon and Idaho. The
climate scenarios were extracted from the climate model
baseline and 2xCC>2 simulations for each 90 km grid cell of
the climate model, with differentiation by elevation. The
dominant agricultural soil type and farm management

practice were selected for each grid cell. Each climate
dataset was then used as input into the EPIC model to
simulate winter wheat production under baseline climate
and the 2xCC>2 scenario. Crop yields for the baseline
climate averaged 4.52 Mg ha"1 across the study region
(Figure 1). The lowest yields (0 Mg ha-1) occurred at the
higher elevations where temperatures do not allow crops to
mature. The highest yields (7.32 Mg ha"1) occurred at
intermediate elevations with sufficient precipitation <ind
mild temperatures. Winter wheat mean yield increased to
5.45 Mg ha'1 for the 2xCO2 climate, which was markedly
warmer and wetter than baseline. Yield increases were
explained by decreases in both cold temperature and water
stress.
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Figure 1. Winter wheat yield (Mg ha-1) simulated by EPIC
driven by meteorology from the baseline climate simulation
by the RCM

Development of a Problem-Solving Environment

This project's modeling system must be intuitive and
convenient if it is to be useful to the climate impact
assessment community. The system will require
integration and coordination of each of the steps involved
in using the modeling system. A user interface for the
modeling system was designed to guide the user through
the process of defining the regional domain and resolution,
selecting and interpolating the boundary conditions,
compiling and running the climate model, mapping the
regional climate simulation to the selected resolution, and
displaying the data. The climate model steps of defining
the domain and resolution and selecting and interpolating
the boundary conditions were integrated into the prototype
user interface. The remaining steps will be integrated in a
logical organized format.
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Ultrasensitive Studies of Reactive Aerosols

James P. Cowin, Stephen A. Joyce, Stephan E. Barlow

Study Control Number: PN99073/1401

Project Description

Reactive aerosol particles ranging from .01 to 5 microns in
diameter are important in atmospheric studies, in
nanoparticle composite materials, in medicine, and in
chemical processes. However, characterizing their
composition and reactivity is difficult for three reasons:
1) their heterogeneity requires studying the individual
reactivity of many classes of particles, 2) the samples can
be too sparse for most analytical methods to deal with (a
few thousand 0.25-micron particles, for example, for time-
resolved, field-collected atmospheric samples), and
3) usable analytical methods need automation to examine
thousands of individual particles. Recent advances in
instrumentation and automation can eliminate these
problems.

Two technology approaches will be advanced by this
project. The first is 'Time-Resolved Field Studies of
Aerosols via Automated Single-Particle Analysis." We are
constructing and testing an automated field-portable
aerosol collector that will collect samples at the rate of one
particle per minute for several hours. We are also
installing upgrades to a scanning electron microscope to
allow fully automated analysis of thousands of collected
particles. The second technology approach, "Single-
Particle Hydration and Growth," uses a special scanning
electron microscope that permits studies of captured
particles under realistic conditions of humidity and reactive
gases.

Technical Accomplishments

Time-Resolved Field Studies of Aerosols via Automated
Single-Particle Analysis

We designed, fabricated, and performed bench tests of the
field-portable automated particle collector. With minor
adjustments to the initial design, the device was able to
make automated multiple samples of lab-standard aerosols.
The particle collection efficiency was a strong function of
air sampling rate but appears to be 40 percent or higher for
flows of 100 cm3/minute. We are working to improve the
efficiency to about 80 to 100 percent.

Automated analysis of the collected particles is essential.
We are retrofitting our field emission scanning electron
microscope by adding new software and hardware for
automated particle analysis from Oxford Instruments.
"Disklnspector" is a versatile automated particle analysis
system developed to locate sparsely dispersed particles on
hard drive surfaces and to perform energy-dispersive
analysis of x-rays to determine the elemental composition
of the particles. In an unattended overnight run, this
system should be able to analyze 3000 to 5000 particles.
Some parameters in the Disklnspector package may not be
sufficiently adaptable for all our needs. For this reason, we
are also looking at their ImQuant software package, which
could allow us to create our own automated software.

Single-Particle Hydration and Growth

The environmental electron microscope shown in Figure 1
uses the last electron focusing elements to differentially
pump the microscope. Pumping allows the sample region
to be operated with water vapor or other gases at up to
25 torr. Trace reactive gases can also be added. This
technique allows 5-ntn resolution imaging of crystals
dissolving in water, living biological surfaces, and vapor-
deposited growth of particles.

The variable temperature stage for the environmental
scanning electron microscope was procured and installed.
Initial testing was performed, and the required temperature
range of 100 to 400K was achieved. (Prior to delivery of
the new stage, preliminary experiments were conducted
using an existing Peltier stage with a temperature range of
278 to 31 OK.)

Morphological and phase changes of several salts that are
important constituents of sea-salt aerosols were examined
as function of water vapor pressure (from ~2 to 18 torr)
and temperature. For highly soluble materials, dissolution
can occur by incorporation of water from the gas phase.
The pressure at which this deliquescence occurs
corresponds to the vapor pressure above the saturated
solution. The deliquescence of NaCl and NaBr samples
was imaged, and the observed temperature dependence of
the deliquescence pressures agreed well with previous
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope concept showing how
differential pumping of the electron column allows operation
with an ambient of 10 torr or more of pressure. Differential
pumping allows studies of particle growth and hydration.

studies. Currently, scanning electron microscope images
can be acquired as fast as eight frames per second, so the
temporal evolution of the phase changes can monitored at
roughly 0.1-second resolution. The deliquescence was
initially observed as the surface of a crystal becomes
featureless, followed by a rounding and spreading of the
solution droplet on the sample holder. Little or no
hysteresis was observed in the recrystallization on
lowering the pressure, presumably due to heterogeneous
nucleation at the steel sample holder.

Many salts can also form stoichiometric, crystalline
hydrates. For the temperatures studied, NaBr converts to
the dihydrate (NaBr»2H2O) at water pressures roughly half
the deliquescence pressure. Sodium chloride also can form
a dihydrate, but only at temperatures below 0°C; above this
temperature only deliquescence occurs. The formation of

the hydrate can be readily observed in the scanning
microscope. Unlike the case of deliquescence, no
significant changes were initially observed in the
microtopography. Rather, hydration changed the contrast.
An example is shown in Figure 2. Dark regions on the
surface nucleate and grow as hydration proceeds. During
dehydration, bright regions nucleate and grow. At this
point, the contrast mechanism is not well understood due to
the many factors that can potentially influence the
secondary electron yields. The rate of hydration/
dehydration was a strong function of the pressure (i.e., the
saturation ratio). The contrast reversal was completed
prior to any observable volume changes (there is a factor of
2 difference in the molar volumes for the hydrate versus
the anhydrous salt). Prolonged hydration did result in an
increase in the roughness of the surface, presumably due to
microcrystallite formation as stress-relief mechanism.
Cycling hydration/dehydration resulted in higher
roughness. Delamination was observed following rapid
dehydration. Both effects increased the net surface area.

Such cycling is common in the atmosphere versus changes
in altitude, time, and the day/night cycle and should have a
strong impact on water-soluble aerosol morphology.
Future studies will explore effects of hydration on small
particles, small particles as condensation nuclei, and
reactive gases altering aerosols.

Figure 2. Electron micrograph of a several-hundred-micron
NaBr particle versus water vapor pressure. The top half is at
3.5 torr, before significant hydration. The bottom half shows
the particle after raising pressure to 12.4 torr, where
NaBr«2H2O begins to form. Pressure is then dropped to
9.6 torr, and the image slowly dehydrates. Light areas are
dehydrated, and darker ones are hydrated.
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Adaptation of Mycofiltration Phenomena for Wide-Area and Point-Source
Decontamination of Chemical and Biological Warfare Agents

Susan A. Thomas, Peter Becker, Margaret R. Pinza, Jack Q. Word

Study Control Number: PN97006/1147

Project Description

The objective of this study was to test the effectiveness of
mycofiltration(a) to destroy chemical and biological warfare
agents. Our focus was the potential development of a
fungal enzyme-based destroy chemical and biological
warfare decontamination system that could be applied to
equipment, personnel, and structures, and that in
combination with application of the living mycelial
systems could address wide-area decontamination,
remediation, and detection.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1997 and 1998, our agar plate and mesocosm
experiments showed the ability of living fungal systems to
break down dimethyl methyl phosphonate (DMMP) and
isoprophyl methyl phosphonic acid (IMPA). During
FY 1999, we focused our experiments on enzyme activity
to clarify the degree to which the fungal enzymes are
effective for in vitro degradation of chemical and
biological warfare surrogates. Because enzyme activity
can be affected by pH, we tested and defined die substrate
pH regime of each species in our collection. In addition,
by expanding on earlier results widi the bacteria
Escherichia coli (E. coli), we devised a simple screening,
conditioning, and interaction experiment using a different
biological warfare surrogate, Bacillus subtilus
(B. subtilus). After submitting a patent application in
March 1999, the results were published.

Mycoremediation Method

We applied for a patent on a method mat begins with field
collection of higher fungi from a contaminated area of
interest or a comparable site. This patent includes steps

of selection, culture, toxicity testing, screening,
preconditioning, and mesocosm- and pilot-scale testing
toward large-scale application. These steps resulted in
development of proprietary fungal strains that are
predisposed to remediate specific contaminants at
increased efficiency under certain environmental regimes.
We presented a summary of our method and its
applications at the In Situ and Onsite Bioremediation
Symposium in May 1999.

Enzyme Studies

A preliminary test was conducted to determine whedier
enzyme activity in 72-hour supernatant of fungal Strain X
in broth culture removes DMMP at a detectable level. The
results included a chemical analysis that showed no
significant removal of DMMP. We speculated that the
enzyme concentrations in the supernatant of liquid brotii
culture were too low to have a measurable effect on the
1000 (ig/g DMMP spike. API-Zym enzyme-strip tests05'
indicated no change in die activity of diree enzyme
categories (esterase, acid phosphatase, and
N-acetyl-j3-glucosaminidase) during the experiment. One
enzyme type (naphdiol-AS-BI-phosphohydrolase)
decreased over time in die test from a relative value of 3 to
1 to 0; in the control, it started and remained at about 1.

A second DMMP-spike test compared brodi and agar
cultures of Strain X grown to 72 hours, killed and
homogenized by sonication to release all enzymes to
solution, widi a 1000 ug/g spike of DMMP subsequendy
added. The results indicated diat no reduction in DMMP
was detected. API-Zym tests revealed that diere were
more than tiiree times as many different enzymes
expressed in die agar culture man in die liquid brodi
culture of die same fungal strain under diese specific test

(a) Mycofiltration is the application of living fungal mycelium to remove and degrade contaminants (Stamets 1993).
(b) API-Zym is a semiquanititative test on a set of 20 substrates, a reaction to each of which identifies a type of enzyme activity rather than
a specific enzyme. A relative value of 5 on the API-Zym scale indicates greater than or equal to 40 nanomoles of hydrolyzed substrate,
which is a measure of enzyme activity; 3 indicates 20 nanomoles, and 1 indicates 5 nanomoles.
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conditions. The differences were a consequence of the
forced simplicity of fungal growth form on the liquid-
cultured system (multiple small units of cells, pellet or
branch form), compared with the three-dimensional
complexity of the growth form on agar (a continuous
branching mat in which the mycelium can develop a more
sophisticated and specialized production of enzymes).
Neither agar nor liquid medium alone showed any enzyme-
like activity. In these tests, acid and alkaline phosphatase
enzyme types decreased in relative value over time, which
could be due to their occupation in reactions. Some
enzyme types appeared to increase over time, which could
indicate that not all of the fungal cells were lysed by the
sonication and were still releasing enzymes by the test
endpoint.

Two additional DMMP-spike tests were designed to
resolve issues of the timing and quantity of enzymes
required for DMMP degradation and of enzyme
availability. The assumption was that the breakdown of
DMMP could be demonstrated as a one-step enzymatic
reaction. In the first experiment, three proprietary
strains—X, Y, and 13—were preconditioned on DMMP-
spiked malt extract agar (MEA) medium and then grown
out for two generations on unspiked MEA to remove any
traces of DMMP from the cultures. Twenty-four plates of
each strain were cultured to confluent growth. Each plate
was homogenized with sterile water, an aliquot was placed
in a clean glass jar, and the mixture was spiked with
1000 ug/g DMMP. Sufficient blanks and controls
accompanied the test. Samples for DMMP analysis and for
API-Zym assay were taken at time 0 and at the 100-hour
endpoint. These assays showed no significant difference
between the array of enzymes present at the start and end
of the experiment. There was no decrease of DMMP in the
sample jars with the homogenized fungal culture nor in the
controls. Therefore, in vitro removal of the DMMP did not
take place without the living system—at least not over a
time period sufficient for the estimated stochiometry for a
single-step enzymatic reaction.

The second experiment was designed to answer the
questions of whether liberated membrane-bound or
intracellular enzymes combined with extracellular enzymes
or extracellular enzymes from cultures grown on media
orner than MEA could remove DMMP in vitro in a

single-step reaction or in an unmediated multistep reaction.
Cultures of Strain X were grown to confluence on three
MEA plates, and three identical blank MEA plates were
prepared. Three plates were homogenized with sodium
acetate buffer (pH 4.5), and three 20-mL aliquots of the
homogenate and the remaining cells were lysed by freezing
drops of homogenate in liquid nitrogen, grinding the frozen
drops with a Tissuemizer, and slowly thawing them in
clean glass jars. The aliquots were spiked with 1000 ug/g
DMMP and sealed in the clean glass jars. Time 0, hour
100, and hour 200 samples were taken for DMMP analysis.
(This method was suggested in discussions with
mycologists at the Bioremediation Symposium./0'
Enzymes were also collected by an alternative method
(Rodriguez et al. 1999). Strain X was grown out to
confluent coverage in three jars of rye grain (each 1 -gal jar
held 1200 mL rye grain and 800 mL water and was
autoclaved before inoculation). Contents of these and
three identical rye grain jars without fungal inoculation
were washed with three 100-mL aliquots of sodium acetate
buffer per jar. The wash material was filtered through
0.45-micron Nalgene vacuum filters and combined into
one volume. Each 300 mL volume was spiked with
1000 ug/g DMMP. Samples were taken at time 0, hour
100, and hour 200 and analyzed for DMMP. Samples were
taken for API-Zym analysis at time 0.

After 200 hours, there was no reduction in DMMP
concentration relative to the controls in the grain extract,
the extract from fungus-grain extract, or the extract from
lysed Strain X cells on agar. Complete lysis of the fungal
cells was not obtained, even with the liquid nitrogen
freeze/thaw cycle. The grain with Strain X had higher
levels of protein than the grain extract, as indicated by
higher light absorption at 270 versus 317 millimicrons,
respectively. The extract from Strain X grown on rye grain
also demonstrated both a different suite of enzymes and
higher levels of enzymes than did Strain X grown on agar.
The companion null hypothesis that a multistep reaction
mediated by the living system is required to remove
DMMP was supported by these experiments.(d>

Crystal Exudates Studies

Our investigation continued on fungal crystal exudates,
with a focus on isolation and separation from agar of a

(c) Refugio Rodriguez-Vazquez, Instituto de Biotecnologia UNAM, Cuernavaca, Mexico, and Hans-Peter Schmauder, FZMB, Bad
Langensalza, Germany, personal communication, May 1999.
(d) In comparison, the in vitro breakdown of azo dyes by fungal enzymes is often cited as a one-step oxidation process (Rodriguez et al.
1999), and similar decolorization of dyes such as Poly R and Azure B has been proposed as a standard assay for determining lignin
peroxidase activity (Gold et al. 1988; Archibald 1992). However, in other cases, dye decolorization by the living fungal system has been
shown to be a multistep process of extensive mineralization (e.g., Spadaro et al. 1992). Further study is needed to clarify the path of
organophosphate breakdown by fungal enzymes.
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crystalline form from one fungal species and characterized
the enzyme activity present. This task included an attempt
to determine the enzyme activity and to further study the
attractive and antibiotic quality of some crystal forms to
E. coli bacteria that we had earlier observed. Strain H was
grown on ME A for four to eight weeks. Several 1-cm
plugs of the agar surrounding H mycelium were taken for
analysis. Plugs were obtained from the H plate where no
mycelium was visible in or on the agar at 80 times
magnification under a dissecting microscope. Two
separation methods were tried: 1) sample plugs were
treated by freezing, thawing, washing, and centrifugation
in citrate buffer to separate the crystals from the agar, and
2) individual crystals were mechanically separated from a
dispersed agar-crystal mixture on a hanging drop
microscope slide using a micromanipulator and
micropipette (crystals are 25 to 40 microns in diameter).
The separation cycle of freeze, thaw, wash, and centrifuge
was much faster, and acceptable results were obtained.
Crystal samples were analyzed by API-Zym with controls
(1.5 percent MEA substrate that had not been inoculated
with fungus) to ensure that observed results were from the
enzyme activity in the crystals and not from the MEA. The
API-Zym test indicated a single enzyme activity for the
octahedral crystal produced by Strain H on MEA:
3-glucosidase. The amount present in the 65 uL of sample
was >40 nanomoles. There was no enzyme activity
indicated for the MEA controls.

The second experiment consisted exposing active cultures
of E. coli to agar-crystal matrixes. Previous experiments
indicated that the combination of octahedral and hexagonal
platelet forms from H in agar exhibited antibiotic activity
of attracting, immobilizing, and subsequently destroying
E. coli bacteria. Because both crystal forms were mixed
together in the past experiment, it was not possible to
distinguish their individual activity. Fresh, log-phase
E. coli (ATCC Strain 10798, lot 9707sv) were exposed to
the octahedral crystals that had been isolated from Strain H
on MEA. We observed the behavior of the motile bacteria.
We saw no apparent inhibition of their movement and none
of the type of clumping that had previously been observed
in response to the mixture of the two crystal forms in agar.
We also saw no inhibition or clumping in MEA controls.
We concluded that the octahedral form of crystals from the
MEA culture of Strain H, with demonstrated B-glucosidase
activity, was not by itself responsible for antibiotic or
bacteria-immobilizing activity. In this experiment, we did
not test the platelet crystal exudates from Strain H. We
plan to conduct a test of the platelet crystals in the future,
separately from the octahedral B-glucosidase-type.

pH Experiments

To determine the preferred pH regime of each species in
our collection, unbuffered 1.5 percent Difco MEA plates
were prepared with methyl red (pH range 4.5-7) and
phenol red (pH range 6.5-8.5) indicator dye and titrated to
pH 7. One of each indicator plate and one control plate of
agar without indicator were inoculated with a 1 -cm plug of
fungal mycelium of each strain in our culture collection.
The fungal cultures were incubated at 22 to 24°C and
observed for eight weeks. At weeks four and eight, all
cultures were photographed with an appropriate
comparison plate from a calibrated set. The reference sets
consisted of MEA plates titrated to pH values at
increments of 1 unit over the sensitive pH range for each of
the two dyes. In general, most strains tended to shift the
pH of the agar to values between pH 6.5 and 7.5.
However, a few species changed the pH to values as low as
4.5 or as high as 8.5. The strains exhibiting high pH
preference are typical of species that occupy recently
burned forests. The strains that changed the substrate to
low pH are more typical of fungi found on boggy, acidic
soils and in rotted wood. The significant outcome is that
the fungi actively change the pH of tfieir environment to
suit their preference. This result was significant for the
choice of strains to use for a given application in a field
setting and also for the potential that some could be used to
shift the pH of a weakly buffered substrate to enable or
enhance remediation.

Bacterial Challenge Experiments

A simple screening and conditioning experiment was
established using a different surrogate, B. subtilus, which
is an endospore-forming bacteria that produces a spectrum
of fungicides for its own defense and under some
conditions is a pathogenic species. Two polypores that are
known to be sporophagous (i.e., that is, fungi that naturally
feed on ungerminated spores) were cultured to include in
the screening. At least seven of the 20 strains tested were
shown to detect and remove spores of B. subtilis from agar
at a rate of >60 percent and to attack vegetatively growing
bacterial colonies.
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Automated, Integrated Mesoscale Continuous-Flow Multichannel PCR
Thermocycler for Rapid Nucleic Acid Diagnostics

MarkT. Kingsley

Study Control Number: PN97016/1157

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to build and test a device
for rapidly detecting the nucleic acids of environmental
microbes (bacteria, viruses, fungi) by polymerase chain
reaction. These microbes were collected from an aerosol, a
blood sample, a food sample, soil, or other medium. When
the samples were collected for microbial analysis by
polymerase chain reaction amplification, the analyst
prepared the samples by concentrating the microbial cells,
lysing the cells to extract the nucleic acids, and purifying
the nucleic acids. The nucleic acids were subsequently
allocated to small plastic tubes, mixed with reagents, and
subjected to thermal cycling.

Commercial thermocyclers are large, heavy instruments
that subject all tubes to an identical temperature-cycling
profile. While such a thermocyler is ideal for multiple
tubes of the same target, the problem in identifying
multiple, independent targets that have diverse polymerase
chain reaction primer annealing temperatures is that this
process requires different thermal cycling profiles for
optimum fidelity. The analysis of nucleic acid mixtures
can only be accomplished on several independently
programmed instruments (parallel analysis) or by
reprogramming the same instrument for the different
cycling profiles (serial analysis), which is more time-
consuming.

Independent, nucleic acid target-specific cycling
parameters could be accomplished easily in a device that
can independently control thermal cycling of individual
wells or sites. Therefore, aliquots of the same sample
mixture can be allocated to thermocycling wells optimized
to amplify specific targets that may be present in the
sample—without the need for parallel or serial
thermocyling.

In this project, we created a micromachined temperature
cycler for polymerase chain reaction amplification and
wrote the computer control program that provides
independent temperature cycling in multiple sample

chambers. The benefits of independent temperature
cycling are higher polymerase chain reaction fidelity and
fewer false reactions.

Technical Accomplishments

We attended workshops on microfabrication technology in
biomedical research to determine what was already known.
We also surveyed the relevant literature and participated in
meetings with researcher engineers from the Applied
Biosystems division of the Perkin-Elmer Corporation. We
determined that no one was developing a micro-machined,
small, portable polymerase chain reaction thermocycler
with independent control for different chambers that could
be incorporated into a microfluidic- or mesofluidic-based
microbial detection system. We also learned that a related
technology, a micro-machined system at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, used small tubes and was
not suitable for inclusion in the fluidics-based microbial
detection system being developed at PNNL.

The Applied Biosystems engineers developed multi-well,
multi-target micro-chamber-based research systems that
use sample volumes as low as 1 uL. However, in these
systems, all samples are subjected to the same
thermocycling protocols. The Applied Biosystems
engineers had to modify their reaction chemistries by
varying the salt concentrations in the individual wells to
optimize DNA priming and amplification specificity for
the various targets. While such an approach might be
adequate for certain types of analyses, it appeared to be an
undesirable compromise. We decided to use both
temperature control and chemical control with polymerase
chain reaction to detect multiple, independent targets with
wide-ranging DNA target sequences in nucleic acid
samples collected from the environment. This approach
provided a higher level of fidelity and allowed both
temperature control and chemical control during detection.
The ability to control the primer annealing temperature, in
a target amplicon-specific manner, resulted in the optimum
fidelity of polymerase chain reaction amplification.
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The approach we took to develop a four-chamber prototype
with independent thermocycling programmability at each
of the four sites included 1) designing the heater and
sample chamber systems, 2) writing the control program,
and 3) developing the electronic control circuitry. Our
early prototypes used separate thin-film heater "chips"
with integrated thermocouples for feedback heater control,
with separate, disposable four-well sample chambers. The
heaters on our later prototypes were placed directly on the
disposable sample chambers. We also prepared the
computer control program and user interface as we
fabricated the microheater and sample chamber. The
thermocycling control program and user interface were
designed using National Instruments' Lab View
programming language and PC interface boards. The
computer program was designed initially for a four-heater,
four-chamber prototype system. The control program and
interface were designed for future system expansion. We
also planned individual control modules that could be
cloned for scale-up to control thermocycling in a system
with multiple heaters. A simple schematic circuit design of
the electronic control system is shown in Figure 1.

AIM-PCR ELECTRICAL LAYOUT
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P A = Power Amplifier
RTD = Resistance Temperature Detector
G = Ground

Figure 1. AIM-PCR control circuit schematic diagram.
Power amplifier (PA) (heater current) and thermocouple
(RTD) for temperature feedback control was maintained by a
PC running a program written in the Lab View instrument
control language

We tested various prototype thin-film deposition heater
materials and integrated thermocouple designs. We also
tested different polymer substrate backing materials for the
heaters, substrate polishing procedures, and heatsink
designs. Heatsinks were integrated within the heater
platform module to aid in rapid cooling of the sample
chambers. We anticipated that the heatsinks would
contribute to rapid polymerase chain reaction
thermocycling. Unfortunately, the heat sinks drew power

from the heaters during DNA denaturation (high heat)
steps, causing the thin film heaters to burn out quickly.
Because we experienced difficulty calibrating and
standardizing the thin film RTD thermocouples that were
microfabricated into the heater systems, we instituted a
design change using commercial micro-thermocouples in
the sample chambers. This change also necessitated some
reprogramming of the systems Lab View-based control
program.

We implemented another system design change to further
decrease the thermal mass to be heated. We deposited the
thin film heaters directly onto the chamber substrate. We
made this design change to improve heat conduction to
eliminate interfacial heat transfer problems that had been
encountered with the separate thin film heater/separate
polymerase chain reaction sample chamber approach. That
change lowered heater power draw and increased the
heater stability and reliability. Figures 2 through 4 show
several thin-film heater systems directly cast onto the
sample chambers.

Figure 2. Thin film heaters cast directly onto a polycarbonate
polymerase chain reaction chamber. The profile of the 15-uL
wells is just visible as a small semi-circle beyond the edge of
the heaters (black squares) in this transmitted light
photomicrograph. Electrical contacts for the heaters (two per
heater) are seen at the top and bottom edge of the chamber.

We continued to experience problems with heater
instability and rapid burnout with the thin-film heater
approach. Therefore, we changed our approach to heating
and cooling the DNA sample chambers. We redesigned
the system to use micro-Peltier-based heating and cooling
modules. These micro heat pumps produce heat when
electrical current is applied in one direction (DC current),
and chill when the applied current is reversed. By
sandwiching two heat pump units together, we obtained the
necessary heat output and ramping speed.
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Figure 3. Close-up view of a prototype polyether imide heater
system without an integrated aluminum heat sink. The large
square object is the heater material. The narrow leads
connect the heater to the electrical control circuitry.

Figure 4. Polyether imide system with an A12O3 heat sink; the
heat sink is semi-transparent and not obvious. Heat sinks
were incorporated into the design for increased cooling
efficiency for rapid polymerase chain reaction temperature
cycling.

Summary

This project showed that the following advances provided
a rapid, robust, and relatively rugged nucleic acid
amplification, detection, and identification device—a
combination of novel materials selection, microfabrication
technologies, mesoscale integration, and custom-designed
microprocessor control for flexible system architecture
combined with fiberoptic-based fluoresence detection. The
new thermocycler wells used with this technology will be
equipped with fluorescence detection for TaqMan-type
polymerase chain reaction product detection. We
concluded that:

• thin film heaters with integrated thermocouples were
unstable and lack consistency creating problems in
calibration

• separate heater and disposable chambers offered the
greatest flexibility and lowest cost of production

• a system based upon micro Peltier heaters showed the
most promise.

We recommend further development of this system. We
plan to discuss these concepts with nucleic acid diagnostics
companies and with developers of commercial
thermocyclers who may be interested in an independently
controlled thermocycler system.
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Biomolecular Interaction Assay System

Jay W. Grate, Gndy J. Bruckner-Lea

Study Control Number: PN99005/1333

Project Description

The ability to observe biomolecular interactions is critical
for investigating and understanding molecular mechanisms
of action in biological systems, such as cell signaling and
DNA repair mechanisms. These interactions provide
information on specific systems such as those identified as
important in large-scale screening investigations, for
instance, differential expression tests based on arrays or
mass spectrometry. Identification of binding partners and
quantitative data on kinetics and thermodynamics of
specific bimolecular interactions are required for modeling
purposes.

In this project, we are developing a new technique for
observing biomolecular interactions and for building an
interaction-measurement system. This new system will
incorporate a computer-controlled fluidic system, a
renewable bead column for generating high surface-area
samples for biomolecule immobilization, and an optical
detection system for observing biomolecule interactions on
the bead surfaces. The system will be tested initially using
model biological systems such as antibodies and antigens.
Additional system testing will be conducted using proteins
relevant to cell signaling, beginning with nucleotide
excision repair proteins.

Technical Accomplishments

A schematic of the biomolecular interaction assay system
is shown in Figure 1. A renewable column (-1 uL in
volume) was formed by a moving piston that traps particles
but allows fluid to perfuse the particles. A fiberoptic
spectrophotometer was purchased, and a renewable column
and automated fluidic system were assembled to allow on-
column optical measurements. Fluidic components were
purchased (Alitea, USA), and software (C++ and
Lab Windows) was written for automation of the fluidic
system and data collection. The complete system allows
on-column UV-Vis absorbance measurements and could be
adapted for fluorescence or other optical measurements.

Outlet

Light source

—•
Optical Fiber! Optical Fiber,

UV-Vis
Spectrum

In let for
biomolecule
solutions

Figure 1. Schematic of the biomolecular interaction assay
detection system. Microbeads derivatized with proteins or
DNA are delivered to a detection column (1-3-uL in volume).
Binding of additional proteins is optically monitored by
measuring column absorbance or fluorescence. A detector
allows monitoring of all ultraviolet visible wavelengths. After
the measurement is completed, the beads are flushed from the
system.

The ability to pack and optically monitor many types of
Sepharose beads was demonstrated using the assay system.
We investigated the effect of flowrate on bead packing and
absorbance. These data showed that binding events should
be monitored at a constant, uniform flow rate that is less
than 10 uL/s. When the flowrate is greater than 50 uL/s,
the beads are pushed through the column gaps, so they
cannot be packed and perfused. Reproducible results were
obtained when the column was oriented vertically. When
the column was horizontal, we observed some beads
settling out of the optical observation area during the
measurement.

Model biomolecules (protein G derivatized beads and
antibodies) were used for testing the fluidics and optical
system. These proteins can be used to test the ability to
monitor multiple protein binding events because protein G
binds to Sepharose beads and the antibody binds to the
protein G. We have measured protein binding using both
in situ and ex situ binding procedures. Ex situ experiments
were conducted by reacting beads with protein followed by
bead delivery and absorbance monitoring in the renewable
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column. These results showed that the interaction assay
system can be used to monitor multiple protein binding
events. As expected, the absorbance in the ultraviolet
region increased when each protein was bound to the
beads.

In situ binding of IgG onto protein G beads was also
monitored using the detection system. An example in situ
protein binding curve is shown in Figure 2. The next step
will be to investigate the ability to obtain kinetic data from
the shape of the binding curve.

We also initiated experiments to investigate the binding of
nucleotide excision repair proteins onto beads derivatized
with DNA. DNA with a fluorescent label was covalently
attached through an amine termination to Sepharose beads
at the 5-ft end. The addition of DNA was easily detected
in the ultraviolet region (260 nm) and confirmed by
monitoring the fluorescent absorbance.

We identified several areas of improvement for our
measurement system. These improvements are being
implemented, and the improved system will be tested in
FY 2000 using both model biomolecule systems and
nucleotide excision repair proteins.
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Figure 2. In situ detection of protein binding on the
renewable microcolumn. (a) Absorbance change over time
due to the injection of 2.5 ug fluorescein labeled IgG in 50 uL
buffer solution at a flow rate of 0.5 uL/s. The top curve shows
the absorbance at 280 nm (protein absorbance); the bottom
curve is at 494 nm (fluorescein absorbance). The column is
packed with 1 uL of Sepharose beads derivatized with protein
G. (b) and (c) show the complete absorbance spectra at time
zero and 300 seconds. The absorbance at time zero (b) is used
as the baseline for the data shown in (a) and (c).
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Development of Models of Cell-Signaling Pathways and Networks

David A. Dixon, Margaret F. Rominc, Joseph S. Oliveira

Study Control Number: PN99020/1348

Project Description

Knowledge of cell-signaling processes is critical to our
understanding of how a cell functions after either natural or
anthropogenic signals. This is especially true when low
signal or insult levels are present and one wants to predict
the biological outcome of what is initially a molecular
interaction. An important focus of this research effort has
been to develop a variety of methods to analyze cellular
pathways and networks. These include traditional kinetic
approaches as well as new methods based on new
mathematical techniques such as Petri nets. Such models
are inherently complex because of variations in time and
space in the various cellular processes.

Coupling theory with experiment to understand complex
cell-signaling networks requires a sophisticated applied
mathematical-computational modeling capability. With it,
we can integrate back into the context of a functioning cell
the acquired knowledge of signaling kinetics, pathway
cross-talk, protein structure, functions, interactions, and
metabolism coupled to other peripheral controlling and
self-modifying phenomena.

The goal of this research is to develop such a research
environment, the "silicon cell model." The silicon cell
model research environment will culminate in the ability to
model complex whole-cell processes with predictive
capability for environmental signal recognition and
response.

The focus in the first year was to 1) develop the
requirements for the cell signaling database and problem-
solving environment, 2) begin populating the database,
3) develop a mathematical model based on Petri nets to
model the operational process control in cell signaling, and
4) investigate equation-based methods derived from
chemical engineering process modeling for describing
specific cell-signaling pathways. Experimental work under
this effort will be aimed at the microbial system
Sphingomonas aromaticivorans.

Technical Accomplishments

Figure 1 shows an intracellular signaling network for
activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) in
response to ligand binding on the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR). Components A and F are two modes for
activating MAPK that may act independently or in parallel.
Component A shows recruitment of the guanine nucleotide
exchange factor SOS to autophosphorylated growth factor
receptor. SOS activates the membrane-bound G protein
Ras by replacing guanine diphosphate with guanine
triphosphate. RasGTP recruits Raf to the plasma
membrane, which simulates the Raf—»MEK-» MAPK
phosphorylation cascade (component H). Activated
MAPKs 1 and 2 enter the nucleus, where they
phosphorylate transcription factors that induce gene
expression.

F

Figure 1. Coupled signaling pathways that generate a
network with the capacity for persistent activation
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The alternative pathway for activating MAPK (component
F) involves generation of the second messengers
diacylglycerol and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate through the
action of phospholipase C on inositol-containing lipids in
the plasma membrane. In the presence of calcium,
diacylglycerol and inositop triphosphate activate protein
kinase C, which simulates the Raf-> MEK-> MAPK
phosphorylation cascade. This mode of MAPK activation
has the potential for positive feedback because activated
MAPK can phosphorylate cytosolic phospholipase A-2
(PLA2), which generates arachidonic acid by lipid
metabolism (component E). Arachidonic acid acts
synergistically with diacylglycerol and calcium ions to
activate protein kinase C. A kinetic model developed by
Bhalla and Iyengar (1999) suggested that this feedback
could generate persistent activation of MAPK following
transient activation of receptor.

The primary objective of the experimental component of
this project is to study the effect of various growth
conditions on expression of genes encoded by the
completely sequenced plasmid pNLl, found in
Sphingomonas aromaticivorans F199. These studies will
lead to a model for regulating functions associated with
pNLl. The approach chosen was to construct a library of
clones possessing individual pNLl promoters upstream of
the fluorescent reporter gene, green fluorescent protein.
The effect of various growth conditions on activity of these
promoters in F199 could then be monitored by measuring
fluorescence. Construction of the library involved three
subtasks:

1. Identification of promoter regions on pNLl

2. Construction of a plasmid vector for inserting pNLl
promoters

3. Insertion of polymerase chain reaction amplified
promoter regions into this vector.

Analysis of whole genome expression by more traditional
techniques using reporter genes or by recently developed
techniques for measuring RNA (DNA microarrays) or
protein (polyacrylamide or capillary electrophoresis
coupled to mass spectrometry) expression will result in
large data sets important for modeling regulation of
cellular activity. The interpretation of these data will
require specialized computational tools and access,
development, or enhancement of genetic databases.
Necessary computational tools include those for continued
updating of genome annotations and those for interpreting
expression data sets and ultimately linking them to
metabolic pathway diagrams. Our goal was to identify and

acquire useful software for genome analysis and to identify
databases that could be useful in interpreting genomic data.

We do not know whether the persistent activation of
MAPK (Figure 1) predicted by Bhalla and Iyengar (1999)
occurs in any biological system. Other signal pathways
that connect to the network shown in Figure 1 have the
potential to inhibit activation of protein kinase.
Experimental studies are expected to yield information
about which pathways are simultaneously active in a
biological system under specified conditions. The
objective of this phase of the silicon cell effort is to
develop the computational tools needed to predict the
kinetic behavior of signaling networks given experimental
information about which components are likely to be
involved. Calculated activation profiles can be compared
with experimental data to test our understanding of the
signaling network under biologically relevant conditions.

To realize these objectives, a database of kinetic
parameters (rate constants, equilibrium constants,
Michaelis-Menten parameters, etc.) is needed to set up the
coupled rate equations that describe the interaction of
components in the system. We established a collaboration
with Professor Iyengar at the Mount Sinai School of
Medicine in New York City. He maintains a database of
kinetic parameters for signaling components like those
shown in Figure 1. These components are found in many
of the cytosolic signaling networks. We are actively
seeking additional information of this type, and we are
developing our own database of kinetic parameters.

Using the existing database of kinetic parameters, we are
developing systems of coupled rate equations to model
signaling pathways of current interest in cancer biology.
This activity has simulated collaborations with an
experimentalist, Dr. Thomas Weber of PNNL, who has
expressed interest in models for the role of prostaglandins
in tumor promotion by oxidative stress. We have also
developed a collaboration with Dr. Karin Rodland at
Oregon Health Sciences University to model signal
transduction pathways that link activation of a calcium-
sensing receptor to cell proliferation observed in human
ovarian cancer. In addition to these theory-experiment
interactions, kinetic models are being used to test
alternative approaches for modeling signaling networks
that are less demanding of kinetic parameters—for
example, Petri nets.

The focus of our research efforts this year has been the
development of a Petri network model of cell signaling.
The Petri net model transforms the molecular signal into a
linear algebra representation of a systems process model
that defines the stoichiometric system of energy
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mass-balanced chemical equations. The Petri network
model provides us with a representation of the molecular
signal that enables us to mathematically predict the
behavior of a molecular communications pathway when it
is no longer in an equilibrium state. This model will direct
us to the construction of the molecular information analog
of Shannon's laws of information and communication. We
will also have an opportunity to examine the orders of both
physical and computational complexity associated with
reliable molecular communications within and between
cells. During the past year, we accomplished the
following:

• used place-transition and stochastic Petri nets to model
molecular communications within a cell

• constructed a linear algebra-based, time-dependent,
place-transition Petri net model of the growth factor
receptor bio-signaling network of sub-networks shown
in Figure 1

• used S and T algebraic invariants to establish the
existence of self-regulating, bistable reaction states
that imply that the growth factor receptor network has
an adaptive feedback mechanism to maintain a three-
dimensional memory trace of molecular information
as it passes through the network channel

• used path algebras to the linear null space associated
with state paths to determine the existence of hidden
and emergent, non-equilibrium state reaction paths

• used both abductive inference (reverse Bayesian) and
hidden Markov methods to uncover hidden and
emergent non-equilibrium state reaction paths

• defined the computational complexity bounds of
unbounded place-transition Petri net models of cell
communication pathways.

A plasmid vector was obtained that encodes a promoter-
less green fluorescent protein (GFP) in tandem with a
chloramphenicol acetyltransferase. The ability of this
vector to be maintained in strain F199 was confirmed. The
GFP gene encoded on this plasmid vector was replaced
with the GFP-LVA gene that produces an unstable variant
of GFP that is predicted to have a half-life of less than one
hour.

This GFP variant is ideal for time course studies of
promoter activity. In addition, the presence of the tandem
genes downstream of the cloning site will allow us to
directly select for promoters cloned in the proper
orientation by selection for chloramphenicol resistance.
Two promoters were cloned upstream of GFP-LVA and
transformed into F199. These clones are being used to
develop an assay for fluorescence detection after addition
of various inducing agents.

We acquired the WIT genome comparison software
developed at Argonne National Laboratory. This package
will be useful in updating genome annotations, linking
genes to metabolic pathways, and comparing genes and
genomes in unrelated organisms. With this software
package we will incorporate the SENTRA cell-signaling
database, also developed at Argonne. The computational
prediction of functions for cell-signaling proteins is
difficult. The database currently includes domain and
functional coupling information for histidine kinase-type
cell signaling components, but we intend to add other types
of signaling components, including those more typical of
eukaryotic systems.
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Discovery, Isolation, and Characterization of Strong Plant Promoters

Brian S. Hooker, Lifang Shi, Ziyu Dai

Study Control Number: PN98024/1270

Project Description

The focus of this project was to isolate and characterize the
novel plant promoters and promoter regulatory elements
for improvement of heterogeneous gene expression in
higher plants. Using various promoters, we may be able to
control gene expression in transgenic plants to achieve
different expression systems and targets related to temporal
or spatial expression or inducible systems that are
responsive to different external factors. Further
characterization of novel promoters and their associated
regulatory elements will also provide greater understanding
of regulatory processes for gene expression in plants.

Protein synthesis by ribosomes is a basic process that
occurs in all known organisms. Cytoplasmic ribosomal
protein genes have been substantially studied in animals
and yeast. However, little information is available on the
(promoter) regulatory elements of these ribosomal protein
genes for plant systems (Dai et al. 1996). Two cytoplasmic
ribosomal protein genes (rpL25 and rpL34) were
previously isolated from tobacco NT1 suspension cells at
the stage of cell rapid division (Gao et al. 1994). The
rpL34 promoter was identified and functional analysis was
completed using the cat reporter gene (Dai et al. 1996).

Technical Accomplishments

Our research focused on 1) isolating senescence and
abscission-related promoters in potato and maize,
2) characterizing cis-acting regulatory elements of
ribosomal protein gene L34 (rpL34) promoter, and
3) isolating ribosomal protein gene L25 (rpL25) promoter
and testing its function.

The function of two important regulatory elements within
the rpL34 promoter region was determined by gain-of-
function analysis using tandem repeats of each element in a

variety of arrangements. Screening and characterization of
these elements in transient assay were completed. In
addition, stably transformed tobacco lines were produced
for further characterization of gain of function. Hybrid
L34/35S promoters were tested in transient assays.

The rpL25 promoter was isolated and tested in transient
assay and in stable transformants. Additionally,
senescence cDNA libraries were developed for both potato
(Solanum tuberosum) and corn (Zea mays). When
compared with normal cDNA libraries in differential
screening experiments, potato senescence cDNA libraries
yielded over 30 different clones putatively induced by
artificial senescence conditions.

Follow-on research will focus on characterizing the
previously unidentified potato senescence-related promoter
PSEN-1 under senescence/abscission-induced conditions.
Initially, northern-blot analysis will be used to assist in
elucidating promoter/gene function under natural
conditions. After the promoter has been isolated, transient
and stable transformant analyses will yield further
information on promoter expression characteristics under
artificially induced and natural senescence conditions in
both monocots and dicots.
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Fungal Molecular Biology: Promoter Isolation and Characterization

Johnway Gao, Rodney S. Skeen

Study Control Number: PN99028/1356

Project Description

The capability to discover, isolate, and characterize novel
genetic regulatory elements is vital for creating new
processes for efficient conversion of plant materials
(cellulose and starch) to useful products such as
biocatalysts (foreign protein expression) and chemicals
(pathway engineering).

To date, only a limited number of fungal strains and
expression systems are available in the public domain. The
available expression systems include various species of
Aspergillus and the yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
Pichia pastoris. However, these strains represent only a
small sample of this diverse microbial community, and
they are not necessarily optimal for converting plant
material into useful products. For example, neither
Saccharomyces cerevisiae nor Pichia pastoris can grow
directly on plant materials but require refined substrates
such as glucose, galactose, and methanol. The ability to
harness other fungi genetically requires a fundamental
understanding of gene regulation and its application to
product biosynthesis.

The objective of this project is to develop this ability at
PNNL and to create a new capability in fungal molecular
biology. This will be accomplished by elucidating gene
regulatory mechanisms in model filamentous fungi that are
able to degrade plant materials.

Technical Accomplishments

This project focused on developing the model filamentous
fungi, Rhizopus oryzae (R. oryzae), as a viable platform
that can be used in biotechnology applications. Work
proceeded in three primary areas: 1) growth and lactic acid
production experiments, 2) promoter isolation, and
3) transformation system development.

Growth and Lactic Acid Production Experiments

An R. oryzae culture was characterized for lactic acid
production using potato starch, potato waste starch, or
cellulose as a carbon source (Figure 1). As shown in
Table 1, the highest amount of lactic acid was produced

Figure 1. Direct waste potato starch conversion to lactic acid

Table 1. Lactic acid production by R. oryzae

Substrate
Potato starch

Potato waste starch
Wheat flour

Cellulose

Lactic acid
(g/1000 g materials)

605
546
258
0.0

using either starch. A moderate amount of lactic acid was
produced in the wheat flour medium, while no lactic acid
was produced in the cellulose medium. The lactic acid
tolerance of R. oryzae was also studied without the
addition of a neutralizer in culture media containing
different levels of growth regulators.

Our results showed that the highest lactic acid
accumulation level of R. oryzae was 15 g/L without the
addition of a base solution as neutralizer and with only
moderate levels of growth regulators. Increased amounts
of growth regulator promoted excessive growth and limited
lactic acid accumulation.

Promoter Isolation

A Rhizopus oryzae cDNA library was constructed for the
isolation of novel and abundant gene clones. Total RNA
was isolated from a Rhizopus oryzae culture at an
exponential growth stage. Total mRNA was subsequently
purified from the total RNA and used for the library
construction. The library was constructed using Uni-ZAP®
phage XR vector (Stratagene, La Jolla, California). The
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average size of cDNA inserts was 1.4 KB; the inserts
ranged from 0.8 to 2.2 KB. This cDNA library will be
used for novel gene discovery in FY 2000.

Genomic DNA was purified from R. oryzae for the
isolation of strong promoters using homologous gene
sequences from other fungal strains. To date, three new
promoters have been identified from R. oryzae. These
promoters were completely sequenced, and two
transformation vectors for R. oryzae were constructed.
These vectors will be used for transformation testing to
evaluate the expression characteristics of the newly
discovered promoter sequences.

Transformation System Development

To develop efficient transformation systems for R. oryzae,
protocols for spheroplast generation were developed for
electroporation. Under optimal conditions, R. oryzae
spores can be regerminated after electroporation. In
addition, R. oryzae was characterized for antibiotic
resistance. Results of this work showed that R. oryzae was
sensitive to at least two available antibiotics. Genes that

confer resistance to these antibiotics will be used in the
coming year for transformation testing.
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Improving H2 Production by Rational Enzyme Redesign

Rick L. Ornstein

Study Control Number: PN99029/1357

Project Description

Hydrogenases can oxidize hydrogen to provide a
microorganism with a source of strong reductants or to
generate hydrogen as sinks of excess electrons (Figure 1).
For example, anaerobic sulfate-reducing bacteria can grow
on hydrogen as an electron donor with sulfate and
thiosulfate as terminal electron acceptors. Conversely,
these same bacteria produce hydrogen upon fermentative
growth on pyruvate in the absence of sulfate. Because of
the large potential for use of hydrogen as a clean fuel and
alternative energy source, considerable effort has been
focused on improving the efficiency of hydrogenase-
mediated hydrogen production. Our focus is to develop the
necessary background capability to apply a rational
enzyme redesign approach that increases the efficiency of
this enzyme.

Solar energy

H2O Hydrogenase

V/vV

Organic
substrates

ATP pool

Solar energy

Figure 1. Hydrogenase activity

Nickel-iron [NiFe]-hydrogenase structures from D. gigas
and D. vulgaris have been characterized by recent x-ray
crystal structure determinations. Although numerous
electron paramagnetic resonance and infrared experiments
have been conducted to elucidate the mechanism of the
enzyme, no unique picture has yet emerged. The x-ray
structures show that both the D. gigas and the D. vulgaris
hydrogenase have similar structural features in the nickel-
iron binuclear center, where the four sulfur atoms of
cysteinyl in the large subunit coordinate to the nickel
center, while two enzymes are also ligands to the iron
center, making bridges between the two metal atoms. The
iron center has three non-protein ligands with an electron
density equivalent to diatomic molecules. Based on the
crystal structure and the isotope studies of the D. gigas
enzyme, we concluded that the active site of the D. gigas
[NiFe]-hydrogenase contained two cyanides and carbon

monoxide non-protein ligands bound to the iron atom, as
shown in Figure 2.

\

JCN
•5* .CN

Ni(m) .Fe(II)

Figure 2. Isotope studies of the D. gigas enzyme conclude that
the active site of D. gigas, [NiFej-hydrogenase, contains two
cyanides and carbon monoxide non-protein ligands bound to
the iron atom

Recent studies of D. vulgaris enzyme by Higuchi et al.
(1999) suggested that [NiFe]-hydrogenase has only one
CN" as a ligand to iron and one each of SO and CO.
Before we can understand the mechanism of action well
enough to begin rational redesign, it is necessary to
determine the exact form(s) of the ligands bound to the
active site iron. This is the initial goal of our research.
The second goal is to uncover the mechanism of action.

Technical Accomplishments

Using the hybrid density functional theory (B3LYP) with
polarized DZ basis sets, we investigated die active site in
the D. gigas hydrogenase and die D. vulgaris hydrogenase.
Optimized geometries and calculated atomic spin densities
of two configurational isomers of die active site, 1 and 2,
of the D. gigas hydrogenase are shown in Figure 3.
Although tiiere is only a slight difference in geometry and
atomic spin density, 1 is more stable by 4.3 kcal/mol than
isomer 2. In addition, we observed tiiat the spin density
was always localized on the nickel center of 1 and 2, in
agreement with electron paramagnetic resonance
experiments performed on 61Ni-enriched hydrogenases. In
contrast, the optimized geometries of the proposed active
site models of the D. vulgaris hydrogenase by Higuchi et
al. (1999) show a large distortion around die iron center,
where the iron atom is not coplanar witii the two bridging
sulfur atoms of cysteines and two carbon atoms of the
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Figure 3. The B3LYP/DZ* optimized geometries and calculated atomic spin densities of the proposed active site (1 and 2) for
D. gigas [NiFe]-hydrogenase

non-protein ligands. The calculated atomic spin densities
of the later and their spin densities model structures prefer
the S = 3/2 ground state and their spin densities mainly
localized on the nickel and iron centers. The iron center
seems to assume a high-spin state as in cytochrome P450
enzymes. Our calculations of the proposed active site
model of Higuchi et al. (1999) are not consistent with the
spectroscopic experimental results, where a unique low-
spin Fe(II) state was detected by Mossbauer spectroscopy.
Our computational findings better support the x-ray
structure models of Volbeda et al. (1996), Frey (1998), and
Pierik et al. (1999) for the [NiFe]-hydrogenase active site.
While additional confirmatory calculations continue,
detailed quantum mechanistic active site studies and
molecular dynamics simulations of the whole enzyme
complex can now be applied to begin to understand the
underlying structure-function-dynamics principles.
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Integration of a Cellular Dose-Response Model into an Organ-Level Cell
Dynamics Model for Chemicals and Ionizing Radiation

Robert D. Stewart

Study Control Number: PN99032/1360

Project Description

Genritoxic chemical agents and ionizing radiation create a
multitude of different types of DNA damage. Regardless
of the process or agent that initially creates the DNA
damage, the same basic physiochemical and biochemical
processes (see Figure 1) either correctly repair the damage
or convert the damage into a lethal or non-lethal point
mutation or chromosome aberration. Because of cellular
adaptations in damage repair and effects associated with,
for example, the mitotic cell cycle, the expected number of
point mutations and chromosome aberrations created in a
cell is a complicated and generally nonlinear function of
the cell's exposure history.

Two fundamental questions must be answered to quantitate
the health risks associated with human exposure to man-
made physical and chemical agents: "How many and what
kinds of abnormal genetic alterations are created in a cell
per unit dose of the agent?" and "How many of these
randomly created genetic alterations does it take to
transform a normal cell into one capable of producing a
cancer?". The objective of this project is to develop and
validate a mechanistic model that can be used to estimate
the expected number and types of chemical and radiation-
induced abnormal genetic alterations formed in a cell
population that represents an organ or tissue. This project
will provide more realistic estimates of the human healdi
risks of protracted low-dose chemical and radiation
exposures.

Other Agents or
Spontaneous

benzene and metabolites
as function of time

Damage Formation
Model

Damage repair
adaption

o

o—• Initial DNA
Damage

( Chromosome J
aberration J

Ionizing
Radiation

Physiochemical
fixation

Genotoxic Agent
or

"SDontaneous"

New type of DNA damage

PK Model

Correct Repair No effect

Binary Misrepair

s ; s yf f Chromosome ]
I Point ) ^ f—\ V. aberration J
\ Mutation J ^ -jT

Linear Misrepair

Figure 1. Schematic of physiochemical and biochemical processes that convert initial DNA damages into lethal or non-lethal
point mutations and chromosome aberrations. A unique aspect of the model and software under development in this project is
that the combined effects of chemicals, radiation, and endogenous processes are integrated at the "Initial DNA Damage" stage
without introducing purely ad hoc parameters into the modeling process. For chemicals, the damage repair/misrepair model
must be coupled to a phamacokinetics (PK) model to account for the uptake and metabolic processing of the genotoxins hi the
human body.
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Technical Accomplishments

Organs, tissues, and tumors are collections of one or more
types of quiescent or proliferating cells that communicate
with each other through a myriad of cell-signaling
pathways. To simulate dose-response effects in an organ
or tissue, the life histories of a large number of quiescent
and proliferating cells (and their progeny) are simulated
using a cell-level biophysical model. Then population-
averaged estimates of the overall-level of cell killing and
the yields of non-lethal genetic alterations in critical sub-
populations (e.g., stem cells) are computed from the
individual cell histories.

Implementation of the Cell-Level Model

The objective of this task is to develop and implement a
mechanistic model to describe the formation, repair, and
misrepair of DNA damages in a cell. A cell-level model
was developed and implemented for the DNA damage
created by endogenous processes and ionizing radiation.
We plan to develop and implement a model for benzene,
an organic solvent of interest to the Department of Energy
and other federal agencies. Once work on the cell-level
model is completed, a higher-level model will be
developed to simulate dose-response effects in a cell
population that represents an organ or tissue.

Parameter Identification and Model Validation

The effort to develop more accurate dose-response models
requires the integration of a considerable amount of
molecular and cellular information into a mathematical
framework. As the level of model realism increases, the
number of input parameters also increases. To facilitate

both the estimation of model input parameters and efforts
to validate the mecham'sms of action underlying the DNA
damage repair/misrepair model, a finite-difference (quasi-
Newton) gradient technique was developed to automate the
process of estimating model input parameters from
measurements of biological endpoints such as cell killing
and chromosome aberration yields. This parameter-tuning
technique provides a powerful method to probe the kinetics
of DNA damage repair and misrepair and reduces the need
to perform relatively time consuming and costly
experimental assays for DNA damage.
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Microbial Siderophore Role in Metal Uptake by Oats and
Crested Wheatgrass

Calvin C. Ainsworth, Robert J. Fellows, Zheming Wang

Study Control Number: PN99042/1370

Project Description

This task is investigating microbial siderophore metal
transport into roots and root cells. It will combine
W.R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory
(EMSL) spectroscopy capability with advanced soil
chemical techniques to develop the microscopic and
spectroscopic techniques to understand the role of
microbial siderophores in plant uptake of metals and
radionuclides. Our research focused on the uptake of
europium microbial siderophore by isolated roots of oats
and crested wheatgrass. Where previously these plants
were shown to use phytosiderophore production as the
mechanism for iron transport and nutrition, the actual role
of microbial siderophores (derived from the surrounding
rhizosphere population) in these and other metal transport
is currently controversial. The objective of this work is to
develop methods to study fundamental microbial-root
processes in the rhizosphere to fill a knowledge gap in our
understanding of processes of metal and radionuclide
movement in terrestrial ecosystems.

Technical Accomplishments

Two chemically pure synthetic siderophores were
obtained, desferrol (desferroxamine), and ferrichrome, both
commercial pharmaceuticals that possess fluorescent
properties when complexed with metals. Complexation
studies of the siderophores (desferol, ferrichrome) and the
metal europium were initiated. Europium is important as
an actinide analog and for its differing fluorescence
characteristics in the bound and unbound state at
wavelengths other than those exhibited by the
siderophores. These latter characteristics will be exploited
spectrophotometrically as probes of complexation and
transport, thus permitting the interrogation of both the
microbial siderophores and the metal in aqueous solutions
and within living cells. This will then directly support or
reject the possibility of symplastic transport of microbial
siderophores and the microbial siderophores-metal
complex in higher plants.

Oats (Avena sativa, var. Coker 227), and crested wheat
grass (Agropyron cristatum, var. Hycrest) were obtained
locally and from U.S. Department of Agriculture sources in
Texas and Utah. We focused on species and varieties that
are native to Hanford or have been successfully grown in
the area. These varieties are known to be either active
producers of phytosiderophores (oats) or vigorous
colonizers of mineral-poor soils (crested wheat grass).

A procedure for axenic culturing of the plants in
hydroponic solutions was developed. This procedure
included aseptic separation of the embryo from the seed
coat, surface sterilization with sodium hypochlorite,
germination on nutrient agar, selection of seedlings
demonstrating no contamination, and aseptic transfer to
sterile nutrient solution (tenth-strength Hoagland's)
bubbled with 0.22 u filtered air. Growth conditions
include a light intensity of 300 uE m'2 sec'1

fluorescent/incandescent mix, 18°-23°C day/night
temperatures, and 60 percent relative humidity. Continual
sterility checks were performed on the roots and nutrient
solution to eliminate the possibility of a native rhizosphere
population producing competing microbial siderophores.
We now have a constant supply of plants that have sterile
roots of various ages for both of the plant species.

The microscope for observing the siderophore uptake was
assembled along with a newly designed and constructed
plant holder (Figure 1). These consist of a Nikon TE-300
inverted optical microscope with CFI60 infinity optics,
fitted with Toshiba Tu40A three-chip color CCD camera,
Scion CG7 color frame grabber, NIH imaging software, a
Nikon optical camera, a thermoelectrically cooled
Hamamatsu 4220p photon counting photomultiplier tube, a
Stanford Research SR400 two-channel gated photon
counter, and a Ludl LEP Biopoint computer-controlled
multi-axis translation stage. Currently, a specially made
sample holder is attached to the sample translation stage
and allows the directly observation and laser-induced
fluorescence imaging of live plant root in its growth media.
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Figure 1. Schematic of constructed microscope stage/plant
holder for isolating a single root to be exposed to
metals/siderophores

The root chamber is connected to two identical remote-
controlled Kloehn 50300 syringe pumps that enable
controlled solution exchange in the sample chamber. An
Acton model 150 monochromator and a Princeton
Instrument liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD camera are
available for spectroscopy and microscopy measurement
through the microscope side port.

We detected distinct europium and root fluorescence
patterns and confirmed the ability to separate these from
the nutrient solution bathing media. This work showed
fluorescence differences within the root. Differences were
also observed between root fluorescence patterns of the
two species. Resolution of fluorescent patterns of
individual cells and tissues was anticipated, as was the
uptake of fluorescent ligands by the cells. This was most
evident in the root hairs, individual cells that are
responsible for significant increases in the root absorption
surface area and the site of active uptake of plant nutrients
(mineral ions).
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Plant Root Exudates and Microbial Gene Expression in the Rhizosphere

Mark T. Kingsley

Study Control Number: PN99056/1384

Project Description

The objective of this project was to identify promoters in
plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria that are induced by
the plant root microenvironment. These bacterial
promoters can then be employed to drive the expression of
plant-benefical genes introduced into the rhizobacteria.
Genes such as those that assist in biocontrol of plant
pathogens, improve plant nutrition, or enable enhanced
biodegradation of toxic chemicals in the soil colonized by
plant roots are prime canditates for controlled regulation by
this approach. Plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria
naturally colonize root systems of specific plants and
agricultural crops, and the engineered bacteria express
plant-beneficial traits solely in the soil adjacent to the plant
root system. This directed approach minimizes any non-
target effects in the bulk soil.

This research involves a collaborative effort between
PNNL staff and scientists at the Botany Department of the
National University of Singapore. PNNL is identifying the
promoters of the mutants developed in our laboratory for
cloning and linkage to genes of interest for expression in
the rhizosphere.

Technical Accomplishments

Mutants were generated with the promoterless transposon
Tn5-GUS and screened on media containing macerated
plant roots or purified wheat root exudates and
supplemented with antibiotics and X-glucuronide
("X-gluc", 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl P-D-glucuronide).
X-gluc is colorless until cleaved by the enzyme
P-glucosidase (GUS). It then forms an insoluble blue
compound.

When the promoterless "gusposon" inserts into a recipient
bacterium in the direction of gene transcription and
downstream of a plant root-induced promoter, the resulting
mutant is identified by the acquisition of a blue color
(cleaved X-gluc), and the plant root-induced promoter
becomes physically "tagged" by the transposon.

The mutants were verified by individually applying them
to plant roots and scoring for a blue color. The strength

and specificity of the "tagged" promoter in the mutants
were determined on minimal and rich media with and
without added wheat root exudate. An expression analysis
was performed using the fluorogenic GUS substrate MUG.

Following this analysis, five mutants were selected for
further study (M2, M5, M6, M7, and M17). Each DNA
fragment associated with a plant root-induced promoter
was cloned and reintroduced into the parental (non-mutant)
strain and was then screened on media containing plant
root exudates to verify isolation of the promoter. In two of
these strains, the DNA fragment associated with the plant
root-induced promoter was sequenced and the promoter
region localized. Mutant M2 showed about a 10-fold
increase in expression, and the region showed homology to
Salmonella typhi tctE, a two-component regulatory-type
gene. M5 showed a 26-fold increase in expression, and the
region has homology to the Pseudomonas aeruginosa gdhA
gene.

In the future, at least one of these plant root-induced
promoters will be cloned from a library constructed from
the parental strain and used to drive expression of an
introduced gene of interest in the plant rhizosphere. The
efficacy of the construct will be determined in an assay
system using plant roots.

Presentation

Syn CKC, MT Kingsley, and Swarup. 1998. "Minimal
and rhizosphere-inducible Pseudomonas spp. promoters
suitable for exploitation in plant-assisted bioremediation."
EBC 3rd Annual International Conference on
Phytoremediation, Houston.
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Role of Unculturable Bacteria in the Wheat Rhizosphere

Fred J. Brockman, Harvey Bolton

Study Control Number: PN99064/1392

Project Description

The rhizosphere is the region in and around roots that is
influenced by the plant. Approximately 10 to 25 percent of
the total carbon fixed by the plant is released into the
rhizosphere. Sloughing root cells also provide high levels
of other microbial nutrients. The rhizosphere microbial
community is important in plant health and productivity.
Nitrogen fixation, mycorrhizae, biocontrol of plant
pathogens, and plant growth-promoting bacteria are
important to the root environmment. However, the
composition of these microbial communities and the
factors that determine community structure and
metabolism (e.g., plant and microbial signaling, physical
and geochemical heterogeneity) are largely unknown. As
with other microbial ecosystems, fewer than 1 to 5 percent
of resident microorganisms can be cultured in the
laboratory. Hence, only a small fraction of the total
rhizosphere microbial community has been adequately
described. This leaves a considerable gap in our
knowledge of rhizosphere structure and function.

The objective of this project is to develop and employ
molecular approaches for detailed analysis of microbial
community structure and function in the rhizosphere.
Critical research questions being addressed are

• What rhizosphere microorganisms are dominant in the
community but uncultured?

• How does rhizosphere community structure vary with
soil management practices (high versus low
fertilization rate, no-till versus conventional tillage)?

An improved understanding of plant-microbe interactions
in the rhizosphere is important to Department of Energy
programs aimed at understanding how plant-soil systems
can be manipulated to increase productivity of crops
(improved nutrient supply, increased control of pathogens)
and potentially increase carbon sequestration in soils.

Technical Accomplishments

A growth chamber study was conducted with soil
(homogenized from 0-10 cm) from unfilled and

conventionally tilled fields. Each soil was supplemented
with a low (8 kg nitrogen/hectare) and a high (80 kg
nitrogen/hectare) fertilization rate using 98 percent and
10 percent enriched 15N, respectively, to enable
concomitant plant and microbial nitrogen use/cycling
studies. Winter wheat (12 seeds) was planted in five
replicate pots of each of the four treatments and grown
with spring photoperiod and temperature regimes. Pots
without wheat were maintained under identical moisture,
photoperiod, and temperature regimes to provide a bulk
soil microbial community to compare with the rhizosphere
soil microbial community.

The following assays were performed on all pots six weeks
after germination:

• plating and isolation of culturable aerobic
heterotrophic microorganisms

• carbon, nitrogen (N), and 15N of microbial biomass

» carbon, N forms, and 15N of soil

• plant root and shoot mass, N, and 15N

» extraction and characterization of microbial
community ribosomal DNA

o extraction and characterization of microbial
community ribosomal RNA.

After polymerase chain reaction analysis (or RT-PCR),
terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism
(t-RFLP) analysis was performed to rapidly characterize
cultured isolates and community nucleic acid. t-RFLP was
selected over construction, analysis, and sequencing of
clone libraries because it is much faster and because
specific phylogenetic identifications were deemed less
important than fingerprints of microbial community
structure for this project. t-RFLP typically identifies
approximately 40 dominant ribotypes in the microbial
community of a particular sample, and identifies the
ribotype of specific isolates. DNA t-RFLP profiles in
rhizosphere soil were nearly identical regardless of tillage
or N level. Approximately 80 percent of the rhizosphere
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soil ribotypes were not detected in isolates from the
rhizosphere soil, demonstrating that most of the
microorganisms that most heavily colonize the rhizosphere
were not cultured. Profiles in bulk soil showed differences
in tillage but little or no difference in N levels and between
replicates. Several of the ribotypes in rhizosphere soil
were not detected in the bulk soil.

RNA t-RFLP profiles were examined to determine whether
a focus on metabolic activity (versus simply presence as
indicated by the DNA) resulted in greater differences
between the experimental treatments. Preliminary results
indicated that more differences were observed, but a large
degree of similarity still exists among treatments. These

data indicated that the wheat root influences the microbial
population structure to a greater degree than soil
management practices (that were examined). Carbon,
nitrogen, and plant biomass measurements to examine
nutrient partitioning in the treatments are in progress.
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Simultaneous Virtual Gel and Differential Display

Richard D. Smith, Gordon A. Anderson, Timothy D. Veenstra, Mary S. Lipton, Ljiljana Pasa-Tolic

Study Control Number: PN99068/1396

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to develop powerful new
tools for broad evaluation and quantitation of protein
expression. These tools have applications in a wide range
of research areas, from understanding the molecular effects
of low dose exposures to cell signaling. We developed and
demonstrated new approaches for proteome surveys,
including the simultaneous capabilities for global protein
identification (Bruce et al. 1999; Pasa-Tolic et al. 1999).
This new approach enables systems-level views of
differential protein expression and a global understanding
of gene function. It also provides 1) an enhanced view of
the systems-level cell operations, 2) direction for more
traditional reductionist approaches (focused on specific
proteins and pathways) and 3) experimental input for
higher-level, top-down approaches to modeling cellular
processes.

The approach involved rapid separations conducted in
capillaries and uses advanced methods based on Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass
spectrometry. This approach to protein analysis is orders
of magnitude faster, more sensitive, and more informative
than existing methods, including unmatched quantitative
expression data. It provides a powerful and unique
capability for the laboratory.

Technical Accomplishments

The primary objective of this project was to demonstrate
1) the detection and identification of large numbers of
proteins from yeast (or other organisms for which a full
genomic sequence is available) and 2) new stable isotope
labeling methods (e.g., using organisms grown in
C-12/C-13 isotopically enriched/depleted media) to
provide precise levels of expression of all proteins. This
was a systems-level view with greatly improved sensitivity
and high-precision quantitation of protein expression in
cells, resulting in new understandings in cell signaling and
protein function. The information obtained is essential
input for modeling studies aimed at simulating cells. As
the project advanced, we continued to develop the new
proteome expression measurement technology and began

the initial developments necessary to apply it to
mammalian tissues.

As biological research moves increasingly toward the
study of complex systems (networks of networks), or
"post-genomics era," we can better appreciate the
complexity of cellular systems. We are optimistic that
these complexities can be understood. In this new
paradigm, whole cellular systems will be studied and
modeled and new understandings gained about their
systems-level behavior and emergent properties.

The "proteome" is defined as the entire complement of
proteins expressed by a particular cell, organism, or tissue
at a given time or under a specific set of environmental
conditions. While the availability of complete genome
sequences allows important biological advances, much of
the real understanding of cellular systems and roles will be
based on "proteomics" (the study of how the proteome
responds to its environment). Surveys at the mRNA level
do not reveal the levels of proteins actually expressed or
their subsequent cellular processing (post-translational
modifications). Further, the abundances of important
regulatory proteins can be poorly correlated with mRNA
levels. Changes in the proteome occur, for example, when
environmental conditions change, upon exposure to
different chemicals and ionizing radiation, during the cell
cycle, with the onset of disease states, and in the "normal"
aging process. The biological processes involved in cell
signaling, transcription, regulation, and response to stress
are elements of the complex linkages that determine
system properties. Protein modifications such as
phosphorylation can modulate protein function and are
essential to understanding regulatory mechanisms, and
more than 30 percent of mammalian cells are typically
phosphorylated (often multiply and in complex patterns).
The ability to measure such changes precisely is thus
important for understanding these complex systems and the
roles of their individual components.

The study of proteins singly, as conventionally practiced, is
a very slow way to learn about the 50,000 to 100,000 gene
products and 10- to 100-fold complexity introduced by
their various modified forms. Such a reductionist approach
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is unlikely to provide insights into systems-level
characteristics. Conventional "bottom-up" approaches
cannot be used to predict the emergent properties of
cellular systems or to address the complex interactions
involved with cellular response to environmental
perturbations.

Complex cellular systems challenge the capabilities of all
present approaches because understanding must be gained
at a level of detail that explains the role of the proteins, the
dominant chemically active class of cellular components.
Proteins are the most important effector molecules in cells.
Proteins are also the most common targets for drug
development and manipulation. Thus systems-level
studies are most effective when they provide insight into
the functional roles of individual proteins in the context of
the complete system. A key goal is the ability to predict
cellular and then organism-level responses to
environmental perturbations, which would provide a basis
for predicting responses to low-dose chemical or radiation
exposures and developing drugs that can be tailored to the
individual.

The ability to make high-throughput measurements of
proteomes will have enormous immediate impacts on
broad areas of biological and biomedical research. One of
the key proteomic technologies will be the ability to study
entire proteomes and directly probe the effects of
environmental "perturbations" and disease states.

At present, we have no rapid and sensitive technique for
large-scale proteome studies. The closest comparable
technology, two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (2-D PAGE), is a slow, labor-intensive, and
cumbersome technology. Therefore, we are developing
new experimental capabilities with major advances in
proteomics. This new technology is based on capillary
electrophoresis separations in conjunction with direct mass
spectrometric analysis and thus avoids the labor-intensive
process of individual spot excision and analysis and the
time-consuming gel-based separation. Unlike 2-D PAGE
separations that yield protein "spots" that must still be
individually analyzed, our approach provides simultaneous
information on expression level, protein identification, and
protein modifications.

New challenges for effective data analysis arise due to the
quantity of information from each proteome measurement.
Data analysis and effective usage of the information
presently constitutes an enormous bottleneck to the
copious data that can now be generated. A complete two-
dimensional capillary electrophoresis (CE) FTICR
proteome analysis is projected to include 1,000 mass
spectra having generally high complexity and amounting to

approximately 1-10 Gb of raw data. Software tools that
can address these large data sets do not exist.
Visualization of the data is only the first step for its
effective use.

We are developing capillary high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) separations combined with
electrospray ionization-Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance (ESI-FTICR) mass spectrometry for rapid and
ultra-sensitive analysis of the array of proteins expressed
by cells. The approach involves two separation stages and
an intermediate enzymatic digestion step. In addition, we
are developing methods for identifying large numbers of
proteins from genomic databases using "accurate mass
tags" obtained by FTICR. The approach avoids the
complexities of routine use of tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) for identification, allows many proteins to be
identified simultaneously and with much greater
sensitivity, and is orders of magnitude faster than methods
based on conventional 2-D PAGE. The new, faster, and
more sensitive approach uses "accurate mass tags" (a
concept pioneered at PNNL) for protein identification and
new multiplexed-MS/MS methods for the high-throughput
characterization of protein modifications
(e.g., phosphorylations crucial to signal transduction). The
technology will be developed and methods demonstrated
for the eukaryote Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast).

One aspect of this research involved developing methods
for precisely determining relative levels of expression for
all proteins from the same measurement used to identify
them. This new approach uses isotopically labeled media
to provide effective "internal standards" for all proteins
and precise quantitation of expression levels. It highlights
differences in expression levels immediately, enables
proteome visualization and characterization with much
greater speed and sensitivity, and provides differential
displays to determine the precise systems level changes in
the proteome upon modification of an organism's
environment or disease state. The objectives were to
demonstrate the ability to detect and identify large numbers
of proteins from yeast (or other organism for which a full
genomic sequence is available) and simultaneously apply
stable isotopic labeling methods (using organisms grown in
C-12 /C-13 isotopically enriched/depleted media) to obtain
information on the precise levels of expression of all
detected proteins.

The project also developed visualization tools for
displaying multiple, hyperdimensional, feature-rich data
sets that derive the meaning of small differences in
expressed proteomes resulting from environmental
perturbations. Visual data display information were linked
to repositories of biological data for deriving information
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BW System Integration Platform—Mesofluidics Motherboard

Dean E. Kurath, Yuehe Lin

Study Control Number: PN97021/1162

Project Description

The objective of this project was to develop a suitcase-
sized portable standard platform that integrates
microfludics sample-handling components and standard
connectors to interface with the other miniaturized
biosensors or pathogen detectors based on "plug-and-play"
modules. Gains in detector system performance were
expected through the seamless integration of miniature and
microfluidics sample handling components with
microscale chemical and biosensors though a novel
motherboard technology that we call the mesofluidics
system integration motherboard. The goal was to include
all components, including micropumps, microvalves,
microfluid channels and electronics, tightly integrated on
the same mesofluidic motherboard. The development of
this mesofluidics motherboard provides the capability for
real-time rapid and automated identification of biological
organisms.

Technical Accomplishments

The mesofluidic motherboard concept adapts the
"functionality on a chip" concept from the electronics
industry and was intended to be the heart of a complex
mesofluidic device. The motherboard platform was
designed to be tightly integrated and solid state. The liquid
flows were all confined within machined microchannels,
reducing the need for tubing for fluid distribution and
connectivity. This concept facilitated system integration
and miniaturization.

A second-generation motherboard was designed and
fabricated. This motherboard incorporates valves in
addition to pumps. Leaking is also addressed using either
O-rings or a press fit into the motherboard. Fabrication
was accomplished with a new laser cutting device suitable
for 12 x 12-in. pieces (previous capability was limited to
4 x 4 in.). Testing indicated that the second-generation
motherboard is much more convenient to use than the first
generation motherboard. Because all components are
based on the plug-and-play design, it is much easier for
part replacement and repair.

A microvalve controller was built that could
simultaneously control five valves. The fluidic experiment
was conducted to evaluate the mesofluidics motherboard.
We demonstrated that the mesofluidics motherboard can
obtain sample solutions and reagents from different
reservoirs and can deliver these solutions to other devices
(e.g., chemical and biosensor) using integrated
micropumps and microvalves with controllers of
micropumps and valves at flow rates of 10 to 300 uJVmin.

A complete capillary electrophoresis system was built in
collaboration with other projects. The system included a
hand-held dual high-voltage power supply (book size) that
can supply two high voltages simultaneously and a hand-
held electrochemical detector. The power supply had two
outputs, one of 0-30 kV for separation and another 0—4 kV
for sample injection. The software for data acquisition and
processing for capillary electrophoresis was built based on
National Instrument's data acquisition board and Labview
System.

A second-generation prototype of capillary electrophoresis
electrochemical detector was fabricated based on the
multilayer lamination method using stacking modules
(Figure 1). The microelectrodes were produced on BK7
glass with sputtered electrodes and insulator layers. A
microchannel was produced by sandwiching laser-
machined adhesive-backed polyimide gaskets between two
glass chips.

The microfabricated electrochemical detector consisted of
a gold working electrode, a gold auxiliary electrode, and
silver (Ag) electrode. To make the device fully functional,
the sputtered Ag electrode was converted to an Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. Conversion of thin-film silver into
Ag/AgCl reference electrode presented a challenging
technical task because complete oxidation of silver would
damage the silver electrode. Optimally, the silver was
oxidized under a low constant current (1 uA) in 0.1 M
potassium chloride solution for five minutes. The
microelectrochemical system was evaluated by studying
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Separation
microchannel

Figure 1. Prototype of integrated capillary electrophoresis
electrochemical detector

the cyclic voltammetric property of 0.5 raM K3Fe(CN)6

solution. To form the Ag/AgCl reference electrode, 0.3 M
KC1 was added to the solution. A well-defined sigmoidal
response was obtained, indicating that a diffusion-
controlled process and a steady-state current were achieved
in the microelectrode.

Electrochemical properties of integrated electrodes were
tested with flow injection analysis of the neurotransmitter
dopamine. Figure 2 shows the flow injection signals of
repeated injection of dopamine. The results indicate that
these electrodes have good stability. The influence of an
applied high voltage on the electrochemical detector was
tested. Preliminary data show that our design limits the
interference of high voltage on the electrochemical
detector. The background current in the electrochemical
detector generated by the high voltage field was reduced
by two orders of magnitude. We successfully
demonstrated separation and detection of a mixture of
electrochemically active compounds, dopamine, and
catechol.
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Figure 2. Flow injection analysis of dopamine with integrated
microelectrode; conditions: 1 mM dopamine, 2 uL sample
injected, flowrate 50 uL/min applied potential 0.6 V
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Develop Measurement Techniques to Define Isotopic Signatures from
High-Level Nuclear Waste Tank Leaks

John C. Evans, P. Evan Dresel

Study Control Number: PN99014/1342

Project Description

This research project applied ultra-high-sensitivity
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP/MS)
techniques with on-line chemical separations to
characterize isotopic signatures from nuclear waste tank
leaks and other sources of groundwater contaminants on
the Hanford Site. These methods provide a greatly
expanded toolkit to be used for source attribution of waste
releases transported through the vadose zone with potential
groundwater impact. The project focused exclusively on
groundwater sampling. However, the same methodology
can be applied to vadose zone leachate samples to link
information from source and target subsurface regions.

Technical Accomplishments

This effort focused on developing a detection methodology
for a specific group of long-lived or stable isotopes
produced by neutron capture or fission during plutonium
production operations. Species studied included
americium-241, plutonium isotopes, neptunium-237,
uranium isotopes, tellurium isotopes, ruthenium isotopes,
technetium-99, ruthenium-103, and molybdenum isotopes.
Procedures were developed to eliminate isobaric and
chemical interferences by use of on-line chemical
separation and detection.

Direct Scan Results

Twenty groundwater samples were collected from
carefully selected regions and wells on the site for use in
method development. Initially, samples were subjected to
direct ICP/MS analysis without preconcentration or
separation. Figure 1 shows the results of one such analysis
indicating the presence of stable ruthenium (101Rh).

While the presence of mobile stable ruthenium was
established in this manner, chemical interferences at other
masses precluded full isotopic analysis. A suitable
chemical separation procedure was developed to
distinguish between isotopes of the same mass.

14.0 104.5 105.0 105.5

Figure 1. Direct scan ICP/MS analysis of groundwater
sample from Hanford well 299-E33-5 (vicinity of BY cribs)
showing the presence of fission-derived technetium and stable
ruthenium as well as several chemical interferences requiring
chemical separation

Chemical Separations

The final version of the chemical flow scheme is shown in
Figure 2. The sample was first concentrated by
evaporation. A portion of the concentrated sample was
then loaded onto a standard commercial ion
chromatography (anion) column for separation. Species of
interest were then detected in the column effluent in real
time following gradient elution with dilute hydrochloric
acid. A similar procedure was followed with another

200 mL Sample evaporate 50 5 mL;
adjusted to 0.05 M HCI

Load 1 mL sample onto
Anion column

Load 1 mL sample onto
TEVA column

1r

Load 1 mL from TEVA
onto TRU column

HCI gradient elution
0.05-1 M

Series strip 0.1 M
HCI + 50 mM oxalic

Series strip 0.1 M
HCI + 50 mM oxalic

Ru, Te, Rh, Tc, Mo

Pu, Np

Am and U collected
for offline analysis

Figure 2. Overall analysis flow diagram providing chemical
separates for anionic species, actinides, and uranium
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fraction of the concentrated sample using a resin for
separation and detection of plutonium and neptunium. A
third column step using another resin provided a clean
uranium and americium fraction. In addition to providing
an enhanced capability for new isotopic systems, this
method provided enhanced detection sensitivity for
technetium (at least two orders of magnitude better than
conventional direct-counting methods).

Acti.nid.es

Figure 3 shows the results of a groundwater analysis for
plutonium and neptunium. Both species show very small
peaks at the correct elution time as determined by spikes
and external standards. In the case of plutonium, a 242Pu
spike was used as an elution time and quantitation
reference. High sensitivity was observed with 20 mL
samples. The detection limit for plutonium and neptunium
by this method was approximately 3 x 10~8 ppb.
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Figure 3. On-line ultra-high sensitivity detection of ̂ 'Pu and
M7Np in a 20 mL sample of Hartford groundwater. The early
eluting peaks are 239Pu and ^"Np. Later eluting peaks are
traceable to mercury and lead chemical interferences.

Uranium Isotopes

Uranium-236 is produced when uranium fuel is irradiated
by neutons during reactor operations. Samples collected
from wells monitoring uranium plumes in a number of
different areas showed distinctive ^ ^ signatures when
plotted with 235U enrichment (or depletion) (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. 23*U was detected with good sensitivity and
precision in Hanford groundwaters with uranium plumes.
Comparison of 236U produced by neutron irradiation and
a sU enrichment forms a very distinctive signature.

This appeared to be a very distinctive signature when
applied to areas with uranium contamination present at
levels in excess of ambient background. Uranium is a
common groundwater contaminant with relatively high
mobility on the Hanford Site.

Detection sensitivity for 236U was excellent. All
measurements were performed as five-fold repeats
providing an estimate of precision. Typical measurement
precision for 235U was on the order of 0.5 to 1 percent; ni>\l
determinations showed a typical relative standard deviation
of about 5 to 10 percent.

Presentation
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Development ofHigh-Performance Field-Portable Electrospray Ionization
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry

Richard D. Smith, Michael E. Belov, Harold R. Udsetli

Study Control Number: PN97036/1177

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to develop and validate
new technology enabling rapid detection and definitive
identification of chemical and biological agents (toxins,
poisons) based on field-portable electrospray ionization,
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR), or
quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometry instrumentation.
The approach is based on compact and ultra-sensitive
multistage mass spectrometry and ion accumulation
methods that move many lengthy laboratory steps (hours- to
days) into the mass spectrometer, where they can be
conducted in seconds. A novel ion accumulation device
and high-speed microvalve may decrease the instrument
size and pumping requirements, while a new method of
activation and ion dissociation in the electrospray
ionization interface affords greater information from the
mass spectra. The project uses new ion funnel technology
being developed at PNNL that also provides much greater
ion currents and increased sensitivity. By analyzing small
and distinctive gene products (proteins) this approach
allows for confident identification of potential biological
warfare agents with high speed, sensitivity, selectivity, and
the flexibility necessary to be readily adapted to new
threats.

Technical Accomplishments

Mass spectrometry performance in field situations is
greatly restricted by vacuum requirements. For example,
FTICR mass spectrometry provides higher performance
than any other type but has only recently been
implemented effectively with atmospheric pressure
electrospray ionization sources. Developing the ability to
rapidly identify possible biological warfare agents requires
distinguishing subtly different microorganisms present in
complex environmental matrixes. New mass
spectrometry-based instrumentation presents opportunities
for sensitive and highly specific detection of biological
warfare agents. The capabilities of mass spectrometry
include analysis of complex mixtures, detection of trace
level constituents, "fingerprinting" based on cellular

components (phospholipids), and identifying specific
biochemical species unique to a specific biological warfare
agent (i.e., proteins and DNA). The potential of mass
spectrometry for biological warfare agent detection and
identification has been advanced by the development of
electrospray ionization and the introduction of new ion
manipulation and measurement capabilities afforded by
FTICR and quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometry.
Combined with rapid sample processing in microfabricated
devices (Liu et al. 1998; Xiang et al. 1999), the potential
now exists for more broadly applicable and highly specific,
selective, and sensitive field instrumentation.

Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry is applicable to
nearly every class of potential biomarkers including
biopolymers, which provide the basis for definitive
identification of biological agents (proteins or DNA).
Electrospray ionization is gentle (does not cause
dissociation of biomolecules), provides high sensitivity
(due to the efficient ionization process), and is highly
compatible with microscale sample manipulations and
capillary electrophoresis separations, allowing direct
interfacing with mass spectrometry. Combined with the
capability for multistage mass spectrometry, a field-
portable electrospray ionization FTICR would exceed all
other approaches for speed and definitive identification.
These capabilities have only recently been demonstrated
and are based on relatively large and complex
instrumentation that is impractical for field application.

The goal of this project is to develop and demonstrate
novel approaches for these advanced electrospray
ionization-mass spectrometry capabilities in compact,
automated, and portable instrumentation for the battlefield.
We developed a new high-sensitivity electrospray
ionization interface that greatly reduces vacuum system
size and overall instrumentation size. We addressed the
need for a robust, more sensitive, and more flexible
atmospheric pressure electrospray ionization source that
reduces gas loads on the vacuum system. We
accomplished this by integrating a novel ion funnel trap
and compact high-speed gates/shutters. This combination
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promises to be a lightweight and field-portable
configuration that will detect and identify potential
chemical warfare or biological warfare agents and respond
to new and unknown threats.

This project focused on the electrospray ionization-ioji trap
and the selectivity needed for definite identification of
distinctive polypeptides and proteins. Polypeptide
biomarkers were selected for their species-specific nature
(as gene products, they reflect the sequence of DNA
segments), on the basis of size (smaller is better), and
abundance. This approach, however, can also target other
classes of cellular constituents such as fatty acids and DNA
after amplification by the polymerase chain reaction. This
approach is based on highly sensitive identification of
these marker proteins and poses extreme demands upon the
analysis technology—demands that are not met currently
in the most sophisticated laboratory setting. This approach
requires the ion traps (or FTICR) to isolate trace level
species from complex mixtures containing biological and
other environmental components. The identification
requires the high selectivity of the mass spectrometer that
allows polypeptide identification.

The two main elements of our technical approach involved
1) developing novel methods for improved selection, ion
focusing, trapping, and transmission of ions from higher
pressure regions and 2) using effective shutters, or "gates,"
to eliminate gas introduction or transmission between
differentially pumped regions of the vacuum system
(except during periods of ion introduction and
transmission). This approach allowed pumping speeds to
be decreased by a factor of 10 to 100, which directly
reduced the weight and size of the vacuum system.
Experiments with our electrodynamic ion funnel showed
that efficient ion focusing could be achieved and that the
ion funnel could provide some mass selective transmission
(Shaffer et al. 1998,1999). Additionally, the ion funnel
can be used for accumulation of ions. However, ion
simulations show that the design needs to be refined to
prevent excessive ion heating for long storage times when
the trap contains very large ion populations. If the mass
selectivity characteristics of the ion funnel, or a derivative
design, can be more effectively exploited, it should be
feasible to substantially increase sensitivity. Ion
simulation demonstrated that more selective performance
was achievable at higher pressures.

Additional efforts were focused on developing improved
ion accumulation in the ion funnel. Initial experiments

showed that it was possible to efficiently dissociate ions in
the ion funnel during ion storage. We found that the
strength of the direct current electric field, as well as
storage time, influenced the extent of dissociation. We ran
simulations to learn how to control this ion dissociation
process (due to its potential use in ion trap mass
spectrometry studies), as well as to eliminate such
contributions when they are not desired. A 100-element
version of the electrodynamic ion funnel was evaluated and
several different designs tested by rearranging the lens
elements (Belov et al. 1999). The results indicated
100 percent ion transmission efficiency in the ion funnel
chamber.
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Expanding Green Solvent Technologies for Industrial Uses in
the 21st Century

Clement R. Yonker, John L. Fulton, Max R. Phelps

Study Control Number: PN98029/1275

Project Description

Supercritical fluids using carbon dioxide (CO2) are less
toxic and less threatening to the environment than common
industrial solvents. Our investigation of the use of
supercritical fluid membrane separations to identify and
measure certain types of molecules continued and was
enhanced in FY 1999. The fundamental understanding of
the separation process as a function of temperature and
pressure was our goal for this advanced separation scheme.
The molecules studied by membrane separation in
subcritical and supercritical solvents included large
molecular weight fluorocarbon polymers, dextrans, and
bimacromolecules. These solute molecules have a high-
natural solubility in the fluid solvent, (e.g.,
perfluoropolymer in liquid CO2 or a solvent additive) and
were used to dissolve the dextran and biomacromolecule
into subcritical or supercritical fluids.

Technical Accomplishments

We conducted experiments to demonstrate membrane
separations in subcritical and supercritical fluid micro-
emulsions. The separations included cytochrome c
(a protein) from a surfactant and two dextrans of differing
molecular weight. Neither the protein nor the dextrans are
directly soluble in the fluids; however, they are soluble in a
microemulsion in the fluids.

The solvent system consisted of subcritical or supercritical
propane and ethane. The surfactant dioctyl sulfosuccinate,
sodium salt was used to form the micro-emulsion
solutions. Cytochrome c and the dextrans (having narrow
nominal molecular weights) had a chromophore label
specific to the molecule. This allowed permeate and
retentate to be characterized via ultraviolet visible
(UV/VIS) spectrometry.

A high-pressure membrane filtration system was
assembled from various commercially available and
in-house fabricated components. These included syringe
pumps, high-pressure fittings and adapters, a high-pressure
membrane holder, a view cell, and two small autoclaves.

The membranes were an ultrafiltration type that allowed
dissolved species having a molecular weight below a given
cutoff to pass through. Ultraviolet/visible absorption
spectra were acquired with a Varian/Cary 2200 UV/VIS
spectrometer.

Solutions of the microemulsions in the fluid were prepared
in the view cell. Measured amounts of dextrans or protein,
surfactant, and water were added to the view cell. The
view cell was then sealed, connected to the pressure
system, and pressurized with ethane or propane. It was
stirred with a magnetic stirring bar. The view cell was
heated when the separation was to be carried out in the
supercritical regime. How was initiated through the
system maintaining a constant differential pressure. Once
enough fluid had flowed through the apparatus, the
experiment was stopped and the apparatus was
depressurized. Permeate and retentate were collected and
dissolved in hexane. Ultraviolet/visible absorption spectra
were taken of these solutions.

Cytochrome c was separated from the surfactant in liquid
propane at 20°C and 2,000 psi using a 10,000 nominal
molecular weight membrane. The majority of the protein
(molecular weight about 13,000 8max 414 nm) was retained,
as shown by the peak in the spectrum of the retentate and
by the lack of spectral activity in this region of the
permeate spectrum (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Ultraviolet visible spectra absorption of surfactant
in liquid propane
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A second separation of two labeled dextrans from a
surfactant microemulsion in propane at 22°C and 2,000 psi
was undertaken using a 5,000 nominal molecular weight
membrane. The spectra indicated that virtually all of a
40,000 nominal molecular weight dextran labeled with a
chromophore having a 8max of about 590 nm was retained
(see Figure 2), while most of a 3,000 nominal molecular
weight dextran labeled with a chromophore having a 8max

of about 400 nm passed through the membrane.
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Figure 2. Ultraviolet visible absorption spectra of two labeled
dextrans (propane)

A third separation of two labeled dextrans from a
surfactant microemulsion in supercritical ethane at 40°C,
7,250 psi using a 10,000 nominal molecular weight
membrane is shown in Figure 3. The spectra indicate

Sotvont Blank

Figure 3. Ultraviolet visible absorption spectra of two labeled
dextrans (ethane)

that a 3,000 nominal molecular weight dextran labeled
with a chromophore having a 8max of about 590 nm
preferentially passed through the membrane, while
virtually all of a 40,000 nominal molecular weight dextran
labeled with a chromophore having a 8raax of about 440 nm
was retained.

In summary, this project showed that supercritical fluid
membrane separations are effective in separating
fluorocarbon polymers, dextrans, and proteins for
measurement. This work provides fundamental
understanding of the behavior of these molecules in
supercritical and subcritical fluids. This environmentally
friendly technology has numerous applications for
extracting and analyzing biomolecules at low
concentrations.
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Integrated Microfabricated Devices for Rapid and Automated
Identification of Biological Agents

Yuehe Lin, Richard D. Smith, Dean W. Matson, Mark T. Kingsley

Study Control Number: PN98039A1285

Project Description

The goal of this project is to develop and evaluate novel
integrated microfabricated devices for rapid and automated
identification of biological agents (pathogens).
Microfabricated devices were developed for rapid
fractionation and processing of small biological samples
(e.g., microbiopsies). These devices were integrated with
mass spectrometer analysis of cellular components from
complex matrixes (e.g., cell lysates) for identification
based upon the detection of specific constituents (e.g.,
biomarkers). This work will enhance PNNL's capability in
the bio-micro electromechanical systems (Bio-MEMS) and
will provide a powerful tool for environmental health
research at the single-cell level.

Technical Accomplishments

Microfabricated Dual-Dialysis/Electrospray Mass
Spectrometry for Rapid Identification of Microorganisms

We see an enormous need for rapid and sensitive
identification of microorganisms in environmental, food
safety, biological and medical research, and pathogen
detection. A potentially feasible approach is based on
mass spectrometer analysis of cellular constituents.
However, the ability to apply this technology depends on
the front-end processing required to deliver a tractable
sample to the mass analyzer. In FY 1999, we fabricated a
laser micromachined dual-stage microdialysis device from
polycarbonate and polyimide. This pre-analysis device for
sample processing is attractive due to its ruggedness,
potential for extension to multi-channel devices, and
feasibility of greatly increased speed and potential for
automatic sample processing. To evaluate the
effectiveness of the microfabricated dialysis device, an
E. coli lysate with the total protein concentration of
~1 mg/mL was analyzed by spectrometry before and after
dual dialysis. Direct infusion of the crude cell lysate
produced a complicated spectrum that was largely
uninterpretable due to the complex components, the high
concentration of salt (NaCl), and the resulting low signal-

to-noise ratio. After passing the sample through the dual
microdialysis device with a 50 kDa molecular weight
cutoff membrane in the first stage and an 8 kDa molecular
weight cutoff membrane in the second stage, a large
improvement in spectral quality was observed, and a
approximately 20-fold improvement was obtained in
signal-to-noise ratio. The characteristic peaks from major
cellular components were readily discernible in the
spectrum and provided the basis for further spectrometry
studies. The microfabricated dual-dialysis device provided
a number of significant improvements over previous larger
versions produced using conventional machining
processes. These advantages include an order of
magnitude reduction in flow rate, significantly lower dead
volume, and a reduced sample volume requirement. Those
features allow faster analysis of smaller samples. Using a
flow rate of 200 nL/min, only 16 (iL of sample were
consumed during the mass spectrometry data acquisition
from 40 cellular components. This approach was used to
identify microorganisms using mass spectrometry for
automatic selection of precursor species over a wide m/z
range to generate a "global" mass spectrometry spectral
display. A two-dimensional mass spectrometry spectrum
has been used as a database for identifying E. coli using
pattern recognition software. Using the dual-dialysis
fractionation/mass spectrometry approach, we were able to
identify individual microorganisms from a mixture.

Microfabricated Capillary Isoelectric Focusing
Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry for Proteome
Characterization

Unlike the genome, the proteome is sensitive to cellular
conditions and consists of proteins having abundances
dependent upon stage in the cell cycle, cell differentiation,
response to environmental conditions (nutrients,
temperature, stress, etc.), or disease state. Therefore, the
study of proteomes under well-defined conditions can
provide a better understanding of complex biological
processes and inference of protein function. Thus, much
faster, more sensitive, and precise capabilities are desired
for characterizing cellular constituents.
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A promising high-throughput technique for proteome
characterization based on capillary isoelectric focusing in
conjunction with electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry was demonstrated at PNNL. Capillary
isoelectric focusing combines the resolving power of
traditional gel isoelectric focusing with the high efficiency,
speed, and potential for automation of capillary
electrophoresis. After the focusing stage, protein bands are
mobilized from the capillary by one of several methods for
detection by electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry.
The capillary isoelectric focusing-mass spectrometry
combination is thus analogous to a two-dimensional
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis separation, providing
information on pi and molecular mass but with added
potential advantages that include greater speed and
sensitivity, ease of automation, and much more accurate
mass measurements. In this project, capillary isoelectric
focusing separation and the interface between capillary
isoelectric focusing and mass spectrometry were further
integrated into a compact and robust microfabricated
device that is suitable for rapid and sensitive proteome
characterization.

In FY 1999, we refined the design and fabricated a second-
generation of microfabricated microcapillary isoelectric
focusing device using laser micromachining technology.
In our previous design, a fused silica capillary was inserted
into a microchip and used as an electrospray emitter to
interface between the capillary isoelectric focusing device
and the mass spectrometer (Figure 1). However, this
design was susceptible to the introduction of dead volume
at the interface between the capillary and microchannel.
To reduce the dead volume in the interface between the
separation microchannel and the mass spectrometer and
improve both speed and sensitivity, an electrospray emitter
was fabricated directly into the end of the device
(Figure 2). Extensive experience with electrospray
ionization at PNNL demonstrated that sharper emitter
"tips" produce higher electric fields at the tip and resulted
in better electrospray performance. The laser-machined
microchannel (50 \im wide, 60 urn deep, and 16 cm long)
in the capillary isoelectric focusing chip (11 x 3 x 0.5 cm)
was fabricated directly on the polycarbonate substrate. A
dialysis membrane or ion exchange membrane was
integrated on-chip at both the cathode and anode
reservoirs, which allowed electric conduction in the
microchannel but prevented the fluid from backflowing
through the membranes.

Stable electrosprays have been established directly from
microchips incorporating a sharp machined electrospray
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Figure 1. Laser-micromachined capillary isoelectric focusing
device with a capillary as electrospray emitter

ionization "emitter." The performance of the microchip
isoelectric focusing/electrospray ionization-mass
spectrometer was demonstrated for a protein mixture
containing 0.05 mg/mL each of carbonic anhydrase
(isoelectric point of protein 5.9 and 6.8) and isoelectric
point of myoglobin (7.2). Good separation of three
components was achieved without coating of the flow
channel. The results indicate that electrospray produced
directly from microchips having integral emitters is
effective in conjunction with isoelectric focusing
separations.

Compared with capillary isoelectric focusing electrospray
ionization-mass spectrometry in coated capillary format,
isoelectric focusing/electrospray ionization on a chip is
much more compact and robust and can be easily
integrated with other sample cleanup devices such as dual-
microdialysis. Current design has clearly demonstrated the
feasibility of a simple, robust, fully integrated isoelectric
focusing/electrospray ionization-mass spectrometer. For
large-scale production, a low-cost fabrication process such
as injection molding will lead to low-cost, disposable
plastic chips for isoelectric focusing/electrospray
ionization-mass spectrometry.

Sharp Point

To MS

Figure 2. Laser-micromachined capillary isoelectric focusing
device with a sharp tip as electrospray emitter
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Multidimensional Separations for Comprehensive Protein Identification
in the Proteome

Karen L. Wahl, Bob W. Wright, Richard D. Smith, Dave W. Koppenaal, Jon H. Wahl

Study Control Number: PN99048/1376

Project Description

The goal of this project was to develop the instrumentation
and methods required to perform the comprehensive
protein assays and to characterize unique proteins that are
present in complex biological mixtures such as cell lysates.
This project improved on the current state-of-the-art, two-
dimensional polycrylamide gel electrophoresis technology
by providing a more sensitive and high-speed alternative.
This approach involved developing multidimensional
separation techniques to separate, isolate, and identify
more than 6,000 proteins that are thought to be present in
typical cell lysates. The novel aspects of the proposed
research involved the investigation and use of
multidimensional strategies to increase the overall
separation capacity required for real-world complex
samples.

Technical Accomplishments

At present, there is no rapid and sensitive technique for
large-scale proteome surveys that is comparable to those
for RNA or DNA assays. The current state-of-the-art
technology, two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis, is a slow, labor-intensive, and
cumbersome technique. The ability to examine a large
number of proteins and modified proteins (i.e., the
"proteome") with greater speed and sensitivity, providing a
detailed representation of complex interplay of biological
processes, would enable system-level understandings,
which was the overall objective of this project.

Multidimensional Separations for Proteomics

A semi-automated, four-dimensional separation system
was developed to systematically separate complex protein
mixtures like those produced from cell lysates. In this
study, we demonstrated the four-dimensional separation of
proteins from the cell lysate of Escherichia coli (E. coli).
The four dimensions of separation are isoelectric focusing,
ion exchange chromatography, reversed-phase liquid
chromatography, and mass spectrometry. The initial
protein sample is first separated based on isoelectric point
with up to 20 fractions collected. Each of these isoelectric

focusing fractions is then separated on a two-dimensional
ion exchange chromatography reversed-phase liquid
chromatography system, which applies the principles of
column-switching and is entirely automated. Fractions are
collected from the two-dimensional system, and mass
spectrometry is applied. The multidimensional separations
described here are not exhaustive in achieving the greatest
peak capacity but represent a balance between reasonable
analysis time and information obtainable. The utility of
this four-dimensional approach was demonstrated using
commercially available instrumentation, starting with
approximately 10 mg total protein for E. coli and achieving
peak capacities on the order of 2,000 m/z, although the
system has a peak capacity capable of 25,000 m/z.

The comprehensive four-dimensional separation
(isoelectric focusing x ion exchange chromatography x
reversed-phase liquid chromatography x mass
spectrometry) obtained from the cell lysate of E. coli is
shown in Figure 1 with representative matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectra. The
complexity of these cell lysate samples is apparent in this
figure. As predicted, few proteins were retained from the
basic isoelectric focusing fractions. A greater number of
proteins are strongly retained in the acidic isoelectric
focusing fractions. This greater retention of acidic proteins
was predicted because the ion exchange chromatography
separation step was presumed to be dominated by the anion
exchange mode of separation at pH 8. The greatest
number of proteins and complexity are shown to exist in
the middle fractions from the isoelectric focusing
dimension. This greater number of proteins is also
expected because more than 80 percent of the proteins
from an E. coli cell lysate have an isoelectric point
between 6 and 8. An advantage of this mode of separation
is the large sample loadability that is possible. In this
experiment, 10 mg total protein was first separated under
isoelectric focusing conditions, then successively smaller
fractions and amounts were applied to each consecutive
separation step. This improved sample loadability is
important when ultraviolet-visible detection is used
because of the inherent poor sensitivity for trace protein
analysis. Typical MALDI mass spectra obtained, as the
fourth dimension, are also shown in Figure 1. These mass
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Figure 1. Four-dimensional separation of E. coli

spectra were obtained from the third isoelectric focusing
fraction, first and fifth ion exchange chromatography
fraction, and reversed-phase liquid chromatography
fractions taken at 20 and 30 minutes, as noted.

In general, two or three proteins are seen in each of these
mass spectral data and represent typical data obtained from
the E. coli samples. The MALDI mass spectrometry was
tuned for optimum performance for m/z values between
approximately 4,000 and 14,000 Daltons. Consequently,
higher masses were not optimized. However, strong
m/z peaks were observed (Figure 1) at 20,649 (A) as well
as 9,064 (B), which is a typical biomarker for E. coli. All
the major ions observed were in the m/z range expected for
proteins from E. coli and were obtained with a matrix
solution optimized for protein analysis. These spectra
were obtained from fractions where little or no ultraviolet
visible response (i.e., peak) was observed from the data.
However, strong and different m/z peaks were observed in
the mass spectra.

High-Resolution Capillary Isoelectric Focusing for
Proteomics

In FY 1999, our research focused on improving the
resolving power of capillary isoelectric focusing in the
initial coupling to a enzymatic digestion step, as an initial
step toward development of an automated two-dimensional
instrument with on-line protein digestion between the two

separation stages. To improve the capillary isoelectric
focusing resolution, highly hydrophilic group-substituted
celluloses were immobilized on the fused silica capillary
inner wall for capillary isoelectric focusing of proteins.
The resultant capillaries were evaluated under typical
capillary isoelectric focusing conditions, and the results
were compared with those obtained using polyvinyl
alcohol and linear polyacrylamide coated capillaries. A
minimal resolved isoelectric point difference of 0.01 was
obtained with a carrier ampholyte (pH 3-10) for
hydroxyethyl cellulose- and hydroxypropyl cellulose-
coated capillaries. Changing substituted groups from
hydroxyl to hydroxylmethyl decreased the capillary
isoelectric focusing resolution from -2.5 to ~1.0 for tested
proteins at a mobilization speed of -0.9 cm min"1. Little
loss in capillary isoelectric focusing resolution was
observed when the capillary length was increased from
30 to 150 cm. However, flat peaks were observed when
the column diameter was increased to > 100 um.

This study showed that hydrophilic substituted celluloses
immobilized on the fused silica capillary inner wall by
heating. The resultant coated capillary columns stable
under typical capillary isoelectric focusing conditions. A
minimal resolved A(isoelectric point) of -0.01 was
obtained using a carrier polyampholytes having a pH range
of 3-10. To achieve high-resolution capillary isoelectric
focusing separation of proteins, mobilization linear
velocities of <1 cm min"1 was used. Capillary column
length (from 30 to 150 cm) has little effect on capillary
isoelectric focusing resolution using hydroxyalkyl-
substituted cellulose as coatings. A resolution loss in
resolving the adjacent components was found when
increasing the column inner diameter beyond 100 um.

In summary, capillary isoelectric focusing was shown to
provide high-resolution separations of real, complex
protein mixtures from cell lysates for proteomic
applications and the first stage of two-dimensional
separation processes. High-resolution capillary isoelectric
focusing separations can be achieved effectively using
diluted samples (total protein content of <0.1 mg/mL).
Proteins having isoelectric point differences as small as
0.004 to 0.005 can be separated. Coated capillaries
provided a peak capacity of-1,340, allowing
- 210 discrete peaks to be observed for Deinococcus
radiodurans cell lysates. In addition, the capillary inner
surface coating was found to have a significant effect on
the separation efficiency. In most cases, coated capillaries
developed in this research provided considerably greater
resolution than commercially available capillaries.
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Nanoscale Fabrication for Enhanced Properties^

Don R. Baer, Yong Liang

Study Control Number: PN97048/1189

Project Description

On this research project, we investigated the formation and
properties of nanoscale functional structures. Our
objective was to integrate active nanometer-sized
components into "smart" microtechnology devices. The
focus of this project was creating ordered nanosized
clusters with a potential for catalytic studies. We
investigated whether self-assembled processes would form
organized platinum nanoclusters on anatase (TiO2)
surfaces. Self-assembly has a higher yield and lower cost
than a lithography method. Our results show that Pt
interacted preferentially with the 1x2 phase on TiO2
surfaces and formed organized strings of nanoclusters
along the step edges of the 1x2 domains on TiO2 surfaces.

Technical Accomplishments

This effort on nanoscale component development uses a
range of new experimental tools recently made available in
the W.R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences
Laboratory (EMSL). These tools enhance our ability to
work in the nanometer dimension. We have demonstrated
the general ability to create the desired types of surfaces
and form organized strings of platinum nanoclusters on
these surfaces using self-assembled processes.

Creation of TiO2 Surfaces with Different Domains

Anatase, or titanium dioxide (TiO2), is an important
catalyst support material. A flat, well-defined surface is
needed to enable detailed characterization of the properties
of metal clusters attached to this surface. The TiO2 (110)
surface can form two different structures, lxl and 1x2.
However, recent work using the scanning tunneling
microscope has shown mat these structures can exist in
different domains on a single surface. Because of their
different geometric and electronic structures, one would
expect that these two domains exhibit different interactions
with metal clusters (supported metal catalysts) and thus
result in different catalyst formations.

We demonstrated that rhodium grew along the step edges
of the TiO2 lxl domain. One objective was to create
better-defined steps and surface structures on TiO2 (110)
surfaces. We were able to obtain well-characterized TiO2

lxl surfaces and surfaces with both lxl and 1x2 domains
(as shown in Figure 1).

Figure 1. (a) A 400A x 400A STM image of a TiO2(110)
surface of alternating l x l and 1x2 domains; (b) a low-energy
electron diffraction pattern of a TiO2(110) surface with mixed
lx l and 1x2 phases

These were ideal substrates for examination of the
interaction of platinum with these two different domains.
We used STM and low-energy electron diffraction to
examine atomic structures and symmetry of TiO2 (110)

(a) Project was approved by DOE for fourth-year funding through PNNL's FY 2000 LDRD plan.

(b) This project was called "High-Functionality Surfaces" in FY 1997.
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surfaces under different processing conditions. Results
showed that, after annealing the TiO2 (110) surfaces at
800°C or higher for an extended period of time, the surface
underwent the following phase transitions: lxl phase >
mixed lxl and lxn phases > mixed 1x6 and 1x2 phases >
1x2 phase. Here, the lxn phase represents a TiO2 (110)
surface covered by line defects with various atomic
spacings.

Figure 1 shows a scanning tunneling microscope image
and the related pattern of a TiO2 (110) surface annealed at
850°C. While the low-energy electron diffraction shows
that the surface exhibits mixed lxl and 1x2 domains, the
STM image reveals that lxl and 1x2 domains alternate on
the surface with distinct boundaries between the two.
Because different catalysts may have different interactions
with these domains or their associated step edges, a
significant implication of these alternating domains is that
one could create an organized, multicomponent catalyst
system supported on TiO2(110) surfaces.

Platinum Nanoclusters and Strings on TiO2 Surfaces

We used vapor deposition method to create platinum
nanoclusters on TiO2 surfaces. By controlling the amount
of platinum deposited on the surface, we were able to
control the average size of platinum clusters on the
surfaces. Figure 2, image of platinum deposited on a TiO2

(110) lxl surface, shows that platinum clusters are
randomly distributed on the surface. In contrast, strings of
platinum clusters along the step edges of TiO21x2 domains
were found on surfaces with alternating lxl and 1x2
domains, as shown in Figure 3. The fact that platinum
clusters preferentially formed along the edges of 1x2
domains suggests a stronger interaction of platinum with
the TiO21x2 domain than the lxl domain.

In addition to the preferential growth of platinum
nanoclusters along the steps of the 1x2 phase, under the
same amount of platinum deposition, the average size and
distribution of platinum clusters is smaller and narrower on
the TiO2 1x2 domain than on the lxl domain. Figure 4 is
the size distribution of platinum clusters along the step
edges of 1x2 domains. The average platinum cluster size
is 1.4 nm compared with ~2.5 nm on a lxl domain. Our
current effort is to test the reactivity of platinum/TiO2 lxl
and 1x2 using the temperature program desorption method.

Figure 2. A 400A x 400A scanning tunneling microscope
image showing I t nanoclusters randomly distributed on the
TiO2(110) lxl phase

Figure 3. A 400A x 400A image showing formation of strings
of platinum nanoclusters along the step edges of 1x2 domains

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Figure 4. Size distribution of platinum nanoclusters
stabilized by the steps of 1x2 domains
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Presentations Liang Y, A Grant, D Baer, and S Gan. October 1999.
"Formation and properties of Pt on TiO2 rutile and

Liang Y, J Daschbach, A Joly, D Baer, M Na, and H Luo. anatase surfaces." AVS Meeting, Seattle.
November 1998. "Enhancement of catalytic properties
using surface and interface engineering." Materials Liang Y, J Daschbach, S Chambers, Y Su, A Joly,
Research Society Fall Meeting, Boston. D Baer, M Na, and H Luo. May 1999. "Use of surface

and interface engineering to enhance catalytic properties."
Liang Y, J Daschbach, Y Su, D Baer, M Na, and H Luo. 195th Meeting of the Electrochemical Society, Seattle.
February 1999. "Using tailored surfaces and interfaces to
enhance catalytic properties." DOE Catalysis Workshop,
Albuquerque.
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Rapid Detection of Bacterial Fingerprints by MALDI Mass Spectrometry

Karen L. Wahl, Nancy B. Valentine, Kristin H. Jarman, Mark T. Kingsley

Study Control Number: PN97090/1231

Project Description

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass
spectrometry (MALDI-MS) was developed for rapid
identification of microorganisms based on reproducible
fingerprints of ions representative of the cellular
components. Results of this work show that this rapid
analysis technique provides valuable information for
bacterial identification at the species level. A phylogenetic
study to determine the strengths and limitations of this
specificity is critical to deployment of this technique for
pathogen detection, as well as for widespread application
of MALDI-MS for bacterial identification. In addition,
efforts were made to extend application of this
MALDI-MS analysis technique to clinical applications
such as screening of blood products.

Technical Accomplishments

The specificity of the MALDI-MS technique was probed
by analyzing nine closely related Bacillus thuringiensis
(B. thuringiensis) strains and four E. coli strains. A
reproducible fingerprint was obtained for each strain by
averaging 60 replicate MALDI-MS spectra collected from
three replicate cultures on three different days. We
observed significant overlap of the peaks by MALDI-MS
of all the B. thuringiensis strains, as well as the E. coli
strains, with no overlap between the different genera. The
overlap of the E. coli strains is shown in the Venn diagram
in Figure 1. The numbers represent molecular weights of
components present in the different E. coli strains.
Figure 2 shows a preliminary dendogram showing the
closely related B. thuringiensis strains (Bt) compared with
the closely related B. cereus (Be) and distant
B. atrophaeus. There is much similarity with accepted
phylogeny. Categorizing unknowns to the species level
appears feasible with current data analysis methods;
however, identification to the strain level of an unknown
remains a challenge. Additional data analysis tools and a
significant increase in the number of bacterial species and
strains fingerprinted are required before we can determine
the level of bacterial identification that is feasible.

Figure 1. Venn diagram of ions observed from the
MALDI-MS analysis of four different £. coli strains

20 40 60
% Similarity

100

Figure 2. Dendrogram for MALDI-MS fingerprints of
B. thuringiensis strains and Bacillus species

Initial work was performed with pig blood, which has
characteristics similar to humans except for small cell size.
While preliminary experiments to separate the blood cells
from the bacterial cells proved challenging, progress was
made in developing a reproducible MALDI-MS fingerprint
for a known blood-borne pathogen, Yersinia enterocolitica,
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and in the direct observation of this pathogen when spiked
into the pig blood by MALDI-MS of the blood sample.
We recommend that this work be continued to implement
some sample pretreatment and to improve the sensitivity of
this MALDI-MS analysis of blood products.

Publications

Jarman KH, DS Daly, CE Petersen, AJ Saenz,
NB Valentine, and KL Wahl. 1999. "Extracting and
visualizing matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight mass spectral fingerprints." Rapid Commun.
Mass Spectrom., Vol. 13, pp. 1586-1594.

Saenz AJ, CE Petersen, NB Valentine, SL Gantt,
KH Jarman, MT Kingsley, and KL Wahl. 1999.
"Reproducibility of matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry for replicate
bacterial culture analysis." Rapid Commun. Mass
Spectrom., Vol. 13, pp. 1580-1585.

Presentations

Jarman KH, DS Daly, KK Anderson, and KL Wahl. 1999.
"Fully Automated Peak Detection and Characterization
Algorithm." Presented at the 47th ASMS Conference on
Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics, Dallas.

Petersen CE, KH Jarman, NB Valentine, AJ Saenz,
D Daly, and KL Wahl. 1999. Presented at the 47th ASMS
Conference on Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics,
Dallas.
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Sample Preparation and Separation Based on Particle Sizing

Karen L. Wahl, Scott A. Clauss, Nancy B. Valentine

Study Control Number: PN98066/1312

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to develop a novel bacteria
analysis method by coupling the field-flow fractionation
separation technique with detection by MALDI-time-of-
flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS). Field-flow
fractionation was developed for size separation and
quantification of bacteria in complex samples with the goal
of becoming a front-end sample separation step for matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry
(MALDI-MS) detection. We developed field-flow
fractionation techniques as a separations tool for bacterial
analyses in complex mixtures such as those encountered in
environmental or food samples.

Technical Accomplishments

The emphasis in this past year was placed on using field-
flow fractionation to separate different types of bacteria
and on coupling field-flow fractionation with MALDI-
TOFMS to establish rapid bacteria analyses. The major
accomplishment of this project was the first demonstration
of field-flow fractionation coupled with mass spectrometry
detection.

The usefulness of field-flow fractionation was
demonstrated by separating Pseudomonas putida
(P. putida) and Staphylococcus epidermidis
(S. epidermidis). The separation was accomplished within
10 minutes. Size was measured by constructing a
calibration curve of log retention time versus log diameter
using polystyrene beads. The hydrodynamic diameter of
each bacterium was interpolated based on its measured
retention time. The measurements were compared with
manual measurements of bacterial photographs taken at
1250X magnification. The diameters obtained using both
methods were in agreement.

Aggregation of live P. putida was demonstrated by
field-flow fractionation. Preliminary results suggest that
field-flow fractionation may provide a means of
distinguishing viable from nonviable bacteria, which is of
great interest to several agencies of the federal
government.

The ability of field-flow fractionation and MALDI to
distinguish between viable bacteria and bacteria killed by
different means was tested. Samples of P. putida and
E. coli were killed by exposure to trifluoroacetic acid and
by exposure to 2 kGy of gamma radiation. Field-flow
fractionation of P. putida indicated some aggregation in the
gamma irradiated (nonviable) and viable bacteria. The
triflurouacetic acid exposed sample did not indicate this
aggregation. The control (viable) and nonviable
(triflurouacetic acid and gamma irradiated) E. coli samples
appeared quite similar by flow field-flow fractionation.
Overall, the results indicated that in only some cases were
minor differences observed in the viable and nonviable
bacterial samples, and in most cases this was due to
aggregation of the bacterial cells.

The feasibility of coupling flow field-flow fractionation
and MALDI-TOF MS was demonstrated. Fractions from
field-flow fractionation analysis of P. putida and E. coli
were collected and further analyzed by MALDI-MS.
Figure 1 shows the field-flow fractionation fractogram of
P. putida, the fractions collected, and the corresponding
MALDI mass spectra of the fractions. Each fraction
corresponded to different time intervals that reflected
different sizes and thus potentially different growth stages
of bacteria. The identities of the bacteria were determined
by comparison with known MALDI-MS bacterial
fingerprints of control samples. The field-flow
fractionation and MALDI TOFMS bacteria analyses were
completed within one hour.

Publications

Wahl KL, SA Clauss, and NB Valentine. 1999.
"Evaluation of Different Field-Flow Fractionation
Techniques for Separating Bacteria." Submitted to
Separation Science and Technology.

Wahl KL, SA Clauss, and NB Valentine. 1999.
"Separation and Enumeration of Bacteria Using
Hyperlayer Flow Field-Flow Fractionation and Single
Particle Counting" (in preparation).
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Figure 1. Field-flow fractionation-MALDI-MS analysis of whole P. putida cells (field-flow fractionation conditions:
V=3.0 mL/min, Vc = 1.0 mL/min, MALDI-MS matrix: ferulic acid)
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Figure 2. Comparison of field-flow fractionation response of viable and nonviable (gamma or trifluoroacetic acid) E. coli

Wahl KL, SA Clauss, and NB Valentine. 1999.
"Characterization of Bacterial Cells by Flow Field-Flow
Fractionation and Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption
Ionization Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry" (in
preparation.)

Presentations

Williams SKR, J Ranville, HK Lee, and S Saenton. 1999.
"Bacteria Separations Using Field-Flow Fractionation."
Pittcon99, Orlando.

Williams SKR, H Lee, J Ranville, and
P Termrungruanglert. March 1999. "Separation and
Enumeration of Bacteria Using Field-Flow Fractionation,
Microscopy, and Single Particle Counting." 217
National Meeting, Anaheim.

ACS

Williams SKR, H Lee, J Ranville, and S Saenton.
September 1999. "Separation and Enumeration of
Bacteria Using Field-Flow Fractionation, Microscopy,
and Single Particle Counting." FFF'99, Paris.
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Collaborative Environments for Large Information Spaces

Scott D. Decker, Richard A. May

Study Control Number: PN98012/1258

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop an innovative
java-based client-server computer environment that allows
researchers to collaborate in real time. Our research efforts
are focused on solidifying the architecture of a dynamic
virtual world (the virtual playground) and providing
multiple test data sets for viewing the capabilities of the
virtual environment. This dynamic virtual environment is
based upon the idea of dynamic objects (or objects that can
contain data), interactions, and behaviors that can be
placed within the virtual environment while it is running.

Background

In FY 1998, this research built the foundations of what is
now called the virtual playground. The environment
started as a static virtual environment where we had the
ability to load in avatars—visual representations of the user
in the environment—who walk in a virtual world. From
this initial environment, we layered on the concept of
dynamic objects. A typical virtual environment has a
server and multiple clients. The main server is connected
to a database full of objects (e.g., tables, chairs, and
shapes) and contains the world information (e.g., walls,
floor, etc.). When clients connect to the server, they
receive all of the objects within the world. The only way a
new object can be entered into the database and viewed by
the client is to make every client shut down, reload, and
reconnect to the server. This is the way a typical static
virtual environment operates.

The environment we are building uses some of the same
principles. There is a server where multiple clients can
access the environment. The primary difference is that all
of the objects are entered into the environment while the
environment is running. Clients do not have to shut down
their applications to see the new objects that have been
added). These dynamic objects are also different from
those seen in a static virtual environment. Dynamic
objects have the ability to store data, interactions, and
behaviors. All of these attributes can be modified in real
time while the application is running. This feature
represents a new capability.

Technical Accomplishments

The first data set came from the University of
Washington's Puget Sound Regional Syntheses Model
(PRISM) project. PRISM deals with geological data from
the Puget Sound region. In conjunction with the Human
Interface Technology Lab, research staff at PNNL created
a world that loaded a topographical relief map and water
level data from PRISM data sets. An avatar was created
that can position itself along world coordinates and take
measurements at different spots around the relief map.
This avatar can place flags that stay in place and show
relevant pieces of information to analysts who are viewing
the data set at the same time or later. Figures 1 and 2 show
what the virtual environment looks like.

The next data set that was incorporated was ThemeView
from SPIRE. ThemeView presents a mountain landscape
(mountainscape) that shows topic-related documents over
a given analysis. We had a world that created a
ThemeView from all relevant data loaded in. These data
included source file input, document placement, vectors,
topicality, and titles. An avatar was then created that could
query the ThemeView as it walked across the
mountainscape. The avatar can drop flags that depict topic
areas of interest.'

Figure 1. Topographical view of the Puget Sound area.
These data were loaded into the virtual playground and used
as a test case for collaborative large information spaces.
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Figure 2. Topographical data map with measuring avatar
and posted flags. These white dots could contain information
left behind by an analyst

These flags are used as anchor points for a touring walk-
through of the data set. An analyst can explore a data set
and mark all relevant data points, and then a supervising,
or corollary, analyst can walk through the data set and see
how the original analyst came to their conclusions.
Figure 3 shows three avatars around a Theme View peak.
Figure 4 shows what some of the text might be like when
viewing inside a peak that has been flagged.

The ability can now be used genetically on a single
application to make it a multiuser environment with little
effort or recoding.

Figure 3. Three avatars looking at a Theme View data set of
the web site News.com

Current work is devoted to enhancing the virtual
playground so it will run on a simple console graphics
machine (Information Appliance), integrate with the
HI-SPACE environment, and be usable in an integrated
simulation environment for modeling. The virtual
playground can now run in a stable manner and does not
need to be constantly administered. This project shows
that the virtual environment will have many useful
applications in scientific collaboration, education,
medicine, and military planning. For example, the virtual
environment could create battlefield situations in real time
based on continuously updated information.
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Figure 4. One avatar querying the text information stored within a peak on a Theme View
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Collaborative Problem-Solving Environment

Deborah K. Gracio, Karen L. Schuchardt

Study Control Number: PN99008/1336

Project Description

The collaborative problem-solving environment project
focuses on research, development, and integration of
component-based technologies required to support
scientists and engineers in solving complex computational
and experimental problems. The focus of this project is to
research concepts for a broad use-base infrastructure
required to develop and deploy problem-solving
environments for climate change, combustion modeling,
and subsurface reactive transport. Using advanced
computer software technologies, the collaborative problem
solving architecture is platform-independent, scalable
across a distributed network, decoupled from the
underlying data storage technologies, and, where
appropriate, domain-independent. Research areas include
scientific workflow management, data modeling, large-
scale data management, use of collaboration and
visualization technologies in scientific research, and
distributed computing and resource discovery.

Technical Accomplishments

Productive and efficient use of the advanced computational
resources available to scientists and engineers requires a
revolution in the tools used to define, analyze, track, and
manage complex computational problems. Problem-
solving environments address the evolution of resources
and methods, providing the computational facilities
necessary to solve a target class of problems. Current
software approaches address the manipulation and analysis
of data in separate, complex environments. This requires
the user to become an expert in a broad range of graphical
user interfaces and analysis methods and complex data
formats, interrupting the scientific discovery process. The
primary objective in developing collaborative problem
solving environments is to provide an integrated, seamless
environment in which scientists and engineers can perform
modeling, simulation, and analysis tasks. This project
researches the base infrastructure (Figure 1) required to
meet the objective in developing and deploying
collaborative problem-solving environment technologies in
a variety of scientific domains.
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Figure 1. Base infrastructure represented in the horizontal
layers and domain-specific collaborative problem-solving
environments represent the vertical layers

Four key technical areas were defined for research,
including resource discovery, job launching/monitoring,
scientific workflow management, and data management.
A survey was completed, requesting information from
users of the Extensible Computational Chemistry
Environment (CCCE) software and scientists in the domain
of interest, including climate, combustion, and engineering,
to capture requirements and help focus our research.

We completed a significant effort in developing use cases,
specifically in terms of understanding scientific workflow,
the process that scientists carry out in conducting research.
The workflow studies involved working with domain users
to identify the stages, elements, and requirements of their
specific research processes. We used a general scenario-
based analysis technique in which domain scientists
defined their research processes or scenarios by
diagramming the chronological steps they carried out The
domain scientist identified specific dependencies among
research steps and linkages to external resources, including
data, people, and computers. We were able to develop
workflow models for many different scientific disciplines
by working with scientists from a variety of domains. We
analyzed the collection of workflow models to develop a
single, generalized workflow model that served as a
framework for collaborative problem solving environment
design.

A series of working sessions were held with domain
specialists in the areas of chemistry (ab initio and
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molecular dynamics), engineering (forming, joining, crash
simulations), nuclear magnetic resonance, reaction
kinetics, fluid dynamics and climate modeling. The
discussions helped in the development of a generalized
workflow model (Figure 2) and understanding how
scientists and engineers perform their work. Full
documentation of these sessions is available on the
collaborative problem solving environment website.

Problem
Calculation

Figure 2. Generalized workflow analysis

A key task for distributed computing is evaluating Unix or
NT solutions to ensure that the designs developed for job
control and machine access would work in a heterogeneous
computing environment. A variety of technologies were
evaluated against a set of requirements, and the CYGWIN
package was selected. A Java class was developed to
connect to a machine via several standard protocols in a
cross-platform environment, including all forms of Unix,
Linux, and NT, for both client and server communications.
This solution includes a mechanism for transferring a file
and launching a computation. A single pathway was
completed and tested. Future work will include providing
a secure connection and making the communications
robust. This tool is based upon the communication
protocol and not on the scientific problem that is being
solved. A prototype interface was provided to aid the
developer in using the Java class.

Based on the use cases described in the workflow section,
a specification was compiled to document the requirements
for job and data monitoring. A monitoring tool was
designed and developed as proof of principle, and the final
implementation was completed as part of the Version 1.4.2
release of Ecce in June 1999. A generalized parse
description format and interface language is being
developed to facilitate generation of domain-specific
descriptions required for monitoring output files from
models. Also, the Electronic Laboratory Notebook has

been integrated into the current development version of
Ecce VI.5, demonstrating the concepts of electronic
capture and collaborative communications.

An initial effort in defining a common schema for resource
management was undertaken in collaboration with
Argonne National Laboratory. A physical and logical
model was developed using object definitions, diagrams,
and trees. This work extended the traditional definition of
resources to include computing resources, people,
organizations, software applications, sessions, and data
(notebooks). These resources are required to move the
work of collaborative problem-solving environments
forward into a global environment. As a result of this
work, Karen Schuchardt was asked to co-chair a working
session at Grid Forum in June 1999 to present the work
that has been completed to date. This work was used as
the baseline for the Grid Forum working group on resource
management and will be extended to satisfy the
requirements of the computational grid that is currently
being developed by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. In addition, a resource server has been set
up, and the procedures required to establish and administer
a resource server have been documented.

At the collaborative problem-solving environments
workshop on June 28th (sponsored by DOE-MICS and the
Large Scale Network Working Group), the diverse,
multiagency participants endorsed the need to continue to
develop the concepts and technologies for collaborative
problem-solving environments and called for the formation
of a collaborative problem-solving environment scientific
community.

Presentations

GracioDK. November 1998. "Problem Solving
Environments-Ecce." SSI-Combustion Working Group,
Washington, D.C.

GracioDK. December7-10,1998. "SoftwareEngineering
in Ecce." SSI-Combustion Program Planning, San Diego.

Gracio DK. February 24,1999. "Problem Solving
Environments for Regional Climate Modeling."
JISAO-ACPI Working Group, Seattle.

GracioDK. April 30,1999. "CollaborativeProblem
Solving Environments." DOE-MICS Program Office,
Richland, Washington.

GracioDK. May3-4,1999. "CollaborativeProblem
Solving Environments for SSI." SSI-CSET Working
Group, Chicago.
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Gracio DK. July 26,1999. "Collaborative Problem Gracio DK. August 6, 1999. "High-Performance
Solving Environments." FAA, Richland. Distributed Computing in Problem-Solving

Environments." High-Performance Distributed Computing
Gracio DK. August 2-3,1999. "Using Globus with Ecce." Review, DOE MICS Program Office, Los Angeles.
Globus Users Group Meeting, Los Angeles.

Peterson MJ. August 5,1999. "Collaborative Problem
Solving Environments." USGS Working Meeting, USGS
Regional Office, Seattle.
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Combustion Simulation and Modeling

Jeffrey A. Nichols, Robert J. Harrison

Study Control Number: PN98013/1259

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop high-performance
computational chemistry software for massively parallel
processor (MPP) systems in the area of coupled cluster
[CCSD(T)] methods for treating the electron correlation
problem. The correlation problem is fluctuation arising
from the instantaneous repulsive interactions of electrons,
which is difficult to simulate mathematically. CCSD(T)
methods are needed to achieve the accuracies required to
replace experimental measurements for many areas of
chemistry, especially in combustion simulation and
modeling.

Unfortunately, the CCSD(T) method scales as N7 where N
is the number of atoms in the system. This greatly limits
the range of applicability of this method to combustion and
other problems. The project focuses on developing
methodological and computational approaches to effect a
dramatic reduction in the computational cost of coupled
cluster calculations. This entails algorithm redesign using
new methods to achieve the reduced scaling and increased
MPP efficiencies needed to accurately model the
thermodynamics and kinetics of large molecular systems
such as those found in gasoline (Cg) and diesel fuel (Ci6)
combustion.

This work is being performed within the framework of
NWChem, a computational chemistry suite that is part of
the Molecular Sciences Computing Facility (MSCF) in the
W.R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences
Laboratory. In addition, POLYRATE (a chemical
dynamics package developed at the University of
Minnesota, in collaboration with PNNL staff and used to
predict rate constants), will be integrated with NWChem to
provide improved means for calculating chemical reaction
rate constants.

Technical Accomplishments

We have derived the equations for the open-shell linear
triple excitation perturbation correction for CCSD and also
many-body perturbation theory using the Laplace
factorization of the denominator. The resulting
expressions are rather large and complex, and because of

the factorization have never been analyzed before. These
equations (in spin-orbital form) have been implemented in
a prototype program to validate them, to enable
experiments with the quadrature that underlies the
factorization, and to aid in debugging the production
program. The prototype program already demonstrates the
improved 0(1^) scaling [compared with the original
0(N7)]. An initial implementation of the production
program is being debugged and is expected to be running
sequentially and without symmetry in the very near future.
This program has been designed to use symmetry and to
run in parallel, but these won't be fully implemented until
overall correctness has been ensured. This project
presently functions entirely in the canonical molecular
orbital (MO) basis but has been designed to be invariant to
localization of the orbits. Exploitation of the sparsity
implicit in the localized representation is an essential next
step.

To enhance the performance of the current program, we
have substantially improved the geometry optimization
module of NWChem. Combustion chemistry requires
accurate determination of equilibrium molecular
geometries and also transition states for reactions. The
fastest coupled-cluster energy and gradients are of little use
with a poor optimizer, so the previous optimizer was
replaced with a robust and fully functional implementation
of what is widely regarded as the best available method for
locating stationary points on molecular potential energy
surfaces (redundant internal coordinates with constraints,
quasi-newton and augmented Hessian methods).

The interfacing of POLYRATE direct dynamics with
NWChem (yielding DrDyNWChem) was completed and is
in the beta test phase. The DrDyNWChem interface
requires the user to know the three critical points
(reactants, transition state, and products) for the reaction in
question. This interface will use internal algorithms to
walk along the minimum energy path and provide
appropriate information to POLYRATE so that variational
transition state theories can be used in POLYRATE.

We have started to analyze the low-rank representations to
reduce both the amount of data and the computational cost
associated with CCSD(T). Low-rank representations strive
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to reproduce a large data set by capturing the most
important behavior with a nonlinear set of parameters.
Singular value decomposition is the most commonly cited
example, and we seek to parameterize the coupled-cluster
wavefunction in a similar fashion. The key aspect is that
we know from our success with resolution-of-identity (RI)
MP2 methods that at least the integrals involved in the
first-order wavefunction are very rank-deficient. We have
developed a novel analysis of the rank of the first-order
wavefunction, which incorporates our knowledge of both
the rank of the integrals and of the resolvent (zero-order
Green's function). The rank of the latter is determined by
consideration of the order of quadratures that approximate
the Laplace transform form of the resolvent. Preliminary
analysis suggests that this provides a very good picture of
the first-order wavefunction but that it is not a good model
for higher-order terms. We are now analyzing various
asymptotic behaviors and other classes of integrals to gain
a better understanding.

Windows NT (and its successor Windows 2000) is
becoming an increasingly important platform for high-
performance computing. A possible architecture of the SSI
MPP hardware is thousands of multiprocessor NT nodes
connected with some fast communication hardware. We
constructed a 2-node, 4-processor prototype system with
fast communication (myrinet communication adapters) to
simulate this type of hardware environment. To be a
competitive, state-of-the-art code, NWChem must be
ported to the NT environment. However, the entire history
and parentage of NWChem is Unix, and many aspects of
the code, from the way it is built to the way it handles files,
are very Unix-specific. We will soon complete a port of
NWChem to the NT environment.

Work in FY 2000 includes the following:

• Complete the production-quality version of the new
MPP RHF/UHF (restricted/unrestricted Hartree-Fock)-
based CCSD(T), which we formulated and prototyped
in FY 1998 and which is to include Laplace triples and
symmetry to calculate energies and gradients for up to
1000 basis functions without symmetry (1500
functions with symmetry).

• Extend the production program to exploit sparsity in
the localized MO basis or the underlying atomic
orbital (AO) basis by forming the most compute- or
data-intensive products in the appropriate basis rather
than in the canonical MO basis.

• Formulate how to exploit reduced-rank representations
and fast solution techniques in the CCSD(T) method.

• Ensure facile prototyping and development of "fast
methods" for general many-body theories, as
described in the technical approach using the
CCSD(T) implementation.

• Validate DrDyNWChem, the loosely coupled (with
standalone POLYRATE) prototype of the integrated
software that we implemented last year.

• Generate the second interface NWChem Rate. This
will provide additional capability to locate critical
points and, most significantly, compute tunneling
corrections to reaction rates, which cannot be done
with direct dynamics. More information is required
for the tunneling corrections at different parts of the
potential energy surface that cannot be determined
using the simple minimum energy path integrators in
DrDyNWChem.

• Evaluate the need and design the implementation for a
more tightly coupled version of POLYRATE within
NWChem and then evaluate the need for a parallel
implementation of POLYRATE.

• Implement "fast methods" for general many-body
theories, doubling the number of basis functions (and
thus atoms) that can be treated by CCSD(T) methods.

• If needed, design and implement a tightly coupled
version of POLYRATE within NWChem, possibly
using the problem-solving environment approach.
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Critical Infrastructure Protection and Analysis Laboratory

Wayne D. Meitzler, Steven J. Ouderkirk, David L. Carroll

Study Control Number: PN99010/1338

Project Description

National concerns about our increasing dependency on
information systems and their corresponding
vulnerabilities have raised significant concerns about
critical infrastructure protection. Highly visible hacker
attacks and increased dependency on the internet have
highlighted the seriousness of this problem.

The objective of the critical infrastructure protection and
analysis laboratory (CIPAL) project is to investigate and
develop new technologies and tools to adequately protect
the critical national infrastructure and offer new means for
increased information assurance within the DOE complex.
The project has three major elements:

1. Develop an experimental environment to conduct
research and development for assessing technologies
and tools associated with both offensive external and
internal computer and network attacks and defensive
measures. The goal of this task is to establish the
necessary environment for researching computer and
network security, information assurance, and critical
infrastructure protection concerns.

2. Investigate a framework for an integral offensive and
defensive cyber environment to serve as a model for
simulating cyber events. The expected research
results include a cyber simulation concept that
provides the technology for a suite of capabilities to
improve the cyber security within the DOE complex.
The goal was a conceptual design and the
demonstration of selected key elements. A cyber
simulator that includes a broad range of both offensive
and defensive cyber tools does not exist today.

3. Confirm suspected security vulnerabilities and address
security weaknesses.

Technical Accomplishments

Critical Infrastructure Protection and Analysis
Laboratory (CIPAL)

The CIPAL was set up, and an isolated heterogeneous
network was installed to provide the infrastructure
necessary for the subsequent research. Tasks identified in
FY 1999 were

• record compromised computer environments

• generate synthetic cyber network traffic with user-
specified constraints.

Critical Infrastructure Protection Simulator (CIPS)

The CIPS conceptual designed.research made excellent
progress, resulting in two major components:

• The coordinated attack tool (CAT)

• The Hacker Oriented Unified Defense System
(HOUNDS).

The research focused on developing the CAT, and air test
results show great potential. The initial CIPS concept was
developed and peer reviewed, and the CAT proof of
concept was demonstrated in September 1999. A sample
screen is provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example CAT Display
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The CIPS is leveraging computer security exploits
available through various government organizations and
Internet websites, many of which will become components
of future versions of the CAT. Numerous applications of
CIPS technology are being discussed and used by hackers
to identify and exploit system vulnerabilities. Many of
these items serve a dual purpose in that they can be used by
hackers to attack systems and also by system
administrators to identify and correct deficiencies in their
systems' defenses.

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
Vulnerability

A test lab was configured and SCADA system designs and
vulnerabilities were tested. The lab setup also allowed us
to investigate protocol (live and online), communications
live and online in a real environment, which resulted in
several key discoveries.

A number of SCADA communications monitoring tools
were investigated to identify those that can be used to

monitor and/or alter SCADA communication networks.
We found that what is normally considered a protected or
safe communications system can be altered with these tools
or with modified versions of available tools. Because of
these vulnerabilities, options were investigated that would
help secure these actions.

Options that could be developed for SCADA
communications protection include two basic concepts:
truly encrypted lines and a verification system. After
extensive investigation, the verification system was
identified as a better and more reliable option for this
application. Technology similar to the Smart Card was
chosen. The device, which needs to be developed, would
be mounted at the remote terminal unit location in the field
and hard wired to an input/output card on the chassis. This
code could then be read over the normal operator interface
channels as a real number in a register. This number is
always changing and is synchronized to the operator
interface side. In the future, these Smart Cards could be
manufactured as a unit that would plug into existing
control systems and be a consumer option.
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Detection and Measurement of Embedded Digital Noise

Pak C. Wong, Harlan P. Foote

Study Control Number: PN99013/1341

Project Description

We developed a new approach to identify embedded noise
hidden behind a digital signal stream. The detection
process, based on signal filtering technologies, contains
four basic steps: approximation comparison, noise
filtering, edge removal, and density calculation. Our
technique successfully provides visual and numerical
evidence to indicate the existence of different amounts of
embedded noise in different digital signals in real time.
The design is so efficient and effective that we do not need
the original signal to show the existence of the noise, as in
some other commercial systems. Because our design
targets the end result rather than individual
implementations of the embedding approach, it has the
potential to extend its capability to handling different kinds
of digital noise.

Technical Accomplishments

Our detection strategy can be classified as "known cover
attack." Unfortunately, we normally would never know
the original signal during the analysis. Thus, the key is to
locate a close approximation of the original. In the
following discussion, we use digital images to explain our
signal filtering design.

Close Approximation Comparison

Our approach is based on a comparison of the color-
mapped image with the underlying unmapped image.
Because the modified color map is designed to closely
approximate the original image, the potential
discontinuities introduced by hidden data are largely
absent. However, these discontinuities are present in the
unmapped intensity image. The first step is to produce a
grayscale version of the color-mapped image. The next
step is to extract the unmapped intensity from the color
image.

Noise Filtering

The unmapped image contains uniformly scattered artifacts
caused by the noise modifications. Many of the artifacts
can be detected with a filter that looks for small-intensity

discontinuities. For simplicity, we apply a spatially based
median filter that takes the absolute value of the difference
between a pixel value and the median of the neighborhood
surrounding the pixel.

Edge Removal

The median filter also sees edges that, for this analysis,
cause interference with detecting the inserted noise. To
separate the edge noise, a mask is constructed from the
grayscale version of the color image. This image is
segmented into regions with little or no intensity change.
The regions are eroded one pixel to avoid the edges. The
mask file is applied to the edge-filtered file to retain point
artifacts only in image areas of nearly constant value. This
masking is necessary because the added noise from hidden
data cannot be distinguished from the natural variability of
the cover image except in areas where that variability is
very low. The basic approach is to look at the image
through windows of low variability where the added noise
will stand out. Only a small percentage of the image needs
to be quiet for successful detection.

Noise Visualization and Density

The final results include a visualization of point artifact
noise for human inspection and a noise density value for
statistical evaluations. The point density is defined as the
number of artifact points found in the mask area divided by
the number of pixels in the same area. The mask area
fraction is the area of the mask in pixels divided by the
total cover image area in pixels. As this area decreases,
fewer points are detected at a given point density, thereby
giving an indication of the detection sensitivity.

Analysis Example

The image used in our example is the Renoir depicted in
Figure 1. Several other images (not shown) with different
properties and characteristics, including a clip art picture
and a picture with lots of high-frequency edges, were also
used in our investigation. We crop the image so that we
can bring out specific features of the original pictures for
demonstration.
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Figure 1. The Renoir

Table 1 shows the results from a series of tests with
progressive amounts of added noise. These results are
plotted in Figure 2. From the plot in Figure 2 there is
clearly a strong positive relationship between the amount
of noise and the computed point artifact density. The
results indicate that it is possible to make quantitative
estimates of the amount of noise as well as to detect its
presence.

Table 1. Test results from the Renoir

Embedded
Noise Bytes

0

325

748

1,358

2,705

5,153

12,126
20,304

29,241

42,205

52,772

73,182

Mask Area
Fraction

.033

.033

.034

.041

.042

.042

.041

.038

.038

.037

.038

.036

Point
Artifacts

4

51

126

201

747

1,137

2,145

2,765

3,840

4,050
5,764

5,589

Density-
Point/pixel

0.0005

0.0059

0.015

0.023

0.069

0.104

0.2

0.28

0.38
0.41

0.59

0.59

Run Time Analysis

Table 2 shows a representative selection of run times for
our detection program running on an SGI O2 5000
workstation, using three images with similar dimensions.

Renoir 512x512 BMP

Hidden Bytes

Figure 2. A plot of noise density versus amounts of noise
embedded in the Renoir

Table 2. Analysis run times for the three test images on an
SGI O2 5000 workstation

Image
House 512x512

House 512x512

House 512x512

Renoir 512x512

Renoir 512x512

Tiger 512x512

Tiger 512x512

Embedded
Bytes
73,182

29,241

5,153

73,182

29,241

73,182

5,153

Wall Clock Time
(sec.)

2.68

2.62

2.65

2.66

2.67

2.68

2.62

The tiger image (not shown) is a clip art picture with large
blobs and simple solid colors. The house image (not
shown) has a lot of high frequency edges and few solid
color blobs. Both of them have the same dimensions.
Generally, a typical 512x512 image can be processed in
-2.5 real (wall clock) seconds, and the amount of noise has
little effect on the process time. Clearly, these processing
times are short enough to make this analysis approach
practical as a quick survey for a large number of signal
streams.
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Life-Extension Analysis and Prognostics Architectures

Frank L. Greitzer

Study Control Number: PN99038/1366

Project Description

The objective of this project is to define the architecture of
a dynamic prognostic system for enhancing the operating
envelope of target systems. This includes defining the
constituents of and developing a generalized methodology
for predicting the remaining useful life of systems or
products.

Prognostics is the process of predicting the future state of a
system. Prognostics systems comprise sensors, a data
acquisition system, and microprocessor-based software that
perform sensor fusion, analysis; reporting and interpreting
of results with little or no human intervention in real time.
It offers the promise of minimizing failures (especially
failures in the field), extending the time between
maintenance overhauls, and reducing life-cycle costs.
Prognostics is still in a research and development phase,
and implementing it is a monumental task on several
levels: the technical challenges involving hardware and
sensor technologies, the analytical challenges involving
predictive methods, and the logistical challenges centering
on how to make use of prognostic information. Through
this research, we are developing approaches that that will
foster more efficient operations of complex systems and
machinery with an associated decrease in pollution and fuel
consumption.

Advancements in electronics, sensors, computer processing
speed and memory, and communications are enabling more
reliable and less expensive field data collection to support
diagnostics and prognostics. Some examples of such
advancements are smart microsensors, ultrasonic sensors,
acoustic emission sensors, smart memory cards, radio-
frequency tags/multisensor modules, and cellular data
links. With control microprocessors, these sensors and
instrument packages may be fabricated within a size, cost,
weight, and power requirement that will allow deployment
directly on host equipment.

The approach will be to apply a systems engineering
methodology to define requirements and conduct
exploratory analyses to determine methodologies that hold
promise for developing a prognostics framework. We will

then develop a demonstration prototype for a target
application.

The research employs a variety of technologies and
scientific disciplines:

• advanced sensor technologies to provide accurate
operational data that supports analysis of system status

• artificial neural network systems to conduct sensor/
data fusion that supports prognostics

• advanced statistical methods to enhance predictive
capabilities.

Technical Accomplishments

The three main thrusts of the first-year effort were to define
a high-level prognostics architecture, develop a
demonstration system in a real application domain, and
explore statistical prediction techniques for prognostics.
The demonstration system provides an opportunity to
collect data from the field that will be used in the second-
year effort of developing and refining advanced
prognostics techniques. Non-LDRD funding was used to
procure the hardware required to assemble a demonstration
system.

Prognostics Architecture

Traditional maintenance practice is either a function of a
somewhat arbitrary rule of thumb (maintenance every
90 days or 1000 hours of operation) or a reactive process
(equipment is not fixed until it breaks, and parts, supplies,
personnel, and tools required for maintenance are not
placed in the pipeline until maintenance is scheduled). As
a result, when the actual demand is greater than expected
and parts begin to fail early, the ramp-up time for
maintenance may be steep and inefficient; particularly
when personnel, parts, materials, or other resources are not
available or located nearby. If parts do not exist, a large
production deficit and substantially increased delays and
costs can result. When the actual demand is less than
expected however, a traditional maintenance and
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acquisition system may suffer unnecessary costs associated
with idle personnel and surplus parts.

Traditionally, scheduled maintenance based on mean-time-
between-failure (MTBF) statistics attempts to reduce this
problem, but this typically results in equipment being
replaced before it is necessary or (more typically) is
ineffective when equipment breaks before the expected
time. Inevitably, over time, both will happen. When a
schedule is based on averages (in this case, MTBF), it will
be too high about half the time and too low about half the
time. As a consequence, either too few or too many
repair/maintenance activities will be scheduled. To
minimize the impact of failures, maintenance must be
scheduled early, which incurs unnecessary costs.

In contrast, prognostics can impact the process of
scheduling maintenance, ordering parts, and using
resources. Included is the prognostics framework for
predicting future wear. Although data may be collected in
real time, many months of data from many pieces of
equipment are required to develop accurate and
comprehensive wear models. Once these models are
developed, they are downloaded to each piece of
equipment for use in the real-time prognostics module.
On-board the system, data from sensors, current usage, and
the environment are used in conjunction with the wear
models to predict performance and wear in real time. Once
a failure or excessive degradation is predicted, data about
the impending event may be forwarded to a central
logistics system. There, maintenance is scheduled based
on these data, and necessary equipment and parts are
ordered to arrive just in time for the maintenance.

The availability of prognostic information facilitates the
development of a proactive acquisition process. Failures
can be predicted early so that maintenance and acquisition
systems can be primed, significantly reducing maintenance
ramp-up time because parts are available in the pipeline to
meet projected demand. The ability to benefit from
prognostics requires proactive business practices.
Organizations need to evolve beyond their reactive
processes and adopt new proactive objectives.

This project identified features of a logistics and
acquisition organization that are necessary to capitalize on
prognostics information. A platform-level architecture for
an onboard prognostics system is described. Analysis
proceeds through a series of stages or components,
beginning with sensor validation and progressing through
diagnostics and prognostics analyses. The prognostics
output is based on trending of parameters that are output
from the diagnostic module.

In Situ Oil Analysis System

One of the most effective means of achieving prognostics
for mechanical systems, particularly for engines and power
units, is analysis of oil. This project designed and
developed a prototype onboard oil analysis system. A
target demonstration application is for the large diesel
electric engine used in locomotives. In designing the in
situ system, we recognized that a central objective should
be to provide maintenance technicians with the same
information that has been traditionally used in laboratory-
based oil analysis: oil condition, contamination, and wear
materials. These requirements and the need to minimize
size, weight, complexity, and cost led to the selection of
the analytical techniques used (elemental analysis,
dynamic viscosity, infrared absorption, and ferromagnetic
and non-ferromagnetic paniculate).

Determination of wear and contaminant elements in the oil
(by elemental analysis) was accomplished using a specially
designed x-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer. The
XRF system uses a small amount of suitable radionuclide
in a well-sealed, fail-proof container as a source of x-rays.
The system was designed to operate using very little
power. XRF analysis can detect and quantitate wear
metals such as iron, copper, chromium, aluminum, silver
and lead as well as elements commonly used in lubricant
additive packages such as zinc and molybdenum.

Lubricant viscosity can be measured directly using
specially designed capillary viscometers. These are
optimized for the range of viscosities associated with
lubricants found in individual applications. Determination
of viscosity can help determine heat- and shear stress-
induced oil degradation and be used by the intelligent
agent software to identify possible oil dilution by fuel or
water or unintended addition of improper lubricants.

As in the laboratory, infrared analysis is used to determine
oil condition. Non-dispersive infrared and visible band
spectrometric instrumentation provides for in situ
determination of oil quality indexes, including oxidation,
nitration, turbidity, and (by inference) total acid number
and additive package condition. The non-dispersive design
is rugged and resistant to shock and vibration.

In gas turbine engine applications, ferromagnetic wear
particles are collected and quantitatively determined by
smart self-clearing magnetic chip detectors. In engines
where high oil flow rates are encountered, such as large
diesels (with rates in excess of 300 gpm) for example,
additional methods of detecting and quantitating
ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic conducting particles
are being developed in cooperation with private industry.
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Together, these advanced sensors provide critical
indications of the health and status of an engine that may
be linked to specific fault or degraded conditions. This
fault analysis and interpretation is carried out by onboard
software. Microprocessors or gate arrays are used to run
software for data acquisition, analysis, and interpretation.
The analysis determines whether oil is within all flag and
alarm limits. Model-based techniques and artificial neural
networks may be used to determine more subtle lube and
oil conditions, identify developing faults, and provide
statistical estimates of time to failure.

Not all of the individual components of the system are as
sensitive as their expensive counterparts in oil analysis
laboratories (which require equipment investments in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars). However, this
deficiency is more than compensated for by the fact that
the tests may be conducted as frequently as desired.
Conventional oil analysis programs conduct tests quarterly,
semi-annually, or yearly. Use of the in situ system on a
weekly or monthly basis would provide more timely data
that may be aggregated or averaged to yield comparable
results.

Data Analysis Methods

As hardware and sensor technologies make it more feasible
to collect critically needed field data, interest has grown in
improving analysis techniques. One approach to
prognostics uses linear regression to determine short- and
long-term trends in predicting the time until components
fail or fall below operational specifications. We realize
that more sophisticated analyses may enhance the value of
the prognostics output. The third objective of the project is
to investigate more advanced approaches. Prediction may
be addressed using any of a variety of statistical
techniques, depending upon the prognostic
goals/requirements. Examples of goals include predicting

• the value of parameter Y at time t

• the time t when system performance and efficiency
will be at level Y

• the time until the next overhaul is needed

• the cost-benefit ratio of removing equipment from
service at time t.

The use of the term "time" may be misleading. It is clear
that elapsed time or calendar time is a poor unit of measure
for a mechanical system. Better manifestations of the
variable "time" might be "running time," or "cycles," or a
measure of work produced (e.g., joules or torque time).

Candidate statistical methods include multivariate
regression, Bayesian regression methods, time-series
analysis, and discrimination or clustering analysis.
Analysis may focus on single or multiple parameters. For
single parameter prognostics, statistical analyses may be
performed simultaneously on each real-time data source.
As data are collected, regression models are applied to the
data to determine trends. This value is compared, in real
time, with a metric failure limit that is established offline.
The point of predicted failure is calculated as the
intersection of these two lines. If an unexpected event
occurs that dramatically increases degradation, it is
immediately identified and addressed.

For multivariate prognostics, interactions are sought
among individual equipment parameters. Separate
analyses of each do not indicate a pending failure. Taken
together, however, failure is imminent because a slight
degradation of both parameters is symptomatic of a drastic
change in performance. In certain cases, this could be
described by a relatively simple algorithmic model that
reflects the physics underlying the relationship among the
parameters. For example, engine efficiency is a common
indicator of engine health that is calculated from multiple
thermodynamic data sources. In these cases, the data
would be used to estimate the parameter values while still
closely reflecting the physics-based model. In other cases,
however, the underlying physics model may be too
complex to be determined by a simple algorithm. Effective
analytical approaches may require empirically driven,
nonlinear, non-parametric regressions such as artificial
neural networks or other multivariate statistical
techniques—including partial least squares, seemingly
unrelated regressions, and canonical correlation.

In each of these cases, the response of the system depends
on the severity and consequences of the impending failure.
For example, if a failure is not estimated to affect
immediate operations, the prognostics program may only
notify the central scheduling process. If the failure is
estimated to affect immediate operations, the operator is
notified, or in extreme cases, the machine may shut itself
down to prevent catastrophic failure. In general, to benefit
from prognostics information, appropriate action must be
taken.

Conclusions

Economic considerations may not allow owners to replace
equipment in their aging fleets, and thus there may be
pressure to extend the life of equipment well beyond the
expected lifetime. This is true for many kinds of complex
mechanical systems, including military tanks, aircraft,
ships, locomotives, and heavy earth-moving equipment.
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Today, the focus is on high-value systems. As technology
is advanced to reduce size, weight, and cost and increase
reliability of prognostics systems, the applications will
migrate to more plentiful, lower-value systems with
potential for greater cost savings.

To extend the life of complex mechanical systems and to
reduce operational/life cycle costs, solutions must be found
that reduce or eliminate premature failures and associated
collateral damage as well as the down time that results
from an inefficient maintenance/resupply process. Private
industry and the military are realizing that
maintenance/logistics systems must factor in the cost of
"wait time" or "down time." This will increase emphasis
on predictive maintenance, where parts, tools, and
personnel are scheduled to be at the right place and at the
right time to effect repairs. This requires real-time,
onboard prognostics systems that monitor the health of
equipment, diagnose degradations in performance, and
predict faults so appropriate upkeep can be scheduled.
Equally important, it requires that organizations be

responsive to available prognostics information. For most
organizations, achieving this proactive status amounts to a
major transition that needs to be planned and managed.
This will require workforce planning, training, scheduling,
and deployment to meet the new needs of the organization.
Logistics, maintenance, procurement, and acquisition
systems must be re-engineered for proactive operations.
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Mathematical Learning of Patterns and Exceptions from Text

Pak C. Wong, Paul D. Whitney

Study Control Number: PN99040/1368

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop novel text-mining
techniques to understand and manage the expanding
collections of text-based information. "Text mining" is the
data-driven extraction of information from large text
databases. It is an emerging subfield of data mining
targeted on structured and unstructured text data sets. In
this project, we developed two new text-mining techniques
to analyze large sets of textual articles (corpora). The first
was to mine association rules among major topics. An
association rule in data mining is an implication of the
form X —> Y, where X is a set of antecedent items and Y is
the consequent item. Each association rule comes with
support and confidence values to measure the strength of
the rule. The second mining technique was to find
anomalies in large collections of articles. We define an
anomaly of a corpus as 1) articles with unexpected words
or word count and 2) articles that are unlike any other
article in a corpus. In addition, two new visualization
techniques were developed to explore the mining results of
association rules and anomalies.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1999, we developed multiple text mining and
visualization technologies for detecting topic association
rules and anomaly articles. These results are summarized
in three PNNL technical papers. Two of the papers will be
presented in the IEEE Visualization 99 and IST/SPDE 2000
conferences. In addition, six invention disclosures were
submitted. We have demonstrated that we can gain
additional insights from large corpora by studying their
topic associations and exceptions.

A Topic Association Design for Text

Our topic association design is based on ideas from
information retrieval and syntactic analysis. The
underlying text engines construct a mathematical signature
of a block of text. If similar text corresponds with similar
signatures, some useful textual analyses can be performed
on the signatures using standard mathematical and data
analytic techniques. Figure 1 shows a high-level system
overview of the topic association mining system. A corpus

Corpora *H_j>i Association
yext Rule Mining

Engines
Visualization

Figure 1. Design overview of the topic association mining
system

of narrative text is fed into a text engine for topic
extractions. The mining engine then reads the topics from
the text engine and generates topic association rules.
Finally, the resultant association rules are sent to the
visualization system for further analysis.

A Word Group-Based Text Engine

A new text engine based on the co-occurrence of the
groupings in documents was developed as one of two
concept extraction options of the topic mining system (the
second is a word-based engine previously developed for
another application). The relative position of a word with
respect to the most frequently occurring words of a corpus
is used to construct a mathematical signature for the word.
Signatures are constructed only for words that appear often
in the collection. The word signatures are clustered, and
the clusters are taken as representations of concepts.

A Technique to Visualize Associations

For years, researchers have developed many tools to
visualize association rules. However, few of them can
handle more than dozens of rules, and none of them can
manage rules with multiple antecedents effectively. We
developed a novel visualization technique to tackle many
of these problems. Instead of using the tiles of a two-
dimensional matrix to show the item-to-item association
rule (as in many other applications), we use the matrix to
depict the rule-to-item relationship. In Figure 2, the rows
of the matrix floor represent the topics, and the columns
represent the item associations. Different-colored icons are
used to present information such as antecedent,
consequence, support, and confidence.
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Figure 2. A visualization technique to explore topic
associations of large corpora

The rule-to-item approach has many advantages over all
the other existing techniques:

• There is virtually no upper limit on the number of
items in an antecedent.

• We can analyze the distributions of the associations
(horizontal) and the items within (vertical)
simultaneously.

• The identity of individual items within an antecedent
group is clearly shown.

• No new antecedent groups are created because of the
multiple antecedent items in association rules.

• Few occlusions occur because all the metadata are
plotted at the far end and the heights of the columns
are scaled.

• No screen swapping, animation, or human interactions
are required to analyze the rules.

A Technique to Show Exceptional Multivariate Data

In Figure 3, each data record of a multivariate data set is
represented as a series of line segments that together create
what we refer to as a line plot. Each line segment reflects
two measures of a characteristic of that data record. Line
plots are placed next to each other in the visualization so
that when no variation occurs in their line segments, they
are parallel with one another. When used to represent a

Figure 3. DriftWeed—a visualization technique to explore
exceptions of a large multivariate data set

multivariate data set, the line plots visually represent the
degree to which the derived measures for each variate vary.

An Exceptional Article Detection Design

The exceptional article detection design uses principal
components and then calculates Mahalanobis distances to
score how anomalous one document is from others (the
higher the score, the more anomalous a document is).
These calculations are based on the frequency with which
each topic occurs in the given document.

A Regression-Based Exceptional Article Detection
Design

The occurrence of n single topic words in m documents
was analyzed, and the occurrence (yes or no) of each topic
was regressed against the other (ji-1) topics using the
logistic regression model. The m documents were
previously clustered into p groups, and this information
was used in a separate logistic regression model. The
difference in the model was that the clusters were included
as an explanatory variable. For each topic, a predicted
probability was calculated from the regression and
compared with the observed data for each document. A
"lack of fit" score was then calculated for each document.
This project demonstrates that our newly developed
techniques and algorithms can mine association and
deviation of text datasets, and in turn help us to better
understand the overall context of the corpora.

Publication

Wong PC, PD Whitney, and JJ Thomas. October 1999.
"Mining and Visualization of Topic Associations." PNNL-
SA-30975, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,
Richland, Washington.
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Numerical Analysis and Computer Science in Support of Reactive Transport

George I. Fann, Joel M. Malard, Kevin K. Anderson,
Xingye C. Lei, Christopher I. Parkinson, Kenneth A. Perrine, Kenneth D. Jarmen

Study Control Number: PN97014/1155

Project Description

Our work focused on developing analytical, computational,
and visualization tools for practical large-scale simulations.
We developed the numerical analysis and computer
science infrastructure required to develop scalable
simulation software for massively parallel computers. The
development of fast and accurate simulators is necessary to
assist policy and engineering decisions that are important
to ongoing and future DOE projects. Our research and
development work focused on the following tools and
libraries:

• a Fortran-90 preprocessor for developing portable
parallel software in a simpler fashion

• a library of iterative solvers and preconditioners for
linear equations

• a parallel maximum likelihood algorithm.

We also worked on the following analytical methods:

• a multi-wavelet semi-group method for solving
advection-diffusion equations

• a statistical interpretation of conditional estimates of
linear systems

• a stochastic model for subsurface transport

• a Java interface to the parallel real-time visualization
software pV3.

The numerical algorithms, software tools, and
accompanying infrastructure developed in this project were
applied to the development and applications of the
subsurface reactive transport models MCTRACKER and
STOMP90, viscous flow reactive chemistry model
TEMPGMIN, and the atmospheric transport code
GCHEM. The MCTRACKER and STOMP90 codes, and
its subsequent derivatives, are used to simulate subsurface
transport and possible remediation scenarios beneath the

Hanford tank farms and the Hanford vadose zone. The
viscous reactive chemistry software TEMPGMIN is being
applied to the simulation of waste processing tanks at
Hanford. The GCHEM code is used to model transport
and chemistry in the atmosphere.

Technical Accomplishments

A number of software products have resulted from this
project:

1. A robust Fortran-90 preprocessor for producing
parallel message passing codes for distributed shared
memory computers

2. An iterative library of solvers for parallel computing
platforms that is compatible with the preprocessor data
layout

3. A parallel maximum likelihood code

4. A portable Java user friendly interface for the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's (MIT's) pV3
visualization software.

We also developed multi-wavelet semigroup software for
solving problems with steep gradients and a formulation
for its application to index-1 differential algebraic
equations. We also developed the statistical conditional
estimates for linear systems.

Compiler and Preprocessor for Parallel Applications

The Fortran preprocessor is an integral part of the
parallelization strategy used by the subsurface reactive
transport modelers. A new version of the Fortran
preprocessor was built and applied during FY 1999. The
new version accepts full Fortran 90 syntax whereas the old
one version accepted a modified version of Fortran 77.
This change permitted the same program to be compiled
for the serial machine or a parallel machine. We know of
no other compiler that can do this for the IBM SP. High-
performance Fortran (HPF), in principle, should compile
our subsurface codes but has failed so far.
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A preprocessor was used to parallelize roughly 100,000
lines of Fortran 90 groundwater codes with a cost savings
of several man-years of effort. Most of die programmers
had little to no experience using parallel computers (IBM,
SGIs, and cluster of workstations) but were able to quickly
make use of the many parallel machines available to PNNL
staff. The preprocessor handles the details of parallelism,
such as distributing arrays and generating inter-processor
communication, that typically inflates programs by a factor
of five over the equivalent serial code. These details, if
added by the user, tend to make programs harder to
modify, debug, and port to other machine architectures.
The preprocessor, by automatically handling these details,
has enabled die scientists to do more science and less
programming.

An example of what the preprocessor does includes the
following Fortran 90 statement (a sparse solve):

b = x + e*cshift(x,l,l) +f*cshift(x,l,2) +

g*cshift(x,l,3) + cshift(x*e,-hl) +

cshifi(x*f,-l,2)+cshifi(x*g,-l,3)

This is transformed by the preprocessor into roughly two
pages of code. Although the generated code is complex,
measurements of typical applications indicate very
efficient programs; the added code takes roughly one
percent of the total running time of a program.

The preprocessor is unique in that it can be programmed by
die user to generate custom directives that are used to
parallelize a program. This flexibility has several benefits:
1) it is easier to port programs to different architectures and
use different libraries, 2) performance bottlenecks can be
more easily addressed, and 3) new parallelization
techniques can be added.

To demonstrate this flexibility, we directed the
preprocessor to generate codes for a distributed-shared
memory for the IBM-SP, where each node has four CPUs.
Within each node, the preprocessor generated OpenMP
directives for the compiler to generate threads. Across
nodes, interprocessor communications were completed
using a message passing interface. This permitted optimal
use of the newest parallel computers when the base IBM
operating system and software were able to perform
parallel computations using the interface only at significant
high communication cost.

Iterative Solver Library

We developed and constructed a framework for building
scalable iterative solvers and preconditioners for solving

ill-conditioned non-symmetric linear systems from
subsurface flow modeling. The iterative solver library, D4,
was developed using this framework. The solvers in this
library are of the Krylov subspace type and consist of CG,
CGS, BiCGstab(L), ML(k)BiCGstab, TFQMR (w/o look
ahead), and CGS. Truncated Neumann polynomials are
available as preconditioner. A simple mechanism was also
provided for preserving die near symmetry of the
preconditioned coefficient matrix. Block banded systems
arising from groundwater multiphase flow are now
supported. The performance of the D4 library is illustrated
in Figure 1.

100

-tfqrrr -BiCGStab(8) -ML(4)BiCGStab

Figure 1. Performance of D4 using IBM SP on an 81x81x50
test case

We have extended the Fortran preprocessor abstract
programming interface (API) to interface with programs
using the message passing interface for interprocessor
communication. This extended abstract programming
interface is being used by the library of iterative solvers to
produce a seamless interface to STOMP90 and makes
possible the use of more general parallel numerical libraries
such as Argonne National Laboratory's PetSc iterative solver
library.

The D4 library has the capability to compute small statistical
sample estimates of component-wise condition and a black
box accelerated inexact Newton method. A restricted
maximum likelihood is also now available in the parallel
library. The restricted maximum likelihood algorithm can be
used to construct variograms when validating subsurface
flow simulations.

This framework was applied to the integration of the solvers
with the groundwater codes as well with the solvers for
TEMPGMIN.

Statistical Condition Estimates

Deterministic subsurface flow simulations can be viewed as
transformations of euclidean space obtained by solving
systems of differential algebraic equations at each time step.
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These equations are often solved by a linearization procedure
that replaces the original nonlinear system by a typically
large sparse linear system. The condition number of these
linear systems influences the overall sensitivity of the
subsurface flow simulation. Rump (1997) has shown that the
component-wise condition number of a linear system is
closely related to the distance of that matrix to a singular
matrix. Thus component-wise condition numbers may help
relate numerical instabilities to the physical model.

Kenney et al. (1998) have shown how component-wise
condition numbers can be estimated as the sample mean of an
appropriate random variable. We have performed
experimentations with condition estimates applied to
subsurface flow simulations and have analyzed the impact of
variance reduction techniques and the use of Latin hypercube
sampling to reduce the computational sampling cost.

JPV3: Integration of Java with the pV3 Viz System

The real-time visualization software of parallel simulations,
developed by MIT, pV3 is used within PNNL for visualizing
many computational fluid applications. Many hours are
usually spent adjusting the arcane pV3 commands to display
the desired data representations and visual effects. A
graphical user interface is needed. There is also a desire by
the scientists to use the scalable graphics engine attached to
the IBM SP and be able to control the visualization remotely.
This software and the Java interface are used by the
groundwater simulation codes.

To accomplish these objectives, we integrated the pV3
visualization system with a Java user interface so that pV3
can be commanded either locally or remotely over the
Internet. An ASCII command line interpreter connected to
the existing pV3 server software with accompanying socket
interface permitted the control of pV3 displays from remote
clients. A prototype user interface in Java was then
connected to the command line interpreter over a socket
connection. The use of the socket connection permitted the
user the freedom to operate the command interface either
remotely over the internet or locally on the machine that is
running pV3.

Applications of Wavelets to Partial Differential
Equations

Many physical models exhibit multi-resolution behavior
that is often treated by using adaptive meshing or via

homogenization of the partial differentia] equations. We
have developed a multi-wavelet code based on Legendre
multiwavelets that self-adapt to a level that is compatible
with the initial error criterion. This solver has been applied
to a number of test problems from the 1986 convection
workshop held at MIT, as requested by a project reviewer
in 1998. The number of wavelet coefficients decreases
exponentially away from discontinuities. In addition, the
resulting scheme based on semigroup method (Beylkin's
ELP) is unconditionally stable, and the resulting linear
system has fewer elements than similar linear systems from
Crank-Nicholson.

An application of multi-wavelet formulation to index 1
differential algebraic systems was considered. A library of
adaptive quadratures was developed to compute wavelet
coefficients.

Stochastic Geology

Stochasticity was introduced into a simple nonaqueous
phase liquid entrapment problem in the form of a random
permeability field. The goal is to model the uncertainty
and heterogeneity common to real applications. A set of
Monte-Carlo simulations is being performed using the
STOMP code with spatially variable permeability field.
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Visual Representation of Cluster Characteristics

Elizabeth G. Hetzler, Lucy T. Nowell, Irene S. Schwarting, Harlan P. Foote

Study Control Number: PN99077/1405

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to investigate the
hypothesis that information can be clustered graphically by
its characteristics. Information visualization can be used to
represent very large collections of text documents as
images; this allows users to get an overview of the
documents, examine key themes and trends, and discover
critical information in far less time than traditional
methods.

In visual analysis of information object collections, objects
are often grouped into clusters of similar objects. This
helps users get a better sense of the groupings inherent in
the collection and can help reduce the complexity of the
analysis. Characteristics of the clusters, such as size and
cohesion, can be valuable. Such characteristics are not
shown explicitly and in some cases may not be easy to
discover using current tools. We hypothesized that if we
could display cluster characteristics graphically, we might
be able to give users information about the object
collection more quickly, provide feedback on the validity
of the mathematical layout, and ultimately increase the
number of information objects that users can analyze at
one time. The goal of this project was to develop an
interactive prototype to test this hypothesis.

Technical Accomplishments

We began by determining which categories of cluster
characteristics and summarization would be most useful to
users. We identified several possible choices:

• Cluster numerics. These values may help the user
evaluate the cohesiveness of a cluster. Examples
include the number of cluster members and the
"spread" of member locations in n-space.

• Summarize member metadata. This information
would show the user the variation of the metadata
values within the cluster. Metadata values may
include examples such as the size of the information
objects, their source, their media, etc. A cluster
summary might show the number of different values
represented within the cluster (how many different
sources), a representative value, a most unique value.

• Cluster feature characterization. This kind of
information would show the user the set of features
that best describes the cluster and distinguishes it from
other clusters.

• Query match. This information would show the user
how well the members of a cluster matched one or
more user queries.

Users of our existing visualization systems told us that
while all four categories are potentially valuable, they were
most interested in two goals: they wanted to understand
the collection more quickly, and they wanted to better
assess how well the clusters and the visualization represent
that collection. Based on this feedback, we focused
initially on cluster characteristics such as

• size or number of members in the cluster

• spread of the cluster in the n-dimensional vector space

• density or the ratio of the size to the spread

• variability of cluster member attributes.

An Interactive Prototype

We developed a prototype visualization tool that allows
users to select graphical encodings (e.g., color, size, shape)
for cluster attributes based on their current information
needs. The system uses a dot-plot display with a single
icon for each cluster in the collection; individual
documents are not represented. Cluster icon positions are
determined by mathematical projection from the n-
dimensional vector space produced by our text analysis
engine. The prototype allows users to apply graphical
encoding to reveal different cluster characteristics. If the
user assigns color to represent the number of members in a
cluster, the prototype finds the range of membership
represented in the collection, divides that range into bins
corresponding to the set of available colors, and then
displays each cluster icon in the appropriate color.

A user may encode the same cluster characteristics with
more than one mapping. Such redundant encoding often
helps to emphasize the desired information and make it
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easier and quicker to spot. Alternatively, the user may map
different encodings to different attributes.

We conducted formative usability testing of this prototype.
Our results show that the cluster encodings provide users
with useful and significant information very quickly.
Users were able to

• identify anomalous clusters

• identify bridging clusters

• validate the clustering parameters used in generating
the visualization by evaluating the size, spread, and
density of the generated clusters. In diis case, the
encodings indicated the relative "good" of the
visualization.

In exploring the information presented by the prototype,
some users were interested in more details about the
n-space distance among clusters and in potential
mismatches between the n-space distance and the
projections to 2-space. We performed some initial
analyses of these questions.

The problem can be explained by a simple analogy. If all
the air is taken out of a football, it becomes a (relatively)
flat object. It may be possible to massage this flat object
into different forms, but in all cases, there will be parts of
the flat football that touch or are very close, and which in a
regular three-dimensional football would be much farther
apart. Visualization systems must "deflate," not just from
three dimensions but from as many as several hundred to
produce representations that people can interact with.
Hence there will always be some parts of the
representation that portray objects too close to each other.
The system uses various mathematical techniques to
minimize this problem, but it cannot be avoided entirely.
And because proximity is used to convey similarity, these
mismatches are potential sources of misinformation for the
analysis.

As part of this project, we developed a technique to
identify such mismatches and experimented with methods
of displaying them to users.

An example is given in Figure 1, where the lines connect
clusters that are shown closer in 2-space than is warranted
by their n-space distance. For example, the many lines

> 1 O 5

•101

-s*

Figure 1. Visualizing potentially misleading projection
results. Lines connect cluster centroids that are shown closer
in 2-space than is warranted by their n-space distance.

between cluster 50 and its 2-space neighbors show that this
cluster is actually farther from the others than the image
suggests. Further research should be done on how to best
present such information to users.

Summary

Information visualization has been used in a variety of
applications, including counterintelligence, nuclear
nonproliferation, and safeguards and security. Users trying
to identify and assess potential security threats need to be
able to devote their attention to that critical analysis, and
today they still spend too much time in secondary tasks.
Current text analysis and visualization tools help
significantly but do not go far enough. Users need analysis
approaches that will scale to millions and potentially
billions of information objects. Abstraction and grouping
methods such as clusters will be important in this scaling.
Users also need to be able to assess how good the
mathematical results and visualizations are.

This project researched visual representation of cluster
characteristics, with the intent of helping users more
quickly familiarize themselves with the collection, to
answer some questions about the quality of the clustering
and projection, and to trigger both understanding and
exploration. We developed an interactive prototype,
performed initial user assessment, and demonstrated the
results to the Department of Energy.
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Visualization and Active Guidance of Scientific Computations

Pak C. Wong, Paul D. Whitney

Study Control Number: PN99078/1406

Project Description

Our primary research goal is to create an abstraction
signature that represents the content within the context of
very large scientific datasets yet is smaller and more
effective in data analysis and communication (see Figure
1). The approach integrates the human mind's exploration
abilities with the enormous processing power of computers
to form a powerful computational environment for
studying scientific simulation and modeling. The
technology builds on multiresolution decomposition and
feature summarization of massive amounts of scalar and
tensor field data. The methodology is based on wavelet
transform, feature extraction, flow topology,
multidimensional scaling, and multidimensional
visualization. The results of our project will provide
scientists with novel techniques for analyzing large time-
dependent climate and combustion datasets.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1999, we developed two novel strategies for creating
abstraction signatures of very large time-dependent
datasets. The first was based on features extracted from
time-varying datasets such as critical points in tensor
fields. The second was based on wavelet transforms using
both first- and second-generation wavelets. We established
collaborations with the Atmospheric Radiation Monitoring
(ARM) program at PNNL and the Combustion Research
Facility (CRF) at Sandia National Laboratory. Preliminary
results were obtained by using our approaches on an ARM
regional climate dataset provided by Dr. Ruby Leung of
PNNL. The work was conducted on a SGI O2 5000
workstation. Both the climate and combustion data are
multidimensional, multivariate, time-dependent datasets
with both scalar and tensor field parameters up to three
dimensions. The major differences are the data sizes and
the number of parameters, with the combustion data being
much larger and more complicated. Our approach is

Abstraction Signature and Visualization
of Large Time-Dependent Datasets

Time Dependent
Multivariate Datasets
(scalars and tensors)

Feature Signature
Overall Structure on
Low End Systems

Feature Extraction
Per Time Slice
• scalars (edges)
•tensors (criticalpoints)

Metric to
Measure

Similarity

Signature
Vectors

Wavelet Signature
1st and 2nd generation

wavelets on scalars and tensors
Visualization

Fine

Figure 1. System overview
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powerful and flexible enough to process multivariate scalar
and tensor fields and project them into one signature. The
design is particularly useful when dealing with time-
dependent datasets with multiple variates (100 plus), such
as those generated by combustion and global climate
simulations.

System Overview

Figure 1 shows a high-level design overview of our
system. In the (upper) feature signature path, special
features and critical information are extracted from the
datasets. New metrics are designed to measure the
differences among individual timeframes before they are
classified into different categories. Mathematical
signatures are then generated as vectors to form a
similarity matrix. A scatterplot, which shows the
clustering (or togetherness) of similar time frames, is then
created by both metric and non-metric multidimensional
scaling. In the (lower) wavelet signature path, the scalar
variates are decomposed by different wavelets in a
multiresolution fashion to form a coarse to fine spectrum
of approximations. A scientist can then analyze the
scatterplot distribution and archive an approximation of the
data when needed. In FY 1999, we completed the designs
and some implementations of the two signatures for
smaller climate datasets. We also designed a new virtual
reality (HI-SPACE) application and defined the
infrastructure of the overall system.

Wavelet Decomposition

The goal of the wavelet decomposition is to obtain
multiresolution approximations of very large multivariate
scientific datasets. Individual variates are processed
separately according to their data types. The scalar field
data are processed by orthogonal wavelets such as
Daubechies. Due to the nature of tensor fields, we have to
give up the translation and dilation processes of the
conventional wavelet design on scalar data and instead
apply a lifting scheme of split, predict, and update
processes to decompose vectors and tensors. The result is
a spectrum of fine to coarse approximations available for
multiple purposes and resource environments.

Feature Extraction

A tensor field dataset is characterized by the critical points
found in the flow. Critical points for flow data are diose
where the velocity magnitude is equal to zero. Each
critical point is classified based on the behavior of the flow
field in the neighborhood of the point. The classification

of critical points is based on the presence or absence of
imaginary eigenvectors of the velocity Jacobian of each
grid point. Six types of critical points are determined in
our work: saddle, repelling node, attracting node, center,
attracting focus, and repelling focus.

For scalar datasets, a series of edge detectors is used to
detect the spatial features and characteristics of die data.
In addition to orthogonal and non-orthogonal edge
detecting, features based on eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix, intensity histograms, and two methods of image
segmentation are computed.

Signature Vector Matrix

We designed an abstraction signature scheme to describe
and represent individual time frames of very large time-
dependent datasets. An abstraction signature is a signature
vector that contains all the critical information of the data
of each time step. In general, a signature vector is a
combination of numerical values (e.g., eigenvalues of the
Jacobians), feature types (e.g., different types of critical
points or edges), and feature counts as a function of the
spatial location of each predefined spatial data segment.
Because of the compact size of our signature vectors
(usually a small fraction of the data), we can afford to
apply computationally expensive analysis techniques
indirectly to very large scientific simulation datasets and
still achieve real time responses.

Multidimensional Metric and Non-Metric Scaling

To study the similarities among steps of a time-dependent
simulated dataset, we consider both metric and non-metric
scaling methods to analyze the clustering of the data. The
goal of multidimensional scaling is to find a low-
dimensional (usually two- or uiree-dimensional)
representation of the high-dimensional dataset such that
each of the pairwise distances is proportional to the
similarity between the two time steps. The metric scaling
approach basically computes the principal components of
the similarity matrix built by the signature vectors. These
principal components are determined by the most
significant eigenvalues and their corresponding
eigenvectors of the signature matrix. We also investigated
and evaluated a non-metric scaling technique known as the
Sammon transform. This is a nonlinear mapping to a
lower dimensional space. In some cases, it can find a
better two- or three-dimensional representation of the data
than linear methods. It has the additional advantage of
fewer recomputations when new data points (time frames)
are included.
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PNNL Regional Climate Data Modeling

We demonstrated our results using a climate modeling
dataset provided by the PNNL ARM research group. The
basic multivariate, time-dependent dataset, though small
and relatively simple, has all the characteristics and
features for our initial experiments. The dataset has five
data variates (pressure, temperature, moisture, and two
wind-velocity components) of different types (scalars and
tensors) and dimensions (two- and three-dimensional).
The dataset is a climate simulation of the extreme flood
conditions of Eastern Asia (China and Japan) from May to
July 1991. During that period, the weather was marked by
three rainfall episodes. The first episode was between May
18 and 26, the second between June 2 and 16, and the last
between June 30 and July 13. Each of these episodes of
the unusually early and long rainy seasons clearly separates
the summer into seven periods. Figure 2 is a three-
dimensional scatterplot generated by the three most

significant principal components of the similarity matrix.
Each time frame of the climate simulation is represented
by an icon in the three-dimensional scatterplot. The
simulation starts from the upper right, across the middle,
and stops at the left side. The three-dimensional scatterplot
based on the water vapor measurements correctly reflects
the similarity or togetherness of characteristics from
different time periods of the simulation.
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Watershed Model and Land-Use Decision Support

Lance W. Vail, Steve W. Gajewski, Marshall C. Richmond, John S. Burke,
Kevin E. Dorow, Duane A. Neitzel, Jennie A. Harland

Study Control Number: PN99079/1407

Project Description

This research project is directed toward integrating natural
resource systems models to deliver a more powerful
science-based approach to watershed scale assessment and
management. The primary thrusts of the project include
the following:

• Linking and calibrating the relevant physical and
biological models necessary to analyze natural
resources systems interactions, human activity
impacts, and management issues at the watershed level
using the best available data

• Recruiting, integrating, and delivering disparate data
sets from multiple, distributed databases for
interrogation, evaluation, and introduction into the
physical and biological models.

Technical Accomplishments

This effort employs existing advanced knowledge
management tools and two of the Laboratory's key
physical models to develop an integration architecture for
connecting and calibrating trie physical models using
actual environmental data. Key accomplishments include
the following:

• Development of data management and modeling
integration architecture

• Improvement of physical habitat characterization
capabilities through integration and scaling
advancements in linked physical models

• Development of an autocalibration/parallel computing
process to accept incoming data and tradeoff among
multiple calibration objectives

• Development of a preliminary linkage process for
integration of biological process models with physical
process models.

Data Management/Modeling Integration Architecture

System requirements and challenges include the following:

• Management of heterogeneous information systems
and dimensions such as spatial and temporal, legacy,
incoming, and web-based systems

• Data transformation capabilities, such as extraction,
replication, and warehousing

• Extensible integration (feed/receive/connect) of
advanced physical and biological models

• Ability to conduct scenario generation and tradeoff
analysis.

The team designed and built a demonstration web-based
environment that permits the extraction, transformation,
and loading of both tabular and geographical information
system data into a common format. Sample data were
delivered to and processed by linked physical models using
the parallel processing/autocalibration approach described
below.

Physical Habitat Characterization Through Integration
and Scaling Advancements in Linked Physical Models

Translating parameters characterizing physical habitat into
"biological" statements of species viability over broad
areas under various management options requires linking
advanced aquatic and terrestrial process models. The
linked system must be configured to address the target
watershed at spatial and temporal scales of greatest interest
to scientists and land managers. Elevated levels of two key
physical parameters, sediment and temperature, are the
dominant impairments to aquatic habitat, particularly in the
western U.S. These parameters are also critical to the
habitat of many of the species currently listed or proposed
for listing under the Endangered Species Act. Existing
process models for these parameters are generally
inadequate due to a lack of spatial and temporal resolution.
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The team linked two of PNNL's premier natural resource
models, DHSVM (Distributed Hydrology Soil Vegetation
Model) and MASS1 (Modular Aquatic Simulation
System), and used sediment and temperature as the key
parameters to demonstrate a linkage and analysis at the
scale of highest utility on a representative basin in the
Yakima River system (the American River Basin).

A 100-fold gain in DHSVM computational efficiency
allows aquatic habitat to be characterized for the entire
Columbia basin at the hydrological unit code 6-digit
(HUC6) level. The coupled DHSVM/MASS 1 modeling
system is the first to operate directly at the HUC6 level,
providing over ten times the spatial detail of alternative
approaches. When greater spatial detail is required
(e.g., stream restoration), DHSVM/ MASS1 can be linked
with the Bonneville Power Administration's StreamNet
database for analysis at the scale of a channel reach. These
capabilities are critical for modeling and analyzing the
Columbia and Snake river systems (and other major river
systems) at a manageable and meaningful scale.

Auto-Calibration/Parallel Computing Process

Model calibration is a significant burden on computing and
staff resources in modeling efforts. An automated
calibration process that allows real-time updating of data
and models would free scientists to focus on improving
models and analytical approaches and provide the
credibility associated with the most current data. Finally,
most natural resources assessments must consider multiple
calibration objectives.

This project element developed an approach that met the
following objectives:

• Sped up the calibration process by running models in
parallel on several machines.

• Used a genetic algorithm approach to improve
efficiency by greatly reducing the number of scenario
iterations required in an exhaustive enumeration
approach.

• Flagged and recognized previously run scenarios to
avoid replication.

• Demonstrated ability to consider multiple calibration
objectives (for example annual mass balance versus
daily variability).

The resulting autocalibration tool was developed and
demonstrated on the streamflow peak problem. Users can

see graphically illustrated trade-offs between two or more
calibration objectives (Figure 1). The parameter set can
either be generated by exhaustive enumeration or driven
more efficiently with a niched pareto genetic algorithm.

calibration tradeoffs
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Figure 1. The x axis represents a fraction of the short-term
(daily) variability explained by the model. The y axis
represents the annual cumulative mass balance error; the
highlighted points represent the non-inferior set of possible
calibration parameters.

Preliminary Linkage for Integration of Biological
Process Models

Linking physical habitat descriptions provided by physical
models with biological process models is complicated by
fundamental scale and structural differences. Physical
models rely on formulas defined over a continuous range,
whereas biological models are based on categorical
statements about the relevant habitat.

A neural net approach is being used to bridge the gap
between the (already linked) physical and biological
models. The two physical models provide the information
on which the categorical statements of the aquatic habitat
are based. If successful, the neural net approach will help
map the physical conditions to categorical statements
associated with a well-recognized fisheries (biological)
model about species viability. The team developed and
demonstrated a prototype neural net method for further
development, testing, and refinement in the next phase of
this research.

Presentation

Vail L and D Neitzel. September 1999. "Integration of
physical and biological models for Multispecies
Framework Process." Ecological Working Group of
Northwest Power Planning Council, Portland Oregon.
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Integrated Modeling and Simulation for Fabrication of
Lightweight Structures

David A. Thurman, Kenneth I. Johnson, Deborah K. Gracio, Mohammad A. Khaleel

Study Control Number: PN99031/1359

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to investigate modeling and
simulation technologies for lightweight material
manufacturing and performance assessment. This requires
research in the development of unified constitutive
relations, engineering data transformations, remote and
distributed computing environments, and compatibility
between high- and low-performance simulation results.
The goal is to provide an integrated modeling and
simulation capability in which data are passed accurately
from one simulation to the next and the effects of the
deformation history and material microstructural evolution
of one process to another can be predicted (see Figure 1).

This research will build PNNL's capability in design and
manufacturing processing and will enable an "all-digital
mockup" of manufacturing of lightweight materials. It will
develop unified material models using experimental studies
and published data that can be incorporated into forming,
joining, and crash models and allow proper transfer of key
microstructural information important to these
manufacturing processes.

Technical Accomplishments

The objective of this research is to establish an integrated
modeling and simulation capability that enables sequential
analyses (simulations) for manufacturing processes so
information is passed from one analysis to the next to
account for material history effects. A sequential finite
element (FE) analysis, regardless of how many codes are
involved, requires the following basic steps:

1. Model definition (geometry, materials and boundary
conditions)

2. Analysis (prediction of temperatures, deformations,
magnetic fields, etc)

3. Data transformation (from output format of first
analysis code to input format of second analysis code)

As-formed thickness with As-formed thickness without
strain hardening strain hardening

Figure 1. Impact of maintaining strain hardening history in
multi-step forming and crash simulation. Left side shows
results when strain history is maintained. Right side shows
results when strain history is ignored.

4. Model re-definition (as-deformed geometry, new
boundary conditions, other additions)

5. Analysis (prediction of temperatures, deformations,
etc.).

The activities associated with the first two steps are
relatively unchanged by this research concept except that
preplanning is necessary to accommodate requirements of
subsequent analyses. Of primary importance for enabling
integrated modeling and simulation is the accurate transfer
of deformation history data (in particular, what constitutive
equations are used for sequential analyses, how to get
which data out of a completed analysis run on potentially
different computing platforms, in what format to store the
data, and how to move the required data into a subsequent
analysis).
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FY 1999 efforts were focused in three areas that support
development of this integrated modeling and simulation
capability:

• Engineering data representation and transformation

• Representation of multistage modeling and simulation
processes, processing history, and data pedigree

• Distributed, remote computing resources.

Engineering Data Representation/Transformation

Initial efforts were oriented primarily toward developing a
platform-independent format for storing finite element
analysis results. The common data format is required to
avoid the N2 problem associated with trying to develop
translators between each of the finite element codes of an
integrated modeling and simulation capability. Thus,
instead of developing translators between all the finite
element codes supported in the simulation, translators are
required only between each finite element and the common
data format.

We explored the possibility of developing our own data
format for finite element data representation. After
deciding that such an effort would exceed our resources,
we chose a netCDF-based finite element data format,
ExodusII, developed at Sandia National Laboratory.

Project members participated in the Accelerated Strategic
Computing Initiative data models and formats (DMF)
workshop to understand DMF efforts, identify data
representation issues, and understand DMF application
programming interface capabilities. The development of
an ExodusII layer on top of DMF will be incorporated to
support the DMF/HDF5 visualization and analysis tools in
future integrated modeling and simulation efforts. Future
efforts will explore representation of material properties
and additional analysis results data (e.g., stress and strain
data) in the common data format and differences in
proprietary formats produced in low- and high-
performance computing environments.

Two data translators were developed during FY 1999:

• a Marc Analysis Research Corp. (MARC)-to-Exodus
translator that converts the output of the MARC
PLDUMP utility into the ExodusII common data
format

• an ExodusII-to-PAM-CRASH translator that converts
the MARC forming analysis results (stored in
ExodusII) into the PAM-CRASH input format.

In addition, a multi-step simulation effort (forming and
crash simulation) using traditional manual data
transformation methods served as a baseline against which
to validate future multi-step simulation efforts performed
with integrated modeling and simulation-developed
technologies.

Multi-Stage Modeling and Simulation Representation

Efforts in this area focused on defining a data
representation mechanism for storing, describing, and
representing the multiple file results set that is produced by
a multi-stage modeling and simulation effort. As shown in
the middle layer of Figure 2, each proprietary finite
element code result file, transformations of those files into
the common data format, and other intermediate results
from mesh coarsening/refinement steps all make up the
results set for a particular analysis process. Together with
information about the finite element codes used, modeling
assumptions, computing platforms, individuals involved,
mesh modifications, etc., this information represents the
"processing history" or data pedigree associated with a
particular final analysis result. Activities include data
representation techniques for storing such information and
tools for automatically generating the information with
little or no intervention required by users.

In addition, integrated modeling and simulation team
members participated in the DOE Workshop on
Collaborative Problem Solving Environments for Scientific
Research to discuss workflow/processing history
representations with other government and academic
researchers.

Distributed/Remote Computing

The integrated modeling and simulation team helped
define the requirements for the job launching and
monitoring capabilities being developed by the
Collaborative Problem Solving Environments (CPSE)
team. Integrated modeling and simulation is one of the
prime drivers of requirements for this effort. Of particular
interest to the integrated modeling and simulation team is
the ability to use a mixture of high- and low-performance
computing platforms for forming, welding, and crash
simulations. During FY 1999, integrated modeling and
simulation team members provided input to the design and
development of the underlying distributed computing
components being developed by the CPSE team. Data
representations for computational and storage resources
(i.e., hardware) computational applications (i.e., software)
were developed.
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Figure 2. Processes mvolved in the multi-step modeling and simulation process. Five steps provide 12 intermediate results and
material properties and require four data transformation steps, not including those required by equilibrium calculations (not
shown). White boxes represent FY 1999 accomplishments enabling multi-step forming and crash simulation analyses to be carried
out.

In addition, user interface concepts were prototyped to
demonstrate proposed integrated modeling and simulation
capabilities to manufacturing design engineers. This
process began with a review of existing finite element
analysis practices to understand workflow processes that
needed to be represented in the interface and a review of
user interfaces of finite element tools to develop an
understanding of anticipated end-user culture and biases.
Subsequently, interface mockups were produced and used
to solicit feedback from prototypical users of the integrated
modeling and simulation environment.
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Materials by Design

Mohammad A. Khaleel, John S. Vetrano, Anter El-Azab
Huffein M. Zbib, Charles H. Henager, Jr., Howard L. Heinisch, Richard J. Kurtz

Study Control Number: PN99039/1367

Project Description

The main goal of this project was to develop a
computational framework for designing material
microstructures that yield desired engineering properties
and to numerically construct constitutive relations for
alloys. "Materials by Design" was based upon a multi-
scale strategy of bridging microscale models with
continuum plasticity models. This was more achievable
because of tremendous advances in theoretical and
experimental work in the areas of dislocation theory and
continuum mechanics of metals. In addition, with the
advent of fast computers (with increased memory and
parallel processing), it was possible to simulate plastic
deformation from a detailed microstructural point of view.

Specific objectives were to 1) focus existing atomistic
modeling capabilities on problems of importance to
deformation; 2) enhance a three-dimensional, microscopic
discrete dislocation model for emulating deformations in
FCC single crystals; 3) develop a continuum dislocation
dynamics model for the description of kinetics of evolution
of the dislocation system; 4) develop a polycrystalline
model using voronoi tessellation to model three-
dimensional grains; and 5) investigate single-crystal, pure
aluminum and aluminum-manganese alloys to help guide
the research and validate the models.

This research will significantly impact future technological
advances in designing and developing new materials with
desirable engineering properties. This work will also
generate new constitutive relations for modeling and
simulation of forming and joining technologies without the
need of performing extensive experimental studies.

Technical Accomplishments

Quantum Mechanics and Molecular Dynamics

A new embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic
potential for aluminum was obtained and converted for use
in our molecular dynamics (MD) codes. The potential
gives better stacking fault energy than others in common
use. The stacking fault energy is a critically important
parameter for the calculations we performed. The potential

also reproduces very accurately the elastic constants for
aluminum, which determine the long-range displacement
field and interactions.

Calculations were performed of the total energy of
aluminum in face-centered cubic (fee), body-centered
cubic (bec), ideal hexagonal close-packed (hep), and
simple cubic crystal structures over a range of unit cell
volumes. The objective was to compare the results
obtained from two EAM potentials with quantum
mechanical density functional theory predictions. The
study focused on the phase stability of aluminum as a
function of applied pressure and exposed serious
deficiencies of the EAM potentials for the bec phase: the
fee —» bec phase transition is predicted at a pressure of
27.4 GPa for the EAM potential in disagreement with
experimental and quantum mechanical predictions that fee
aluminum is stable to at least 220 Gpa.

The extent of the core field of an extended screw
dislocation in aluminum was evaluated in preparation for
determining how to best represent this field in terms of
elastic constants, stacking fault energy, and dislocation
character.

Critical evaluation of the previous atomic-scale computer
simulations of dislocation interactions and dislocations
mobility has been completed. The evaluation revealed that
little had been done to produce the information that is vital
to the development of DDD simulations. A simple but
important dislocation interaction problem was identified
and set up computationally. Symmetry allows this to be
done as a two-dimensional problem. This problem,
although simple in concept, is expected to elucidate the
relative importance of non-continuum contributions to
interactions at close core-core separations for a simple
geometry.

Previous efforts to compute dislocation mobility were
reviewed and evaluated. Due to the boundary conditions
imposed and the relatively short time scale available to
MD (pico-seconds), it is likely the motion of the
dislocation core and long-range strain field were
asynchronous in these simulations. Consequently, the
steady-state dislocation velocity for a given stress and
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temperature may not have been observed. A new approach
being developed avoids these problems by imposing the
displacement and velocity fields of a moving dislocation
on the model. The shear stress required to resist the
motion of the dislocation will be determined by an iterative
static simulation technique.

Discrete Dislocation Dynamics

Our code, micro3d, has been modified significantly to deal
with infinite, rigid, and free boundary conditions and
dislocation cell walls in most general ways, including

1. Generalization of the Coordinate System. The model
was originally constructed so that the axes of the
computational cell always coincided with the
crystalline axes ([100], [010], [001]). However, to
deal with any dislocation cell wall and dislocation
boundary of any orientation and any arbitrary loading
axes, the code has been modified so that the axes of
the computational cell are specified by the user and
can be of any orientation depending on the problem
being considered. This generalization is very
straightforward and requires proper transformation of
vectors and matrixes.

2. Completion of a Finite Element Code (fea3d). The
code was based on a finite element program for three-
dimensional elasticity boundary value problems. The
program uses brick elements with one integration
point at the center of each element and four integration
points at surface elements. In the spring of 1999, this
program was modified to solve the auxiliary boundary
value problem associated with free boundary
conditions within the dislocation dynamics model.
The approach is rather straightforward'and uses the
principle of superposition to eliminate surface
tractions that are induced by the dislocation on
otherwise free surfaces. The code has been tested
against simple cases whose solutions are known and
has been implemented into the dislocation dynamics
code, micro3d. It should be mentioned that the task of
coupling the FEA code with micro3d was not trivial
due to a number of complications associated mainly
with programming issues, all of which have been
successfully resolved.

3. Data Generation. A special program was developed,
enabling the user to construct the input data for a
desired cell wall or dislocation boundary of any
specified orientation—Burgers vectors, slip planes,
dislocation spacing and length, and random
distribution of dislocations on all possible slip
systems.

Continuum Dislocation Dynamics

A physical theory of plasticity of single crystals
undergoing infinitesimal plastic strains was developed by
applying the theory of statistical mechanics. Specifically,
the notions of global system invariant and phase space
were exploited. The main features of the developed theory
follow.

1. The deforming crystal was considered to be a
sequence of elastic crystals. The change in the
dislocation configuration led to passing from one
crystal to the next in this sequence. The problem of
plasticity was thus reduced to a two-coupled field
problem, the dislocation field and the stress field.
Solving the initial boundary-value problem of
dislocation dynamics yielded the lattice stress
distribution in the crystal and the dislocation density
distribution in the crystal and the velocity spectra.
Both dislocation and deformation patterns were then
calculated. The overall constitutive law of the crystal
was also calculated. The kinetics of evolution of the
dislocation system includes an extra phase space
coordinate representing the angular distribution of
dislocation.

2. We found that the total Burgers vector of the crystal—
the integral of all line Burgers vectors over all bulk
dislocation lines and surface slip trace lines—was an
invariant (a conserved quantity) of the deforming
crystal, regardless of all reactions and multiplication.
This characteristic of the system was used to describe
the entire kinetics of evolution of the dislocation
system, both transport and reactions.

3. All dislocation mechanisms (e.g., cross slip,
annihilation, glissile junction and lock formations,
multiplication, etc.), were explicitly represented by
source terms in the kinetic description.

4. The statistics of die fluctuations of the local densities
and lattice stress were represented, and a clear linkage
with discrete system simulation was established. This
linkage was focused on studying the statistics of the
fluctuating internal stress field. The flux of
dislocations touching or moving toward the surface
yielded the rate of slip trace formation on the crystal
surface.
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Experimental Task

Activities for the experimental task consisted primarily of
developing channel die compression testing and specifying
material conditions for deformation. This was done in
conjunction with Professor Zbib so that the experimental
parameters could match the dislocation dynamics
simulations. Compression testing was performed on pure
aluminum.

To get the best correlation between modeling and
experimental observations of deformation, we used single
crystals to eliminate the influence of grain boundaries on
dislocation motion and slip transfer. A single crystal of
pure aluminum with a <110> orientation was purchased
and analyzed for quality using orientation imaging
microscopy (OIM). It revealed the presence of subgrains
in the crystal but at a low level. Due to the delicate nature
of single-crystal aluminum, samples for compression
testing had to be prepared offsite by Electro Discharge
Machining (EDM). This took a substantial period of time
and delayed the testing of single crystals.

Channel die compression testing is crucial for creating a
plane-strain deformation mode that is amenable to
modeling. We developed the apparatus and experimental
protocol necessary to perform these mechanical tests.
PNNL now has the capability to perform accurate,
instrumented, and computer-controlled channel-die
compression tests on a variety of materials. A series of

compression tests on pure aluminum was carried out to 0.5,
1, and 2 percent strain at a strain rate of approximately
lxlO"3 s"1 at room temperature. These conditions are
attainable by dislocation dynamics modeling using
reasonable computing times.

Publications
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'The Displacement and Strain-Stress Fields of a General
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Micromachined Mesoscopic Recuperators

Greg A. Whyatt (replacing Christine Martin)

Study Control Number: PN99043/1371

Project Description

This project involved designing, building, and operating a
test stand for evaluating the performance of gas-phase
microchannel recuperators. In addition, a model was
developed to aid in the design of recuperative heat
exchangers and to allow understanding of the results of
testing. Non-LDRD project funds were used to further
develop and enhance the models and to design and build a
recuperative heat exchanger for testing. The heat
exchanger was then tested using non-LDRD project funds.

Technical Accomplishments

Test Stand Setup

The test stand constructed in this project is shown in
Figure 1. The installation of the Department of Energy
Office of Transportation (OTT) project recuperator #1 in
the test stand is shown in Figure 2. The building nitrogen
passes through a pressure regulator and then through a
Brooks model 5863, 0-1000 slpm (standard liters per
minute) mass flow controller. The mass flow controller
sets the nitrogen flow entering the cold side of the
exchanger. The nitrogen then passes through the
exchanger; through a Watlow, 3 kW electric in-line
furnace; and then through the hot side of the exchanger.
The nitrogen is discharged through a tube-in-tube water-
cooled exchanger and into a duct connected to the hood
ventilation system. Chilled water is provided from a
building supply.

The temperature is measured at the inlet and outlet of both
sides of the exchanger. The inlet pressures and the
differential pressures are measured for both sides of the
exchanger. The Dwyer model 603A differential pressure
sensors have a 0—100-in. water range. The maximum
operating pressure for the test stand is limited by the
35 psig maximum pressure on these gauges. A computer
displays and logs the data for later evaluation.

The furnace is contained within an insulated box to reduce
heat loss and prevent burns. While operating at furnace
temperatures up to 700°C, the box exterior was not hot
enough to cause burns.

Figure 1. Heat exchanger test stand. On the left is the
computer used for data logging. The squarish grey boxes on
the wall and on the benchtop are the furnace power supply/
controller and the 3 kW electric furnace, respectively.
Transmitting gauges provide differential and inlet pressures
on both sides of the exchanger. The exchanger is to the right
of the furnace (covered in insulation and aluminum tape).
The silver cylinder to the right is a 0-1000 slpm mass flow
controller connected to the house nitrogen supply.

Figure 2. OTT recuperator #1 installed in test stand. Tees at
each connection allow for pressure taps and thermocouples to
monitor temperature, pressure, and pressure drop on each
side of the exchanger. The device is insulated during
operation.
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Collection of Data

Data were collected by setting the desired nitrogen flow
rate and furnace temperature and then waiting for a steady
state to be reached before recording a set of data. The
nitrogen flow or furnace temperature would then be
adjusted, and the process repeated. In general, the
dynamics of the system are not limited by the behavior of
the exchanger, so transient responses cannot be studied
accurately. Achieving a steady state required 15 to
45 minutes, depending on flow and temperature.

Evaluation of Models

The data from recuperator #1 were evaluated against model
predictions. Agreement with predictions was good, as
shown in Figure 3. Application of a reduced weighting for
longitudinal conduction for metal outside the heat
exchanger core improved the model, as shown in Figure 4.

Similarly, the initial model estimates of pressure drop were
fairly good but were improved by adjusting the
assumptions for entrances and exits. This led to the
agreement shown in Figure 5 for ambient temperature data.

0.860

0.740

0.74 0.76 0.78 0.8 0.82 0.84

Model Predicted Effectiveness

0.86

Figure 3. Model predictions and data before weighting edge
metal for longitudinal conduction

Conclusion

The test stand was set up and used successfully to test a
recuperative heat exchanger. Good agreement between
model predictions for pressure drop and heat transfer and
measured data provide greater confidence in the ability to
design microchannel recuperators.
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Figure 4. Agreement of model and data after weighting of
edge metal for longitudinal conduction correction
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Figure 5. Comparison of pressure drop model to ambient
temperature data after adjustment of entrance/exit loss
coefficients
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Modeling of High-Velocity Forming for Lightweight Materials Applications

Mark R. Garnich, Antcr A. El-Azab

Study Control Number: PN99047/1375

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop theoretical and
computational models that simulate electromagnetic
forming (EMF) of lightweight metal sheets. EMF is a
high-velocity metal working process that uses
electromagnectic driving forces. This multidisciplinary
work involves simultaneous development and numerical
treatment of Maxwell's equations, finite deformation
elastoplasticity/elastoviscoplasticity, and heat generation.
Because Maxwell's equations are significantly affected by
the deformation field in the work-piece, an incremental
formulation of the boundary-value problem of
electromagnetics must be developed first. This, along with
the conventional metal plasticity models for finite
deformation, render the work computationally intensive.
The work is intended for use in simulation of high-speed
metal forming related to auto and aerospace industries and
in design and performance analyses of high-speed
electromagnetic metal-forming systems. Some benefits of
this advanced forming technique are improved formability
limits of materials at high speeds and solutions for other
issues related to spring-back and material damage
exhibited during conventional forming processes.

Technical Accomplishments

The strong coupling between the electromagnetic fields
(i.e., electric field, magnetic field, electric current vectors,
and the deformation field) arises due to the Lorentz force
(or J x B body force) and the significant alteration of
Maxwell's equations by the large deformation of the work-
piece. The different requirements on space-time resolution
for the electromagnetic and mechanical fields represent
delicate numerical issues that must be dealt with carefully.
The most difficult part of the overall problem has been the
formulation of material (Lagrangian) form of Maxwell's
equations, within which the deformation field variables
(deformation gradient tensor and its Jacobian and Cauchy
strain tensor) are embedded. A new form of the
electromagnetic constitutive laws and a robust numerical
algorithm based on least-squares finite element method
(FEM), have been developed to deal directly widi the first-
order set of Maxwell's equations.

Material Form of Maxwell's Electromagnetic Field
Equations

A material form of the electromagnetic field equations is
needed to correctly implement the constitutive laws and
boundary conditions in a Lagrangian formulation. Such a
form must be used in a moving/deforming medium. A
limited development of a material form of electromagnetic
equations has been available in the literature. On this
project, the full set of electromagnetic field equations in a
material frame has been completed, including die objective
form of electromagnetic constitutive laws. We found
significant differences between the conventional form of
Maxwell's equations and die form we developed. The
material form of Maxwell's equations is strongly nonlinear
with respect to the deformation field, and both electric and
magnetic fields appear in the same constitutive relations,
which is being revealed for the first time. Furthermore, the
occurrence of die electric and magnetic fields in a single
equation takes on a different form.

Electromagnetic Constitutive Equations

The constitutive equations connecting the electric and
magnetic field vectors to die electric displacement and
induction vectors are now different; each equation contains
bodi the permeability and permittivity of die medium. In
addition, Ohm's law, which traditionally connects the
current to die electric field, has a strong dependence on die
matter flow field and die strain tensor.

Developing die material form of die electromagnetic field
equations and die constitutive laws is a significant
scientific achievement

Lagrangian Numerical Algorithm—Electromagnetic

A numerical algoritiim has been developed to solve die
first-order, nonlinear set of electromagnetic field equations
in a deforming medium. This numerical treatment is die
first of its kind. Essentially, the time derivatives are
treated using finite difference, which renders die system of
equations elliptic. A robust least-squares variational
formulation has been used for developments involving die
finite element method.
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Coupling Electromagnetics and Elastoviscoplasticity Test and benchmark the two modules separately.

To solve the electromagnetic forming problem self-
consistently, the deformation field that is now a part of
Maxwell's equations must be calculated from the solution
of the deformation problem, for which there is a body force
of electromagnetic origin. The elastoviscoplasticity
solution (here referred to as the mechanical part) is thus
needed. We have adopted a finite deformation version of
elastoviscoplastic material models and the numerical
algorithm needed to deal with it. However, because
coupling with the electromagnetic field problem is
essential, there are a number of associated numerical
difficulties which must be resolved (see below).

Overall Numerical Algorithm for Coupled-Field Problem

The electromagnetic field and the mechanical fields require
significantly different spatial-temporal resolutions. For
example, in a deforming metal sheet, shell-type elements
are known to capture the deformation part, and the
deformation itself can be calculated based on explicit
integration of the velocity field with respect to time.
However, as the body force driving the deformation comes
from the penetration of the magnetic field into the metal
sheet, a highly resolved time-step algorithm and a highly
resolved spatial mesh are needed. This requires two
different spatial and temporal integration schemes for the
field equations, and it becomes essential to develop an
algorithm for data transfer between the two domains. The
overall numerical strategy is as follows:

• Develop and test two separate FEM modules,
electromagnetic and mechanical. For the
electromagnetic module, the deformation field will be
assumed, and the spatial and temporal resolution
requirements will be carefully assessed. For the
mechanical module, the driving body force will be
assumed.

• Develop a numerical strategy for coupling the two
modules. Calculate the deformation using the
mechanical module, for which the body force comes
from the electromagnetic module.

• Couple the electromagnetic and mechanical modules
and benchmark the overall code.

The completed FEM code will then be used to analyze
metal sheet forming processes and to analyze and design
electromagnetic forming systems. This will include
searching for the suitable coil dimensions, switching circuit
parameters, and other tasks needed to obtain final forming
requirements.

Our primary application will be aluminum alloy forming as
an example lightweight formable material system.

Publications

El-Azab A and MR Garnich. 1999. "Material Form of
Maxwell's Equations and Incremental Formulation of the
Boundary Value Problem of Electromagnetics." To be
submitted to Computational Mechanics.

Garnich MR and A El-Azab. 1999. "Numerical Modeling
of Electro-Magnetic Deformation of Sheet Metals: State-
of-the-Art and Future Needs" (in preparation).
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Numerical Modeling to Correlate Fundamental Creep Data with Creep
Relaxation in Bolted Joints of Magnesium Castings

Kenneth I. Johnson

Study Control Number: PN99054/1382

Project Description

This project used PNNL's expertise in solid mechanics
modeling and material testing to develop a modeling
capability that bridges the gap between fundamental creep
testing and bolt load retention. Automakers are interested
in magnesium die-cast transmission housings because of
the potential to save up to 30 percent of the weight of
traditional aluminum castings. However, a major
drawback is the poor creep resistance of typical
magnesium casting alloys at elevated temperatures within
the design operating range. This can result in loss of bolt
load retention and subsequent leakage of bolted flange
joints. There is a need to develop creep-resistant
magnesium alloys and accurate modeling tools that
correlate fundamental creep data with the bolt load
retention of actual joint designs. Accurate bolt load
retention models will benefit the auto industry, allowing
them to test bolted joint designs without the high cost of
performing bolt load retention tests with actual cast parts.

Auto companies use two methods to measure creep
resistance: 1) constant load tensile creep tests and
2) simplified bolt load retention tests. Constant load creep
tests use standardized procedures to measure elongation
versus time for a known stress condition. However, test
results do not directly correlate with bolt load retention.
Bolt load retention tests measure stress relaxation using
strain-gauged steel bolts that apply clamping pressure to
one or more pieces of magnesium. A limited number of
joint configurations have been tested, and it was found that
bolt load retention varies significantly with 1) bolt
diameter and length, 2) washer diameter, 3) casting
thickness and face area, 4) differential thermal expansion
of the magnesium casting and the steel bolt, and 5) whether
the internal threaded component of the joint is steel or
magnesium. The analytical models correlating
fundamental creep data with bolt load retention only
consider the simplest joint configuration—compression of
a single thickness of magnesium. There has been no
attempt to model a threaded joint analytically. Therefore,
there are only limited correlations between creep data and
actual bolt load retention.

The goal of this research was to develop an analytical tool
for optimizing bolted joints in actual magnesium
automotive castings. Material constitutive models
describing the creep and yielding behavior of a specific
magnesium alloy were input to the Marc Analysis
Research Corp. (Marc) finite element code to simulate a
bolt load retention test geometry. The model results were
then compared with the available experimental data from
the literature and later with bolt load retention experiments
conducted previously at PNNL. Developing the capability
to accurately predict bolt load retention has positioned
PNNL to better address issues of creep resistance for
magnesium suppliers and auto makers.

Technical Accomplishments

The bolt load retention tests developed by Ford and the
University of Michigan (UM) were simulated using the
Marc finite element code (Figure 1). The initial models
used creep and yielding constitutive models that were
reported in the literature for alloy AE42 (a creep resistant
alloy). The preliminary models showed two things:
1) differential thermal expansion and yielding (and/or
primary creep) are significant in reducing the bolt load
after cool-down; and 2) this behavior occurs during the
initial heatup of the thermal cycle and is likely to be as
significant as long-term creep behavior in limiting bolt
load retention. A literature review confirmed that superior
creep resistance (typically determined using tensile creep
tests) may not correlate with superior bolt load retention
(performed in compression). Therefore, compressive
testing methods were developed to test the experimental
alloy being used in the actual bolt load retention tests at
PNNL. These two findings were significant because they
helped define the material testing methods needed for
accurate modeling of the bolt load retention test. These
model results were summarized in a presentation in which
Dr. Russ Jones demonstrated our modeling capabilities to
Dr. John Allison of the Ford Motor Company. We
continue to view Ford as a potential cooperative research
and development agreement (CRADA) partner in this area.
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Figure 1. Bolt load retention test configuration. Bolt is
strain-gauged and load is recorded through duration of test.

Compressive creep and yielding tests were performed
using an experimental alloy produced by the Thixomat
Company. Thixomat uses a semi-solid metal forming
technique analogous to high-pressure injection molding.
Thixomat is partnering with PNNL to study the creep
resistance of their alloys under the magnesium focus area
of the Northwest Alliance for Transportation Technology
(NATT). The scope of the Thixomat project included
microstructural characterization of the alloys and bolt load
retention testing using the Ford/UM test fixture. However,
the project scope did not provide for the creep and yielding
tests necessary to construct the bolt load retention model.
Thus, coordinating with the NATT program provided
valuable testing materials and bolt load retention test data
with which to compare the accuracy of models developed.
The final comparisons of the model and the actual bolt load
retention tests are being completed as this summary report
is being written.

The bolt load retention model is capable of simulating the
preload, heatup, constant temperature operation, and

cool-down phases of the thermal cycle. This allows for
quantifying the relative impact of long-term creep and
short-term yielding/primary creep on bolt load retention.
The model can also be easily modified to simulate other
joint designs and bolting configurations. The model results
include the stress and strain distribution under the bolt
head and direct plotting of the bolt load retention through
time. The model can also be run to show the effect of
retorqueing the bolt (Figure 2).

These findings are being documented in a paper for
presentation at the Automotive Alloys 2000 Symposium in
Nashville, Tennessee, in March 2000.
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Figure 2. Finite element model prediction of bolt load
retention. Plot shows the effect of retorquing the bolt
between two thermal cycles.

Publication

Johnson KI, RH Jones, SG Pitman, and EA Nyberg. 1999.
"Finite Element Modeling of Creep Relaxation in Bolted
Joints of Magnesium Castings." Abstract submitted to the
Automotive Alloys 2000 Symposium of The Minerals,
Metals and Materials Society Annual Meeting.

Presentations

Jones R. February 1999. "Modeling Creep in Magnesium
Bolted Joints." Presented to Ford Motor Company at The
Minerals, Metals and Materials Society Annual Meeting,
San Diego.

Johnson KI. June 1999. "Numerical Modeling of Creep
Relaxation in Bolted Joints of Magnesium Castings."
Presented to Thixomat Co. during PNNL review meeting,

Johnson KI. September 17,1999. "Numerical Modeling
of Creep Relaxation in Bolted Joints of Magnesium
Castings." LDRD Poster Session.
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Field Environmental Data Integration System

Charles A. Brandt, Darby C. Stapp, Karen L. Steinmaus

Study Control Number: PN99025/1353

Project Description

This research project investigated hardware, software, and
design criteria that allow development of field data
collection systems to streamline environmental data
collection, processing, and management. The project
evaluated options and set systems design criteria for
linking a variety of hardware inputs (geographic
information system, global positioning system, digital
cameras) with real-time map interfaces and data logging
capabilities. The resulting plug-and-play architecture in
the Field Environmental Data Integration System (FEDIS)
supported compilation and analysis of field data from an
distributed field crew in near-real time and made those data
and their summaries readily available and transferable
through a map-based interface.

Technical Accomplishments

The first portion of the project involved defining the
potential user environment and performance criteria. This
was accomplished by convening a number of user groups
from the ecological, cultural, and geological/geophysical
areas. From information provided by these groups, we
established a minimum, optimal, and complete set of
requirements for a generic science-based system
architecture. The primary use factors for this system were
that the system must be

• generic, readily adapted to a variety of field situations

• capable of handling multiple input tools for a variety
of data collection, compilation, and storage problems

• based on a minimal set of hardware and software

• designed so that revision costs to support new work
are minimal (S2-5K).

The system performance criteria were defined as follows:

• The system keeps track of project data. A project was
broken up into one or more survey areas. A survey
contained sample data collected while the survey was
performed. Surveys were performed multiple times

(capture rounds). Surveys could contain multiple
items.

• Data collected was tied to a specific survey or item.

• The system tracked the date and time each survey
sample or observation was made.

• The system needed to accept data via barcode.

• The system needed global positioning system (GPS)
capabilities.

• The system needed to interface with the laser range
finder.

• The system could use a laser transit or compass
interface.

• The system allowed the construction of basic maps
with labels. This included a sketch feature to make
small drawings of the item, not just points and labels.

• The system needed to allow references to external
data. This included photos (roll and frame numbers),
video (tape and index), field books (book and page
numbers).

• Input to the system included digital photo images and
verbal descriptions.

• The system had the ability to use small (Palm III)
computers to gather information and to upload this
information to the main system.

• The system needed to allow entry of quantitative and
qualitative data for a sample or survey.

• Qualitative data had to be user modifiable. User must
be able to add new names/nomenclatures to a list of
standard items.

• Forms for entering user data had to be user modifiable.
The user must be able to add different kinds of input
fields, labels, and data.
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• User was able to add notes as well as verbal
descriptions for a sample or survey.

• User was able to attach background information such
as forms, maps, photos, and environmental data to a
project or survey.

• Data output was in several forms, tab-delimited text
files and printed reports.

• Each system had the ability to merge data with other
FEDIS systems. To deal with duplicate data, the
system prompted the user to merge or overwrite any
duplicates.

• To simplify data entry, the system remembered
previous choices, increment counters, and anticipate
user responses as much as possible.

• The ability to archive data for an indefinite period was
desirable.

The generic operational environment for the field data
system is shown in Figure 1. This system description was
based on analysis of the data inputs, data flows, and
database system interfaces that were derived from analysis
of the user group inputs.

From this user-group listing and definition of an
operational environment, a system requirements document
was prepared. Physical capability requirements included
use of supplemental data recording devices as well as
peripheral data collection tools that link with a field-
portable host computer using cabling or infrared link. The
software requirements included generic plug-and-play
data; input/output handshaking; limited data fusion from
multiple sources within the host computer; user-adaptable,
map-based interfaces; and simple, direct, reliable
downloading to a lab-based data management system.

Development of a system architecture to support the
systems requirements followed the program delineated
below.

• Design database

• Start new Access project framework

• Define rules for adding new application specific forms
and data

• Construct forms

BunnyPro Use Cases

Pre-ReHUser

Post-Reid User

System Admin

Assemble Background Info

Create Project Survey

Start Survey Capture

' R e i d Recorder

Reid Team Member
Add New Home and Cap

(Ex: new species or ArtrfacHype)

Maintain System

Figure 1. Generic use environment for FEDIS

• Define rules for adding component object model
(COM) components to application

• Create COM object for ScenePro sketch component,
interfaces to laser range finder to produce simple maps

• Add digital photo entry

• Define rules for merging satellite data

• Create Palm (Palm III hand-held computer)
forms/matching Access forms for sample data
collection

• Merge Palm data into database
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• Put GPS input on Palm

• Put barcode input on Palm.

The resulting system architecture is shown in Figure 2.

A prototype of the FEDIS system was developed and
tested for performance against the system requirements.
MapObjects (a geographic information system
development software system from ESRI) and Visual
Basic programming were used to tailor the system. A user-
friendly graphical interface was included.

The prototype system was alpha tested using a Cultural
Resource Compliance survey as the prototype project.
This test was conducted using the minimal hardware set
but included small portable computers. The primary
requirements of the systems functionality were
demonstrated.
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Corey Duberstein, Laurie Hale, George Last, Bob Mueller,
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A Rapid and Efficient Automated Nucleic Acid
Extraction/Purification/Concentration System for Environmental Samples

Darrcll P. Chandler, Fred J. Brockman, Cynthia J. Bruckner-Lea

Study Control Number: PN97004/1145

Project Description

Sample preparation and processing have been identified as
the limiting technologies for microbial detection and
automated analysis of nucleic acids with genosensor
microarrays, high-speed polymerase chain reaction (PCR),
and mass spectrometry methods. The objectives of this
project were to create on-line extraction systems for
microbial cells and spores captured from aqueous sample
streams (aerosol samples, aqueous environments) or from
solid media (soil, swabs). We developed and validated a
novel, rapid, automated mesoscale nucleic acid processing
device based on affinity hybridization/capture and
renewable column concepts. These technologies provide
the missing links for automated nucleic acid analysis in
applications, such as the real-time detection and
identification of pathogenic microorganisms, or in the
analysis of microbial community structure and activity in
natural or engineered environmental settings.

On-line nucleic acid extraction must be effective against
the most recalcitrant microorganisms, including Gram
positive bacteria and spores. Routine laboratory methods
for cell lysis of these organisms include freeze/thaw,
proteinase K, and guanidium salt treatments followed by
ethanol or isopropanol precipitation of liberated DNA.
Equally effective is ballistic disintegration with glass or
zirconium microspheres in a bead-beating apparatus, a
method we have successfully employed to isolate nucleic
acids directly from soil. Most user requirements
discourage the use of toxic solutions or solvents (phenol,
chloroform) and the routine, automated application of
enzymes is a challenging reagent formulation problem that
has not been explicitly addressed by commercial
manufacturers or institutional researchers for remote and
extended use in the environment We therefore prefer
mechanical systems for automated cell lysis, introducing
selected reagents to facilitate cell lysis (guanidium salts,
enzymes, detergents, for example) only as necessary.

Technical Accomplishments

The primary technical objectives for FY 1999 were to
create the on-line extraction systems for microbial cells
captured from aqueous sample streams (aerosol samples,
aqueous environments) or solid media (soil, swabs). These
were used as the source material for the automated nucleic
acid purification module developed in FY 1998 and to
demonstrate nucleic acid availability for subsequent
purification/detection.

Three prototype devices based upon sonic energy were
developed and tested for their ability to lyse Bacillus
globigii spores independent of added chemicals or
denaturants. Figure 1 shows the third-generation variable
power and frequency flow-through sonicator device.
Bacillus globigii spores were obtained from the Dugway
Proving Ground and were used at 108 spores/mL"1. Two-
hundred microliters of spore suspension was lysed at
variable frequencies, powers, and times, and lysis
efficiency was assessed by plate counts on trypticase soy
broth plates and microscopy. Operating with a novel
beam-focusing mechanism and in a novel frequency range,
we obtained >99.9 percent lysis efficiency in the absence
of any other added chemicals. Flow rates up to 5 uL/sec"1

were used with equal effectiveness, demonstrating
continuous cell lysis in a mesofluidic system as opposed to
"batch" processing typical of standard sonication
procedures (including miniaturized devices developed
elsewhere). The presence or absence of glass beads and
gassed or degassed water were inconsequential, leading to
our conclusion that spore lysis is affected by non-cavitating
mechanisms (e.g., acoustic streaming and mechanical
shear).

To verify that lysed spores were liberating intact nucleic
acid and that the nucleic acid was originating from the
spore interior, a surface decontamination protocol was
developed to free spore coats of extraneous Bacillus DNA.
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Figure 1. Flow-through sonication chamber

Cleansed spores were sonicated (>99 percent lysis
efficiency), and the crude lysate assayed directly by
Bacillus globigii-specific PCR. Lysis data indicated that
the spore pretreatment procedure had no effect on lysis
efficiency. Data in Figure 2 show that 1) DNA is still
intact and available for PCR amplification even after sonic
treatment; 2) at least a 1000 X increase in PCR-amplifiable
DNA content after lysis, and 3) the spore decontamination
protocol did not affect PCR sensitivity.

c i ^ II I a 1c 5 5 i -̂  ^ C

Before Lysis After Lysis

Figure 2. DNA availability after sonic lysis of Bacillus
spores
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Advanced Calibration/Registration Techniques and Software Agents for
New-Generation Remote Sensing Systems

George G. He, Louis M. Martucd, Jeffrey L. Hylden

Study Control Number: PN99002/1330

Project Description

Remote sensing plays a critical role in solving national
security problems. Remote sensing directly supports
national security decision-making interests in 1) assessing
nonproliferation scenarios; 2) overcoming deception,
concealment, and camouflage of threatening activities; and
3) evaluating environmental security issues.

Image analysis is an important tool in remote sensing.
Common imagery artifacts include different scales,
resolution, and revisit frequency. For the new generation
of remote sensing systems, the data collected is large in
volume and complex in precision, accuracy, and attributes.
Registration and calibration are essential to bringing
imagery to a common useful state so that data can be
combined and metrics such as thresholding can be applied.
The standard approach to carefully controlling sensor
pointing and tracking, to allow registration of the data or
manual registering and calibrating the data, has proved to
be less than optimum.

This project applies unique ideas and concepts to the
development of algorithms and methodologies for
calibrating and registering image data collected from
commercially available remote sensing systems. This
effort addresses the use of information agents (small
software codes that can function on their own or
collectively) inserted in the image or data processing flow
to perform calibration and registration functions in a semi-
automated mode. Information agents function with
minimal human intervention when necessary. Tasks in
FY 1999 included the following:

• defining imaging phenomenology for satellite-based
systems

• designing and building the architecture for an analytic
methodology that would be applicable to earth
observing remote sensing systems

• developing and demonstrating intelligent computer-
based agents used as key components of this work.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1999, we replicated registration and calibration
results from the earlier planetary science studies. This
replication was based on an advanced computational
technique using agent technology amenable to full
automation. This methodological approach is superior to
the manual and semi-automatic procedures used in the
planetary work and has the potential to encompass a
variety of imaging systems and diverse acquisition
requirements that are expected in the emerging generation
of remote sensing platforms. Our objectives were met
through the efforts of a multidisciplinary team of scientists
at PNNL. Specific technical accomplishments are
described in the following sections.

Registration Problem Revealed by Galileo Imagery

The earlier planetary research used images acquired by the
Galileo spacecraft as it passed by the moon en route to
Jupiter. Figures 1A and IB display the Galileo moon
image pair (derived from two filters) that have rotation,
scale, and offset differences.

* *"' V''

Figure 1A. Galileo violet
filter

Figure IB. Blue filter

These two images show the Humboldtianum Basin on the
west limb of the moon. The images were acquired with
small time lapses and thus exhibit slightly different
geometries because both the moon and the spacecraft were
moving. To achieve meaningful data analysis of the
imagery, precise registration of the image pair was
required.
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The quality of the registration results was judged by
examining the ratio of the co-registered images. After
extensive efforts involving a human hand-eye-brain
registration technique, the results were inadequate for this
seemingly simple but actually very complex technical task.
Results from this manual method using tens of registration
points are shown in Figure 2A. When the methodology for
this project was used (Figure 2B), the human intervention
established computer agents that searched through the
images to find thousands (rather than tens) of registration
points. To compare the two results, note the crater in the
top left quadrant. Both the crater and its radial arms are
much more clearly depicted in Figure 2B. Also, the false
valley and ridge feature in the crater/trajectory region in
Figure 2A was eliminated in Figure 2B. The advanced
registration and calibration techniques using software
agents (ARCA) approach was superior because it was
automated and more accurate.

Figure 2A. Ratio using
human manual system

Figure 2B. Ratio using
ARCA registration algorithm

Agent Architecture for Automation

A key component of the first year of this project was to
establish a core agent system. This included a master
agency, field office, tasking, display, global registration,
local registration, sub-pixel registration, and test agents.
These agents were designed to communicate, query, and
learn from each other to solve a particular registration task
requested by the test agent.

The test agent initiates a request to perform a task (register
the images). Because the test agent has no registration
capability, it sends a query to the master agency via the
field office. The field office forwards the message to the
master agency. Upon receiving the message, the master
agency will query the field offices for agents able to do
registration and pick one that can deal with the request.
The selected agent is known as the tasking agent.

The test agent and the tasking agent then negotiate through
a set of messages that results in the test agent receiving the
embedded registration process flow that describes the
necessary steps: global, local, and sub-pixel registration.

Then the test agent fills in the necessary parameters for the
first step and sends a message on to the global registration
agent. One by one, the test agent initiates messages to
complete the remaining steps in the process, filling in
parameters when required. For example, the local
registration process requires knowledge gained during
global registration, and the sub-pixel registration process
requires knowledge gained from the local registration.

The agents work best when they are built to reflect the
characteristics of a particular sensor. Thus, the first time
through the system, substantial human intervention is
required. After that, humans are only needed to provide
quality control using visualization of the image,
particularly in the program debugging stage.

Message Sequencing Through Triggers

Our agent design uses multiple threads for message
receiving, retrieving, forwarding, and processing. The
message queue is a hash table that enforces no access
sequence. These hash tables, combined with the behavior
of threads, result in no particular order for processing the
messages. This could be a major problem if the
visualization needed for debugging and quality control is
out of sequence with the messages that other agents are
sending. The mechanism used to order the messages
traveling in the system is called a trigger. A message
containing a trigger will not be released for processing
until the trigger release is received. When multiple triggers
are added to a message or set of messages, multiple
releases have to be sent to free the message or messages in
the queue for processing. The concept feasibility
demonstration is fully implemented with this trigger and
trigger release mechanism.

The computer language used is called Knowledge Query
and Manipulation Language (KQML). The agent system
assumes that it may not have all the necessary resources
and tools to solve a specific request. The system may need
to hold the request until the resource becomes available.
This design holds true even during system startup when
agents are busy establishing communication links. Upon
receiving a message, an agent 1) forwards the message if
the message is destined for a different agent, 2) processes
the message if resources are available, and 3) queries the
system for the needed resources and holds the message
until all of the needed resources are available. Establishing
the agent structure and the message protocols was a major
part of the first phase of this project.
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Conclusions

The ARCA technique developed on this project shows
results that can be automated with the precision and
accuracy achievable by less efficient human intensive
methods. Although the objectives of this work were
limited to registration and calibration tasks, the architecture
and agent technology lay the groundwork for advances in
image data fusion and information integration.

The status of ARCA progress is best seen through results
such as the enlargement of Figure 2B that is presented in
Figure 3.

Presentations

He GG and LM Martucci. May 14,1999. "Pattern Theory
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Figure 3. Ratio image using the newly implemented ARCA
automatic registration agent system

He GG, LM Martucci, and JL Hylden. August 2, 1999.
"Imagery Registration and Calibration Using Pattern
Theory and the Concept ofDN Ratioing." Los Alamos
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Advanced Sensor Tag for Improved Turbine Design

Robert L. Johnson, Duane A. Neitzel, Joanne P. Duncan, Brenda G. Gray

Study Control Number: PN98002/1248

Project Description

There is an issue of the survival of fish as they pass
through hydroelectric dam turbines. The objective of this
project was to develop and test a surrogate smolt-sized
sensor fish to measure the scaled forces experienced by
juvenile salmon during passage through hydroelectric
turbines, turbine intakes, and dam spillways.
Environmental conditions that occur in turbines at levels
harmful to fish include pressure and shear, turbulence, and
cavitation stresses. Information retrieved from the sensor
device will provide the hydropower industry with the
criteria needed to design more environmentally friendly
turbines while maintaining current generation efficiencies.
In addition, this information will allow design engineers to
determine optimum operational scenarios consistent with
the expected biological benefits and energy efficiency
requirements.

Technical Accomplishments

The development of a surrogate sensor fish has undergone
several modifications based on physical and experimental
necessity. The battery package used to power the
microprocessor and sensors was converted from two AAA
batteries to three AAAA batteries. This reduced the width
of the surrogate, making it more like that of an actual
smolt.

Following preliminary laboratory testing in late May and
early June 1999, the sensor fish was field tested at McNary
Dam on the Columbia River in late May and early June
1999. Initial tests used dummy sensor fish containing
simulated circuitry to assess the visual damage caused by
turbine passage and the retrievability of the sensor fish
from the tailrace. Hi-Z tags, balloon tags that slowly
inflate, and radio-telemetry tags were attached to the test
fish to aid in retrieval. The dummy fish were sent through
the turbine, and recovery was successful. Visible damage
was minimal. A sensor fish (fish #1) was then deployed
through the center inlet tube of the McNary Dam turbine
unit. The fish was successfully recovered, but the Hi-Z
tags and radio tag were torn from the rear portion of the
fish with noticeable damage. The fish was returned to the
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and information

download was attempted. The download was not
successful. Further investigation revealed that the tearing
of the elastomeric gel body of the sensor fish exposed the
foam used to create buoyancy, which retained water.
When downloading was attempted, the water caused the
electronics within the fish to essentially "melt," rendering
the fish inoperable. As a result, the design of the sensor
fish was modified, omitting the foam, which streamlined
the shape to further resemble an actual smolt.

A new streamlined sensor fish (fish #3) was deployed
through the hub inlet tube of the McNary Dam turbine unit
and was recovered successfully with no visible damage.
(Figure 1 shows a turbine cross-section).

Draft tubo owt
intotsilrace

\0-.L-

Figure 1. Cross-section of a turbine

Results were downloaded from the microprocessor to a
computer, and a second hub deployment was executed.
This test was accomplished, the sensor fish was recovered
with no visible damage. Results were downloaded.
Pressure data (Figure 2) from both tests indicated that the
sensor fish was subjected to a rise in pressure in the intake
section of the turbine. This pressure rise occurred because
the water depth increased as flow approached the wicket
gates, with the maximum pressure occurring at the inlet to
the runners. The pressure then dropped abruptly within the
turbine runners. Upon exit from the runners, there was a
rapid rise in pressure as water decelerated through the draft
tube. This was followed by an additional rise to the
ambient pressure exerted by the open tailwater (e.g., local
atmospheric pressure at the water surface.
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Figure 2. Pressure sensor data obtained from the first
McNary Dam test

There are x-, y- and z-axis accelerometers within the
sensor fish to evaluate the position of the sensor fish body
as it passes through the turbine. The x-axis measures the
forward motion (nose to tail), the y-axis measures
downward motion (belly first), and the z-axis measures
sideways motion (right being positive). Figure 3 illustrates
the normalized pressure and acceleration of the sensor fish

during injection into the turbine. Results indicate that the
sensor fish entered the intake area in a nose-forward, belly-
up position and continued through the intake doing several
180° turns before entering the turbine.

Additional sensor fish were built for future testing. New
design criteria were incorporated into these fish. The
microprocessor clock speed was changed from a sampling
rate of 40 Hz (a 10.9-minute sampling time) to 400 Hz
(a 1-minute sampling time). The increased sample rate
will result in a ten-fold increase in the resolution of the
data collected. We also assembled new prototype designs:
Type B, containing one pressure transducer and six
accelerometers, and Type C, containing one pressure
transducer and four strain gauges. Type A, our original
design containing one pressure transducer, three
accelerometers, and six strain gauges remains unchanged
with the exception of the processor timing. It is expected
that these fish will be used in testing at Bonneville and
Wanapum dams during the first quarter of FY 2000.

Normalized Pressure and Acceleration During Injection

33.000 40.000

Tlme(s)
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Figure 3. Graphic representation of data obtained from x-, y- and z-axis accelerometers contrasted with pressure sensor
data results
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Conductive Polymer Circuits

Mary Bliss, Kevin L. Simmons, Randy R. Hansen

Study Control Number: PN98016/1262

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to develop inexpensive
electronic devices that use conductive polymer circuits.
The capability to build such devices will benefit the
Laboratory's efforts in chemical and biological sensors,
radiofrequency tags, radiation detectors, smart materials,
and other applications that require low-cost electronics.

The first objective of the project was to make a low-cost,
battery-operated polymer vapor-sensor. Most of the
sensing element was fabricated from conductive polymers.
A simple device was also developed for testing chemically
sensitive coatings. The polymer materials were tested
using screen-printing or jet-printing techniques.

Technical Accomplishments

Simple chemical sensors were preferred over fragile
electronic circuits. Polymers that respond to phosphate
and sulfide compounds were identified, and screen-printing
trials were performed. These polymers swell or
decompose when exposed to reactive vapors.

A testing chamber was designed and constructed for the
screened coupons. The coupon was suspended in place
with alligator clips, and a test gas was sent through the
chamber (Figure 1). A different chamber was used for
each test gas. The coupons were tested first at 100-ppm
target gas in nitrogen. Sensors for ammonia, volatile
organics, and halogens were prepared for testing.

Inks were made with Kynar for ammonia sensing,
Temprite 677 for tributylphosphate, and ABS for volatile
organics and halogens.

A commercial digital multimeter (Radio Shack model
22-802) was modified to measure the electrical resistance
of the coupons. This low-cost multimeter (-S20)
automatically reads over four orders of magnitude
(Figure 2).

The first round of screened coupons was constructed from
low resistance (<10 ohms) materials. The next generation
of screened coupons was fabricated by increasing the

Figure 1. For testing with gases, the screen-printed coupon
was suspended by alligator clips used to make electrical
contact for the resistance measurements. The lid was then
screwed onto a jar that had gas lines attached for a flow-
through test. The 9-volt battery is displayed for scale.

Figure 2. Portable readout system. This is a modified
commercial multimeter. The screen-printed coupon is to the
right of the readout system.

resistance (1000-10,000 ohms) to determine whether that
change would increase the sensitivity to the target gases.
The higher-resistance material had at least four to five
iterations of mixing for determining the right screen-
printing viscosity and to reduce wicking under the screen.
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The intercalation threshold was the goal for proper
resistance.

Several different polymeric samples that were fabricated in
the higher resistance range had greatly reduced resistance
(<2 ohm) when they were tested in the gas chamber. This
created an insensitive sensor to gas change compared with
the polyvinyl alcohol sensor material. The lower
resistance appeared after the samples were stored for a few
weeks, indicating that the solvent used for screen printing
evaporated slowly (over a period of days to weeks). Once
the residual solvent dissipated, the resistance dropped
because the particle-to-particle interaction of the carbon
black increased. The particle-to-particle interaction
increase was enough that the swelling of the polymer had
to be substantial to cause a change in resistance. We
observed certain changes in resistance in some samples
after long periods of exposure at elevated concentration.
All three polymers for the various gases were made from
the second round of screened coupons.

Tamper-Resistant Seals

There is a recent renewed interest in tamper-indicating
seals for national security applications. These seals are
used on treaty-limited items to verify or reduce inspections
for inventory surety. Stencils were made for the low-
resistance material and silver ink to produce a prototype
tamper tape. The tamper tape is a continuous circuit.
Changes in resistance of the circuit may indicate
tampering. It is possible that conductive bar codes could
have electrical properties that ensure their unique identity.

Summary

This project established the conductive polymer circuit test
capability at PNNL. Stencils were made and several
simple inks formulated. Simple chemical sensor concepts
were demonstrated, as was a tamper indicating seal. A key
result of this work was recognition of the lack of
inexpensive, easy-to-use user interfaces—simple sensors
lack simple user interfaces. First responders to chemical
and biological incidents will need not only good
technology but affordable technology.
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Detection of Microorganisms by Purely Electronic Detection ofDNA
Hybridization on a Genosensor Microarray

Fred J. Brockman, Douglas R. Call, Darrell P. Chandler

Study Control Number: PN98020/1266

Project Description

The objective of this project was to apply DNA microarray
technology to analyzing pathogens in environmental
samples. Due to barriers in carrying out the testing with
this microarray technology, we used an alternative signal
generation technology to develop our own microarray and
applied it to detect and genotype genetic variants of
pathogenic Escherichia coli (E. coli) in chicken washes.

Microarrays permit simultaneous detection of many unique
DNA targets from a complex mixture of nucleic acids. In
our system, the arrays are analogous to "reverse dot blots"
where single-stranded oligomers (25 to 30 mer) are
attached to a glass surface to serve as "capture oligos." A
complex mix of labeled target DNA is then hybridized
with the capture oligos. Target DNA binds to capture
oligos that have complementary sequences, and unbound
nucleic acids are washed away. Bound targets are then
visualized using a commercially available enzyme-based
detection system.

Technical Accomplishments

The primary objectives for this project were to develop the
attachment and hybridization chemistry for microarrays,
using this system to detect and genotype pathogenic strains
of E. coli. We successfully met both objectives. Our
efforts included development of a novel attachment system
for affixing capture oligomers to a glass surface. This
system is less expensive than other approaches and is very
robust across a wide pH range (1 to 10) and ion
concentration (0 to 4 M Na+). We also adapted a multi-
well slide format to be used with a genetic microsystems
arrayer. This system permits us to simultaneously
hybridize up to 12 independent samples on a single slide.

We extracted genomic DNA from E. coli O157:H7 and
designed primers for four virulence loci. Resulting

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplicons were 86 to
103 bp in length and were compatible for multiplex PCR.
The array was 30-fold more sensitive than gel-based
detection for a single locus. Using two-step PCR we were
able to detect PCR amplicons resulting from as little as
10 femtograms (10"18 grams) of genomic DNA. This is
equivalent to having a detection sensitivity of two to three
cells under ideal conditions. This degree of sensitivity was
not compromised in our multiplexed reactions.

We extracted DNA from seven strains of E. coli and used
these samples in multiplexed PCR reactions. Several of
the strains differed in the presence or absence of genes for
Shiga-like toxins I and II (stxl and stx2). We were able to
correctly genotype all O157:H7 strains and show the
presence of stx2 and hylA loci for a related strain of E. coli
(O91:H2) (Figure 1). This latter strain was known to
produce Shiga-like toxin II. Our results demonstrate that
our primers are suitable for genotyping other pathogenic
serotypes in addition to O157:H7.

We used monoclonal antibody linked bead technology in
combination with PCR and our microarrays to demonstrate
one potential food safety application. Chicken breasts
were washed with Butterfield's rinse, and the resulting
solution was spiked with E. coli O157:H7. After cell
capture, the beads were washed and added directly to our
multiplexed PCR reaction and resulting amplicons were.
hybridized on our array. Using this approach, we were
able to detect all four virulence loci with as few as 103

cells/mL in chicken wash. Preliminary data suggest that
this system may be feasible down to 10 cells/mL in
chicken wash.

We demonstrated the feasibility of using an oligo-based
microarray as a highly sensitive system for detecting and
genotyping pathogenic strains of E. coli. Our system is
amenable to automation and is functional with real-world
samples.
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Figure 1. Multiplexed PCR products hybridized to an array that was designed to genotype variants of pathogenic £. coli at four
virulence loci. The rows of triplicate dots (actual size of each dot is 150 micrometers) corresponding to specific virulence loci are
indicated in the left panel; QC is the quality control hybridization. The plus and minus designations beneath each circle in the
right panel represent the known genotype of the variant, where reading the genotype left to right corresponds to reading (triplicate
spots) from the second row from the bottom to the top row. For example, the hybridization for O91-.H2 shows no signal for eaeA
or stxl, matching the known genotype shown in parentheses. Results for all seven strains matched the known genotype.
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Imaging the Neurological Mental Processing of the Human Brain

H. Dale Collins

Study Control Number: PN96033/1100

Project Description

The objective of this project was to conduct basic
holographic imaging research of electro-encephalograph
(EEG) signals generated in the cortex of the human brain.
If brain imaging is feasible using our phase-multiplied
imaging techniques, neurologists could have a real-time,
functional, noninvasive brain imaging technique that can
be used in a multitude of diagnostic areas. This technique
has great potential for greater understanding of the brain
and could be implemented using a personal computer and
simple two-dimensional array of EEG electrodes.

This year, we generated left-hemisphere somatory EEG
data and reviewed and analyzed the previously recorded
EEG (auditory/somatory) evoked potential data. Dr. Marty
Woldorff [Research Imaging Center (RIC) in San Antonio]
provided exceptional three-dimensional images of nerve
activity in the brain, and our computer model generated
EEG time waveforms of the evoked potentials.

Dr. Jeff Eriksen (Good Samaritan/Portland) provided left-
hemisphere EEG brain data from a two-dimensional
electrode array (80 points) positioned over the Cz point.
The measurements consisted of evoked potentials
generated in the somatory cortex through electrical
stimulation of the left index finger. These data were
compared with right finger data for correlation. The
previous right finger image was centered over the somatory
area of the left hemisphere of the brain, and the left finger
data appeared over the somatory area of the right brain
hemisphere. If the left finger image appeared as predicted
it would give us great confidence that our technique was
feasible.

Technical Accomplishments

Recent discussions with Dr. Woldorff directed our efforts
to analyze our previous EEG data with respect to nerve
activity depth. In particular, we looked at the auditory
evoked-potential array data. He indicated that image
should be approximately 3 to 4 cm in the cortex fissure
(auditory section). We also looked at Dr. Eriksen's
previously recorded right hemisphere EEG data again and
reconstructed it with different phase multiplication values

to see if the image quality could be improved. The higher
values improved the image quality without spatial
sampling problems. The result was evoked-potential
images of the human brain using two-dimensional
electrode arrays attached to the scalp. The figures below
illustrate the quality of these computer-generated EEG
time wave forms and images.

Experimental EEG Evoked-Potential Data for Computer
Model Evaluation

Dr. Eriksen and Dr. Woldorff provided two-dimensional
array EEG data for imaging and model evaluation. The in
situ auditory and somatory (EP) time signals were
compared with our EEG computer model-generated time
signals. The results correlated well with in situ EEG data.

Actual and Simulated Auditory EEG Signals

Figure 1 shows the EEG auditory recorded from one
channel of a 64-element array with 1.4-cm sampling
between electrodes. The signal was averaged (-1000) and
appears as a low-frequency bandwidth signal (~0 to
20 Hz). Repetitive clicks were used to stimulate the
auditory region and generate the EEG time signal, as
recorded in Figure 2. The time wave form shows the first
positive peak appearing at -62 ms, the negative peak at
-122 ms, and the second positive peak at -206 ms.
Figure 2 shows the computer-generated EEG time wave
form simulating an auditory EP signal received with an
array of scalp electrodes similar to the actual array used for
the in situ data. The computer-generated waveform agreed
with the in situ EEG wave form, with the first positive
peak occurring at 54 ms, the negative peak at 125 ms, and
the second negative peak at 185 ms. The computer time
signal was generated using simulated point nerve sources
positioned 20 mm and 40 mm below the scalp surface in
the auditory cortex fissure. The in situ EEG signal had a
transient time (-30 ms) for the nerve signal path from the
ear to the cortical/skull interface. The skull-to-scalp
transient times for the two sources were approximately
60 ms and 135 ms resulting in scalp-to-cortex surface
depths of approximately 15 mm (first source) and 34 mm
(second source) using 250 mm/s skull velocity. The
computer data were generated with simulated nerve
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Figure 1. Comparison of EEG data and computer simulated data

sources at 20 mm and 40 mm depths using the same
velocity and frequency band width centered at 10 Hz.

Actual and Simulated Auditory Evoked Potential Images

The EEG data were reconstructed and the results compared
with the computer model image data, as shown in Figure 1.
The in situ and simulated images agreed and show promise
for this technique in scalp imaging with a two-dimensional
array of electrodes. Our model data indicated the need for
higher-density EEG sampling (spatial) for optimum
images. The simulated hologram has a greater aperture
(more fringes) then the actual hologram. We think the

auditory cortex fissures are responsible for the narrow
beam and small aperture indicated by the two circular
fringes. The present model consists of narrow-band (single
frequency) holograms extracted from the wide-band time-
series EEG data, and then phase multiplied before image
reconstruction. Our proposed new model will simulate the
actual EEG wide-band data and be capable of three-
dimensional volume imaging of nerve sources using virtual
vision glasses. In conclusion, this work shows the
feasibility of building a high-density electrode cap to map
brain functions in real time, without the use of radioactive
tracers.
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Optically Simulated Luminescence for Industrial Radiography

Steven D. Miller

Study Control Number: PN99055/1383

Project Description

This project examined the usefulness of low-Z (low proton
number) optically simulated luminescence (OSL)
phosphors for industrial radiography. The Department of
Energy and the U.S. military require improved passive
tools to perform x-ray radiography in the field. We
hypothesized that low-Z OSL phosphors could benefit the
radiography of thick metal parts. Toward this end, low-Z
OSL image plates were fabricated from sensitized alumina.
Penetrometers were constructed from thick metal sheet
stock to determine the resolution of the plates. Industrial
radiography services were obtained to make the exposures.
A laboratory charge-coupled device (CCD) camera was
modified to read the images from the OSL plates.

A second objective was to determine the feasibility of
mixing transparent high-Z phosphor with the alumina to
increase the effective Z. An alternative approach involved
sensitizing a high-Z metal-oxide to produce a high-Z OSL
phosphor.

Technical Accomplishments

Many OSL image plates were fabricated to test their
resolution when radiographed using thick penetrometers.
Three stainless-steel metal plates were machined of 1-, 2-,
and 3-in. thickness, together with appropriate stainless
steel penetrometers. The penetrometers for the steel slabs
were made to 2 percent of the corresponding slab
thickness, and three holes were cut in each. The holes
were machined to a diameter of 1,2, and 4 percent of the
thickness of the corresponding slab. If the 2 percent
diameter hole can be seen on the radiograph, the resolution
of the system is adequate.

Low-Z OSL Resolution Test—Penetrometers

To test resolution, the three steel slabs were placed on top
of three separate OSL image plates. Onto the 1-, 2-, and
3-in. steel slabs were placed the corresponding steel
penetrometers. The three combinations were then
radiographed. After the radiographic exposure, the OSL
image plates were taken to the laboratory to be read using
the CCD camera. Readout consisted of illuminating the

OSL image plate with filtered green light and measuring
blue light emitted from the OSL image plate. An optical
filter over the CCD camera transmitted the blue light and
rejected the green light (the higher the intensity of blue
light emitted by the plate, the larger the radiation dose).
For comparison, a piece of conventional x-ray film was
also exposed using the metal configuration previously
described.

These tests did not reveal any of the penetrometer holes
using the OSL image plates. The conclusion was that the
low-Z OSL image plate did not have sufficient resolution
to be useful for the radiography of thick metal parts. The
conventional x-ray film showed some of the penetrometer
holes. Further testing was done using the biggest
penetrometer holes on the thinnest 1-in. steel slab because
this would be the easiest configuration to resolve. Even in
this configuration we were not able to see the holes. The
conclusion of this study was that for optimal radiography
the Z of the phosphor must be as high as possible—even
for thick metal parts.

High-Z and Alumina Composite Test

If very small-grained, low-Z phosphor is mixed with a
high-Z material, cavity theory predicts that the x-ray
response of the low-Z phosphor will approximate x-ray
response of the high-Z material. To test this theory, high-Z
optically transparent powder was mixed with sensitized
alumina and formed into a composite plastic for testing.
Low-energy 75S x-rays and ^Co radiation exposures were
made to determine the ratio of the OSL response to these
two radiation sources (the higher the ratio, the more
effective the composite was in raising the effective Z).
Unfortunately, the measured ratio was only slightly higher
than that for bare alumina. The conclusion of this study
was that this mixing procedure was not effective enough in
raising the effective Z.

Another approach to achieving higher contrast was our
attempt to sensitize a high-Z material directly. Samples of
yttrium aluminum garnate were obtained from Union
Carbide and ground into fine powder. The powder samples
were then sensitized using a proprietary procedure. We
found that the sensitized yttrium aluminum garnate was
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sensitive to 100 mR of 60Co gamma and had a
response ratio of 30. Optimization of this new OSL
medium could provide the ideal medium for high-contrast
industrial radiography. Development of this very positive
result will continue.
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Radiation Detection at 50 km

Anthony J. Pcurrung, Theodore Bowyer

Study Control Number: PN99060A388

Project Description

This project seeks to develop a long-range radiation
detection technology that exploits regions of elevated
ionization in air. A variety of recent results published in
the literature indicate that detection of radioactivity from as
far as 50 km may be possible by three fundamentally
different approaches. This project will assess the
significance of these results, understand the underlying
physics, and begin a careful experimental effort to
demonstrate a long-range detection capability.

The background level of ionization in the lower
atmosphere arises primarily from natural radiation.
Consequently, any radioactivity release or strong
radioactive source would be expected to lead to elevated
levels of ionization in the atmosphere. We have divided
the possible long-range radiation detection techniques into
three categories. The first approach uses microwave
reflection to locate regions where the index of refraction is
substantially altered by high concentrations of free ions.
The second approach looks for changes in the lower
ionosphere caused by local alteration of the "earth's
circuit." We believe that the altered atmospheric current
flow and altered electric fields caused by elevated ion
densities perturb the lower ionosphere in ways that are
measurable. The third basic approach involves looking for
altered ionization levels, space charge levels, or electric
fields in the downwind "plume" caused by a radiation
source.

Technical Accomplishments

This project's accomplishments are best discussed in terms
of the three basic approaches to long-range radiation
detection. Analysis of microwave reflection is complete,
and we believe that this technique is physically
impractical. Analysis of change in the Earth's lower
ionosphere is nearly complete, and we concluded that
measurements with this technique are not possible.
Analysis of the third approach (altered ionization levels,
space charge, and the down wind plume) is also complete,
and we concluded that measurements should be possible,
although not from 50 km. Measurements from beyond the
current limit of 100 meters, however, may well be possible

with a simple and robust apparatus. An experimental effort
has begun and will be completed in FY 2000.

Microwave Reflection

Microwave reflection was analyzed and rejected on
physical grounds. Figure 1 shows the expected change in
the refraction index resulting from a radiation field of
1 R/hr as a function of the microwave wavelength. The
energy reflection coefficient, which depends on the square
of the change in the index of refraction at a boundary, will
be on the order of 10"16. Observation of microwave
reflection from regions of elevated ionization in the lower
atmosphere was not physically reasonable. Observations
of such regions by interferometry were more reasonable
but still considered impractical for this purpose.
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Figure 1. Index of refraction change versus wavelength for a
radiation field of 1 R/hr

Ionospheric Modification

We concluded that ionsphere modification was not
achievable. Assuming that a radiation release or source
sufficient to alter the atmospheric electric field and current
flow was present, some means of altering the lower
ionosphere would need to be found. Sensitive
measurement of the electron density in the lower
ionosphere is known to be possible through a variety of
means. We attempted to more fully understand the
linkages between the lower atmosphere and the ionosphere.
A detailed computational model for the ion atmosphere
was formulated and used to calculate the densities, electron
densities, and electric fields in the possible effects that
radiation might have in the lower ionosphere. Figure 2
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shows an example of such a calculation. This figure shows
the vertical distance by which contours of constant electron
density are lowered when the electric field in the
ionosphere is doubled. This distance represents the height
by which the ionosphere is lowered. The results indicate
that this distance is not sufficient to permit practical
measurements.

a.
.2
a

40
Height [km]

Figure 2. Lowering distance for constant electron density
contours under the assumption that the electric field is
doubled

Direct Electrical Measurements

Analysis of altered ionization levels indicates that
measurements well beyond 100 meters and possibly
beyond 1 km may be possible by careful, simultaneous
measurement of atmospheric conditions, including wind
direction and speed, electric field, and ion densities. The
key quantities are electric field and net space charge.
Experimental data from France indicate that radon releases
from the ground may affect ambient space charge levels. It
is known that space charge from flame and plasma ion
sources is measurable beyond 1 km. We expect that
radiation sources may also be observable at long range.

Preliminary experimental measurements have confirmed
this hypothesis. Ion density measurement equipment has
recorded ion density signatures at a distance of 64 meters.
Future work will focus on improved measurements at
greater distances.
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Real-Time Direct Surface Ultrasonic Holography

Robert V. Harris Jr., Byron B. Brenden, Gerald J. Posakony

Study Control Number: PN99061/1389

Project Description

This research project provides the basis for advancing the
technology for ultrasonic nondestructive inspection of
metals and composite materials. By combining our
technology and that from the Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), a new ultrasound
imaging system will be developed. The system will be
capable of real-time imaging of the internal features of
materials directly on the surface, without the need for a
water tank or bath and without the use of radiation. This
will enhance the ability to detect and image flaws and
discontinuities in materials. It also has the potential for
enhancing medical diagnostic imaging in the human body.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1999, we demonstrated the imaging of ultrasonic
waves on the solid surface of an aluminum test block. We
also demonstrated the capability of producing ultrasonic
interference patterns using a liquid surface detector on a
solid block.

Solid Surface Imaging

The overall objective of this project is to produce real-time
ultrasonic images (ultrasonic holograms) of internal
features of an object by viewing its surface. The first step
is to produce images of ultrasound as it impinges on the
surface of the object. Two aluminum blocks were
fabricated with provision for clamping ultrasonic
transducers on the other surfaces to transmit ultrasound
through the part. In a series of experiments at INEEL
using a laser and a photorefractive vibration sensor, real-
time video data were recorded showing the displacement of
the block surface. The images were combined and
processed to see the wavefront positions. For this
experiment, the processing was done off-line, although it
could be done in real time at multiple frames per second.
Figure 1 shows a representative processed image from one
of the blocks.

Figure 1. Image of ultrasonic bulk waves arriving at the
surface of an aluminum block (from data taken at INEEL).
The vertical bands are the primary wavefronts from the
transducer. The mottled effect is thought to be standing
waves from multiple internal reflections.

The waves emanate from a transducer at a 35-degree angle
to the block surface. This figure also shows the ability to
image the ultrasonic waves after they have passed through
an object. The next step will be to make a block with
suitable internal discontinuities (artificial defects) and
demonstrate that the external surface images can be further
processed to reconstruct images of the internal
discontinuities.

Liquid Surface Imaging

Another approach for producing ultrasonic holograms is to
use a liquid surface to amplify the vibrations. Experiments
at our laboratory demonstrated interference between
ultrasound from two transducers. The interference was
visualized using a laser shining on the liquid surface and a
video camera to image the diffraction patterns. Figure 2
shows a typical diffraction pattern.
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Figure 2. Image of diffraction pattern from liquid surface on
test block at PNNL

The advantage of the liquid-pool method is that a very
simple optical setup can be used to produce images of
internal structures in real time. The disadvantage is the
need for the object to possess a flat horizontal surface for
the liquid pool.

Summary

Experimental proof of real-time, full-field ultrasonic
imaging on a solid surface was obtained. Diffraction
patterns on a liquid surface were demonstrated. Further
work is required to demonstrate imaging of internal
structures.
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Ultrasonic Characterization of Processes

Margaret S. Greenwood, Judith A. Bamberger

Study Control Number; PN99074/1402

Project Description

A computer-controlled sensor was developed for real-time
measurement of the density and viscosity of a liquid or
slurry. The sensor consists of six transducers mounted on
a plastic wedge with the base of the wedge in contact with
the liquid. Ultrasonic beams striking the wedge base at
several angles are reflected at the base-liquid interface to
the receive transducers. The amount of reflection at this
interface depends upon the density of the liquid, the speed
of sound in the liquid, and the wedge parameters. By
measuring the signal response at several angles, the density
and speed can be determined. The response of a shear
wave transducer, in conjunction with a density
measurement, is used to determine the viscosity. The
sensor can be mounted in a pipeline configuration or
submerged in a tank for process control. The sensor
possesses several novel features—one is its small size.
The sensing wedge is approximately 4 in. long by 1.5 in.
wide by 2 in. high. Another feature is its robustness. A
pipeline sensor has been constructed in a 2-in.-diameter
pipe with the wedge base flush widi the pipe wall. Process
fluids in the form of a viscous fluid, slurry, or paste that
severely attenuate ultrasound are easily characterized
because the sensor operation depends on reflection at an
interface rather than transmission of ultrasound through a
liquid. The sensor is not affected by fluid flow rate,
entrained air, or vibration. Measurements of the density
and viscosity are presented for a variety of fluids and
slurries.

Technical Accomplishments

We developed an innovative approach, based on multiple
signal reflection, that permits precise evaluation of fluid
viscosity and shear modulus. The results of investigations
at 2.25 MHz show that the sugar water solutions and the
slurries are best characterized by the theory for light
liquids in which the reflection coefficient is a measure of
the product of the density and viscosity of the liquid. For
oils the data are best characterized by the theory of highly
viscous liquids, where the reflection coefficient depends on
the density of the liquid. Measurement of the reflection
coefficient and the density yields the value of the shear
modulus, G, and the shear speed in the liquid. Therefore,
this sensor can be used to measure the viscosity of water-

based solutions and slurries and for real-time process
monitoring of many products. For oil-based products,
changes in the shear modulus can also provide a method
for real-time process characterization. An integrated
densimeter-viscometer measuring device (Figure 1) was
built for real-time measurement of these fluid properties.

Figure 1. Densimeter viscometer

Measuring Density

An on-line ultrasonic sensor to measure the density and
viscosity of a liquid or slurry is shown schematically in
Figure 2. The sensor consists of longitudinal (B, C, D, E,
and F) and shear wave (A) transducers mounted on a
Rexolite™ wedge. The transducers have a center
frequency of 2.25 MHz. When ultrasound from transducer
F (operating in pulse-echo mode) strikes the wedge-liquid
interface, part of the energy is reflected back toward F, and
the rest is transmitted into the liquid. Similarly, when
ultrasound from transducer D (or B) (operating in pitch-
catch mode) strikes the interface, some of the energy is
reflected toward transducer E (or C), some mode converts
to a shear wave in the wedge, and part is transmitted into
the liquid. The reflection coefficient, which describes the
amount of ultrasound reflected to the receive transducer, is
dependent upon the densities and speed of sound in the
liquid and the wedge material. The reflection coefficient is
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measured by comparing the voltage on the receive
transducer when the base is immersed in the liquid with
that when the base is immersed in a reference liquid,
usually water. The experimental measurements are
described in detail in Greenwood and Lail (1998),
Greenwood and Harris (1999), and Greenwood et al.
(1999). The sensor measures the reflection coefficient at
two angles of incidence and then solves for the density of
the liquid and speed of sound in the liquid.

— LIQUID

Figure 2. Ultrasonic wedge immersed in fluid showing
transducer mounting and ultrasonic signal paths

Density-Viscosity Sensor

The density-viscosity sensor is an extension of the density
sensor that includes the measurement of viscosity using the
shear wave transducer. The shear wave transducer is
placed close to the base of the wedge, allowing multiple
echoes to be observed (Figure 3). When shear waves
(vibrations perpendicular to the direction of motion) strike
the Rexolite-liquid interface, the energy of the shear

waves transmitted into the liquid is very small because,
while liquids easily support a longitudinal wave, liquids do
not easily support a shear wave, and the (large) remainder
of the energy is reflected back to the shear wave
transducer. However, the ability of a liquid to support a
shear wave increases with its viscosity. This means that
the reflection coefficient, defined as the ratio of reflected
ultrasound to incident ultrasound, decreases as the
viscosity increases.

By using multiple echoes, small viscosities and small
changes in the viscosity can be observed. For example,
compare two liquids that have a reflection coefficient of
0.970 and 0.975. If the sixth echo is observed, the voltage
response is proportional to 0.976 = 0.833 and 0.9756 =
0.859, respectively. The difference between these two
voltages is easily observed.

Measurements with Sugar Water Solutions

Measurements using the shear wave transducer were
carried out using sugar water solutions of different weight
percentages. The first objective was to determine whether
a voltage change could be observed for these liquids
because they are not very viscous. This was confirmed
using information from the sixth echo. Because there are
six echoes, the voltage is proportional to the reflection
coefficient raised to the sixth power. Using air as a
reference liquid with a reflection coefficient of 1.0, the
reflection coefficient, R, for the liquid is given by

R. iq= -,(1/6) 0)

Figure 3. Plot of voltage versus time showing multiple
reflections

The objective is to compare the experimental value of the
reflection coefficient with the theoretical value obtained by
solving the equation for R. For this calculation, the density
of Rexolite is 1.049 g/cm3, the shear speed is 1.157 x 105

cm/s, and the frequency is 1.4137 x 107 radians/sec
(2.25 MHz). Excellent agreement was obtained between
the experimental and theoretical values of the reflection
coefficient. Unfortunately, when the Haake viscometer
measured the viscosity of the 60 percent sugar water
solution, the fluid temperature was higher than the fluid
temperature when obtaining the ultrasonic value, because a
large error was associated with this measurement. Figure 4
is a graph of the reflection coefficient versus the density
viscosity product, (pT|)0'5. The solid line is the theoretical
calculation.
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Figure 4. Experimental versus theoretical reflection
coefficient for water and sugar water solutions

Slurry Measurements

Measurements of the viscosity were obtained for two
slurries, 50 percent sugar water by weight and kaolin clay
(Table 1). The slurries were prepared by mixing
50 percent sugar water and then adding either 14.5 percent
kaolin by weight (14.5 percent KSW) or 22.1 percent
kaolin by weight (22.1 percent KSW). The viscosity
sensor was lowered into a vessel of the slurry that was
stirred by a mixer. However, after the sensor was in
contact with the slurry, the voltage did not remain constant
but went to a lower value as a function of time. This effect
was not due to air because air bubbles on the surface would
increase the voltage. It might be that kaolin is building up
on the bottom of the wedge or settling in the vessel.
Additional work is needed to understand these effects.
Measurements with slurries are easier to make in a pipeline
arrangement than with a stirrer in a vessel.

Table 1. Comparison between experimental and Haake data

Slurry

50% SW

14.5% KSW

22.1% KSW

Density

g/cm3

1.232

1.34

1.43

Experi-
mental

Viscosity

CP

11.5

24-59

31-55

Haake
Viscosity

104 sl at 25C

cP

20

36

Haake
Viscosity

105 s"1 at 25C

cP

12

16

30

Independent measurements of the viscosies of these two
slurries have been obtained by Hylton et al. (1998,
Table A-l). The slurries are non-Newtonian fluids, which
means that the viscosity measurement depends upon the
shear rate. The viscosity values using the ultrasonic sensor
are in reasonable agreement with those obtained by the
Haake viscometer.

Viscosity Measurements for Oils (viscosity standards)

Data were also obtained for silica oils that are used as
viscosity standards. The experimental value of the
reflection coefficient was obtained using the sixth echo, as
described previously, and compared with the voltage
obtained for air. The measurements of density were
obtained by weighing, and the independent measurement
of the viscosity was obtained using the Haake viscometer.
As the data were being obtained for the reflection
coefficient, some very interesting—and puzzling—results
were observed. For Fluids 50 and 100, the experimental
reflection coefficients are the same (within experimental
error) even though the viscosities are different by a factor
of 2. A similar statement can be made for Fluids 500 and
1000. When the density was measured for the samples, the
densities for Fluids 50 and 100 are the same, as are Fluids
500 and 1000. This suggests that the reflection coefficient
is dependent upon the density of the fluid and is not the
product of density and viscosity. The measured values of
the density and viscosity are used to calculate the
theoretical value of R. The experimental and theoretical
results are in good agreement for samples having a
viscosity less than 50 cP. However, the agreement is very
poor for samples having a viscosity greater than
approximately 50 cP.

Application to Highly Viscous Liquids

The theory of highly viscous liquids was next applied to
the data obtained for silica oils. Figure 5 is a graph of the
shear modulus G versus the density. This graph shows a
smooth progressive rather than the abrupt change noted in
Figure 4. Therefore, for highly viscous liquids, these data
showing the dependence on density rather than on the
product of density and viscosity indicate that the reflection
coefficient is a measure of shear modulus, G, and not the
viscosity at 2.25 MHz.
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Figure 5. Shear modulus versus density
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Determination ofEstrogenic Effects of Environmental Contaminants

Ann D. SWllman, Irv R. Schultz

Study Control Number: PN97029/1170

Project Description

Known and suspected chemicals in the environment may
interfere with the normal functioning of human and
wildlife endocrine systems. The endocrine system controls
or influences many life processes such as reproduction and
development. Exposure to endocrine-disruptive chemicals
may result in a loss in function of the reproductive,
behavioral, immune, endocrine, and central nervous
systems. This project developed an in vivo model using
rainbow trout to test for and assess the impact of
endocrine-disrupting chemicals in the environment. Our
approach of combining experimental measurement of a
biomarker with computer modeling provides a means for
estimating the in vivo estrogenic activity of both individual
chemicals and complex mixtures. This model can be used
to predict the "estrogenicity" of equivalent estrogen doses
that can then be applied to both ecological and human risk
assessments. Additionally, this project assessed the health
impacts of estrogen-like compounds on several key organ
systems in trout and on the spawning success after
estrogenic exposure to pre-spawning adults. Thus, this
project provides a link between exposure assessments and
adverse effects on reproduction and development in
vertebrates resulting from exposure to estrogenic
substances. This information can be used to provide
quantitative guidelines for permissible upper limits of
estrogen-like compounds in aquatic ecosystems.

Technical Accomplishments

We developed an environmentally sensitive, predictive
aquatic model by combining the chemical dosimetry of
environmental estrogens with the expression and
appearance of a biomarker of estrogen exposure in rainbow
trout. Our computer model incorporated parameters
describing the estrogen receptor binding of pollutants with
the synthesis of the protein vitellogenin (Vg).

In controlled laboratory studies, rainbow trout were
exposed either by injection into the bloodstream or by
flow-through water exposures to a potent synthetic human
estrogenic compound, 17-oc-ethynlestradiol (EE2),

persistent pesticides (DDT, DDD, DDE), plasticizers
(phthalate esters), natural hormones (17-P-estradiol, used
as a positive control), and complex mixtures. Individual
fish were fitted with an indwelling, dorsal aortic cannula
(intra-arterial system) that allowed repetitive blood
sampling from individual fish over time. The induction
and elimination of the biomarker protein Vg,
demonstrating estrogenic exposure, was monitored using
an analytical enzyme linked immunosorbant assay
(ELISA).

Blood plasma concentrations of pesticides were measured
using gas chromatography-electron capture detection
(GC-ECD). Quantification ofEE2 used gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry that required the
development of a novel derivitization procedure to render
the estrogen suitable for GC analysis. This allowed the
direct comparison of plasma levels of the known and
potential endocrine disrupters (e.g., DDT and estrogen) and
the biomarker (Vg) to be incorporated into the model. We
determined the breakdown and elimination kinetics of the
biomarker (Vg) in individual fish.

We designed a model structure and expanded and applied
it by quantifying the exposure to estrogenic pollutants
based on the level of induction of the Vg protein
biomarker. Our previous efforts in FY 1997-98 provided
experimental data to test and validate model predictions
(Figure 1).

Parameters of a robust model include tissue-plasma
partition coefficients, estrogen receptor levels, the binding
affinity of test compounds to the estrogen receptor in male
trout liver, and the synthesis rate of the Vg protein in trout.
Our primary test compound for this portion of the study
was EE2. The binding affinity of EE2 to the estrogen
receptor in male trout liver was determined. Plasma-tissue
partition coefficients were determined using in vivo
procedures with a serial sacrifice design using male trout
injected with the test compounds. Data on the synthesis
rate of Vg in trout hepatocytes was recently published and
was incorporated into our model.
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Figure 1. Measured and predicted time profiles of 17-oc-
ethynlestradiol (EE2) in trout plasma following injection

Assessment of the effects of estrogenic compounds on
individual trout was made using functional and
morphological endpoints measured at selected time points
after exposure to estrogenic compounds. We examined
three sensitive organ systems: the liver, kidney, and
gonads. We measured the liver somatic index and several
biochemical and kinetic parameters to assess liver function.
Estrogen receptor levels (up or down regulation within
hepatocytes) were monitored and metabolism determined
from in vivo exposures to chemicals excreted primarily by
liver metabolism.

We measured reproductive effects using morphological
and histological measurements and indexes (gonad
development, semen quality-sperm concentration,
development, and motility, overall fecundity, gonadal
somatic index) and functional reproductive success
(fertilization success, egg development, and survival).

Summary

We assessed the health impacts of estrogen-like
compounds on several key organ systems and on spawning
success after estrogenic exposure to pre-spawning adults
(Figure 2). This study provided a link between exposure
assessments and adverse effects on reproduction and
development in vertebrates. We also developed an in vivo
model that predicts the "estrogenicity" of equivalent
estrogen doses for both ecological and human risk
assessments. This provides guidelines for permissible
upper limits of estrogen-like compounds in aquatic
ecosystems.

Effect of EE2 on Fertilization Success in Rainbow Trout
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Figure 2. Fertilization success in rainbow trout exposed to
17-a-ethynlestradiol (EE2) for two months prior to spawning
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Evaluation of Biological Interactions from Low Dose Exposures to
Chemical and Radionuclide Mixtures

Charles Timchalk, James E. Morris, Richard A. Corley

Study Control Number: PN99024/1352

Project Description

A major focus of the Department of Energy's Health
Effects Research program is understanding and
characterizing the risks to human health from exposures to
low levels of radiation and chemicals. Current human
health risk assessment procedures are cumbersome,
address one chemical or radionuclide at a time, and are
often overly conservative because critical data are lacking.
In recent years, advances in biologically based models of
internal (to the body) dosimetry and response modeling
have provided unique opportunities to understand and
predict the human health risk associated with mixture
exposures.

The specific goal of this project was to develop sufficient
preliminary data in the CBA/Ca mouse leukemia model to
demonstrate the utility of this model as a mechanistic tool
for evaluating the biological response to environmentally
relevent mixtures of radionuclide and toxic chemicals. In
this project, a representative chemical (benzene) that is
toxic to the bone marrow and a bone-seeking radionuclide
(yttrium-90 [90Y]) that is capable of irradiating bone
marrow and thus causing toxicity were evaluated for acute
toxicological interactions in the CBA/Ca mouse model.

The scope of the present work included 1) conducting a
study in CBA/Ca mice using benzene and 90Y separately to
quantitate biological response and determine dose levels
and sampling times for the co-exposure study,
2) conducting a co-exposure (benzene and 90Y) study in
CBA/Ca mice to evaluate dose-response relationships for
chemical and radionuclide interactions, and 3) establishing
a capability to quantitatively evaluate hematological and
bone marrow parameters.

Technical Accomplishments

Male CBA/Ca mice were used in these studies. For the
initial benzene study, groups of five mice were
administered benzene orally by gavage at doses of 0,30,
100, and 300 mg/kg of body weight as single doses for five
consecutive days (five doses/animal). Approximately

24 hours after the last dose, the animals were humanely
euthanized and tissue samples were collected for analysis.
The 90Y dose-response studies were conducted with groups
of five mice administered 90Y as a single intraperitoneal
(ip) dose of 0,250, 500, or 1250 [iCi/kg of body weight.
The animals were maintained for seven days and then were
humanely sacrificed. For the mixed chemical radionuclide
exposure study, groups of five mice were administered
benzene alone (30, 100, and 300 mg/kg), radiation alone
(1250 u.Ci/kg), or benzene (100 and 300 mg/kg) and
radiation (1250 (iCi/kg). The co-exposure design entailed
an initial single exposure to 90Y on day 1 followed by oral
exposure to benzene beginning on day 3 and continuing for
five days as previously described. Hematological
evaluations of both bone marrow and peripheral blood
smears were conducted with specimens obtained from all
treatment groups. In addition, peripheral blood specimens
were collected for future evaluation of chromosomal
abberations.

Benzene Only

The results from the initial benzene dose study are
presented in Table 1. The results demonstrate a dose
response. Overall, the 30 mg/kg dose group was
comparable to control, whereas mice given the 100 and
300 mg/kg doses demonstrated a biological response. In
general, the volume of packed red cells (VPRC), total
nucleated cells (TNC) and percent total erythroid cells
demonstrated a decreasing trend with dose and following
the 300 mg/kg dose were 82, 24, and 51 percent of control
levels, respectively. In contrast, the percent total myeloid
population, number of mitotic cells, megakarocytes, and
necrobiotic cells increased with dose and for the high-dose
group were 150, 255,464, and 385 percent of controls,
respectively. However, within the myeloid cell population,
benzene produced a dose-dependent decrease in
lymphocytes with the high dose 30 percent of control.
Based on the results of this study, the 100 and 300 mg/kg
benzene doses were selected for the co-exposure
experiment.
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Table 1. Summary of bone marrow data obtained from
groups of male CBA/Ca mice (n=5) administered benzene(a)

Cell Type

VPRC

TNC/nL

% Total
Erythroid

% Total
Myeloid

Lymphocyte

Megakarocyte

Mitotic Cells

Necrobiotic
Cells

M/E Ratio

Benzene

Control

52 ±1.3

14520 ±3773

32.45+1.80

44.63 + 3.19

18.11 ±1.82

0.28 ± 0.29

0.55 ± 0.38

3.97 ± 0.99

1.38 ±0.17

30mg/kg

48.6 ±2.07

11200 ±1792

31.41 ±1.98

44.96 ± 3.88

16.81 ±1.07

0.30 + 0.17

1.63 ±0.77

2.87 ±0.77

1.43 ±0.07

lOOmg/kg

46.25 ± 3.59

7900 ±3255

30.04 ±7.68

63.56 ±11.19

8.62 ± 2.43

0.62 ± 0.4

2.13 ±0.8

8.14±3.11

2.35 ±1.26

300mg/kg

42.60 ±2.51

3440 ± 2129

16.40 ±5.91

66.9 ± 14.22

5.3 ± 3.70

1.3 ±0.76

1.4 ±0.74

15.3 ±5.27

4.54 ±1.64

(a) Data presented as Mean ± S.D. M/E (myeloid/erythroid) ratio.

90 Y Only

An initial range-finding study was conducted using doses
of 0, 250, 500, and 1250 jxCi 90Y/kg of body weight. In
this phase of the project, only the animals that received the
1250 uCi 90Y/kg dose demonstrated a slight biological
effect, as evidenced by a decrease in TNC and VPRC (data
not shown). Therefore, only this high dose of radiation
was used in the mixed benzene/90Y study (Table 2). In
contrast to the results observed with benzene alone,
radiation produced a 146 percent increase in total erythroid
cells, resulting in a slight decrease in M/E ratio.

As was observed in the benzene-only group, radiation
alone also decreased the bone marrow lymphocyte
population (64 percent of control).

Benzene + 90Y

The results of the bone marrow analysis from the co-
exposure experiments are presented in Table 2. A dose-
dependent decrease in VPRC and TNC was observed. The
response was clearly greater for those animals that were
co-exposed to benzene and radiation. However, of
particular interest were the antagonistic responses observed
during co-exposure. For example, co-exposure to benzene
and radiation caused the erythroid cell population to be
greater than that with benzene only (149-171 percent), but
less than that with radiation (85-89 percent). In contrast,
co-exposure resulted in the myeloid cell population being
slightly elevated (119-134 percent) relative to radiation
alone, but less than or comparable to the results seen with
benzene (79-106 percent). Of particular interest was the
response observed with the bone marrow lymphocyte
population following co-exposure. Both benzene and
radiation are capable of independently depressing the bone
marrow lymphocyte population. However, when mice
were co-exposed to benzene and 90Y at doses of 100 mg/kg
and 1250 (a.Ci/kg, we saw no evidence of additive response
because the lymphocyte cell population was comparable to
that observed following either the benzene or 9^f
treatments. However, when the benzene dose was
increased to 300 mg/kg, the lymphocyte cell population
was decreased to 24 and 27 percent of the 90Y and benzene
doses, respectively, and 17 percent of the control.

Table 2. Summary of bone marrow data obtained from groups of male CBA/Ca mice (n=5) administered benzene alone, 90Y
alone, or benzene + 90Y(a)

Cell Type

VPRC

TNC/nL

% Total Erythroid

% Total Myeloid

Lymphocyte

Megakarocyte

Mitotic Cells

Necrobiotic Cells

M/E Ratio

Control

52+1.5

14319 ±2162

26.02 ±1.82

46.19 ±2.74

25.56 ±3.26

0.19 + 0.21

1.95 ±0.98

0.09 + 0.19

1.79 ±0.23

30 mg/kg

NS

12463 ±1246

24.22 + 3.30

45.82 ±1.97

27.01 ±3.41

0.28 ± 0.44

2.53 ±1.15

0.15 ±0.33

1.92 ±0.30

100 mg/kg

48.6 ±2.3

10126 ±1614

19.76 ±4.15

64.62 ±3.31

16.23 ±4.21

0.10 ±0.20

2.12 ±0.39

0.10 ±0.20

3.43 ± 1.05

300 mg/kg

46.8 ±1.9

9110 ±944

23 ±4.64

54.09 + 6.71

18.36 ±2.17

0.09 + 0.18

2.09 ±0.62

0.09 ±0.18

2.29 ±0.94

1250 uCi/kg

49.6 ±4.5

11218 ±3820

38.04 ±4.91

42.8 ± 8.66

16.39 ±3.57

0.38 ± 0.38

2.3 ± 1.26

0.08 ±0.17

1.16 ±0.34

100 mg/kg +
1250 uCi/kg

46.4 ±1.7

8372 ±1683

33.73 ± 2.57

50.95 ±4.24

15.16± 1.83

0.16 ±0.22

1.67 ±1.1

0.08 ±0.18

1.52 ±0.25

300 mg/kg+
1250 uCi/kg

45.4 ±2.1

7756 ±3014

32.15 + 4.79

57.51 ±4.56

4.45 ±0.98

0.45 ±0.32

1.81 ±0.17

0.08 ±0.17

1.83 ±0.37

(a) Data presented as Mean ± S.D. M/E (myeloid/erythroid) ratio. NS-no sample.
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In summary, the results of these in vivo studies are
consistent with previously published reports where
benzene and radiation both independently target
hematopoiesis. However, the overall biological response
following a co-exposure is complex because benzene and
radiation appear to cause different shifts in the myeloid and
erythroid cell populations. Of particular interest is the
potential dose-dependent impact that co-exposure has on
bone marrow lymphocyte populations. Studies are
ongoing with collaborator Dr. K. Rithidech, State
University of New York Stony Brook, to determine the
extent of chromosomal abberation induction following
co-exposure to benzene and 90Y. The results of these

studies will provide additional perspective on the potential
adverse biological interaction between benzene and
radiation.
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Modeling Molecular and Cellular Events in Tumor Promotion

John H. Miller

Study Control Number: PN99046/1374

Project Description

This project developed models for tumor promotion by
chemical carcinogens that provided insight into their mode
of action and hazard at low exposure levels.

Many of the environmental contaminants that play a major
role in cost of cleanup at DOE sites are tumor-promoting
agents. These compounds cannot induce the genetic
changes associated with the initiation of cancer.
Nevertheless, at high doses, many contaminants stimulate
the growth of initiated cells arising spontaneously or
through the action of genotoxic agents. In the absence of
this stimulation, a malignant phenotype is not likely to
appear during a normal lifespan. Hence, tumor promotion
is the rate-limiting step in carcinogenesis.

Unlike the mutagenic events that underlie cancer initiation,
tumor promotion is not an "all or none" process. At low-
exposure levels, growth control mechanisms within an
organ can down-regulate the mitogenic signals generated
by tumor promotors so that initiated cell populations
remain in check. Beyond the dynamic range of these
control mechanisms, a small increment in the dose of a
tumor promoter may induce a large carcinogenic response.
These nonlinear effects make the dose dependence of
cancer risk from tumor promoters very different from the
standard linear-no-threshold model applied to genotoxic
agents.

Technical Accomplishments

Under the support of a previous LDRD project, high-
resolution magnetic resonance images of live mice were
used to follow temporal changes in individual lesions
during a two-week period following 48 weeks of exposure
to dichloroacetate. Rates of tumor growth decreased
linearly with the logarithm of the volume of the lesion at
the beginning of the observation period. Work on this
project showed that this size dependence of growth rates
was consistent with a model of tumor growth proposed by
Tan (1986).

Under the general assumption that clonal expansion is a
stochastic birth-death process, the average size of a lesion
initiated at time "s" and observed at time "t" is

N(t, s) = exp{ SJ [a(x)-p(x)]dx] (1)

where a and P are the rates of cell division and death,
respectively. Tan (1986) proposed a model for the time
dependence of the net growth rate 8(x) = a(x)-P(x) =
X exp( -x/x ). Substituting this result into Eq. (1) yields

N(t, s) = exp{ x [ X - 8(t-s) ] } (2)

where X is the initially growth rate, and 5(t-s) is the growth
rate after a time t-s has elapsed since initiation. Solving
Eq. (2) for growth rate as a function of lesion size yields
the result:

8 = X - ln( N) / x (3)

which says that growth rate will be a linear function of the
logarithm of lesion size with slope -1 / x and intercept X.

Linear regression analysis of measured growth rates as a
function of the logarithm of lesion size gave an estimate of
about 70 days for the parameter x. The initial growth rate
X can also be estimated from this regression analysis
provided the number density of cells in lesions is known.
With a value of 1.4 x 108 cells/cm3 recommended by
Moolgavkar et al. (1990) and results from the regression
analysis of measured growth rated, a value of 18.9 was
determined for the dimensionless parameter Xi. With
x = 70 days, Xz = 18.9 corresponds to an initial doubling
time of about four days.

Values of the parameters X and x derived from the
dependence of growth rates on lesion size can be used to
predict the size distribution of lesions in dichloroacetate-
treated mice for comparison with the resulted reported by
Stauber and Bull (1997). The primary assumption needed
to make this connection between growth rates and size
distribution is that a stochastic birth-death process governs
the growth of lesions throughout the time interval between
their spontaneous initiation and their observation. Implicit
in this assumption is the neglect of rare events where
division of an initiated cell produces a mutated daughter
with different birth-death characteristics.
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We assume that the waiting time between entries of
initiated cells into the cell cycle is an exponentially
distributed random variable with an average value of
\/%. If "b" and "d" are the probabilities that a cell cycle
terminates by normal division or apoptosis, then 8(x) =
X [b(x) - d(x)] = X exp( -x/x) is interpreted to mean that
the difference between the probabilities of division and
death, which is initially unity, decays with a characteristic
time x. When this interpretation of Tan's model (1986) is
combined with the fact that the probability of mutation per

cell cycle is very small (b + d =* 1), one arrives at the
expression

P(x) = X [ 1 - exp( -x/T) ] / 2

for the time-dependent death rate.

(4)

The probability of finding at least "k" living cells in a
clone initiated at time "s" and observed at time "t" can be
derived from Eq. (4) using the classical results of Kendall
(1948).

Pk(s. t) = S(s, t) [1 - g(s, t) S(s, t) ]ilt-l (5)

where g(s, t) is the reciprocal of the average size N(s, t)
given by Eq. (2), and

S(s, t) = [1 + SJ p(x)g(s, x)dx]"1 (6)

is the probability that a clone initiated at time "s" escapes
extinction until time "t." Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (6)
gives the following analytical result for the survival
probability:

S(s,t) = 2 /{ l+g(s , t ) +
Xz exp(-ku) [Eifl/c) - Ei(A,x exp(-(t-s) / x)]} (7)

where Ei is the exponential integral function. Since the
time of initiation was not observed in our experiments,
Pi<(s, t) must be averaged over "s" using the weights
R(s)S(s, t), where R(s) is the rate of initiation. This
average can be written as

f J (8)Pk(t) = of S(s , t )P k (s , t )ds /J S(s,t)ds

if we make the additional assumption that the rate of
spontaneous initiation is not time dependent.

The lesion size distribution predicted by this model when t
= 364 days, x = 70 days, and XT = 18.9 showed a rapid
decrease in the probability to observe larger lesions. This
result, which is qualitatively similar to the findings of

Stauber and Bull (1997), is not very sensitive to the
uncertainty in the parameters X and x estimated from
growth-rate data. The functional form of the survival
probability given in Eq. (7) favors small lesions. Even
though S(s, t) goes to zero as time after initiation increases,
it approaches this limit very slowly. A 95 percent
probability of survival is typical at the times that contribute
significantly to the integrals in Eq. (8). High survival
probability in clonal expansion leads to a large number of
small foci (Dewanji et al. 1989).

The lesion-size distribution predicted by this model is very
similar to that derived by Leubeck and Moolgavkar (1991)
using a model with the ratio p/a fixed at a value of 0.05;
however, our interpretation of Tan's time-dependent net
growth rate is different from that of the Leubeck and
Moolgavkar model. If p/a is constant and a~P approaches
zero, then both a and p must approach zero, which means
that growth saturates because both cell division and death
have ceased. An alternative description of growth
saturation due to a balance between cell division and death
(Grasl-Kraupp et al. 1997) is more consistent with our
model assumptions.
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Preliminary Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic Model of
Beryllium in the Rat

Charles Timchalk

Study Control Number: PN99057A385

Project Description

Beryllium exposure is an occupational health concern at
Department of Energy nuclear facilities. Beryllium
exposure is associated with chronic beryllium disease,
caused by hypersensitivity of the immune system to
beryllium and manifested by fibrotic scarring of lung tissue
and subsequent loss of lung function.

The purpose of this project was to develop a
physiologically based pharmacokinetic dosimetry model
for beryllium in rats and mice. This model forms the
foundation of a physiologically based pharmacokinetic
(PBPK) modeling strategy that links beryllium dosimetry
with biological response.

Technical Accomplishments

The scope of this project included 1) developing a PBPK
model for beryllium that incorporates multiple exposure
routes, 2) obtaining available beryllium dosimetry data
from the literature and evaluating the predictive capability
of the model, 3) identifying model limitations and
additional experimental data needs, and 4) conducting
pharmacokinetic studies in rodents.

A flow-limited PBPK model computer room for the bone-
seeking element beryllium was written in ACSL
(Advanced Continuous Simulation Language) and was run
on the computer program SIMUSOLV™. The model was
developed to describe the uptake, distribution, and
elimination in the rodent following a single exposure to
beryllium (see Figure 1). The model accommodates
multiple routes of exposure, including oral, intratracheal
(i.e., lung), subcutaneous, intravenous, and intraperatoneal
administration. In this model, first-order absorption and
elimination rates for all routes of exposure and excretion
pathways were estimated by optimization. Organ flows
and tissue volumes were based on published values, and
partition coefficients were calculated from the literature.

The PBPK model was used to fit experimental data from
the literature where beryllium was administered as single

ITdose

KAs Scdos

IVdose

IPdose Fece

Urine

Figure 1. Structure of flow-limited PBPK model for
beryllium. This model incorporates multiple routes of
exposure, including intratracheal, oral, subcutaneous,
intravenous, and intamuscular administration.

doses of 7BeCl2 or 7BeSO4 to either rats or mice and the
absorption, distribution, and elimination of 7Be was
determined by scintillation counting (Sakaguchi et al.
1993; Thome et al. 1986; Furchner et al. 1973; Reeves
1965). Overall, the PBPK model adequately described the
bone and body retention/clearance of beryllium in both rats
and mice (see Figure 2). The bone accounts for the
majority of the retained dose of beryllium (~80 percent).
However, in all cases, the PBPK model under-predicted the
administered dose of beryllium. Experimental data
indicated that approximately 60 percent of the
administered dose was rapidly eliminated in urine 6 to
24 hours after dosing (except after a subcutaneous
exposure). Current experimental data are not available to
model this early phase adequately.

Overall, the pharmacokinetics and PBPK model
predictions of beryllium absorption, distribution, and
clearance are comparable in mice and rats. However, the
model under-predicts beryllium concentration in the liver
and kidney while overpredicting spleen, lung, and muscle.
In addition, the model underpredicts urinary excretion of
beryllium.
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Figure 2. Time course of beryllium in bone and whole body
of rats following intraperitoneal (ip) administration of 7BeCl2.
Points represent experimental data while line is from the
model simulation (Furchner et al. 1973).

A limited beryllium tissue distribution study was
conducted in rats. A group of three rats were given a
single 100 mg dose of BeCl2/kg of body weight by
intraperitoneal (ip) injection, and the animals were
humanely sacrificed 24 hours later. Samples of blood,
saliva, liver, and bone were analyzed for beryllium by
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. The
results of this study are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Limited tissue distribution in rats following a single
100 mg BeCl2/kg of body weight intraperitoneal dose

ug Be/g tissue

Animal #

1

2

3

Mean + S.D.

Saliva

ND

ND

ND

--

Blood

3.0

0.8

2.7

2.2+1.0

Liver

24.8

33.4

58.9

39.0 + 14.5

Bone

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.5 + 0.2

The results from this limited beryllium distribution study
indicate that during the early distribution phase the liver
contains significantly higher concentrations than the blood
(17-fold) or bones (72-fold). These results differ from
those observed at later time points (>24 hr), when the
majority of the dose resides within the bone. These results

suggest that tissue binding may account for the early
distribution kinetics of beryllium in the rodent.

Based on these data and the results of the model
simulations, we decided to further refine the PBPK model
to adequately describe the early (0-24 hr)
pharmacokinetics and distribution phase in the rodent. In
addition, a pharmacodynamic response model that is
capable of describing critical immune responses associated
with berrylliosis needs to be developed and linked to this
dosimetry model. To refine the model, pharmacokinetic
studies need to be conducted where beryllium is
quantitated in blood, selected tissues, and excreta. Because
protein binding appears to influence the early beryllium
distribution phase, in vitro determination of red blood cell
count, plasma protein, and selected tissue beryllium
binding parameters are likewise required.

Once the model is refined and validated, it will be a useful
tool for quantitating dosimetry and biological response in
humans who might be exposed to low levels of beryllium.
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Non-Invasive Biological Monitoring for Occupational Exposure to Metals

Karla D. Thrall, Charles Timchalk, Torka S. Poet, Yuehe Lin, Jogannadha R. Bontha

Study Control Number: PN98055/1301

Project Description

Exposure data provide a basis for assessing compliance
and adequacy of standards and for developing improved
risk estimates. In this work, we developed a portable
monitoring device to track individual exposures to metals.
This monitoring device will provide the ability to assess
both occupational and environmental exposure to metals
more accurately.

Saliva is a body fluid that can be monitored to estimate
exposure to an environmental contaminant such as lead.
The amount of metal in the saliva depends on the
concentration delivered to the gland from the circulating
blood.

Technical Accomplishments

Blood/Saliva Lead (Pb) Experimental Studies

Male F-344 rats (5/dose) were administered lead as single
oral doses of 0,50,100, 200, and 500 mg/kg body weight.
At 24 hours post-dosing, the animals were anesthetized and
administered the muscarinic drug pilocarpine to induce
salivation. Approximately 1 to 2 mL of saliva was
collected from each animal through a glass capillary tube.
On completion of saliva collection, the animals were
humanely sacrificed, and the blood was collected. The
lead concentrations in the saliva, whole blood, red blood
cells (RBCs), and plasma were quantitated by inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). In previous
studies, the background levels of lead in saliva from
untreated control animals were higher than expected. By
following an acid-wash procedure, background lead levels
were reduced to undetectable levels.

The amount of lead recovered in saliva, whole blood,
RBCs, and liver was compared with the original applied
dose in Figure 1. The highest level of lead was detected in
the RBC fraction of the blood because RBCs bind the lead.
The plateau of lead concentrations in RBCs and whole
blood is attributable to the saturation of RBC binding.
When the level of lead recovered in the saliva was
compared with the level in blood, a biphasic curve was
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Figure 1. The concentration of lead in red blood cells, whole
blood, saliva, and plasma following oral exposures to 0,50,
100,200, and 500 mg/kg in F-344 rats. Symbols are means
±SD,n=5.

observed. The slope increased as RBC binding saturated,
and more free lead was available to be excreted in saliva.

Additional studies were performed to assess the ability to
detect beryllium (Be) in the saliva of rats. Male F-344 rats
(3/dose) were exposed to 100 mg Be/kg body weight. At
3 or 18 hours post-dosing, the animals were anesthetized
and saliva and blood collected for beryllium. Due to the
rapid distribution of beryllium into the liver and bone, by
18 hours no beryllium was found in the blood or saliva.

Development of a Portable Monitoring Device

Two different integration schemes were used for
constructing the microanalytical system based on
microfluidics and electrochemical detection. In the first
scheme (microfluidic device), all individual modules were
integrated on the surface of the standard microfluidic
platform based on a plug-and-play design (Figure 2). The
electrochemical sensors were made using a standard
photolithographic process, and leads were applied to a
glass plate using magnetron sputtering. The second
integration scheme (microelectrochemical cell) was based
on a multilayer lamination method using stacking modules
with different functionality to achieve a compact
microanalytical device. The microelectrochemical flow
cell, which integrated three electrodes based on a wall-jet
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Plug-in micro
electrochemical cell

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the integrated microfluidic
device with plug-in micropumps and microelectrochemical
cell

design, was fabricated on a polymer substrate. Individual
modules such as microfabricated piezoelectrically actuated
pumps and the microelectrochemical cell were integrated
onto portable platforms. This allowed rapid change-out
and repair of individual components by incorporating plug-
and-play concepts now standard in personal computers.

The integrated microfluidic device with the on-surface
microelectrochemical cell was used to detect lead using
square wave anodic stripping voltammetry. For lead
detection, a constant potential of -1.10 V was applied on a
glassy carbon mercury film electrode. As the sample
solution flowed through the electrode surface, Pb2+ was
reduced and accumulated. After accumulating lead for
three minutes, the potential of the mercury film electrode
was scanned from -1.10 V to -0.10 V. Lead was measured
with square wave voltammetry. After measurement, the
lead was stripped from the electrode surface, and the
sensor was reused. Figure 3 shows the voltammograms
and calibration curves obtained for 2 to 10 ppb Pb2+ in
aqueous solutions using this device. The response was
linear up to 200 ppb. These results indicate that 2 ppb Pb2+

in a water sample could be detected in a three-minute
preconcentration time period.

When ICP-MS analysis of the rat lead samples (described
above) was compared with results from the micro-
analytical system, we found that the micro-analytical
system consistently underpredicted the lead concentrations.
This was suspected to be due to binding of the lead to a
component of the saliva. Therefore, the saliva lead
samples were treated with acid prior to micro-analytical
quantitation. The average ICP-MS value for the saliva lead
concentration following exposure to 500 mg/kg was
125.1 ± 25.7 ppb. The quantified amount of lead in saliva
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Figure 3. Voltammograms for Pb(II) in 0.1 M HCI solution.
Conditions: deposition potential, -1.1 V; deposition time,
3 min; pulse amplitude, 25 mV; step amplitude, 10 mV;
frequency, 15 Hz; flow rate, 20 uL/min. Pb(II)
concentrations: 0,2,6, and 10 ppb for peaks 1-4, respectively.

measured using the micro-analytical system was
78.2 + 26.0 ppb without digestion; following acid
digestion, 99.3 ± 16.8 ppb Pb was measured. A good
correlation was found between the micro-analytical and
ICP-MS analysis following acid digestion (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The correlation between the amount of lead
detected in saliva following doses of 200 or 500 mg/kg using
the micro-analytical system and ICP-MS detection. The
correlation coefficient (r2) was 0.868.

In summary, a portable monitoring device capable of real-
time analysis of environmental contaminants such as lead
was developed. Initial studies using experimental animals
suggest that the device has good sensitivity (low ppb
range), correlates with conventional approaches (ICP-MS),
and is capable of measuring trace levels of lead in saliva.
We anticipate that, after further development and
validation, this technology will become an important tool
for real-time analysis of non-volatile environmental
contaminants.
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Advanced Proof-of-Principle Lab Tests:
In Situ Redox Manipulation Technique

Jonathan S. Fruchter, Jim E. Szecsody, Debbie S. Sklarew

Study Control Number: PN99003/1331

Project Description

The feasibility of chemically treating sediments to develop
a permeable barrier for dechlorination of trichloroethylene
(TCE) was investigated in a series of laboratory and field
experiments. The proposed remediation technology uses a
chemical treatment (sodium dithionite as a reductant) to
reduce existing iron in sediments, then relies on the ability
of the ferrous iron to act as an electron donor to
dechlorinate organic contaminants. While chromate,
nitrate, and uranium(VI) species are immobilized at the
laboratory and field scale, TCE, trichloroacetate (TCA),
and carbon tetrachloride have been successfully
dechlorinated only in the laboratory, indicating that the
role of iron oxides to catalyze the dechlorination reaction,
which occurs in some conditions, is not well understood.
The objectives of this study were to quantify the influence
of sediment buffer capacity (and aqueous pH buffer) on
sediment reduction and to determine the influence of
fraction-reduced sediment on the TCE degradation rate.

Technical Accomplishments

Sediment and Aqueous pH Buffering

During sediment reduction using sodium dithionite and a
pH buffer, four moles of ET are generated per mole of
dithionite consumed. We hypothesized that in sediment
systems, less pH buffer than 4 times the dithionite
concentration is needed because the sediment contributes
some buffering capacity. With less pH buffer in a flowing
system, a low pH front will occur that will then mobilize
iron and other metals. The sediment reduction rate is also
slower at lower pH, so there also may be some loss in
reduction efficiency that will affect the TCE reactivity.
The effect of the pH buffer concentration was addressed in
a series of experiments at different dithionite/pH buffer
rations in which the following parameters were measured:

1) pH change during advective transport in columns,
2) iron reduction change by iron analysis, and 3) change in
the TCE degradation rate. Laboratory results showed that
there was a significant loss in reduction efficiency when
the pH buffer concentration was less than 4 times the
dithionite concentration, along with pH change and iron

mobility creating secondary problems. With the same
dithionite concentration and contact time, sediment
reduced in a 3X buffer had 40 percent less reduced iron,
and sediment reduced in 0.5X buffer had 70 percent less
reduced iron. Less pH buffer resulted in a low pH front in
columns which dipped from 9.5 to 2.3 (0.5X buffer, Figure
la) and mobilization of iron: 3.3 percent with the 0.5X
buffer compared with 0.02 percent with the 4x buffer
(Figure lb). Injecting aqueous Feu species at the field
scale at low pH appears ineffective due to iron mobility
(Seaman etal. 1999).

Sediment Reduction and pH Change
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Figure 1. Sediment reduction in columns varying K2CO3

concentration relative to sodium dithionite measuring:
1) effluent pH fronts and 2) aqueous iron concentration

The resulting TCE degradation half-time for sediments
reduced in low pH-buffered solutions indicated even worse
performance, with a 200-hour half-time for the 0.09 mol/L
buffer (IX) and a 1400-hour half-time for the 0.045 mol/L
(0.5X) buffer. Comparing results to that of the partial
reduction studies, these low degradation rates indicate the
IX buffer reduction was < 27 percent reduced and the 0.5X
buffer reduction was approximately 11 percent reduced.
Our conclusion was that a high buffer concentration is
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needed to efficiently reduce iron species for TCE
dechlorination.

Partial Iron Reduction and Tetrachloroethylene
Reactivity

The second objective of this study was to determine the
relationship between the mass of reduced iron and the
resulting TCE dechlorination rate. Laboratory results
showed that the TCE degradation rate decreased up to
three orders of magnitude in partially reduced sediment,
which has significant implications because uniform full
sediment reduction is not possible at the field scale. TCE
dechlorination in fully reduced sediment (Figure 2a)
proceeds to chloroacetylene and then to acetylene within
hours. TCE dechlorination in partially reduced sediment
(Figure 2b, only acetylene shown) varied from

> 2000-hour half-time for 11 percent reduced sediment to
1 hour for fully reduced sediment. While the minimally
reduced sediment had nearly no TCE reactivity,
> 40 percent reduced sediment resulted in TCE reduction
rates that were viable at the field scale (<65 hour). The
observed second-order dependence of the TCE
dechlorination rate on the fraction of reduced iron (Figure
3a) demonstrated the significant role of the iron oxide
surface (as a catalyst or for surface coordination) in
addition to Fe" as the electron donor for TCE
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Figure 2. TCE dechlorination in (a) fully reduced sediment
and (b) partially reduced sediment. TCE and reaction
products chloroacetylene and acetylene shown in (a).

reduction and the TCE degradation rate is a function of the
density of the Fen pairs on the surface.

Calculation of the fraction of adjacent Fe11 atoms
(providing the two electrons needed for TCE
dechlorination) on an iron oxide surface resulted in a
second-order dependence (Figure 3b), which was
consistent with the trend in the TCE degradation rate data
change over fraction of reduced iron (Figure 3a). Further
surface chemical investigations are needed to prove this
hypothesis.

, 0.004

0.0
0.2
fraction surface coverage of adsorbed Fe(II)

Figure 3. Intrinsic TCE dechlorination rate dependence on
the fraction of reduced iron (a) and theoretical dependence of
adsorbed Feu that are adjacent on a goethite surface as a
function of the fraction surface coverage (b)

Applicability of Results for Field-Scale Remediation

A field-scale reduced iron barrier should be designed to be
wide enough for the TCE to be degraded to below the
minimum concentration level during the groundwater
transport time through the barrier (> 10 half-times or
50 to 100 hours), assuming no physical or chemical
heterogeneities. Because few sites are homogeneous,
barriers were typically designed to be wider than needed to
account for the spatial variability in the iron content and
the velocity variability resulting from hydraulic
conductivity variability and temporal changes. The results
of this study, in combination with several modeling
studies, are currently being used at the field scale to
optimize creating a reduced zone for TCE remediation.

dechlorination to proceed.
The role of surface coordination of adsorbed Fe11 (electron
donor) on the Fera oxide surface was further investigated in
this partial reduction study. We hypothesized that TCE
dechlorination requires two adjacent sites with adsorbed
Fe . Therefore, the relationship between sediment
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Coupled Biogeochemical and Colloidal Processes Affecting Microbial Iron
Reduction in Flow-Through Porous Media Systems

James P. McKinley, Todd O. Stevens

Study Control Number: PN98018/1264

Project Description

The objective of the project was to develop new
capabilities to simulate and manipulate vadose-zone
processes at the microscopic scale. We planned to develop
methods to isolate, characterize, and manipulate organisms
that affect the precipitation of minerals that can sequester
or retard the mobility of radionuclides in the subsurface.
These capabilities would serve as the basis for
programmatic research proposals to study mineral-
microorganism-contaminant interactions. Our target was
research into contaminant remediation in the vadose zone.

Small-scale laboratory microcosms were to be developed
to allow simulation of unsaturated conditions and direct
observation and manipulation of microorganisms and
minerals at the scale of sediment pores. This would
provide the capability of conducting controlled
experiments with real-time observation.

Methods were to be developed to use the cell robotics
workstation, a micromanipulation and microdissection
tool, to physically select cells of interest from microcosm
surfaces and sequester them for further analysis. All
previous techniques involved enrichment of the entire
microbial population and selective cultivation for the
activity of interest. These techniques require repeated
selection and culturing and, in practice, can take years to
achieve. For the first time, the cells undertaking the
processes of interest—the precipitation of minerals—
would be directly selected and physically separated for
analysis and research.

In the course of this work, several mineral-precipitating
microorganisms from the subsurface were characterized
and cultivated in the laboratory. Such organisms were
observed in past studies but could not be selected, isolated,
and cultured. These organisms will be useful for future
programmatic studies focused on understanding
radionuclide fate and transport.

The nature of the microbe-mineral association and the
mineral precipitates that form on the isolated organisms
was to be characterized to understand the role of microbial
mineral precipitation in limiting contaminant mobility.
This work would also be conducted in collaboration with
ongoing efforts at microsectioning and sample
preservation. The preservation and microsectioning
techniques allow the free substitution of microbial cells
(preserving internal cell structure) followed by sectioning
to examine the relationship of those cells with the mineral
precipitated on or at their cell walls. In addition, methods
were developed that allow the preservation of minerals in
their in situ redox state and also the sectioning of these
relatively hard substances by microtome. Conventional
analytical electron microscopic methods (transmission,
electron diffraction, and chemical analysis) can then be
used to examine the mineralization process in detail.
Morphological features of mineral-microbe associations
would be examined using laser-scanning confocal and
field-emission scanning electron microscopy.

At the conclusion of this research, we expected to have the
ability to conduct broader relevant research on the role of
microbes in precipitating minerals in the subsurface,
examining the mineral phases precipitated and assessing
their role in contaminant remediation. We would gain
some knowledge of microbial community dynamics and
have investigated, to a limited extent, the role of microbes
in mineral precipitation. However, we were not prepared
to advance to detailed research on contaminant interactions
with the microorganism-mineral system. This research
would allow us to develop the detailed methods needed to
undertake such research and position us to take advantage
of opportunities in the area of vadose-zone contaminant
remedation.

Technical Accomplishments

The scope of the work was reduced to installing a cell
robotics workstation and developing methods for using it.
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The cell robotics workstation is a computerized
microscope workstation outfitted with laser
micromanipulation and ablation devices, a microcapillary
pipetting device, and an automated stage. It allows
dissection and physical sequestration of individual micron-
sized particles such as microbial cells. Work funded in
FY 1999 resulted in the following:

• The cell robotics workstation was made operational
and available for use.

• A report describing the operating characteristics of the
cell robotics workstation was distributed to potential
users.

Several prototype microcosms were constructed.
Upon complete installation of the cell robotics
workstation, functional tests were conducted using
materials likely to be used by the department. The
results were included in the report distributed to users.

Two manuscripts describing related research in
subsurface microbiology were begun: "Distribution of
anaerobic microorganisms in the terrestrial subsurface
at contrasting arid sites in the western United States"
and "Distribution of iron-reducing and fermentative
bacterial genera across layered strata in the deep
terrestrial subsurface."
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Development of a Vadose Zone Flux Meter

Randy A. Kirkham, Glendon W. Gee, Anderson L. Ward

Study Control Number: PN99016/1344

Project Description

Water moving downward through the vadose zone at the
Hanford Site and other arid locations can leach
contaminants (radionuclides, fertilizers, pesticides) and
carry them to the water table, where they are subsequently
detected by monitoring wells. The ideal approach to
assessing the impacts to groundwater would be to monitor
the rate of migration of the contaminants of interest
through the vadose zone. However, the frequency and
spatial extent of monitoring and the amount of sample
analysis required limits the utility of such an approach.
Nevertheless, information on contaminant migration
through the vadose zone can be inferred from surrogate
measurements that are easier to obtain. One of the most
important surrogate measurements is soil water flux,
obtained by direct measurements or inferred from other
easily obtainable measurements such as soil water content
and water potential gradients. Data on water flux can then
be used to determine the rate at which contaminants move,
thereby allowing prediction of the travel time to the
groundwater and the resulting concentrations.

In this study, we were developing and testing a water flux
sensor for use in the vadose zone at arid waste sites
(important to the Hanford Site Groundwater/Vadose
Zone/Columbia River Integration Project). The sensor will
be developed so it can also be useful in agricultural
applications to determine over-irrigation, nutrient transport
below the root zone, and aquifer contamination by deep
drainage (Pasco Basin nitrate problem). This study used
the unique facilities, staff experience in both time domain
reflectometry (TDR) and optical moisture sensors, and
existing sensor patents held by the Hydrology Group to
develop an improved soil water flux sensor.

Technical Accomplishments

Our work focused on the use of a modified stem flow
gauge, flow visualization in an irregular shaped conductive
medium using a low-cost flatbed scanner and prototype
development of a micro pump-based flux meter. The
modified stem flow gauge shown in Figure 1 was placed
into field trials, and data should be available next year on
the performance during winter precipitation events. Initial
data from this flux meter are shown in Figure 2.

Converging
Flow

Parallel Vertical
Flow

Diverging
Flow

Figure 1. Flux meter with flow convergence and heat pulse
detection area
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Summary

This project tested several methods to directly measure
vadose zone water flux, including modified stem flow,
micro-pump, and irregular conductive media. Of the three
methods tested, the most robust was the modified stem
flow (heat pulse) gauge. Both laboratory and field results
of the heat pulse gauge were promising when used in
combination with a convergent flow system that could
amplify the flow rate at the monitoring point. Further field
testing to determine the response of the sensor to winder
precipitation events is warranted. Such tests will help
assess the reliability of the flux meter to document low
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Free-Surface Hydrodynamics and Fish Behavior Simulation for
Hydroelectric Projects

Marshall C. Richmond, Timothy D. Seheibe, Robert L. Johnson

Study Control Number: PN99026/1354

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop a computational
fluid dynamics capability that can simulate the rapidly
varying free-surface flow conditions and fish behavior in
waters immediately downstream of a hydroelectric dam.
The development of a free-surface hydraulics, water
quality, and fish behavior computational fluid dynamics
modeling capability will enable engineers and biologists to
help government agencies and utilities design "fish-
friendly" hydroelectric projects. The environmental
conditions in the waters immediately downstream of a
hydroproject are among the most violent experienced by
anadramous fish migrating to and from the ocean. These
waters are also the most difficult to study in the field and
laboratory. The use of a physically based, three-
dimensional model of hydrodynamics, water quality, fish
movement, and exposure histories will allow the cost-
effective evaluation of various operational scenarios and
physical configurations of hydroelectric dams at a level of
detail greater than currently possible.

Turbulent waters include the turbine draft tube, tailrace,
spillway, and stilling basin. Flows in these areas,
especially the spillway and stilling basin, are three-
dimensional with large surface waves and turbulence.
Field data are expensive to collect, and laboratory studies
using physical models are expensive, subject to scale
effects, and difficult to manipulate. A numerical model
avoids these problems would provide key information to
aid engineers and biologists in modifying the operations
and physical structure of a dam to improve conditions for
fish. Examples include modifications to improve fish
bypass systems and reduce dissolved gas supersaturation
and physical injury to fish.

Technical Accomplishments

During the past year, we tested the computational fluid
dynamics code, STAR-CD, to simulate flows over a dam
spillway and in the downstream stilling basin. The model
was configured for the spillway at the John Day Dam on
the Columbia River, which is operated by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. Only the principal physical elements
of the spillway, stilling basin, and baffle blocks were
modeled. The model also included a proposed sluiceway
channel that runs beneath the existing spillway. The three-
dimensional computational grid used in the model is
shown in Figure 1. The computed free-surface location
and water velocities are shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 is a
photograph taken from a laboratory study of a reduced-
scale model of the same configuration.

The computed and observed free-surface profiles
correspond fairly well. These simulations demonstrate that
the model is capable of reproducing the general features of
the flow. Further tests will be conducted during the next
year to evaluate the capabilities and applications of the
model.

;iS86
OHIDDEHPIOT

Figure 1. Three-dimensional computational grid used in the
simulations
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Figure 3. Observed John Day Dam stilling basin flow in a
laboratory model

Figure 2. Computed John Day Dam stilling basin flow
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Laser Photoacoustic Spectroscopy: A Novel Approach for Heterogeneous,
Environmental Samples

Nancy S. Foster-Mills, S. Thomas Autrey, Nancy J. Hess

Study Control Number: PN99037/1365

Project Description

The most expensive and technically challenging
environmental problem facing the Department of Energy is
remediating its contaminated weapons and production
sites. Cost-effective cleanup strategies require knowledge
of the oxidation state and complexation of contaminants in
a variety of groundwater chemistries. Speciation
techniques such as ultraviolet-visible and x-ray absorption
spectroscopies are not useful in the concentration range of
contaminants (parts per billion) found in the groundwaters
and vadose zones at Department of Energy sites. Laser-
induced fluorescence spectroscopy can detect contaminants
at environmentally relevant concentrations, but this
technique is only appropriate for a small number of
actinide, trace metal, and organic species that fluoresce.
Laser photoacoustic spectroscopy can determine oxidation
state and speciation information of contaminants in
solution that are orders of magnitude more dilute than can
be measured with conventional ultraviolet-visible
absorption spectroscopy. However, the current limitation
of laser photoacoustic spectroscopy is that it can only be
used for homogeneous filtered solutions or dried samples.
We propose to develop a new laser photoacoustic
spectroscopy approach based on evanescent wave theory to
investigate dynamic properties at a solid/liquid interface.
The submicron pathlength of this new cell allows the
prediction of a large dynamic range and the versatility for
optically dense solutions and highly scattering media.

Laser photoacoustic spectroscopy is a versatile and highly
sensitive absorption-spectroscopic technique that is
typically 100-1000 times more sensitive than conventional
absorbance spectroscopy. In the simplest terms, laser
photoacoustic spectroscopy involves the absorption of light
energy by a molecule and the subsequent detection of heat
energy released by the molecule upon return to the ground
state. The versatility of laser photoacoustic spectroscopy
stems from the many processes that give rise to volumetric
changes after photoexcitation of a sample. The sensitivity of
laser photoacoustic spectroscopy arises from the inherently
high efficiency of thermal conversion that occurs in most of
these light-absorption processes coupled with a similar

efficiency in the piezoelectric devices that convert the
pressure wave into a voltage pulse.

Technical Accomplishments

We developed and characterized a novel total internal
reflectance cell to be used in the W.R. Wiley
Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory's
photoacoustic apparatus (Figure 1). We combined the
benefits of two separate technologies to generate a new
experimental method to investigate dynamic properties at a
solid/liquid interface. In conventional total internal
reflectance, attenuation of the total internal reflectance
(ATR spectroscopy) is measured after hundreds to
thousands of internal reflections. The great number of
reflections are required to measure the small change in the
large background signal.

Figure 1. Total internal reflectance of probe source in the
photoacoustic evanescent module. The excitation intensity
propagates through the interface to generate an evanescent
tail in the rarer media (water). Absorption of the incident
energy at the interface generates an acoustic signal that can
be measured with an ultrasonic transducer.
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With the photoacoustic evanescent module, a single
reflection yields the experimental information. Single
reflection data are possible because photoacoustic methods
are sensitive only to molecules that absorb the incident
energy.

In addition, both interfacial and bulk properties of the
liquid media may be examined by time-resolved
photoacoustic methods using the module. As illustrated in
Figure 2, a probe beam incident to the interface at an angle
greater than the critical angle generates an evanescent tail
at the interface. On the other hand, a probe beam incident
to the interface at an angle less than the critical angle is
refracted (transmitted) through the bulk solution.

internal
reflection

transmission

Figure 2. Illustration of total internal reflectance (interfacial
properties) and transmission (bulk solvent properties) modes
of the photoacoustic evanescent module

Interfacial Thermochemistry and Kinetics of Meta-Stable
Species

We have used the module to measure the kinetics,
thermodynamics, and molecular volume confirmational
changes of meta-stable intermediates in aqueous media and
organic solvents. Analysis of the photoacoustic data,
shown in Figure 3, provides both the lifetime and excited
data. These results are important because they show that
redox dynamics at an interface may be investigated with
specially designed modules. The ability to measure
thermochemical properties, rates of electron transfer
processes as well as solvation dynamics of the charge
transfer complex will provide a powerful tool to investigate
the fundamental properties of electron transfer at a
solid/liquid interface sate energy of an organic excited state
triplet near the solid/ liquid interface. Similar experiments
were performed with a diphenylcyclopropenone molecule
that undergoes a molecular volume expansion upon
absorption of ultraviolet irradiation.

Optically Dense Absorption Spectroscopy

The advantages of the photoacoustic evanescent module
are significantly smaller sample volumes and the ability to

0.0010 -,

-0.0015 —
2SO 550 650

time (ns)

Figure 3. Absorption of evanescent tail by benzophenone
(BP) and photoacoustic standard (OHB) in air saturated
acetonitrile. Analysis of the data yields the energy of the
meta-stable triplet excited state (lifetime ca. 160 nanoseconds,
energy of the triplet 68+/-1 kcal/mol).

obtain photoacoustic data in optical dense or highly
scattering media. The intrinsically short optical path
length (submicron) provided by the module permits an
enhancement in the dynamic concentration range that can
be monitored by photoacoustic methods. For example, at
high concentrations, triarylmethane dye molecules form
aggregates in aqueous media. The highly absorbing
species are difficult to characterize by conventional
spectroscopic techniques and show non-Beer's law
behavior with the exception of parafuchsin. The
absorption spectra of 0.01 M parafuchsin solution in water,
which has a calculated absorbance of 810 cm"1, was
recorded with the module (absorption coefficient at A^^ =
535 nm is ca. 81,000 cm"1). (Conventional spectroscopic
methods are limited to lower concentration ranges and may
not show the non-Beer's law behavior of parafuchsin).
Our spectra shows a stronger absorption feature at longer
wavelengths than the spectra recorded at lower
concentrations which may suggest the formation of
aggregates.

Presentations
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1999. 'Torturing Molecules with Light. Just to Hear
Them Scream?" Laser Optoacoustics and Photothermal
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Foster-Mills N, T Autrey, and J Amonette. June 1999.
"LPAS Cell Designs and Applications." 1999 Gordon
Research Conference on Photoacoustic and Photothermal
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Molecular Mechanisms of Biogeochemical Electron Transfer to/from Solid
Phase Iron Forms

James E. Amonette, Kevin M. Rosso

Study Control Number: PN98053/1299

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to further develop the
Laboratory's capabilities to investigate the mechanisms of
microbially mediated redox reactions on mineral surfaces
at the microscopic and molecular scales. Our work
focused on the reduction of solid-phase iron (Fe) by
microorganisms and by abiotic reagents. We used
synchrotron x-ray microscopy (XRM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to image morphological and chemical
changes at the surfaces of specular hematite (oc-Fe203) and
biotite (a ferrous layered aluminosilicate) resulting from
redox processes. These two minerals present flat surfaces
suitable for microscopic studies and represent the two
major classes of redox-sensitive minerals in soils and
sediments: oxides and aluminosilicates.

Technical Accomplishments

Microscopic Imaging of Reduced Zones on Surfaces

Although one of the key parameters in any mineral-water
reaction is the reactive surface area of the mineral, accurate
measurements are difficult to obtain. The difficulty is
further compounded when one attempts to measure the
surface coverage of the reduced form of a bulk constituent
such as Fe. Surficial Fe(II) is subject to oxidation by
atmospheric oxygen and does not yield a spectroscopic
signature significantly different from that of Fe(III) in the
bulk. To overcome this difficulty we used a reactive
probe, Ag(I), to oxidize surface-accessible Fe(II) and
precipitate Ag(m) in place, thereby preserving the spatial
distribution of reactive surface sites in a form that is more
stable to atmospheric oxidation and amenable to
measurement. Furthermore, the K-edge x-ray properties of
Ag [high-energy (25.4 keV), high-fluorescence yield
(83 percent), negligible absorption by air/water] make
surface analysis by XRM practical.

We prepared small specimens of biotite and hematite by
reacting them with 0.01 M Fe(NH4)2SO4 or a HCO3-
buffered 0.25 mM Na2S2O4 solution, washing them three
times with deionized (DI) H2O, reacting them with 0.01 M

AgF/HF, washing them three times with DI H2O, and then
drying them rapidly with a stream of inert gas. Specimens
that had only contacted water or 0.01 M AgF/HF were also
prepared. With the exception of the drying step, all
preparation was performed under strictly anoxic
conditions. Once the specimens were dry they were
mounted on holders. The XRM analyses were performed
using 25.6 KeV light focused with a glass capillary having
a 0.7-(J.m-diameter exit. Spot size on the specimen varied
with distance from the capillary tip and was adjusted to be
approximately equal to the step size of the scan (typically
2.5-5 (J.m). In addition to transmission measurements, a
13-element Ge detector was used to detect Ag fluorescence
produced by the sample.

The biotite specimens routinely yielded Ag on the surface,
as would be expected from the Fe(II) content of the
mineral. Typical images (Figure la) show narrow
contiguous zones of reaction suggestive of step edges with
occasional high concentrations at defect sites. Large areas
of the biotite yielded no measurable Ag. The hematite
specimens showed reactive sites only after treatment with
Na2S2O4 and then yielded patterns suggesting small
independent etch pits (Figure lb). X-ray absorption near-
edge structure (XANES) spectra collected at the reactive
sites were identical to those for Ag(m) and significantly
different from that for AgCl (Figure lc) showing that the
Ag accumulations were clearly the result of reduction of
Ag by the mineral surface. Perhaps the most interesting
feature is the highly localized nature of the reactions. For
biotite, the reactive sites are predominately at the frayed
edges of the particles and steps (Figure Id). The similar
ionic radii of Ag+ and K+ (the main interlayer cation in
biotite) may account for the reactivity of these sites. Given
the low solubility of Ag2S, this technique likely can also be
used to image reduced zones produced by sulfate-reducing
bacteria.

Microbial Reduction of Hematite

We engaged in a series of AFM investigations to probe for
morphologic changes on the surfaces of hematite single
crystals that had been bioreduced with Shewanella
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Figure 1. SXRM images (170x170 |im) of reduced zones (Ag density) on surfaces of a) biotite and b) hematite; c) normalized
Ag-K-cdge XANES spectra of reduced zones, Ag(m), and AgCl(s); and d) lateral scan (200 |im) across edge of reduced biotite
showing Ag accumulation in frayed-edge sites

putrefaciens CN32. Synthetic hematite platelets were
chosen because their composition, size, habit, and surface
features could be consistently reproduced. Figure 2a is an
APM image of an unreacted single-crystal hematite platelet
showing typical growth features on the basal surface. The
surface microtopography is dominated by "notches"
resulting from the intergrowth of platelets, and "layer-cake
like" stepped surfaces which are most likely the result of
coalesced spiral growth hillocks originating at screw
dislocations in the structure. Ex situ APM images of
platelets were collected after exposure to the microbe to
determine the spatial distribution of microbe attachment to
the surface. Little or no morphologic site preference was
demonstrated in these images (Figure 2b). Also, no
evidence of surface reduction was evident at this early
stage of exposure to the microbes. After longer periods of
bioreduction, surface features consistent with a process of
dissolution were found. Interestingly, the most
pronounced etching features were located at the centers of
the coalesced spiral-growth features (Figure 2c,d).

This result is consistent with the general model of an
abiotic dissolution process: the highest-energy sites in
strained atomic environments about a defect in a mineral
structure (screw dislocation) are sites of more rapid
dissolution. However, it is inconsistent with the surface
complexation-based preconception that the extent of the
reduction should be constrained to the microbe-oxide
interface. Microbial respiration is mediated by the
interface at the microbe-oxide contact The data suggest
that, the terminal-electron accepting iron sites are non-local
to the interface. This is entirely plausible given the room-
temperature semiconducting properties of hematite and its
known preference to trap free surface charges in bulk sites.
This non-local aspect of bioreductive dissolution of
hematite represents an important discovery that helps
define the link between mineral structure and bioreactivity.
We conducted additional research to further define this
phenomenon.
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Figure 2. a) Deflection image of an unreacted hematite
platelet (image 6 |im across); b) topographic image of
microbes attached to surface (20 urn); c) topographic image
of biodissolution feature at surface sites surrounding a bulk
defect (6 um); d) deflection image of biodissolution feature at
surface sites surrounding a bulk defect (8 um)

Sulfide Reduction of Oxide Surfaces

Little is known about the mechanistic details of redox
interactions between a sorbed reductant molecule and a
metal-oxide surface in solution. In the traditional surface
complexation model, three sequential molecular steps are
generally envisioned. First is the formation of either an
inner or outer sphere surface complex. This is followed by
electron transfer to an accepting surface metal site and
breakdown of the surface complex. The final step typically
involves the liberation of the reduced metal from the
surface to solution. This stepwise description is
convenient for postulating empirical models for
interpreting solution data, but this idea is flawed because it
is usually unknown whether a surface metal site is more
easily reduced in situ or at some stage of less tightly bound
attachment to the surface. This important issue is difficult
to address under solution conditions, so we initiated a
series of experiments in vacuum to address this question.
In collaboration with M. Henderson and M. Engelhard
(EMSL), we studied the interaction of the reductant H2S
with the basal surface of eskolaite (a-Cr2O3) using
temperature-programmed desorption, auger electron
spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and
secondary ion mass spectrometry. H2S is an important
solution species in natural reducing aquatic environments
and is conveniently deliverable as a gas-phase molecule in
vacuum. Eskolaite is isostructural with hematite and is
analogous in other respects but was chosen over hematite
because of its known ability to present both a Cr" and an O-
terminated surface to the vacuum, depending on surface
preparation method. The two most important findings
from this study are the following: 1) a substantial amount
of surface mixing of oxide and sulfide anions was
occurring at temperatures below die point of sublimation of
lattice oxygen sites; 2) substantial amounts of SO and SO2

species desorbed at temperatures above 470K. Reduction
of surface metal sites was sluggish below this temperature
but was rapid at higher temperatures, indicating that
removal of lattice oxygen was an important prerequisite for
the reduction of surface Cr. This last finding is
inconsistent with the surface-complexation model for
reductive dissolution and indicates that we need to explore
other mechanisms.
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Nanoscale to Mesoscale Modeling: Morphological Controls on
Structure-Function Relationships

James R. Rustad, David A. Yuen, Eric J. Bylaska

Study Control Number: PN99050/1378

Project Description

An understanding of interfacial phenomena lies at the heart
of many types of problems in environmental sciences. The
spatial scale can span atomic distances of angstroms all the
way to layers with thicknesses of meters to kilometers in
sedimentary basins. Scientists and engineers from diverse
disciplines such as chemistry, physics, geophysics, and
civil engineering are involved in the study of interfacial
phenomena of all sorts. Thus there is a need to gather an
interdisciplinary group of scientists and engineers, who
would not meet under normal circumstances, to promote
some fundamental understanding of developments in each
other's subject areas.

The purpose of this project .was to develop the capability to
bridge chemical molecular modeling with nanoscale to
mesoscale heterogenieties.

Technical Accomplishments

Workshop on Interfacial Processes Between the
Nanoscale and Microscale

Results from computational research were chosen as the
common theme of a workshop held at the W.R. Wiley
Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory on
September 24-25, 1998. The workshop emphasized the
common theme of crossing the different scales.
Presentations were divided into five different sections:
1) interfacial mineral chemistry, 2) large-scale molecular
dynamics, 3) scaling and crossing scales, 4) molecular
dynamics studies of surfaces, and 5) new approaches in
molecular dynamics.

Chemical Reactions in Nanoscale Materials

With the classical molecular dynamics approach, we made
the first attempt to study the influence of endothermic
back-reactions on exothermic binary reactions. We found
a threshold temperature for back-reactions and the optimal
density that maximizes the number of product carbon
atoms. The number of overall reactions increases with
temperature, leading to numerical instabilities. Above this

threshold temperature, the number of product carbon atoms
generated remains relatively constant. We also found a
threshold density below which back-reactions take place
with difficulty. This critical behavior is collective in
nature. The molecular dynamics approach of studying
chemically reacting flows is promising because it can
provide a detailed view of the transient dynamics in
contrast to Monte Carlo simulations. We plan to use
molecular dynamics in the near future on other types of
chemical flow problems.

With the classical molecular dynamics approach, we began
an investigation into the evaporation of a model Lennard-
Jones fluid from a series of two-dimensional nanopores as
a function of the shape of the nanopore and the surface
affinity of the Lennard-Jones fluid. These simulated
isotherms are designed to investigate the molecular origins
of the breakdown of the kelvin equation in nanoporous
materials. This work was useful for interpreting the
characterization methods in the assessment of meso- and
micro-porosity.

The Free Energies of Reactions of Chlorinated Methanes
with Aqueous Monovalent Anions

The presence of different anionic species in natural waters
can significantly alter the degradation rates of chlorinated
methanes and other organic compounds. The reactions of
these compounds are potentially sensitive to the
morphological complexity exhibited by iron oxide
surfaces; these molecules are therefore a potentially
important probe of the effect of nanoscale heterogeneity on
chemical reactivity. Therefore, a series of ab initio
calculations was undertaken as the basis for potential
function development.

Favorable reaction energetics is a necessary feature of
these nucleophilic substitution reactions that can result in
the degradation of the chlorinated methanes. In this study,
ab initio electronic structure theory was used to evaluate
the free energies of reaction of a series of monovalent
anionic species (OH", SH~, NO3", HCO3", HSO3\ HSO4,
H2PO4, and F) that can occur in natural waters with the
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chlorinated methanes (CCLt, CC13H, CC12H2, and CC1H3).
The results of this investigation showed that nucleophilic
substitution reactions of OH, SH, HCO3, and F are
significantly exothermic for chlorine displacement. Nitrate
reactions are slightly exothermic to thermoneutral, sulfate
reactions are slightly endothermic to thermoneutral, and
HSO4 and phosphate reactions are significantly
endothermic. In the case of OH, SH, and F , where there
are limited experimental data, these results agree well with
experiment. The results for HCO3 are potentially
important given the near-ubiquitous occurrence of
carbonate species in natural waters. The calculations
reveal that the degree of chlorination, with the exception of
substitution of OH, does not have a large effect on the
Gibbs free energies of the substitution reactions. These
results showed that ab initio electronic structure methods
can be used to calculate the reaction energetics of a
potentially large number of organic compounds with other
aqueous species in natural waters and can also be used to
help identify the potentially important environmental
degradation reactions.

Publications

Ains worth CC, ML B aimer, SA Joyce, BD Kay,
GA Kimmel, CHF Peden, and JR Rustad. Synthesis and
Characterization of Chemically Tailored Monolithis
Nanoporous Thin Films: Chemistry in Complex
Geometries with Applications in Catalysis, Separations,
and Geochemistry. Proposal to be submitted to Nanoscale
Science Initiative.

Alda W, DA Yuen, and JR Rustad. 1999. "Molecular
dynamics study of back-reactions on binary reactions."
Submitted to Physics Letters A.

Bylaska EJ, DA Dixon, and AR Felmy. 1999. 'The Free
Energies of Reactions of Chlorinated Methanes with
Aqueous Monovalent Anions: Application of ab initio
Electronic Structure Theory." Journal of Physical
Chemistry (in press).

"Workshop in Interfacial Processes Between the Nanoscale
and Microscale." Online report, Electronic Geosciences,
http://link.springer.de/link/service/journals/
10069/meeting/wash98/wkshp.htm.
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Nanotube Probes of Rough Surfaces and Their Chemical Reactions

Kevin M. Rosso, Zheming Wang

Study Control Number: PN98054/1300

Project Description

The primary goal of this project was to develop carbon
nanotube scanning probes. Many practical materials such
as individual soil mineral grains, metal corrosion layers,
and synthetic mesoporous particles have a surface
topography that is exceptionally rough, consisting of large
steps, tall asperities, deep pores, and crevices. Such
surface heterogeneities lead to many technical problems in
the selection of samples, uncertainty in the interpretation of
measurements, and artifacts in the imaging of surface
topography by scanning probe microscopy methods, most
notably, atomic force microscopy. With the recent
development of nanotube and nanofiber materials, the
opportunity exists to develop advanced, ultrasharp
scanning probes for use in scanning probe microscopy
methods. Their high aspect ratio and extraordinary
mechanical strength should lead to significant
improvements in the study of individual particles or grains
in a heterogeneous mix. We obtained subnanometer
resolution images of rough surfaces and image variations
of surface properties such as glassy and elastomeric
domains of natural organic materials.

Technical Accomplishments

Two general strategies were followed and tested to develop
nanotube tips. The first involved the direct mechanical
attachment of nanotubes to the end of atomic force
microscopy tips. An in-house microscopic apparatus was
designed to facilitate mechanical nanotube tip production
(Figure 1). A high-temperature epoxy was chosen to fix
nanotubes to the tips because of its high chemical
resistance to aqueous solution. It also lifted any time
restriction required to manipulate and connect the
nanotubes to the tip, since the melting point temperature
could be maintained indefinitely. At the epoxy melting
temperature, the host atomic force microscopy tip was
brought into contact with a microscopic bead of the glue.
The tip was then manipulated into a position for attaching
carbon nanotubes. The nanotubes are initially available in
disordered bundles of nanotube clusters and are too small
to manipulate individually. Relying on optical microscopic
observations, the glue-coated tip end is positioned and
contacted to a nanotube cluster with roughly the

appropriate parallel alignment to the tip axis. The tip was
directed away, cooled to room temperature, and imaged
using scanning electron microscopy. Straight nanotube
tips of the appropriate length and orientation with respect
to the cantilever were successfully produced by this
method. We tested these nanotube tips for functionality
with respect to the application goals laid out in this project.
Tapping mode atomic force microscopy images were
successfully performed using our fabricated nanotube tips.
Resolution tests on imaging standards using the first-
generation tips demonstrated an improvement in lateral
resolution by approximately 20 percent.

Figure 1. Top: Photograph of the microscope,
micromanipulators, and high-temperature cell developed to
produce mechanically attached carbon nanotube probes.
Bottom: Photomicrograph of contacting a glue-coated atomic
force microscopy tip to a nanotube cluster.
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A second strategy in nanotube tip manufacture was
deployed with the potential for a dramatic increase in the
reproducibility and control of the nanotube tip properties.
Dr. Yufei Gao was contracted to develop a chemical vapor
deposition approach to grow viable nanotubes directly on
standard tips. This approach required a chemical
preparation of the tip, serving as the growth substrate, to
host pores of nanometer scale. Etching procedures were
successfully developed to properly prepare the tip surface.
Nanotubes were successfully grown on tips, but the growth
conditions tested did not lead to nanotube structures
compatible with imaging purposes. Generally straight
nanotubes were grown in a parallel alignment to the
substrate but without the perfectly straight structures
required for application as tips (Figure 2). Little is known
about the variables controlling the growth morphology of
carbon nanotubes; this is an active area of research
worldwide.

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy photomicrographs of
a carbon nanotube "forest" grown on a silicon substrate. The
general alignment was parallel to the surface, but individual
nanotubes did not grow straight enough for application as
scanning probes.
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Rechargeable Reactive Barriers

Tyler J. Gilmore, Matthew J. O'Hara, George J. Last, Martinus Oostrom

Study Control Number: PN99063/1391

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to test a new technology
designed to deliver reactants to the subsurface to treat
contaminated groundwater and soil. The objective was to
supply a reactant (solute or gas) to the subsurface in a
controlled manner by diffusion through permeable tubing.
The reactant was supplied through the tubing under low
pressure (5-15 psi) from a gas cylinder or under
hydrostatic pressure (in the case of solutes), making this a
"semi-passive" technology. This technology will augment
the Laboratory's expertise in subsurface barriers for
environmental remediation and will contribute to
agriculture by providing a method to deliver nutrients in a
controlled manner.

The preferred embodiment of this technology is to arrange
permeable tubing in the subsurface perpendicular to
groundwater flow to intercept the contaminated
groundwater moving under a natural gradient. The
reactants supplied to the ground by the tubing will degrade
or remove from groundwater the targeted contaminant
while permitting non-targeted constituents and water to
pass through freely. However, depending on the
application, this reactive barrier could also be used as a
pesticide and herbicide barrier or as a nutrient delivery
system in agricultural systems.

Rechargeable Barriers

The advantages of rechargeable barriers are

• passive system, whereby reactants diffuse under low
pressure (hydrostatic or gas cylinder pressures)

• ability to maintain and recharge the "reactivity" of the
barrier

• ability to target subsurface layers for more efficient
delivery

• better mixing of reactant with contaminant plume by
limiting density or phase differences as in sparging or
direct injection of reactants

• less disturbance of subsurface matrix; no trapped gas
to lower effective permeability.

Technical Accomplishments

A series of laboratory batch studies was used to determine
the diffusion rates of gases through permeable tubing, the
resulting reactant aqueous concentrations, and the reaction
rates of various contaminants to the introduced reactants.
The batch tests varied the groundwater chemistry, tubing
types, and gases. Four gases were tested, including two
reactive gases, oxygen and hydrogen sulfide, and two non-
reactive gases, nitrogen and oxygen. A "sandbox" study
was also conducted with one of the gases (hydrogen
sulfide) to simulate the aquifer at the bench scale.
Following the determination of the laboratory parameters,
the application of the technology was simulated using the
STOMP computer code. The computer simulation results
helped determine tubing spacing and the range of
groundwater fiowrates for which the technology would be
effective. The third component of the technology,
emplacement, was explored through discussions with users
and operators of the directional drilling technology.

The silicon tubing (both the 1.6- and 4-mm wall thickness)
was found to work best of those tested in the laboratory.
The others, high-purity Tygon and Norprene, did not work
as well. The laboratory work therefore focused primarily
on using the silicon tubing. The tubings were selected
based on their relatively high gas permeability and
chemical resistance. All the tubings tested are widely
available from laboratory catalogs. The batch test results
for each gas using silicon tubing are briefly discussed in
the following sections. These tests illustrate the
concentrations achievable and the time it takes to reach
equilibrium.

Oxygen

The concentrations of oxygen in the water from oxygen
diffusing through the tubing were about 40 mg/L, which is
the calculated equilibrium for oxygen in water (Figure 1).
Oxygen can be used to directly oxidize contaminants and is
an excellent amendment for bioremediation.
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Figure 1. Oxygen diffusion through silicon tubing

Nitrogen

Nitrogen will displace oxygen in water. For nitrogen, the
concentrations of oxygen were lowered from
approximately 9mg/L to 1.5 mg/L after 2500 minutes
(Figure 2).

Ozone

Ozone is a strong oxidant that can be used to degrade a
number of contaminants. Ozone worked well only in the
thinner-walled tubing (1.6 mm) and did not diffuse
appreciably through the thicker-walled tubing. No
measurable ozone was detected when a pressure of 6 psi
was applied to the 4.0-mm walled tubing. At a pressure of
12 psi, 0.05 mg/L ozone was measured in the water. This
is much lower than the equilibrium concentration of ozone
in water of about 15 mg/L. Ozone diffused through the
1.6-mm silicon tubing at a pressure of 8 psi (80 percent of
the maximum pressure rating for the tubing). A
concentration of 6.4 mg/L ozone was obtained (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Ozone diffusion through silicon tubing

Hydrogen Sulfide

Hydrogen sulfide was shown to reduce a number of
contaminants in water, including chromium. The diffusion
of hydrogen sulfide through the tubing during batch tests,
however, was problematic. Hydrogen sulfide diffused
readily through the tubing into the water, but over time the
rate of diffusion decreased. We conducted a series of
experiments to determine whether the decrease in diffusion
rate was due to chemical effects from oxygen and/or
anions in the batch water. The plugging was likely due to
a physical change within the tubing. Plugging is
reversible. When the supply of H2S was turned off and the
tubing was left in place, the tubing regained the ability to
diffuse H2S (Figure 4). The hydrogen sulfide (measured as
sulfide) was delivered to the tubing beginning at 1000
minutes, and the sulfide concentrations in the water
increased to 1.3 mg/L and then declined to near zero at
1800 minutes. The H2S supply was turned off and then
turned on again at 5500 minutes. The sulfide again
increased to near 1 mg/L before dropping off again. This
was repeated several times. Tubing was used to deliver
H2S in "pulses."
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Figure 4. Hydrogen sulfide diffusion through silicon tubing

Figure 2. Nitrogen diffusion through silicon tubing
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Computer Simulations

We used the STOMP computer code to model several
hypothetical scenarios that simulated a field installation of
the permeable tubing. The reactive gas was ozone. The
simulations were 2-D models that assumed the aquifer was
homogenous with laminar flow. Several parameters were
varied in the simulations, including flow rates of the
aquifer and the reactivity of the ozone. The ozone was
modeled both with a reactive half-life in the aquifer (t V2 =
45 min) and without a half-life. The permeable tubing was
positioned perpendicular to flow at a spacing of 1 m.

The results showed that the distribution of ozone
concentrations in the aquifer were skewed downstream.
On the slowest flow, 0.003 m/d, the ozone spread from the
tubing almost 0.5 m perpendicular to the aquifer flow
direction. This indicated that to form a continuous
"barrier" of ozone the tubing should be spaced
approximately 0.5 m apart. The conclusion from these test
runs was that the movement from advection significantly
dominated diffusion.

The implications of these results are that

• Background flow needs to be slow enough
(<0.003 m/d) for diffusion to affect a reasonable area.

• The reaction of the gas with the media or contaminant
will minimize the affected area.

• This technology may work best in a low permeable
zone where diffusion dominates and contaminants can
accumulate.

• To make the technology more effective, the flow field
could be disrupted to promote mixing (e.g., induce
vertical flow and/or use low permeability zones to
deflect flow).

Summary

The method for diffusing reactants through permeable
tubing was effective. We identified several feasible
methods for installing tubing in the ground. The computer
simulations provided insight into applications showing the
technology to be most effective in low background
flowrates and in lower permeability formations where
diffusion is more dominant.

Still to be determined is the longevity of the tubing,
particularly with the reactive gases. In addition, there are
other applications in agriculture and construction that need
to be explored. Other gases that should be tested in the
future are ammonia (fertilizer) and methyl bromide
(pesticide).

Publication

Gilmore T and JM Oostrom. 1999. Delivery of Reactants
to Groundwater Using Gas Permeable Tubing for
Contaminant Remediation. Abstract submitted for review
by American Geophysical Union, San Francisco.
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Scaling Transport and Reactions in Biogeochemical Systems from the
Micron to the Continuum Scales

Brian D. Wood, EUyn M. Murphy

Study Control Number: PN98067/1313

Project Description

The objective of this research was to use volume averaging
to develop the macroscopic relations that describe mass
transfer and reactions in geologic media. As the ability to
collect fundamental information at the cellular and
subcellular (microscopic) levels improves, the need to
incorporate this information into the description of
biological processes at the field (macroscopic) level
increases. Through the application of upscaling methods,
we incorporated information from the smallest scales of
interest (subcellular scale) to the largest scales of interest
(field scale) so that the processes that occur at these two
disparate scales were linked.

Biodegradation of contaminants in groundwater is affected
by processes that occur on a hierarchy of length scales.
For example, the processes of chemical transport across
bacterial cell walls and intercellular reaction may occur at
characteristic length scales that are on the order of
nanometers or less. At the opposite end of the length scale,
physical heterogeneities in the field may have
characteristic lengths of meters or more and can
dramatically affect the flow patterns in the subsurface
(hence the transport of the contaminants and electron
acceptors). The objective of our work was to incorporate
information that exists for the smallest scales of interest in
the description of microbial biodegradation in porous
media at macroscopic scales.

Technical Accomplishments

First, we concentrated our efforts on upscaling the smallest
scales of information. We focused on the biofilm as a
porous medium. The biofilm consists of cells embedded in
a hydrated extracellular matrix. Chemical species are
transported by diffusion in the extracellular matrix and
may be transported across the cell wall and degraded inside
the cell by specialized proteins. We employed the methods
of volume averaging and continuum mechanics to develop
1) a macroscopic representation of diffusion and reaction
in biofilm where both substrate and electron acceptor are

required for reaction, and 2) a macroscopic description of
biofilm growth under the same conditions.

Prediction of the Effective Diffusion Tensor for Biofilms

It is becoming increasingly routine to collect information
about cellular systems at the subcellular scale; however,
there have been few efforts to relate such information to
the macroscopic properties of these systems. Cellular
systems such as tissues and biofilms are often treated by
engineers as though they were macroscopic homogeneous
continua. It is not clear from this perspective how to use
the subcellular information that is available. This has
created somewhat of a disparity between those studying
subcellular processes and those studying the macroscopic
behavior of cellular systems. These two perspectives can
be rectified by adopting an upscaling process to formally
link the microscopic physical processes with the
macroscopic descriptions of cellular systems. Volume
averaging is one method we have applied to develop the
macroscopic equations that describe diffusion and reaction
in biofilms directly from the subcellular description of the
system.

The relationship between the macroscopic parameters that
arise with upscaling and the subcellular characteristics of
the cellular system is known as the closure problem. If the
microscopic details of the cellular system can be measured
for some representative region, the closure problem can be
solved to predict the effective parameters on the basis of
this information. Because the representative region is
generally much smaller than the original problem of
interest, a significant computational savings results. An
example of a representative region for a biofilm is given in
Figure 1.

One of the parameters that arise in developing the
macroscopic equations is the effective diffusion tensor.
Volume averaging leads to the result that the effective
diffusion tensor is a function of 1) the geometry of the
system, 2) the intercellular and extracellular diffusion
coefficients, and 3) the membrane transport kinetic
parameters. We solved the closure problem that describes
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Figure 1. A three-dimensional representative region of a
biofilm used for predicting the effective dispersion tensor

how the effective diffusion tensor depends on these
quantities bodi analytically (for a highly simplified
geometry) and numerically (for the diree-dimensional
complex unit cell shown in Figure 1). Some laboratory
measurements of diffusion tensors (or components of the
diffusion tensor) are available from the literature. In
Figure 2 we compared our two solutions with the available
data for a range of extracellular volume fractions.
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Figure 2. A plot of the effective diffusion coefficient
(x-direction) versus the extracellular volume fraction. Lines
represent the analytical solution and small points represent
laboratory data. The large point near the center of the plot
indicates the value calculated from the solution of the closure
problem over the complex unit cell shown in Figure 1.

Cellular Growth in Biofilms

Cellular growth in biofilms has typically been treated as an
empirical process at the macroscopic level. Efforts to date
have not attempted to quantitatively relate the subcellular

mass transport and reaction to the macroscopic description
of biofilm growth.

We used the techniques of volume averaging and
continuum mechanics to develop macroscopic equations
that describe biofilm growth. These equations start from
the subcellular description of mass transport and the
reactions of dissolved aqueous species. The upscaling was
carried out using a structured model for microbial growth.
The term structured indicates that there are discrete pools
(or structures) making up the cell that account for the cell
mass. All chemicals that enter the cell must be assigned to
one of these pools. We adapted two dissolved species
(substrate and electron acceptor) and three discrete pools
for the (subcellular) model of growth. We adopted the
simplest possible structured model for our study so that the
pools consisted of 1) exopolymer, 2) intercellular end
products, and 3) waste products (transported out of the
cell).

The upscaling process yielded a macroscopic description
of growth where the growth rate parameter was defined in
terms of the kinetic parameters associated with the
consumption of the two substrates and the three pools. To
completely describe cellular growth, the average velocity
of the cell walls was required, and this was specified by the
solution of a mechanical problem. This approach required
knowledge of the mechanical properties of the cellular
system and in general is an unsolved problem. Therefore,
we proposed a plausible empirical relation for the average
velocity and showed how this led to the conventional form
that is used to describe biofilm growth.

Publications

Wood BD and S Whitaker. 1999. "Cellular growth in
biofilms." Biotechnology and Bioengineering 64:656-670.

Wood BD and S Whitaker. 1999. "Multi-species diffusion
and reactions in biofilms." Chemical Engineering Science
(in press).

Wood BD, M Quintard, and S Whitaker. 1999.
"Numerical Calculations of Biofilm Diffusivities." In
preparation for Biotechnology and Bioengineering.

Presentation

Wood BD, S Whitaker, and M Quintard. 1999. "Diffusion
and reactions in biofilms." Multiscale Modeling and
Simulation of Flow and Transport in Porous Media
Workshop, Los Alamos, New Mexico.
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Speciation of Uranyl Aqueous and Surface Complexes by Cryogenic
Spectroscopic Methods

Donald M. Friedrich/*' Paul L. Gassman, Alan G. Joly, Zheming Wang

Study Control Number: PN96067/1134

Project Description

The goals of this project were to determine the speciation
of uranyl complexes in non-dispersible solid matrixes, such
as crystals and glasses, and the structural details about the
complexes and their binding sites. Our research was
focused on three types of uranyl compounds: uranyl doped
glass, uranyl dextrose (and sucrose) glasses, and crystalline
uranyl nitrate. The technical approach was to measure
excitation and fluorescence spectra at high resolution by
laser excitation methods (laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)
line-narrowing) and to identify the uranyl complexes by
correlating measured vibronic frequencies with those
determined by quantum chemical structure calculations.
Improved spectroscopic resolution provides greater detail
of the uranyl speciation. Fluorescence lifetime
measurements and Raman spectroscopic measurements
were performed to provide supportive information. The
results obtained for these non-dispersible samples served
as the baseline for interpretating surface speciation and
clarified the chemical (thermodynamic) and spectroscopic
(structural) interrelationships between solution and surface
species in environmental samples.

Technical Accomplishments

The basic setup for laser-induced fluorescence for samples
under vacuum at cryogenic conditions was completed in
1998. The integrated spectroscopic system includes a
cryostat, a high-resolution spectrograph, and laser systems.
Three lasers were used: an argon ion laser, an argon ion
laser pumped ring dye laser with laser linewidth better than
0.001 cm"1, and a pulsed Nd:YAG laser pumped dye laser.
Procedures were developed for recording high-resolution
spectra in a scanning mode using a modified data
collection protocol with the spectrometer's intensified
array detector. This procedure allows spectra collection by
array detection and/or high-resolution scanning on the
same detector. The cryogenic workstation can work at
liquid helium temperatures, but its operation had not been

tested in this laboratory until FY 1999. Overall, three tasks
were accomplished:

• establishment and refinement of sample cooling
procedures

• fluorescence line narrowing spectroscopic study of
uranyl in amorphous dextrose glasses at liquid helium
temperature

• fluorescence line narrowing spectroscopic study of
uranyl nitrate crystal at liquid helium temperature.

We successfully demonstrated that with encapsulation of
the sample with indium foils and quartz windows allows
the sample to cool to liquid helium temperature within
20 minutes. Line narrowed fluorescence spectra of uranyl
in uranyl nitrate were obtained at 4K. These spectra
provided information of uranyl bonding and speciation that
have not been reported before.

Sample Cooling to Liquid Helium Temperature

Sample cooling in the cryogenic workstation was achieved
with the evaporation of liquid helium. In the current setup,
liquid helium was transferred through an insulated transfer
line from a pressurized helium dewar to the cold finger
inside the cryostat on which the sample was mounted. One
silicon diode was mounted at the cold finger and another
was mounted on a quartz plate holding the sample against
the cold finger. For efficient heat transfer between the
sample and the cold finger, the sample was wrapped with
indium foil, leaving only part of the sample surface open
for spectral measurement. Maximum cooling efficiency
was obtained when the sample was tightly bound to the
cold finger by indium foil and the sample contact area was
maximized. The entire sample chamber was kept under
vacuum (<10"7 torr) to avoid heat transfer. We found that
thin solid samples (< 2 cm2) can be cooled from room
temperature to 4K within 20 minutes.

(a) D. M. Friedrich left PNNL in February 1999, and Z. Wang took over as project manager.
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Uranyl Nitrate Fluorescence Spectra at 4K

Uranyl nitrate crystals ( 2 x 2 mm in size) were picked from
commercial (Fluka) uranyl nitrate [UO2(NO3)2-6H2O]. The
selected crystal was thin, flat, and displayed apparently
uniform crystallinity. High-resolution fluorescence
emission spectra were recorded in the spectral range of
450 to 600 nra at both room temperature and 4K
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Fluorescence emission spectra of uranyl nitrate
crystal at room temperature (A) and at 4K (B, C). In (A),
\a= 471.0 nm; in (B), X^ = 485.9 nm; in (C), X^ = 480.5 nm.
The spectral intensities are normalized and offset for clarity.

Uranyl fluorescence spectra consisted of a sequence of
broad vibronic bands separated by the symmetric
stretching frequency of 803 to 880 cm'1. The band origin,
vibronic frequencies, and emission lifetimes of solution
phase complexes are known to be sensitive to the chemical
and structural environment The broadening of the spectra
can be due to thermal and/or heterogeneous effects. While
heterogeneous broadening is relatively insensitive to
temperature, thermal broadening is greatly diminished at
liquid helium temperature (4K). Figure 1 demonstrated
that fluorescence line narrowing was achieved at liquid
helium temperature. Besides the weak phonon bands, there
was either a doublet or a quartet of evenly spaced vibronic
bands, depending on the excitation wavelength. It has
been reported in the literature that uranyl in crystal may
display a splitting of each individual band due to the
Aveydov effect that results from uranium packing
differences in the unit cell of the crystalline solid. Hence,
Figure 1 indicates that there were at least two types of
uranium bonding environments in uranyl nitrate crystal.
Fluorescence decay data also showed a double exponential
decay character. Raman spectra recorded at 4K showed

either a single peak at 873 cm"1 or two peaks, 873 cm"1 and
863 cm"1, depending on the excitation wavelength. While
the former peak matched the vibronic band spacing of the
emission spectra, the latter peak did not fit such a
correlation.

Uranyl Fluorescence Spectra in Glasses at 4K

Dextrose glasses containing uranyl nitrate complexes were
prepared following literature procedures, and fluorescence
emission spectra were recorded at both room temperature
and 4K (see Figure 2). Similar to uranyl nitrate crystal
fluorescence, a line-narrowing effect was obtained.
However, because of the amorphous nature of the dextrose
glasses, the uranyl nitrate complexes also showed broad
bands that persisted even at 4K. Therefore, the spectra
showed overlapping of a set of sharp peaks on top of broad
bands, suggesting there was an array of evolving chemical
environments, and some of them have distinctively higher
concentrations.

At 4K the spectral maxima were all blue-shifted. One
possible reason for such a shift is the selective excitation of
this particular species or group of species.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence emission spectra of uranyl-EDTA
complex in dextrose glass matrix at room temperature (A)
and 4K (B). In (A), X« = 458.0 nm; in (B), X« = 454.5 nm.
The spectral intensities are normalized and offset for clarity.
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Subsurface Reactive Transport

Stephen B. Yabusaki, Mark D. White, Ashok Chilakapati, Thomas E. Michener
Andrew R. Felmy, George L Fann, Joel Malard

Study Control Number: PN97100/1241

Project Description

An interdisciplinary team of subsurface scientists,
engineers, applied mathematicians, and computational
scientists developed a subsurface flow and reactive
transport simulation capability that mechanistically
addresses important Department of Energy problems where
previous analysis tools were inadequate. This new
capability provides an efficient and flexible framework for
performing fully coupled, high-resolution, three-
dimensional, nomsothermal, multiphase, multicomponent,
high-ionic strength, reactive transport simulations. These
simulations are necessary for fundamental advancements in
understanding contaminant behavior in the subsurface and
assessing remediation strategies.

Critical issues that benefit from this level of analysis
include contaminant migration beneath the Hanford SX
tank farm, low-level and high-level radioactive waste
management design, natural attenuation efficacy, in situ
treatment design and operation, and optimization of
integrated remedial activities. The project built on
strengths in subsurface simulation (multiphase fluid flow
and reactive transport) and high-performance computing to
develop advanced software tools and procedures that can
be deployed on the full range of PNNL computing
platforms, including the massively parallel computer
(512 processors).

Technical Accomplishments

Subsurface Multiphase and Reactive Transport
Simulator (SMART)

The principal technical outcome of this project was the
coupled multiphase flow and reactive transport simulator,
SMART. Multiphase fluid flow in SMART can be
represented as water (aqueous with passive gas), water-salt
(aqueous, brine with passive gas), water-air-energy
(nonisothermal aqueous-gas), water-air-salt-energy
(nonisothermal-aqueous-gas-brine), and water-oil (aqueous
and nonaqueous with passive gas). Arbitrarily complex
multicomponent reaction networks accounting for mixed
kinetic and equilibrium reactions for aqueous and surface

complexation and mineral precipitation and dissolution can
be specified. The sophistication of this approach is directly
applicable to fundamental science as well as Hanford Site
needs.

The new subsurface simulation capability was
demonstrated on a hypothetical leak occurring in the
SX Tank Farm on the Hanford Site. The hydrologic
conceptual model for the site considered aqueous phase
fluid flow with gas entrapment through subsurface
stratigraphy developed from well log data collected near
and on the SX Tank Farm. The results revealed the
previously unobserved shedding of surface recharge water
around the tank surfaces and the complex nature of the
leaking plume in response to the recharge water and
heterogeneous stratigraphy of the subsurface site.

Of particular interest was the simulation of the caustic,
high-ionic-strength tank fluids interacting with sediments
underlying the waste tank. Aluminum hydroxides/
oxyhydroxides were the dominant mineral assemblage
predicted to form as the pH dropped due to the dissolution
of silicates in the Hanford sediments. The precipitation
and dissolution of aluminum hydroxides/oxides led to an
evolving sediment pore structure wherein the porosity and
the reactive surface area were dynamic. The completed
simulation involved one million nodes (i.e., 100 x 100 x
100) and was executed on 64 processors of the EMSL
massively parallel processor, NWMPP1. Previous
attempts at modeling leak scenarios at the SX tank farm
were limited to two-dimensional computational systems.

The project team successfully developed and implemented
several important supporting technologies that provided the
foundation for the advanced subsurface simulation
capability:

• Reaction Solver. Typically, the only recourse to
failing to converge a chemistry solution is a reduction
in time step. This is very expensive, not only from the
standpoint of repeating time steps but also for the
multiple time steps that must be performed in place of
the original time step. A new reaction solver was
developed to explicitly improve the robustness of the
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chemistry solution. Through judicious use of
logarithmic transforms, a reformulation of the reaction
subproblem completely avoided cancellation errors,
reduced the condition number of the Jacobian matrix,
and resulted in a larger basin of attraction for the
damped Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. A
homotopy or continuation method was used to further
enhance the convergence properties of the algorithm.
The robustness of this approach far exceeded standard
solution technologies. An approximate system of
nonlinear reactions based on piecewise linear
functions holds promise as a computationally cheap
evaluation that can increase the speed and robustness
of these computations on a parallel computer.

A graphical user interface front end, written in Perl
and Java, has been developed for input preparation,
development of the reaction networks, problem and
data consistency checks, on-line code generation and
execution, and graphical analysis of results. The
interface allows users to input reactions that are
automatically processed by MAPLE (symbolic
mathematical software) into Fortran routines for the
functional and Jacobian evaluations. These routines
are then compiled and linked into the parallel
simulator. This approach is the most flexible
arrangement available as new reaction forms and rate
laws can be accommodated while maintaining the use
of analytical Jacobians that have been demonstrated to
have advantages in solution efficiency.

Parallel Programming Tools. Writing computer codes
that distribute computations efficiently across multiple
processors is difficult and complicated by frequent
"advances" in hardware and software environments.
A programmable parallel Fortran preprocessor was
developed to allow domain scientists on the project
team to program high-level physics descriptions
without having to deal with the low-level details of
parallel processing. The preprocessor library, when
used with the associated preprocessor, automatically
distributes arrays, supports task and data parallelism,
and implements parallel input/output and other
transactions required to use distributed memory
(e.g., NWMPP1), the shared memory symmetric
multiprocessor (e.g., NWECS1), and clustered
computing facilities at PNNL. This novel approach
preserved the scientific software investment and
provided high performance by programming the
preprocessor to take full advantage of the changing
attributes of the target computer. The resulting
parallel code has been shown to be portable, efficient,
and scalable.

• Parallel Visualization. A parallel real-time
visualization capability (pV3) was implemented on
this project to view simulation results as they are
calculated on the massively parallel IBM SP. The
approach identifies the minimum amount of data to be
transferred from each processor to a remote graphics
workstation where the visualization is rendered. Real-
time visualization is an advantage because it
eliminates the need to store entire sets of data for post-
processing, which can approach hundreds of gigabytes
in a time-dependent simulation. It also allows for the
correction of errors in the simulation before more
computational time is wasted. This subsurface
visualization capability is now the subject of an
industrial collaboration with IBM on their latest
visualization hardware, the scalable graphics engine
(SGE).

• Parallel Linear Equation Solvers. A library (D4) of
state-of-the-art Krylov solvers based on the message-
passing paradigm and callable from Fortran
preprocessor programs has been developed and
refined. Specialized techniques for solving
unsymmetric systems of linear equations with
complex eigenvalues were improved by significantly
reducing the number of synchronization points in
BiCGstab(L) and ML(K)BiCGstab through the
rearrangement of floating-point operations and
grouping successive inner-products together.
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Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Cation Exchange in Micas:
Development of Molecular Modeling Approaches

Kevin M. Rosso, Eric J. Bylaska

Study Control Number: PN99071/1399

Project Description

The project involves the development of a molecular
modeling capability in the area of radionuclide/layered
silicate mineral interactions. Certain problematic
radionuclides such as cesium-137 are known to selectively
exchange with interlayer cations in layered silicates such as
micas, where they remain tightly fixed. Understanding the
diermodynamic driving force for the exchange reactions
and the molecular scale controls behind the selectivity
would be an important advance in our ability to forecast
radionuclide mobility in soils. The focus of this project is
on the calculation of thermochemical cycles and relative
kinetics of cation exchange in interlayer sites in the
mineral muscovite. Density functional theory (DFT)
methods are used to calculate optimized structural
parameters and total energies for muscovite with different
important cations in the interlayer site. Energy changes as
a function of cation position in the interlayer site are used
to calculate the relative ease with which the cations may
migrate into the interlayer sites. This project plans to
produce accurate theoretical descriptions of cation
exchange processes that may be used to better understand
the observed field behavior.

Technical Accomplishments

We successfully implemented and benchmarked
planewave DFT codes on model mineral systems,
calculated optimized structural parameters for muscovite
and cesium-exchanged muscovite, and calculated
cesium/potassium cation exchange thermodynamics.

Benchmarking DFT Methods

A variety of planewave DFT methods and calculation
parameters are applicable to the problem of cation
exchange. The relative accuracies of the particular
methods can be difficult to gauge against experiment on
complicated systems. Therefore, the various methods were
applied to simpler but related model mineral systems to
benchmark their performance. Using the mineral diaspore,
we evaluated the ability of local density and generalized

gradient DFT methods to mimic the compressibility of an
anisotropic structure as a function of pressure up to 25 GPa
(Figure 1). Calculated structures, bulk moduli, and
anisotropic compressibilities for diaspore using the
generalized gradient DFT method demonstrated better
agreement with experiment. The test implies that the
generalized gradient DFT is sufficiently accurate to
describe changes in the total energy of a mineral phase as a
function of subtle structural changes. DFT methods were
also benchmarked to evaluate their ability to calculate total
relative energies for significantly different structures of
equivalent chemical composition, or polymorphism. Phase
relationships for geometry optimized A100H and FeOOH
polymorphs were calculated. Local density DFT methods
outperformed generalized gradient methods in properly
depicting the relative stabilities of these phases, compared
with experiments.

Figure 1. The structure of the mineral diaspore. The
structure is known to compress unequally along the three unit
cell axes. Generalized gradient DFT methods accurately
reproduce the anisotrophy in the compressibility.

The Structure of Muscovite

The structure of muscovite is complicated because it
contains both strongly covalent and strongly ionic
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interactions. This presents a challenge to any theoretical
attempts to properly predict the structure (Figure 2).
So-called 2:1 layers comprise S12O5 and (Al,Si)C>6 groups
connected by rigid covalent bonds. Interlayer potassium
cations bind the layers together with ionic bonds. The
strength of the ionic bonding depends on isomorphic
substitutions in the 2:1 layers. Using a variety of DFT
methods to predict the minimum energy structure, we
found that the generalized gradient approach resulted in
excellent agreement with the experimental structure. The
unit cell parameters were predicted to an accuracy of
1 percent. We were able to go beyond available
experimental data by investigating the effect of small
compositional changes on the strength of ionic bonding
reaching the interlayer site. Isomorphic substitutions
leading to charge depletion near the interlayer site resulted
in a larger predicted interlayer separation. Potential
implications include easier interlayer access for larger
exchangeable cations.

Figure 2. The structure of muscovite. Interlayer cations
(large grey spheres) bind the layers together. Cation
exchange occurs primarily at this site. Cesium slowly
exchanges with interlayer potassium over time. DFT
modeling approaches are being used to understand the
thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of this process.

Thermodynamics of Cation Exchange

Generalized gradient DFT methods, successfully applied to
muscovite, were extended to cesium-substituted muscovite.
Total energy differences were used in conjunction with
experimental ionization potentials and heats of solution for
cesium and potassium to calculate the thermodynamic
driving force for cesium/potassium exchange in aqueous
solution (Figure 3). Calculated exchange energies were

very low (+33 meV), close to the mean thermal energy
available at room temperature, indicating that muscovite
has no strong preference for either interlayer constituent.
This is consistent with the observed exchange behavior.
Some important subtle substitutional changes in the 2:1
layers are found to cause charge depletion near the
interlayer site, making the site less energetically favorable
for the large cesium cation. This leads to substantial
increases in the exchange energy, indicating that the
exchange process is more energetically uphill.

' AEl

Figure 3. The total energy scheme for calculation of the gas
phase energetics of cation exchange. Later corrections for the
ionization of cesium (light grey sphere) and potassium (dark
grey sphere) to cations and corrections for the heats of
aqueous solvation were applied.

Future work in this area will incorporate more
exchangeable cations and a larger variety of isomorphic
substitutions. Kinetic aspects of the exchange process will
be addressed using a combination of total energy changes
as a function of cation position in the interlayer and
statistical thermodyanmics.
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Transport of Microorganisms in Porous Media:
Microscale to Macroscale Upscaling

Brian D. Wood, EUyn M. Murphy

Study Control Number: PN99072/1400

Project Description

This research project used molecular- and microscopic-
scale information to develop an upscaled (or macroscopic)
description of the transport of microorganisms in porous
media. The fundamental sub-pore-scale processes were
upscaled first to the pore scale and then to the Darcy scale
(i.e., the scale at which the porous medium can be
considered a continuum) using volume-averaging
techniques. Such a direct linkage between molecular- and
pore-scale processes had not been addressed previously in
the literature and is critical to understanding how such
processes affect microbial transport in the field.

Technical Accomplishments

Microbial transport in heterogeneous porous media is
affected by processes that occur on a hierarchy of length
scales, as illustrated in Figure 1. Processes that occur at
each length scale can have a significant influence on
microbial transport. For example, the initial attachment of
microorganisms to mineral surfaces is strongly influenced
by the microbe-surface interaction potential, and this
interaction potential may have a characteristic length on
the order of tens of nanometers. At the opposite end of the
length scale spectrum, physical heterogeneities in the field
dramatically affect the flow patterns in the subsurface and
hence microbial transport. These heterogeneities may have
characteristic length scales of meters or more.

The objective of our work was to incorporate information
on the smallest scales of interest to describe microbial
transport at macroscopic scales. For the first year of this
project we extended the smallest scales of information, as
represented by Level I in Figure 1, which represents the
process of microbial attachment at a spatially
heterogeneous mineral surface. This effort resulted in
1) an effective media treatment of heterogeneous mineral
surfaces and 2) a boundary condition for microbial
transport that applies to the fluid-solid interface.

IV Field (Formation) Scale

III. Darcy Scale
mm's to 10's of cm

I. Sub-Pore/
Interfacial Scale

1Qr& of nmto 1C's of pm

•ll,,:!

Figure 1. Illustration of the hierarchical system pertaining to
microbial transport in heterogeneous porous media

Effective Surface Properties for Chemically
Heterogeneous Surfaces

In both engineered and natural systems, surfaces are
spatially heterogeneous (Figure 1, Level I). Often it is
impractical to treat the spatial heterogeneity directly. For
example, in a numerical model of a porous network (as
illustrated in Figure 1, Level El), it may be impossible to
resolve structures such as the iron oxides illustrated in
Figure 1, Level I because of computational limitations.
However, an effective media treatment can be developed
using volume averaging. In this approach, the complicated
surface structure is replaced by a homogeneous surface that
yields the same net effect as the heterogeneous surface.
The parameters associated with the effective surface are
defined in terms of the microscopic physical characteristics
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of the surface. The mathematical relation between the
effective parameters and the microscopic physical
characteristics of the surface is known as "the closure
problem." If the microscopic details of the surface can be
measured for some representative region, the closure
problem can be solved to predict the effective parameters
on the basis of this information. Because the
representative region is generally much smaller than the
original problem of interest, this approach results in
computational efficiency.

Although the problem of heterogeneous surfaces is
important in understanding microbial transport in natural
porous media, it is also central to catalysis. We have
developed an effective media treatment of a heterogeneous
surface for problems of catalysts. The problem of
attachment of microorganisms to a heterogeneous mineral
surface takes a similar form, and the results for the
catalytic surface have immediate relevance to the problem
of microbial transport. For this problem, we 1) developed
the effective homogeneous description of the surface,
2) developed the associated closure problem over a
representative region, 3) solved the closure problem, and
4) used these results to predict the effective parameters
associated with the surface. These results were compiled
in a paper submitted to Chemical Engineering Science and
represent the first upscaling step associated with the
hierarchy illustrated in Figure 1.

Development of Fluid-Solid Boundary Condition for
Microbial Transport at the Pore Scale

In the second step of upscaling in the hierarchical system
illustrated in Figure 1 (Level II), the problem of microbial
transport in a pore was studied. The goal of this work was
to develop transport equations that apply at the Darcy
(Level III) and the field (Level IV) scales. To accomplish
this, it was necessary to first have transport equations that
apply in the pore space and at the boundaries for the region
shown in Level II of Figure 1.

An equation that describes the transport of microorganisms
near a solid boundary was developed by Peters and Ying
(1991). This expression provides a transport equation
starting from a molecular statistical-mechanical
perspective and incorporates the electrostatic and
hydrodynamic effects that the solid interface has on
particles in the fluid. However, in a system such as
illustrated in Figure 1, this equation is not practical for
pores (Level II) because the interaction potential has a
characteristic length scale of tens of nanometers, whereas
the pore may be 100,000 times larger than this scale. This

disparity between length scales makes the direct
application of the transport equation developed by Peters
and Ying (1991) impractical for numerical solutions of
microbial transport in a pore.

One solution to this difficulty is to pre-average the
transport equation developed by Peters and Ying (1991)
over a representative region very near the surface (with a
length scale approximately the same as that for the
interaction potential). The average over such a volume can
be used to define the surface excess concentration and may
be seen as a concentration associated with the solid phase.
Under certain simplifying conditions, this averaged
equation can be put in the form of a boundary (or jump)
condition that is defined in terms of 1) an averaged fluid
concentration, 2) the surface excess concentration, and
3) two effective parameters that define the kinetic
attachment and detachment of microorganisms near the
solid surface. The effective parameters that arise are
defined by a closure problem that links the microscopic-
scale physical details to the effective parameters. The
results of this work represent the second upscaling step
associated with the hierarchy illustrated in Figure 1.
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Vadose Zone Modeling

Mark D. White, James A. Fort

Study Control Number: PN99076/1404

Project Description

This project will develop high-performance computational
tools for scientists and engineers to evaluate multifmid
flow and reactive transport processes in the subsurface
using irregular structured grids, unstructured grids, and
nonoverlapping subdomains. These new tools will be used
to address vadose zone flow and transport processes
involving preferential pathways, heterogeneous multifluid
flow structures, geologic discontinuities, and subsurface
engineered structures. Outcomes from this project will
support the Groundwater Vadose Zone-Columbia River
Integration Project. We will use these tools to model
historical events, to predict the success of remediation
activities, and to provide scientific guidance for site
characterization. The primary emphasis will be to
capitalize on the Laboratory's strengths in grid
methodologies, multifluid subsurface science, and the
recently developed high-performance subsurface flow
algorithms to include the effects of preferential flow
pathways.

Accurate representations of the geologic structure,
stratigraphy, and engineered structures are crucial to
numerically modeling subsurface flow and transport
processes. Numerical models operate in the physical
domain, where physical properties are computed at discrete
points across the domain as an approximation to the
physical continuum. For applications void of complex
geometries, regular orthogonal grids (e.g., Cartesian,
cylindrical, spherical) suffice to represent the physical
domain. Modeling applications involving simple
geometries are typically limited to homogeneous or layered
field environments or controlled laboratory experiments.
Typical hydrogeologic applications, however, require
accurate representations of complex geologic structures
and stratigraphy (e.g., pinch-out layering, folding, clastic
dikes, faulting, as shown in Figure 1), and frequently
involve geometrically complex engineered structures
(e.g., wells, boreholes, drifts, shafts, storage tanks).
Whether irregular-structured, unstructured, or hybrid grids
are used to discretize the physical domain, a key

Figure 1. Clastic dikes, predominately found in the finer
grained fades of the Hanford formation, are near vertical
sedimentary bodies (the dike shown above is approximately
23 m across)

component of numerically modeling hydrogeologic
systems is the representation of a physical domain on the
computational grid. For orthogonal-structured grids
applied to simple geometries, computational grids can be
created manually. However, most field applications
require semi-automated or fully automated grid generation.
This project uses the core grid generation tools developed
by other projects. Therefore, the development efforts will
be concentrated on adapting data structures for generated
grids and converting the numerical solution schemes to
operate on irregular structured and hybrid grid forms.

The project has two principal tasks related to discrete
geologic and engineered structures within the vadose zone
at the Hanford Site. In the first task, structured and hybrid
computational grid system capabilities are being
incorporated into the Laboratory's high-performance
software for subsurface flow and reactive transport, which
will lead to advanced field-scale applications. In the
second task, high-performance adaptive grid algorithms
and advanced process models for subsurface flow and
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transport fingering are being developed to address geologic
discontinuities and preferential pathways in the vadose
zone. The resulting software products will provide a
stronger scientific rationale for addressing the restoration
and/or management of vadose zone contamination,
particularly at the Hanford Site, where complex geologic
geometries and preferential pathways are critical issues.

Technical Accomplishments

The primary objective for FY 1999 was to convert the
Laboratory's subsurface reactive flow and transport
numerical tools, both scalar and parallel implementations
of the software, to execute on irregular structured
coordinate systems that retain a seven-point stencil (in
three dimensions) and are orthogonal or nearly orthogonal.
Specifically, the approach required the discretized forms of
the governing equations to be transformed from an
irregular physical domain to a uniform computational
domain. For static grid structures, this approach required a
single computation of the grid transformation metrics,
which then appeared as multipliers in the discretized forms
of the governing equations.

These objectives were divided into three principal tasks:
1) grid generation and metric calculations, 2) theory
development and code implementation, and 3) verification.
Grid generation has applications across the spectrum of
science and engineering fields, where there is a need to
represent a continuum with discrete points. Because grid
generation software is available from commercial sources
(e.g., GREDGEN) and other national laboratories
(e.g., GEOMESH), these capabilities were acquired and
put into practice. Algorithms needed to compute the
transformation metrics were developed internally and were
incorporated into the Laboratory's subsurface flow and
transport codes. Software that complements the popular
geographic information systems and maps geologic data
onto irregular grid structures is being sought. If geologic
mapping software cannot be obtained externally, these
utilities will be developed.

Implementing capabilities for computing on boundary-
fitted orthogonal coordinate systems required discretized
forms of the governing equations for subsurface flow and
transport and incorporating those changes into the
Laboratory's simulator. We completed the required
modifications to the scalar implementation of the
subsurface flow and transport simulator. Because the

project uses a Fortran preprocessor to convert scalar coding
to parallel form, implementation of these changes in
parallel should proceed quickly.

A benchmark and demonstration problem was identified
that involves the numerical simulation of infiltration and
solute transport through unsaturated porous media in an
s-shaped model basin using a boundary-fitted grid system
(Kinouchi et al. 1991). Preliminary testing of the
conventional subsurface flow and transport simulator
against the published results revealed several errors in the
reported hydrologic data for the problem. With corrections
to the hydrologic properties, the boundary-fitted coordinate
system implementation was compared with a stepped
Cartesian system with inactive nodes, as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. S-shaped basin simulation results showing color
scaled saturation after one week for stepped Cartesian
(above) and boundary-fitted orthogonal (below) coordinate
systems
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Development of Aquatic Bio-Optical Monitoring Buoy

Dana L. Woodruff, Paul J. Farley, Lyle F. Hibler, Karen L. Steinmaus

Study Control Number: PN99018/1346

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop an approach to
collect bio-optical data in coastal, near-shore, or inland
waters. We used a near real-time, remotely accessible bio-
optical monitoring buoy designed to validate ocean color
algorithms for satellites collecting data in coastal
environments. The recent successful launch of the
SeaWiFs ocean color satellite and scheduled launch of
future ocean color sensors requires validation,
modification, and development of ocean color algorithms
for specific use in optically complex nearshore waters. In
situ calibration data have traditionally been collected from
shipboard platforms, requiring labor-intensive field efforts.
This project will provide a streamlined, flexible approach
to collect bio-optical data in geographic regions (coastal,
near-shore, or inland waters) that require further algorithm
development. A portable buoy with a unique complement
of environmental and optical sensors allows a quick
response monitoring capability for natural resource and/or
damage assessment in inland and coastal waters.

Technical Accomplishments

During FY 1999 we identified technology gaps and
designed the buoy. We conducted a literature review to
evaluate stationary and moored buoy designs, elastic
tetherings for buoy systems, telemetry systems, solar
power supply charging capacities and efficiencies, and data
acquisition and logging systems. Specific needs were
assessed, and conceptual buoy design drawings were
developed. Features were incorporated based on the
assessment and engineering constraints.

Incorporated into the buoy platform are the following
unique measurement capabilities:

• Multipurpose combined satellite validation and
environmental monitoring

• Portability for quick response

• Downloadable data in near real time

• A variety of data collection scenarios programmable
for up to four months

• A multisensor platform with the ability to add and
change sensors quickly and easily to accommodate
client needs.

Optical and Environmental Sensors

One area of investigation was the collection of data in the
nearshore coastal areas that allowed assessment of harmful
algal blooms. Harmful algal blooms were also assessed
using ocean color (chlorophyll) information from satellites.
The suite of sensors incorporated into the buoy allowed
simultaneous assessment of harmful algal bloom dynamics
and satellite ground-truthing for chlorophyll. The optical
and environmental sensors collected the following data in a
user-programmable data collection scenario:

• Conductivity
• Sea surface temperature
• Dissolved oxygen
• Chlorophyll
• Turbidity
• Solar irradiance at 2 depths
• Light attentuation
• Wind speed and direction
• Geographic positioning system position.

Buoy Design

The buoy was designed for use in semi-protected coastal
waters and can be easily transported by a small vessel
(Figure 1). Data acquired from the buoy can be accessed
remotely using a cell phone and various program scenarios
(data collection when satellites are in view) or a routine
frequent collection to provide temporal coverage of an
event (algal bloom, sewage or river outfall).
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Figure 1. Schematic of bio-optical monitoring buoy for coastal remote sensing

Plans for FY 2000 are to develop the final engineering
specifications for the buoy, incorporating power
requirements for the present sensors and several
anticipated future sensors. We plan to construct the buoy,
bench-test the buoy components (sensors, data logger and
processing software, telecommunications) after assembly,
and field-test the buoy in local waters.
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A Smart Molecular Membrane System for Waste Water Treatment
and Recycle

Liang Liang, Vish V. Viswanalhan

Study Control Number: PN97005A1146

Project Description

In this research project, we investigated methods to remove
the fouling layer generated on polymeric membranes
during the separation process. Our goal was to improve
the flux of solution through the fouled membranes by
making them resistant to the most predominant fouling
mechanisms. To accomplish this, we grafted a thermally
sensitive polymer onto the surface of the membranes. We
changed the surface properties (hydrophilic/hydrophobic)
by a small shift in temperature, anticipating that the fouling
layer could be removed due to the difference between its
surface properties and those of the membranes.

Technical Accomplishments

Grafted Membranes and Characteristics ofAntifouling

Microfiltration and ultrafiltration membranes were
prepared by grafting poly n-isopropylacrylamide
(PNIPAAm) on the surfaces by plasma polymerization.
The surface of the grafted membrane was evaluated by
Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR). Scanning
electron micrographs showed that the PNIPAAm could be
grafted either on the surface or in the pores of the
microfiltration membrane (see Figure 1). The morphology
of the grafted membrane was adjusted by varying the
monomer concentration and polymerization time. We
determined the reversible change in the surface property as
a function of temperature by measuring the dynamic
contact angle. Below the low critical solution temperature
of PNIPAAm, the grafted polypropylene membrane
exhibited a hydrophilic surface (advancing contact angle
< 40°). Above the low critical solution temperature, the
surface changed to hydrophobic properties (advancing
contact angle > 90°).

Before testing these membranes for antifouling
performance, we characterized them by investigating the

on-off characteristics of the grafted membrane by
measuring water flux through the grafted membrane at
different temperatures. The water flux ranged from 25 to
7500 kg/m2 per hour, depending on the temperature and
operation pressure. The swelling PNIPAAm chains
blocked the pores of the microfiltration membrane, and the
flux decreased (off status). The PNIPAAm chains shrank
above the low critical solution temperature and opened the
pores of the microfiltration membrane. Thus the water flux
increased (on status).

The grafted microfiltration and ultrafiltration membranes
were further evaluated for their antifouling properties. The
experiments were carried out in the ultrafiltration cell, and
the protein solution (1000 ppm of bovine serum albumin in
water) or cell solution (1.3 x 107 cell/mL) was passed
through the membrane at a pressure of 12 psi at room
temperature. The solution flux decreased with increasing
operation time due to formation of the fouling layer on the
membrane surface. The fouling layer blocked the pores of
the membrane, increasing its resistance. The membranes
were subsequently immersed in warm water at 45°C for
half an hour to make the surface hydrophobic and to
remove the fouling layer from the membrane surface.
Following this treatment, the solution flux (both protein
and cell) was recovered for the ultrafiltration membranes
both with and without grafting. However, the solution flux
(both protein and cell) through the microfiltration
membrane could not be recovered after treatment by hot
water, indicating that the change of surface properties did
not overcome the strong attraction between protein (or cell)
and microfiltration membrane. The fouling layer can be
removed more easily from the ultrafiltration membrane
than from the more porous structure of the microfiltration
membrane. This may be attributed to the denser structure
of the ultrafiltration membrane.
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Figure 1. Grafted polypropylene membrane, (a) original polypropylene membrane; (b) surface grafted polypropylene membrane;
(c) surface and pore grafted polypropylene membrane.

Review of Fouling Mechanisms

Fouling mechanisms affecting various membranes were
reviewed. Fouling is typically more severe in
microfiltration and ultrafiltration membranes, which are
more porous than the denser reverse osmosis membranes.
Fouling in reverse osmosis membranes occurs mainly by
chemisorption and is typically treated by chemical
cleaning. Due to the dense structure of the membrane,
fouling by biological agents or proteins is considered to
be minimal because it is difficult for the cells and proteins
to get trapped within the porous matrix. While fouling of
reverse osmosis membranes by cake filtration is common,
it can be removed by intermittent backwashing.
However, for ultrafiltration and microfiltration
membranes, fouling by proteins is predominant. This can
occur from physical phenomena such as pore blocking
and/or cake filtration for polyacrilonitrile membranes.
The membrane flux in such cases can easily be restored
by backwashing. However, for hydrophobic polysulfone
modules, in addition to blocking and cake filtration,
fouling occurs by what is referred to in the literature as
chemical adsorption of colloidal particles. This is
removed by chemical cleaning.

It appears that, for the smart polymer grafted
microfiltration membranes, the proteins and cells present
within the membrane pores during heating are trapped
when the pores shrink during subsequent cooling. During
repeated heat/cool cycles, this effect may be compounded
due to chemical adsorption of the proteins/cells on the
hydrophobic membrane surface at high temperature. In
our experiments, this effect was not significant for
ultrafiltration membranes because the pores were too
small for the proteins and cells to penetrate during
heating. Because the membrane surface was hydrophilic
at room temperature, no chemical adsorption of the
particles was expected on the membrane surface. The

decrease in flux was due to cake filtration, which was
removed by applying heat.

Based on the literature review and our experimental
results, it appears that the main advantage of smart
polymer grafting appears to be its hydrophilic nature at
room temperature, which prevents chemical adsorption of
the proteins/cells. However, a variety of hydrophilic
materials can be used to coat commercially available
ultrafiltration and microfiltration membranes made of
polysulfone or other hydrophobic materials. The most
popular polymer used in spiral wound reverse osmosis
modules is a polyamide cast on a polysulfone substrate.
Treating the surface with a hydrophilic coating would
minimize chemical adsorption. The literature does not
address the issue of treating hydrophobic surfaces to make
them more hydrophilic to minimize fouling. We believe
there is significant potential in using this approach to
minimize fouling due to chemical adsorption.
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Biological Interactions/Materials Biocompatibility

Barbara J. Tarasevich, Steven C. Goheen

Study Control Number: PN97019/1160

Project Description

Our objectives were to develop a fundamental
understanding of how interfaces between materials and
living tissue control biological responses. We wanted to
understand how interfacial properties affect protein
adsorption and conformation and how protein adsorption,
in turn, controls cell adhesion and growth. Biological
interactions on interfaces are of great importance to
medical technologies such as artificial and resorbable
implants, cell/tissue scaffolds, and invasive probes. The
success of a biomaterial depends largely on how well the
material's surface promotes or discourages nonspecific
protein adsorption and cellular responses. For example,
the use of small-bore vascular implants during heart
surgery has been limited because of thrombotic occlusion
at the surface. The role of surfaces in controlling this
biological response, however, is not well understood. It is
believed that protein adsorption occurs initially and then
mediates interactions with cells via adhesion receptors.
There is no clear understanding of how surface chemistry
and structure affects protein adsorption and unfolding and
how the protein layer structure, in turn, affects cell
adhesion. We studied serum protein adsorption and
endothelial cell growth onto model self-assembling
monolayer surfaces and developed a novel flow-through
system to examine protein adsorption and unfolding onto
chromatographic supports. These studies have resulted in
a better understanding of how surfaces control protein
adsorption and cell adhesion and growth and provide
valuable insight on how to design new materials and
surfaces to tailor biological responses.

Technical Accomplishments

Two approaches were used to examine protein adsorption
and cell growth onto tailored surfaces:

• An in situ flow-through technique was developed to
examine protein adsorption and unfolding onto
chromatographic supports.

• Endothelial cell growth and serum protein adsorption
and elution were studied on model monolayers
containing well-controlled surface chemistries and
structures.

In the first approach, we studied the adsorption of blood
plasma proteins on ionic media using an in situ flow
technique. Early in this project, we determined the kinetics
of protein unfolding on a weakly cationic support. These
kinetics were developed for bovine serum albumin,
immunoglobulin G, and fibrinogen (Goheen and
Hilsenbeck 1998). More recently, we examined the •
influence of temperature and salt concentration on the
surface-mediated unfolding process of fibrinogen
(Hilsenbeck et al. 1999). In addition, we explored surface-
mediated unfolding kinetics of fibrinogen on a weakly
hydrophobic support and a correlation between unfolding
kinetics and protein molecular weight We believe that
protein unfolding is catalyzed during surface adsorption,
but we have not determined whether the conformational
changes from unfolding in solution are similar or identical
to those that occur on a surface.

In the second approach, we examined endothelial cell
adhesion and growth onto chemically and structurally
heterogeneous surfaces containing mixtures of CH3,
COOH, and OH functional groups. Although in previous
years we studied cell growth and protein onto chemically
homogeneous monolayers and found a large effect of
surface chemistry on cell adhesion (Tidwell et al. 1997),
there is little previous work on examining cell growth and
protein adsorption onto heterogeneous surfaces. The
literature indicates that heterogeneous surfaces may be
more biocompatible.

We developed binary monolayer surfaces with systematic
changes in surface site concentrations and found that the
COOH:OH formed randomly mixed surfaces compared
with COOH:CH3 surfaces, which had some degree of
phase segregation, especially at low percentage COOH, as
evidenced by a time-of-flight secondary ion mass
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spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) study. We studied endothelial
cell growth onto these surfaces and found that cell growth
was maximized on surfaces containing approximately 50 to
60 percent COOH groups, as shown in Figure 1. Cell
growth was about 30 percent higher for these surfaces than
tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS), a common cell culture
surface. Cell growth was promoted on surfaces that had
randomly mixed sites (COOH:OH) rather than phase
segregated sites (COOH:CH3) at low percentage COOH.
We studied protein adsorption from serum onto the
heterogeneous surfaces and found that cell growth was
correlated to the adsorption of the adhesion protein,
vitronectin, and reduction in adsorption of albumin.
Adsorbed vitronectin also had very high elutabilities onto
surfaces with 20 percent COOH or higher, suggesting that
the protein is adsorbed in a native conformation onto these
surfaces and that conformation affects RGD binding
interactions with cell receptor sites.
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Figure 1. Endothelial cell growth onto heterogeneous self-
assembled interfaces

These results show that heterogeneous surfaces promote
cell growth over homogeneous surfaces and that the
functional group arrangement (random or phase
segregated) has an effect on cell adhesion. We also found
that the mechanism for cell adhesion involves promotion of
the adsorption of cell adhesion proteins, primarily
vitronectin, in the native conformation. This work also
shows that surface composition and structure can be
tailored to optimize cell adhesion and growth by
optimizing the composition and conformation of the
adsorbed protein layer.

Our work involving tailored monolayer surfaces and new
methods to examine protein adsorption explains several
aspects of the role of surfaces in controlling endothelial
cell growth and protein adsorption and unfolding. These
studies show how to design surfaces and materials to
control biological responses. In addition, these studies
have been valuable for solving several protein and
biofouling problems in government and industry.
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Development of a Novel Deposition Method for Synthesis of Porous Oxide
Thin Films

Yufcl Gao, Scott H. Elder, Theva S. Thevuthasan

Study Control Number: PN99017/134S

Project Description

Porous oxide materials play an important role in a wide
range of applications. These materials are prepared by
hydrothermal or sol-gel synthesis. Typically, these
materials are used in either powder form or thick films
(greater than ~3 p.m). However, use of these materials in
thin films (less than 1 urn) will significantly improve their
performance in some of the applications. The objective of
this project was to develop a new technique for synthesis
of thin porous films with controlled microstructure,
composition, and film thickness. Unlike the solution
routes, which are under thermodynamic equilibrium
conditions, vapor-phase deposition is a nonequilibrium
processing method. It is not known how the surfactant
template aggregates behave in vacuum.

Technical Accomplishments

This project focuses on two particular tasks. The first was
to address the fundamental aspects of forming porous thin
films using the new technique; the second was to deposit
porous thin films of silica inside macroporous structures.

We demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed technique
for synthesis of porous thin films. We obtained key
growth parameters for the processing. The porous thin
films deposited on planar substrates showed a silica
structure similar to those obtained using hydrothermal
methods. The pore structure was also confirmed by cross-
sectional transmission electron microscopy. The results
indicated that the behavior of surfactants under vacuum
was similar to that in the solution. Porous thin films with
different thickness, pore size, and pore ordering were
produced with the new technique. The porosity of the thin
films was characterized using Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry (RBS).

Mesoporous thin films were also deposited inside a
macroporous structure. Two macropore sizes were used,
300 u.m and <0.5 um in diameter. For the macroporous
structure with the large pore size, a thin layer of
mesoporous silica was typically deposited. The coated
macroporous structure was envisioned to have applications
in catalysis. For example, our preliminary study showed
more than 90 percent conversion in diesel combustion with
only 20 percent of conventional catalyst loading. For the
macroporous structure with the small pore size, the
composite structures can be used as ceramic membranes.
Compared with conventional ceramic membranes, these
ceramic membranes have higher permeability and provide
better species selectivity. These new ceramic membranes
may have great potential in separation technologies.
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Development of Novel Photo-Catalysts Using Interfacial Engineering

Yong Liang, John L. Dashbach, Scott A. Chambers, Yali Su, Yong Wang, H. Luo

Study Control Number: PN98023/1269

Project Description

The focus of this project is to use a novel approach to
enhance the performance of photocatalysts. The project
was designed to address two issues critical to photocatalyst
development:

• Increasing the efficiency of photocatalysts

• Enabling the use of visible light to facilitate reactions
on catalysts.

We are using interfacial engineering to tailor the catalysts
to achieve both of these properties.

During FY 1998 we conducted several conceptual tests on
semiconductor heterostructures. During FY 1999 we
focused on two areas: 1) developing oxide-based materials
systems suitable to spatial charge separation and increased
optical adsorption; 2) using quantum dots to increase
surface area and selectivity. We demonstrated our ability
to enhance the chemical stability of our materials. We also
demonstrated that synthesis of engineered oxide materials
can be accomplished. In addition, we demonstrated that
quantum dots with increased surface area, chemical
stability, and desired optical properties can be formed
using a self-assembled process.

Technical Accomplishments

Development of Fe2O^Cr2O3 Heterostructures

We synthesized an Fe2O3/Cr2O3 heterostructure using
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Our selection of Fe2O3

and Cr2O3 was based on their importance in photocatalysis.
High-quality, single-crystal films of Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 were
synthesized using molecular beam epitaxy. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy suggested that the interface
between Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 was stable with undetectable
redox chemical reaction. Furthermore, spectroscopy
showed that the valance and conduction band offsets were
asymmetric. There are three possible causes for such an
asymmetry in band offsets: 1) quantum confinement,
2) asymmetric strain effect, and 3) different dipole

moments at two interfaces. To identify the cause of this
asymmetry, we examined the band offsets of films with
different thicknesses. Results showed that the valance and
conduction band offsets did not depend on the film
thickness; thus, eliminating the quantum confinement as
the possible cause for the asymmetry in band offsets. We
also used reflection high-energy electron diffraction to
measure the strain effect in Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 films at
different growth sequences. Results showed that Fe2O3

films were always relaxed, whereas Cr2O3 films were
always strained, suggesting that asymmetric strain was not
the cause for the asymmetry in band offsets.

Synthesis and Characterization ofAnatase (TiO2) Films

In addition to Fe2O3/Cr2O3, we also synthesized and
characterized TiO2 (anatase) films. Anatase (Cu2O/ TiO2)
is a promising photocatalyst for hydrogen production.
Because Cu2O and anatase are not commercially available,
our first step was to synthesize anatase films. We
successfully grew anatase films on SrTiO3 using MBE.
X-ray diffraction measurements confirmed that all anatase
films were single-crystal phase material.

Figure 1 is a scanning tunneling microscopy image of the
film surface, suggesting that the surface consisted of 4x1
and 1x4 domains. Growth of Cu2O on anatase and
characterization of the materials are under way.

Figure 1. A scanning tunneling microscope image showing an
anatase surface consists of 4x1 and 1x4 domains
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Formation and Properties of Quantum Dot Structures

In addition to continuum films, we also examined self-
assembled quantum dot structures. Because of their unique
structure, quantum dots offer a large surface area and high
selectivity. In addition, they have unique optical and
electronic properties. Figure 2 is a comparison of
photoluminescence peak positions and the full peak widths
at half-maximum of different CdTe layers near the
transition thickness for quantum dot formation. Results
show that near the quantum-dot formation thickness
(7-ML), a transition in photoluminesence peak positions
and their peak widths occurred.
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maximum of CdTe near transition thickness

In addition to individual self-assembled quantum dots, we
also observed quantum-dot molecules that resembled
hydrogen and "benzene" molecules. Figure 3 shows such

Figure 3. An AFM image reveals a quantum-dot ring
consisting of eight individual quantum dots

a benzene-like molecule. It consists of eight individual
quantum dots. Auger mapping of these quantum-dot rings
showed that they were chemically resistant to carbon and
oxygen, two of the most common contaminants. These
results demonstrate that quantum dots not only have larger
surface areas but also form complex structures with unique
chemical, optical, and electronic properties.
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Engineered Biomaterials for Accelerated Wound Care

Brian S. Hooker, Barbara J. Tarasevich, Anna Gutowska, Jianwei Gao, Nancy B. Valentine

Study Control Number: PN98027/1273

Project Description

This project focused on capabilities development necessary
to formulate methods to accelerate skin wound healing.
Capability effort development in FY 1999 focused on
testing of the ability to produce plant-derived recombinant
epidermal growth factor (EGF).

Technical Accomplishments

Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) callus cultures, which were
genetically transformed with the pre-pro-EGF gene in a
previous project, were screened for EGF expression. The
tobacco calli clones were grown and maintained on
selective agar plates containing antibiotic selection

pressure. Protein was extracted from two-week old calli
via sonic cell disruption. Protein extracts were then tested
for EGF level using enzyme-linked immuno sorbenl assay
(ELISA), in which a mouse monoclonal anti-human EGF
antibody was used as the capture antibody, a goat anti-
human EGF antibody as the secondary antibody, and an
alkaline phosphatase-conjugated mouse anti-goat antibody
as the detection antibody. One-hundred-eleven callus
clones were screened for EGF expression. Seven callus
cultures showed significant expression levels of EGF. The
highest expression level is 328 ng EGF per gram of plant
soluble protein. The plant- derived human EGF was used
for in vitro functional studies. Up to 40 percent of the EGF
present in culture successfully bound normal human EGF
receptor.
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High-Functionality Surfaces and Structures in Microchannels

Peter C. Rieke, Liang Liang

Study Control Number: PN97048/1189

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to formulate strategies that
exploit highly functional surfaces to develop new concepts
in fluid handling for nanoscale chemical reactors and heat
exchangers. This project focused on developing self-
assembled smart surfaces in microchannels and applying
molecular and material sciences to enhance the
functionality of microstructures by incorporating molecular
and polymeric smart surfaces. Various materials were
evaluated, thermal sensitive polymers in particular. New
materials were designed that can be actuated by novel
thermal, optical, electrical, magnetic, or electrochemical
means. Methods were developed for reversible actuation
of the active elements.

Technical Accomplishments

Thermally sensitive surfaces were prepared on the surface
of silicone wafers (substrates) using two methods of
reaction of a polymer. After applying the first method,
ellipsometry measurement revealed a thin grafting layer
(-44 A) consisting of a single polymer chain on the surface
of the silicone wafers. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
confirmed that the grafting layer had the desired structure.
The properties of the grafting layer can be adjusted and
manipulated by varying the reaction time and the
concentration of the monomer, which increases both the
thickness of the grafting layer and the wettability of the
surface.

The characteristics of the temperature-sensitive surface
were investigated by dynamic contact angle as a function
of temperature. The remarkable changes on advancing the
contact angle were observed around 32°C (see Figure 1).
Compared with the substrate grafted by previous efforts,
this chain exhibited a lower transition temperature and a
narrower range of transition temperature.

After applying the second method, the modified surfaces
were characterized by scanning electron microscopy, x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, and attenuated total
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Figure 1. Advancing contact angle of different surfaces

reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The
reversible hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of the
surface were evaluated by dynamic contact angle. The
morphology of the surface can be turned from "sea island"
to "mountain valley" by changing reactant concentration
and varying the polymerization time. A completely
hydrophilic surface (advancing contact angle = 0 degrees)
was observed below 25 °C, and the surface became
extremely hydrophobic (advancing contact angle =
92 degrees) above 40°C (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. A hydrophilic surface (advancing contact angle =
0 degrees) below 25°C became extremely hydrophobic
(advancing contact angle = 92 degrees) above 40°C

The sensitivity of surfaces to temperature change can be
improved by increasing the cross-linking density of the
polymer layer and varying the polymerization time. The
water meniscus height in a capillary tube, whose wall was
coated by the polymer, went up or down as the temperature
changed. The differences in the water meniscus height are
10 and 5 mm for a capillary tube with a diameter of 2 and
3 mm, respectively, corresponding to a change of
temperature from 23 to 50°C.
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In summary, the temperature-sensitive characteristics,
which produce remarkable and rapid changes of surface
properties, make this technology broadly applicable to
actuators, modulators, sensors, and switches.
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Interaction of Proteins with Surfaces

Steven C. Goheen, David L. Springer, John H. Miller

Study Control Number: PN98040/1286

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to investigate the unfolding
process of a protein on a solid support. Cytochrome c was
chosen as the protein to study because its structure has
been well documented and its unfolding conformations
have been determined. While we were investigating the
adsorption and unfolding process, Milton Hearn's(a)

laboratory published a paper on cytochrome c adsorption to
a reversed-phase support (C-18 alkyl chains) (Aguilar et al.
1998). They used an enzyme digestion process that was
similar to the one we had planned to use. The differences
were in the adsorption medium and duration of enzymatic
digestion. We had planned to adsorb cytochrome c to an
anionic support to mimic the biological membrane, and we
hoped to use short digestion times to examine the initial
peptides to be cleaved. Our hypothesis was that on a given
surface chemistry the adsorbed protein will orient
preferentially.

Technical Accomplishments

Our method of determining protein orientation was to
enzymatically digest peptides from the protein and to
analyze the cleaved fragments. We made several attempts
to digest cytochrome c in solution and adsorbed to a
surface. However, it was difficult to adsorb this protein to
a solid support strongly enough that fragments would
remain bound during or after digestion. Our initial tests
were designed to identify conditions under which
cytochrome c would bind. We used high-performance
liquid chromotography to examine binding to a weakly
anionic support, similar to previous studies. We
discovered that, unlike other larger proteins, cytochrome c
would at best bind weakly to the anionic support. The
binding properties were dependent on time of exposure to
the substrate and temperature. These results were accepted
for publication and were presented to the Federation of the
American Society of Experimental Biologists,
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Society, the
American Chemical Society, and the Surfaces in
Biomaterials conference. The essence of these papers is

that cytochrome c appears to go through a slow unfolding
process that is catalyzed by an anionic surface. The
unfolding can become so severe that the protein will not
desorb under normal elution conditions. However, the
strong adsorption only occurs at high temperature (above
ca. 60°C) and after long residence times (greater than ca.
3 minutes). Only about 20 percent of the cytochrome c
adsorbed very strongly; the remaining protein appeared to
deform with temperature. This result was repeated with a
separately prepared, re-purified protein sample.

The general principles governing protein adsorption are
still uncertain. Many different equilibrium states can exist
under adsorption conditions, frequently giving rise to
competition between reversible and irreversible binding
reactions. We developed a model that involves three
states: 1) the native protein in solution, 2) a reversibly
adsorbed state, and 3) a denatured irreversibly adsorbed
state. For a small globular protein like cyctochrome c, the
reversibly adsorbed state might be similar to the solution-
phase molten globule state in the presence of GdmHCl or
the "A-state" at low pH and high ionic strength. For a
large multi-domain protein like fibrinogen, the existence of
a reversibly adsorbed state is more speculative. If such a
state exists, we envision its conformation to have inter-
domain interactions similar to the native state in solution
and a molton globule state for each domain.

We refer to the transition between reversible and
irreversible adsorbed states as "surface-mediated
unfolding." This is a complex process, which, for
cytochorme c, is much slower than the rates of adsorption
and desorption. Experiments that measured the time and
temperature dependence of cytochrome retention on an ion
exchange column suggested that surface-mediated
unfolding was similar to unfolding in solution but with
transitions between intermediates occurring at lower
temperatures. These results led us to view the surface as a
catalyst for unfolding. The difference is that a catalyst
only reduces the activation energy. A surface can decrease
the energy of unfolded proteins relative to the energy of
unfolded conformations in solution. Lowering product

(a) Department of Biochemistry, Monash University, Clayton Victoria, Australia.
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energies can have the secondary effect of lowering the
transition state and die activation energy for unfolding.
Anodier way that a surface might enhance die formation of
unfolded states is by serving as a sink for strain energy.
Conformational changes in solution resulting from random
thermal fluctuations usually have large strain energies that
favor transitions back to the native state. Rapid dissipation
of diis energy to a surface would help to overcome kinetic
barriers to unfolding. Even though surface-mediated
unfolding is a multi-step process, these analogies with rate
theory for simple reactions may provide insights for
relating the behavior of adsorbed proteins to meir solution
properties.

Surface-mediated unfolding of large proteins like
fibrinogen is more energetically favorable than unfolding
of reversibly adsorbed cytochome c. Surface mediation
makes the process faster and more difficult to study
experimentally. Surface-mediated unfolding (often
referred to as spreading) influences the adsorption kinetics
of fibrinogen. In the formation of a monolayer of adsorbed
fibrinogen, spreading decreases the area available for
subsequent adsorption events. This effect has been used to
estimate the rate constant for surface-mediated unfolding
of fibrinogen. Brusatori and Van Tassel (1999) report a
value of 0.031/sec for fibrinogen adsorbed on a SiTiC>2
surface. This spreading rate is about 70 times faster than
that observed for the small globular protein lysozyme
under similar experimental conditions.

Fibrinogen adsorption is most often modeled as a
completely irreversible process (i.e., without a reversibly
adsorbed intermediate state). This approach is usually
taken because it is rationalized by the observation that very
litde fibrinogen can be recovered by washing the surface
after the adsorbed density has reached a plateau value.
Low recovery at this time may simply reflect die fact that
all of the adsorbed fibrinogen has undergone irreversible
surface-induced unfolding. At times comparable to the
reciprocal of the spreading rate (32 sec for fibrinogen
adsorbed on SiTiO2), greater recovery may be observed.
In collaboration with Professor Van Tassel at Wayne State
University, we developed a model for the kinetics of
fibrinogen adsorption mat includes a reversibly adsorbed
intermediate state.

The implications of protein deformation on solid supports
are significant. Fouling of biomaterials is often regulated
by proteins. Bacterial adhesion may be initiated by
proteins. Bioremediation involving oxidation of organics
and reduction of iron oxide is believed to be regulated by
protein adsorption (Caccavo et al. 1992,1997). In
addition, proteins often perform their function at
membrane surfaces where their deformation may be

critical to various biological processes. Therefore, we
believe these studies contribute to a better understanding of
the protein adsorption process as well as to fouling and
related applications.
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Microfabrication in Ceramic and Plastic Materials

Peter M. Martin, Dean W. Matson

Study Control Number: PN98048/1294

Project Description

The objective of this project is to develop new and
improved methods for fabricating microchannel devices
using plastic and ceramic materials. Plastics are important
candidate materials for microanalytical devices and other
microfluidic applications where their advantageous
thermal, electrical, and chemical properties can be
exploited. Many plastics are also amenable to a wide
range of microforming and machining methods, including
laser micromachining and hot embossing, that will allow
development of low-cost microfluidic devices. Ceramic
materials offer unique capabilities in high-temperature and
corrosive microfluidic applications. In addition to
structural applications, ceramic components can serve as
thermal and electrical insulators or as catalyst supports.

Technical Accomplishments

Our efforts to develop plastic microfabrication methods
focused on patterning two-dimensional plastic sheets and
laminating them into three-dimensional microfluidic
components. This effort continued from previous years of
effort in this area, where considerable potential had been
demonstrated.

In the area of plastics fabrication, we tested several plastic
materials with a variety of characteristics. Many of these
types of materials offer unique challenges in terms of their
patterning and bonding properties.

MicroChannel machining capabilities at PNNL were
enhanced during the past year by acquiring, with non-
LDRD funds, a third excimer laser micromachining
station. The new Resonetics Maestro machining station
offers through-mask machining capabilities that
supplement the direct-write laser machining processes that
were previously available. The dual-wavelength, high-
power excimer laser provided with the station allows
machining of many plastics at 248 nm as well as metals
and many glasses at the 193-nm wavelength. The ability to
machine through-mask offers the potential to mill
microchannels in a wide range of materials in a single pass
rather than the multiple passes that were needed for the

direct-write systems. Consequently, microchannel floor
quality and milling speeds were greatly improved by using
this through-mask machining process (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Comparison of 100-micron-wide microchannels
laser-machined using (a) a multiple-pass direct-write process
requiring 10 passes of a 10-micron laser spot and (b) a single-
pass mask-machining process. Machining time for channel
(b) was roughly 10 percent of that required for channel (a).

Our ceramic microfabrication efforts were aimed at
developing processes for producing laminated ceramic
microchannel devices. This process is similar to one we
developed for producing microchannel array devices in
metals using diffusion-bonded metal shims. Producing
similar devices from ceramic materials provided unique
challenges in shim patterning, bonding, and device
integrity during the bonding process.
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Commercially available green ceramic tape was used as a
starting material for producing ceramic shims.
Demonstration shims were patterned from 250-micron-
thick tape using a CO2 laser (Figure 2). A procedure was
developed that allowed a monolithic multichannel ceramic
component to be bonded to the component with a
minimum of distortion. A completed multichannel ceramic
test component is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Laser-machined green ceramic tape shims used to
produce a monolithic microchannel ceramic component

0
0

0
0

Figure 3. Bonded ceramic test device produced by laminating
patterned green tape shims shown in Figure 2
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Micropit Surface Technology Demonstration

John G. DcStcesc, Zenen I. Antoniak

Study Control Number: PN98049/1295

Project Description

This project will show that surface modifications and
associated miniature technology have the ability to modify
thermal emissivity and provide other advantageous surface
properties to essentially any device or product. The focus
of this project is to prove concept feasibility of two
principal aspects: the potential emissivity enhancement of
objects and the function of microstructures that can be
activated to change surface emission and appearance
characteristics. The basic elements of microstructures to
control the energy radiated from or to any surface will be
incorporated into test specimens that have the ability to
switch the radiant emissivity of their surfaces between high
and low values, on command or under design conditions.
These specimens will also be used to show effects such as
heat flow control, programmable thermal camouflage, and
identification schemes at a proof-of-principle level.

Technical Accomplishments

One surface of an aluminum block was designed to contain
625 high-emissivity areas arranged as a 25 by 25 mm
rectangular matrix. Slots were provided to position thin
metallic strips between the rows of this array. Made from
either nickel-titanium (NiTi) shape-memory alloy metal or
bimetallic material, these strips were cut to provide
temperature-sensitive caps that cover or expose the high-
emissivity areas as a function of surface temperature. The
strips were cut either as a discrete cap at individual points
on the matrix or as "shutters" adjacent to a whole row.
The slotted configuration solved the inherent problem of
attaching caps without obscuring large portions of the
treated surface. Each cap is a miniature beam that exposes
or covers a surface of higher emissivity by bending away
from its initial position. The caps and shutters are made of
a material that typically possesses an emissivity lower than
that of the treated surface. Edge-on mounting of caps and
shutters allows these members to be attached with the
minimum footprint as viewed perpendicular to the active
surface.

While the concept would be amenable to demonstration
using microscale technologies, conventional metal
machining was used to produce the test sample at
considerable cost savings over more sophisticated
techniques. The 25-mm-square test surface was chosen to
present an approximately full-field image in the infrared
camera used in this effort. The test piece was heated by a
flat, insulated element attached to the unmodified rear
surface of the aluminum test piece. Temperature readings
and images recorded by the infrared camera were
confirmed and related to indications provided by miniature
thermocouples attached at various locations on the block.

The principal objectives of this project were demonstrated
in a series of experiments in which the test piece was
heated in air from 25 to 220°C. The treated surface was
shown to increase heat rejection from the block at near-
ambient temperatures. While the magnitude of enhanced
thermal radiation is typically smaller than the convection
component, this finding has significance in the thermal
design of many systems. Using miniature thermal shutters,
emissivity switching was demonstrated both from low to
higher values and from high to lower values as the
temperature of the substrate increased. These results also
have significance in heat transfer engineering. An array of
treated spots arranged as an alphanumeric display was
shown to be more luminous in the infrared than the
surrounding untreated surface. This display demonstrated
the ability of an object to exhibit an infrared signature that
provides identification. Caps placed randomly were
activated by temperature to obscure some of the treated
areas of the array. The image of this configuration
demonstrated the essence of an infrared camouflage effect
that is altered passively as an object's temperature changes.

Work in FY 2000 will focus on the development of surface
microstructures that are amenable to remote or
programmed activation.
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Reformation Chemistry

Jud W. Virden

Study Control Number: PN99063/1391

Project Description

The conversion of conventional fuels such as methane,
gasoline, and diesel fuels to clean fuels (e.g., hydrogen) is
critical in the development of fuel cell technologies for
smaller-scale applications such as transportation or
residential power. The efficient and reliable conversion of
conventional fuels is a function of the fuel constituents
(sulfur compound, aromatics, and other hydrogen species),
conversion temperature and catalyst materials. In general,
the conversion of fuels to hydrogen is described by one of
three processes: partial oxidation, autothermal reforming,
or steam reforming. Chemically, partial oxidation and
steam reforming are described as

Partial Oxidation: CH m + 72O2 -> nCO + "72H2 Exothermic

Steam Reforming: CH m + nH2O -» nCO + (n+m/2)H2 Endothermic

Partial oxidation is exothermic, while steam reforming is
endothermic. Autothermal reforming is described by a
system that includes some water (not as much as steam
reforming) that is consumed via the exothermic partial
oxidation reaction. The objective of this project was to
review the fundamentals of fuel reformation chemistry and
gas-phase interactions with catalyst materials. We used
this knowledge to optimize fuel conversion system design,
optimize fuel conversion chemistry, and reduce sooting.

Technical Accomplishments

The project was initiated with a literature review on fuel
reformation. These searches revealed little on proposed
reactor designs and corresponding fuel conversion
chemistry. Textbook reviews describe standard larger-
scale natural gas steam reforming unit operations and
experimental results. A handful of publications
investigated the performance of simple reactor designs
using gasoline fuels.

In an effort to understand the thermodynamic limitations of
fuel conversion chemistry, thermodynamic codes were
used to determine the influence of temperature, water

content, oxygen concentration, and hydrocarbon species on
fuel conversion chemistry. Figures 1—4 are examples of
calculations for isooctane at 700, 800, 900 and 1000°C,
respectively, assuming a starting basis of 1 mole isooctane
and 4.25 moles O2; products include solid carbon (coke)
and methane. The results of this project established the
guidelines of minimum temperature required to achieve a
desired conversion efficiency without sooting. These
results will support future efforts focused on the
development of solid oxide fuel cells.
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Figure 1. Calculation for isooctane at 700°C
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Figure 2. Calculation for isooctane at 800°
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Selected Functionalization of Polymer Surfaces by Plasma Immobilization
of Functional Molecules

Ming K. Shi, Xiaovi Gong, Gordon L. Graff, John D. Affinito, Greg J. Exarhos

Study Control Number: PN99067/139S

Project Description

The ability to modify polymer surfaces while retaining
their bulk properties is very attractive for applications in
wetting, adhesion, biocompatibility, sensing, wastewater
treatment, heavy metals removal, and radioactive isotope
removal. Controlled functionalization of the surface with
specific chemical groups is important for understanding
surface interactions and for maximized surface
performance. A new method for tailoring polymer
surfaces without affecting bulk properties was explored.
This method consists of treating polymer surfaces with
plasmas followed by vacuum vapor adsorption of small
molecules. Plasma treatment of the polymeric substrate
causes chain scission and formation of free radicals. Some
of the radicals are destroyed during the treatment by
recombination with one another and by reactions with the
atoms and molecules in the gas phase, leading to the
formation of crosslinks, double bonds, and various
functional groups. Because all these processes take place
in vacuum, this method is fully compatible with vacuum
cluster tools. This method can also be generalized to
attach and even pattern organic chemical groups to porous
and inorganic substrates.

The overall objective of this project is to explore a plasma-
based vacuum technology to selectively graft functional
groups onto polymer surfaces to maximize surface
performance. The development of this new technology
requires a solid understanding of plasma/surface
interactions and extensive surface characterization to
understand and control the grafting reactions. It is also
essential that the grafting experiments and all the surface
characterization be conducted in vacuum so that no surface
contamination, free-radical quenching, or post-treatment
reactions will occur due to atmospheric exposure.

Technical Accomplishments

Development of a New In Situ Experimental Tool

Our initial effort focused on developing an in situ
experimental tool that allows grafting and surface

characterization to be performed without breaking
vacuum.

Characterization of Plasma-Created Free Radicals

Plasma treatment creates free radicals on the polymer
surface. The free radicals that are not able to react during
the treatment are trapped in the polymer matrix. These
radicals constitute the potential reactive sites for the
grafting reactions. We characterized the free radicals
created on polyethylene-terephthalate surfaces by electron
spin resonance and then optimized the plasma treatment
conditions to maximize their creation. The free radicals
created on the polyethylene-terephthalate surfaces were
dominated by peroxy (R-O-O) and polyenyl (R-C=C-O)
species. In situ x-ray photoelection spectroscopy and ex
situ Fourier transform-infrared analyses indicated that
these free radicals were formed as a result of destruction of
the original ester groups and abstraction of hydrogen atoms
from the ethylene fragment. Under optimized conditions,
the free-radical density reached 5xlO12 spins/cm2, which is
comparable to the literature data for plasma-treated
polyethylene.

In Situ Plasma Immobilization ofAmine Groups

Experiments were performed to graft amine functional
groups onto polyethylene-terephthalate and polyethylene
surfaces. The surfaces were first treated with plasmas
under optimized conditions and then immediately exposed.
To facilitate the detection of grafted amine groups by x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, the plasma treatments were
performed using different gases, and the Nis peak in the
x-ray photoelectron spectra was used as a direct indication
of the grafted amine molecules. Figure 1 compares the
x-ray photoelectron spectra of untreated and O2 plasma-
treated polyethylene-terephthalate surfaces after exposure
to allylamine molecules for four hours.

One critical issue in grafting reactions is the stability of the
grafted groups. It is expected that our plasma-based
grafting approach would create permanent chemical
bonding between the substrate and the functional
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Figure 1. In situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
demonstration of plasma-grafted amine functional groups

molecules. To verify the stability of the grafted amine
groups, the grafted samples were removed from the
reactor, washed with methanol ultrasonically for
30 minutes, and analyzed again by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. No obvious change was observed in the
spectra. Other indirect evidence came from the analysis.
This result shows that physically absorbed molecules
evaporate quickly under x-ray and E-beam irradiation, the
latter for neutralization of the surface charges. The amine
groups grafted by our approach remain totally stable even
after long exposure. These results indicate clearly that the
amine groups were permanently bonded to the substrate.

In summary, we developed a new, versatile, in situ
experimental tool that allows selected functional groups to
be grafted onto polymer surfaces. By this experimental
tool, we successfully grafted groups onto polyethylene-
terephthalate and polyethylene surfaces. This in situ
capability is attractive for both basic research and
industrial applications. Due to the low chemical reactivity
of both the plasma-created free radicals and the allylamine
functional molecules, the grafting reactions are relatively
slow. In further work, the process will be used to graft
other groups onto polyethylene-terephthalate and
polyethylene surfaces. It will also be applied to other
substrates and pattern the surface with selected groups.
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Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

Lawrence A. Chick, Kerry D. Meinhardt, Mohammad A. Khaleel

Study Control Number: PN98068/1314

Project Description

The objective of this project was to establish the capability
to fabricate, test, and develop solid oxide fuel cell stacks
and reformers. This capability provides a proving ground
for PNNL's innovative basic materials development
capabilities. The goal for FY 1999 was to build and
operate a "zero* order," 1000°C solid oxide fuel cells stack
based on current fabrication capabilities and materials
expertise.

Although solid oxide fuel cells promise to deliver clean,
high-efficiency electrical energy and are amenable to
scaling from a few kilowatts to hundreds of megawatts,
they have not yet reached commercial success due to
several drawbacks:

• Today's devices are too costly, at $1000/kW or more
(target costs are near $200/kW).

• Mass production could decrease the cost, but
materials, designs, and fabrication methods amenable
to high-volume production are not yet developed.

• Today's solid oxide fuel cells are too fragile for
automotive and military applications.

• Startup times are long due to the necessity of limiting
thermal gradients.

• Balance of plant is too complex for potential
automotive and military applications.

• Compact, integrated reformers and heat exchangers
must be developed.

PNNL has actively contributed to fuel cell design,
including perovskite powder synthesis and processing,
chromite interconnect chemistry, and low-temperature
electrode and electrolyte development. Expansion of
PNNL's capabilities to include device and system
fabrication, testing, and modeling will enable an expanded
role in fuel cell development. The first steps were to
fabricate a small, prototype solid oxide fuel cell stack and

to initiate the modeling effort with thermo-mechanical
modeling of the interconnect plate and glass seals.

Technical Accomplishments

The key components of the prototype fuel cell stack were
fabricated and assembled. Figure 1 is a drawing of the
interconnect plate. This plate was fabricated from
strontium substituted-lanthanum chromite powder using a
near-net shape-forming technique that required no
machining. The polymeric binder and plasticizer were
burned out, and the plates were sintered to near-full
density, with 18 percent linear shrinkage, giving final
dimensions of 70 x 70 mm.

Fuel inlet Air inlet
Glass seal area

Air outlet
Fuel outlet

Figure 1. Drawing of a ceramic interconnect plate showing
features on both sides. The design allows for internal
manifolding, with fuel and air flowing orthogonally (crossflow
design).

Each cell within the stack is composed of a positive
electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode structure. The
electrolyte plates were 200-micron-thick yttria-stabilized
zirconia plates that were purchased from a commercial
supplier. The tape-casting technology involved in
fabricating these plates is not state-of-the-art, so although
PNNL is capable of producing these, it was more efficient
to obtain them elsewhere. The electrodes were
synthesized, formulated as inks, and screen-printed onto
the electrolyte plates at PNNL. Figure 2 is a drawing of
the electrode-electrolyte-electrode structures.

The fuel cell stack will be fabricated by stacking four
interconnect plates alternating with three electrode
structures.
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Air outlet
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Figure 2. Drawing of electrode structure. The electrolyte
plate is tape-cast yttria-stabilized zirconia 200 microns thick.
The electrodes are screen printed and then fired onto the
electrolyte.

A gas-tight seal will be obtained by first screen printing a
glass frit onto the sealing areas of the plates. After
stacking the plates, the assembly will be heated to soften
the glass, then cooled to allow the glass to recrystallize,
forming a rigid, gas-tight seal. Metal end plates will then
be sealed onto the stack to provide electrical connections
and gas header pipes, as shown in Figure 3.

Fuel inlet
Air inlet

Air outlet

End plates

3-CellSOFC Stack

Figure 3. Drawing of the completed fuel cell stack
sandwiched between metal end plates

The end plates were machined from a commercially
available high-temperature chrome-based alloy that was
developed specifically for use in solid oxide fuel cells,
Cr-5 Fe-1 Y2O3.

By the end of the fiscal year, six interconnect plates were
successfully sintered, and several electrode structures were
prepared. The glass seal composition was developed and
tested on small coupons. Glass seal application parameters
were developed for the full-size components.

During FY 1999, simulations were performed to better
understand the thermo-mechanical behavior of the
interconnect plate. The effort emphasized modeling the
interconnect and glass seal. A finite element model of an
entire single interconnect was constructed. This model
focused on the overall geometry of the plate by including
detail of the manifolds but omitting details of the gas flow
channels. The size, placement, and shape of the manifolds
were assessed. Loads consistent with the prescribed
boundary temperatures were applied to the model.

A separate finite element model of the interconnect region
was developed. This unit ceD model included the details of
the gas-flow channels. This model was used to investigate
the structural consequences of changing the channel depth,
width, angle, and top and bottom fillet radii. The loading
for this model consisted of displacements extracted from
the results of the overall plate model.

Stresses on the glass seal resulting from the differences in
thermal expansion characteristics of the interconnect and
electrode structure were evaluated in a separate finite
element model. The temperature distributions determined
from the overall plate model were applied. The
interlaminar shear stress was then calculated using a
geometrically simple model.
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The Atomic Scale to Mesoscale Theories of Aluminum Alloy
Metallurgical Properties

John E. Jaffe, Anthony C. Hess, Charles H. Henager, Howard L. Heinich, Richard J. Kurtz

Study Control Number: PN98074/1320

Project Description

Staff at PNNL are working to bridge a range of length
scales in metallurgical simulation from single dislocations
through polycrystalline models to continuum mechanics.
We proposed to complete the small length-scale end of this
process by studying the atomistic and subatomic
(i.e., quantum mechanical electronic structure) aspects of
such elementary objects as dislocations, grain boundaries,
interfaces, and their intersections. Earlier atomistic work
in this area was based on classical models such as formulas
for the potential energy of assemblies of atoms as functions
of their relative coordinates. We employed an atomistic
method known as the "embedded atom method" to study a
dislocation intersecting a grain body in aluminum and to
investigate fundamental issues of dislocation core-core
interactions—what happens when two dislocations
approach each other closely. We also studied the
electronic structure of an aluminum grain boundary at the
level of density functional theory, deriving energies and
forces on nuclei directly from quantum mechanics without
the use of empirical parameters. Finally, to assist the
refinement and calibration of phenomenological alloy
model potentials, we performed ab initio equation of state
calculations on an aluminum-magnesium alloy in several
different assumed crystal stuctures.

Technical Accomplishments

As part of our activities, we extended our two-dimensional
empirical embedded atom models of aluminum dislocation
interactions to a fully three-dimensional situation. We
modeled a [110] edge dislocation intersecting a Zl 1 <101>
{131} grain boundary. On one side of the grain boundary,
the dislocation entered the boundary at about 10° from
normal incidence. Two different geometries were
considered for the dislocation exiting on the other side of

the boundary, a "mirrored" geometry (same angle of
incidence) and a "rotated" geometry (a crystallographically
equivalent dislocation, but intersecting the grain boundary
at about 50° from the normal). In both cases, dissociation
of the dislocation into two Shockley partials was observed,
as expected, but the behavior of the partials differed in the
two geometries. In the mirrored case, the separation of the
two partial dislocations remained approximately constant
as they approached the grain boundary; in the rotated case,
the separation of the partials increased near one side of the
boundary and decreased near the other. Further research
investigated the atom configuration in the area where the
dislocation intersects the grain boundary, trying to identify
the grain boundary dislocations that (by the elastic theory
of dislocations) should provide continuity of the Burgers
vector across the boundary.

Another effort focused on fundamental issues of
dislocation core-core interactions—what happens when
two dislocations approach at very close separations. The
first step in this investigation was to characterize the
dislocation core field as elastic dipoles and to evaluate the
extent these dipole fields approximate the core-core
interaction. This work was the subject of the paper
prepared with Professor Dick Hoagland, who spent several
weeks at PNNL in 1999 and is presently with Los Alamos
National Laboratory.

An electronic structure calculation using the GAPSS
(Gaussian approach to polymers, surfaces, and solids) code
was undertaken on a 92-atom aluminum supercell
simulating part of the £11 <101> {131} grain boundary, as
shown in Figure 1. The aim of this calculation was to
study deviations from the bulk aluminum electronic
structure in the boundary regions, where the atomic
coordination differs significantly from the bulk.
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Figure 1. Aluminum slab containing two grain boundaries
(with defective coordination in these regions)

We also made several improvements to the GAPSS
program, which was necessary for the simulation of
metallic solids with large unit cells. These included
improvements in reciprocal space integration, self-
consistent field convergence acceleration, and treatment of
magnetic (spin polarized) systems.

First-principles density-functional calculations were also
begun on aluminum-magnesium alloys to refine the
embedded atom model potentials for alloys, which are not
as highly developed as those for pure elements. Total
energies were calculated for aluminum-magnesium in four
different crystal structures over a range of unit cell
volumes to determine the equation of state of each
hypothetical phase. The aim is to compare these results

not to experiment but to embedded atom model
calculations, with the aim of modifying the aluminum-
magnesium interaction parameters in the latter to improve
the agreement with the ab initio results. For pure
aluminum, comparison of embedded atom model and first-
principles results showed that the embedded atom model
predicted a spurious phase transition to the body-centered
cubic structure at a pressure where the usual face-centered
cubic phase is experimentally known to be stable. The
density-functional results did not predict such a phase
transition.
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"Computer simulation of a [110] edge dislocation
intersecting a sigma 11 <101>{ 131} grain boundary in
aluminum." Scripta Materialia, Vol. 39, pp. 451.
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1999. "Analysis of Edge and Screw Dislocation Core
Fields in Aluminum" (to be submitted).
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Thermoreversible Polymeric Gels

Anna Gutowska

Study Control Number: PN97102/1243

Project Description

The objective of this research was to develop a new class
of delivery systems for localized cancer therapy that will
enhance the efficacy and decrease the systemic toxic
effects in treatment of solid tumors. Specifically, we
developed and evaluated a new class of stimuli-sensitive
polymeric materials based on thermoreversible polymer
gels. The proposed delivery system was composed of
thermoreversible polymer gel and therapeutic agents
(medical radioisotope or chemotherapeutic agent). The
unique aspect of this novel system is that at body
temperature the polymer forms a thermoreversible gel
matrix that is able to entrap any therapeutic agent. At
room temperature, the polymer is a free-flowing
(injectable) solution that can be delivered locally to a
desired cancerous site. If the gel is used with
chemotherapeutic agents, the localized and controlled
release of the drug entrapped within the thermoreversible
gel matrix is expected to decrease the toxic effects of
chemotherapy. If the gel is used with medical
radioisotopes, a colloidal form of a radioisotope is
entrapped in the gelling polymer matrix upon injection.
Such entrapment of a radiation source ensures that
cancerous tissues are most heavily irradiated and that
damage to healthy tissues is minimized.

Technical Accomplishments

Local Delivery of Chemotherapeutic Agents

In recent years, transcatheter hepatic arterial chemo-
embolization (TACE) has attracted attention as an effective
therapy for unresectable malignant liver tumors. The aim
of arterial chemo-embolization therapy is to increase the
concentration of anticancer agents within the tumor and
decrease the toxic systemic effects of chemotherapy. In
clinical practice, TACE is most often performed using
iodized oil (Lipiodol) and gelatin sponge (Gelfoam). To
improve the efficacy of TACE, the research continued to
develop novel materials for chemo-embolization of the
hepatic artery. Albumin microspheres and chitosan or
chitin treated albumin microspheres are examples of the
currently studied new materials for chemo-embolization.

The aim of this study is to develop and evaluate a new
class of chemo-embolic materials based on
thermoreversible polymer gels. The expected advantages
of thermoreversible gels as chemo-embolizing agents are
1) fast and effective embolization due to the immediate gel
formation at body temperature and 2) easy incorporation of
drugs by simple mixing with polymer solution. The
localized and controlled release of the chemotherapeutic
agent entrapped within the gel matrix is expected to
enhance the efficacy and decrease the systemic toxic
effects of chemotherapy.

In this study, thermoreversible gelation of
N-isopropylacrylamide (NiPAAm) co-polymers with
hydrophilic co-monomers was examined. NiPAAm
homopolymer exhibits a lower critical solution temperature
at 32°C. Co-polymerization with hydrophilic comonomers
shifts the low critical solution temperature to the
physiological temperature range.

Thermoreversible gelation of NiPAAm co-polymers results
from a phase transition of the co-polymers near their
corresponding critical temperatures. Synthesized co-
polymers were characterized by gel permeation
chromatography, differential scanning calorimetry, and
nuclear magnetic resonance. The effects of co-polymer
composition and molecular weight on gelation temperature
and concentration were investigated. Gelation properties
of thermoreversible hydrogels of NiPAAm and its co-
polymers with acrylic acid (AAc) were affected by
polymer composition (0, 1, 2 mol% of AAc) and solution
concentration. High molecular weight NiPAAm/AAc co-
polymer containing 1.8-2.0 mol% of AAc exhibited
minimal syneresis at polymer concentrations above 2 wt%.
Gelation properties were also affected by the presence of
5-fluorouracil (5FU) due to the strong H-bonding
properties. In vitro release of 5FU from the
thermoreversible gel matrix of NiPAAm/AAc-2 followed a
zero-order kinetics for 100 hours. The feasibility of
macromolecular release form the gels was investigated
using bovine serum albumin as a model macromolecule.
The release followed the first-order kinetics, with
50 percent of loaded protein released within 50 hours. The
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remaining protein was released at a much slower rate
within one week.

Local Delivery of Therapeutic Radiation

We also explored the applicability of thermoreversible gels
as delivery vehicles for medical radioisotopes in colloidal
form. Traditional radiation therapy regimens are designed
to deliver 60 to 120 Gy to solid tumors inside the body.
The amount delivered is limited by normal tissue tolerance.
There is new evidence, however, that very high doses
(5,000 to 12,000 Gy) of radiation may be required to
destroy many types of solid tumors—especially those that
resist conventional treatment. Very high localized doses
deep within the patient can be achieved only with
brachytherapy or with direct injection of a suitable
radionuclide in a suitable delivery vehicle that would
ensure localization of the radionuclide. To improve the
efficacy of injectable brachytherapy we propose a new
class of delivery vehicles based on thermoreversible
polymeric gels that exhibit fast transition between solution
and gel state when heated from ambient to body
temperature.

The new system was composed of a thermoreversible
polymeric gel and a medical radionuclide in a colloidal
form. The unique aspect of this system is that at body
temperature the polymer undergoes a phase transition
resulting in entrapment of the radionuclide within the
thermally reversible gel matrix. At room temperature, the
polymer-radionuclide system is a free-flowing, injectable
suspension. The injection of polymer radionuclide
suspension into a solid tumor results in an immediate gel
formation, localizing the therapeutic radiation.

An objective of this research was to synthesize and
characterize a family of temperature-sensitive polymers
and to investigate their gel forming properties in the
presence of selected medical radionuclides. These
polymers comprised NiPAAm and hydrophilic co-
monomers. The influence of radionuclides on polymer
gelation, the effectiveness of radionuclide entrapment, and
possible polymer radiolysis were evaluated. The
subsequent in vivo studies involved investigating polymer
toxicity, the extent of tissue perfusion by a gelling polymer
and radionuclide composite, localization of the composite,
and its efficacy in treating model mouse tumors with alpha
and beta-emitting radioisotopes.

Studies were designed to verify and validate the concept of
localized treatment of tumor tissue by directly
administering radioisotopes in stimuli-sensitive polymers.
Formulas were optimized to provide stability over the time
period during which the radionuclides were needed to

irradiate tumor masses. Combinations of polymer gel and
radionuclides were evaluated for toxicity to normal tissues
and anti-tumor effectiveness. Experiments were conducted
to evaluate the biodistribution of the injected material to
determine whether any part migrates from the point of
injection to other nearby organs or the circulatory system.
We conducted the following preliminary experiments to
establish the feasibility of this new approach for cancer
therapy.

• Synthesis and Characterization of Temperature
Sensitive Copolymers for Polymer-Radioisotope
Composites. Synthesized co-polymers are composed
of NiPAAm and hydrophilic co-monomer, acrylic acid
(1-2 mol%). The amount of acrylic acid controls the
gel formation and gel melting temperatures. The
lower critical temperatures of the synthesized co-
polymers were evaluated by the cloud point
determination method. Co-polymer containing

1.8 mol% of acrylic acid exhibited lower critical
temperatures within the range of 36 to 37°C. We
found that the gel melting temperature depended
strongly on the molecular weight of synthesized co-
polymers. For co-polymers with molecular weights in
the range of 400,000, gel melting temperature was
35°C. New graft co-polymer formulations containing
short oligomers of polyethylene glycol were also
synthesized. The effect of polyethylene glycol chain
length on the gelation properties was evaluated. Graft
co-polymers containing polyethylene glycol 1000
formed stronger gels with less syneresis.

• In Vitro Containment of Stable Isotopes in the Gels.
We conducted in vitro experiments to evaluate the
ability of the poly(NiPAAm-co-AAc) co-polymer gel
to entrap barium and yttrium salts within the gel
matrix at 37°C. The poly(NiPAAm-co-AAc) co-
polymer containing 1.8 mol% of acrylic acid was used
for the experiments. This co-polymer exhibited the
geling transition at 36.7°C. The following salts of
barium and yttrium were tested: yttrium chloride,
barium chloride, and barium sulfate. Stable isotopes
of yttrium and barium were used for these
experiments, which showed that the co-polymer gel
prevented migration into the surrounding medium.
Insoluble salts in a colloidal form were better
contained than soluble salts. These results were also
confirmed by a simple experiment that compared
containment within gels of a low molecular weight
blue dye and 0.2 urn blue-dyed microspheres. Low
molecular weight dye, naphthol blue black, diffused
out of the gel within approximately 1 hour, and the
0.2 urn blue-dyed microspheres were permanently
contained within the gel matrix.
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• In Vitro Polymer Radiolysis and Radionuclide
(Yttrium-90) Containment. We conducted studies to
determine the physical effects of radiation on gel
formation and gel stability. To test these effects, three
different amounts of yttrium-90 (corresponding to
radiation doses of 2.7, 0.5 and 0.1 mega (million) rads
were added to the polymer solutions. The mixture was
then heated to physiological temperature and bathed in
saline solution. Samples of the bath were analyzed for
yttrium that had leaked from the solid gel over time.
Results demonstrated that less than 1 percent of the
yttrium diffused out of the gels. To assess polymer
degradation that may have occurred during the
effective lifetime of the radionuclide, the irradiated
polymer samples were analyzed for changes in
molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, and
gelation properties. After 60 days (22 physical half
lives of 90Y), no changes in these properties were
detected for polymers irradiated with radiation doses
of 0.5 and 0.1 megarads. Polymer samples irradiated
with 2.7 megarads showed significant cross-linking
effects but no degradation.

Polymer/Radionuclide Composite Characteristics in an
In Vivo System

Experiments are needed in an animal model system to
answer several basic questions about containment of the
radionuclide and polymer at the tumor site and their
biodistribution to healthy tissues. We tested the extent of
tumor tissue perfusion as a function of injected polymer
volume and concentration to determine distribution of the
polymer within tumors. Experiments were conducted
using model mouse tumor (Lewis lung carcinoma injected
under the skin to form subcutaneous tumors in nude mice).
To help visualize the injected polymer, we used 0.2 um
blue microspheres. Preliminary results indicated that it is

difficult to obtain extensive tissue perfusion and that
multiple injections will most probably be needed to cover
larger tumors with sufficient doses of therapeutic radiation.

To determine distribution of the 90Y radionuclide in mice
with model tumors. Yttrium-90/polymer composite was
injected into subcutaneous Fl variant of Bib melanoma
tumor implants in C57B1 mice. Ten mice were injected
with different regimes of dexamethasone, polymer, and
colloidal 90Y solutions. In each case, 2.5 mCi of 90Y was
injected in a total volume of 100 \i\ of polymer-isotope
suspension. Mice were sacrificed on day 3 after the
injection, and tumor, liver, kidney, and spleen were excised
and preserved for further examination. The amount of 90Y
in the excised tissues (liver, kidney and spleen) was
determined using a beta counter. We found that almost all
of the 90Y was contained within the tumor with minimal
leakage. These preliminary experiments indicated that it is
feasible to deliver highly localized radiation doses using
thermally reversible gels with minimal irradiation of
normal tissues.
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Volumetric Imaging of Materials by Advanced, High-Resolution,
Pulse-Echo Ultrasound

Morris S. Good, Pclter M. Martin, Leonard J. Bond, John VV. Johnston,
Jerry J. Posakony, James R. Skorpik, Susan L. Crawford

Study Control Number: PN98081/1327

Project Description

The objective of this project was to develop an advanced,
highly focused, 200-MHz ultrasound transducer and
demonstrate its function by imaging structures internal to
reference samples. The transducer was used in a pulse-
echo mode and was mounted on a precision scanner for
data acquisition. B-scan (side view) and C-scan (top view)
image formats displayed detected features. Addressing the
high-risk components reduced the risk of developing
higher-frequency transducers and electronics (300 to
800 MHz) in the future. This frequency gap exists due to
an upper frequency limit associated with lapping bulk
materials and a lower frequency limit associated with
material deposition onto a substrate.

Technical Accomplishments

Our research started with deposition of a piezoelectric film
onto a surface to obtain the desired frequency and focusing
characteristics of the transducer. We used sputtering
techniques to deposit aluminum nitride and zinc oxide onto
flat sapphire and fused silica substrates. A three-layer
structure of a 2-u.m-thick layer of aluminum, a 25-u.m-
thick film of aluminum nitride, and a 2-um-thick electrode
of aluminum produced a 90-MHz wave internal to the
substrate (Good et al. 1999). This result demonstrated
successful deposition of a piezoelectric film an order of
magnitude thicker than that of a 1-GHz transducer.
However, a large-amplitude shear wave was co-generated
with the longitudinal wave. This phenomenon has been
used to advantage (Jen et al. 1988) but was undesirable for
our application. In FY 1999, we refined piezoelectric film
deposition, continued work in ultrasonic transducer
characterization, and expanded into volumetric imaging of
internal features. We developed a tone-burst pulser-
receiver to enhance acoustic signal generation and
reception at 100 MHz and higher frequencies.

Piezoelectric Film Deposition

Thirty transducers were made by deposition onto
substrates. Aluminum nitride showed good microstructural

characteristics, but shorting between electrodes hindered
ultrasonic evaluation.

Zinc oxide films were deposited onto substrates to prevent
thermal stress cracking, which had occurred for sapphire
and fused silica substrates. Several technical issues
became apparent from scanning electron microscopy,
including thickness nonuniformity where the zinc oxide
layer was thicker at the center of the substrate and thinner
at the edge.

Ultrasonic Transducer Characterization

Non-focused and focused ultrasonic transducers were
evaluated using the pulse-echo technique. A flat substrate
(non-focused) was evaluated by transmitting a pulse into
water and receiving signals reflected from a flat glass sheet
3 mm away from the transducer. The amplitude spectrum
yielded an 88-MHz peak frequency, which compared well
with the design value of 100 MHz. Signal responses
internal to the 0.7-mm-thick glass sheet were also
observed. This demonstrated a longitudinal wave
transducer that had a peak frequency near 100 MHz and a
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to detect responses internal
to a solid object.

A focused transducer was also fabricated. A 19-mm-
diameter steel ball was used as an acoustic target with a
4-mm water path. The pulse-echo response had a 31-MHz
peak frequency but also displayed an 80-MHz peak at
-2 dB relative to the amplitude at the peak frequency. Thus
the transducer displayed a high-frequency characteristic. A
tone-burst pulser-receiver is expected to enhance and
maintain the high-frequency component and therefore
obtain the high resolution expected from such units.

Volumetric Imaging

The first ultrasonic images were acquired by integrating
the focused transducer with a commercial ultrasonic
scanner (see Figure 1). Imaging of subsurface features was
demonstrated by transmitting through a penny to image the
Lincoln Memorial on the far side. Lettering appeared as a
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Figure 1. Ultrasonic c-scan image of the far side of a penny
acquired by using a zinc oxide focused transducer. A 4:1
resolution improvement is expected with tone-burst excitation
at 80 MHz.

mirror image since we are looking through the metal. A
factor of 4 decrease in resolution resulted from frequency
downshift (20 MHz from 80 MHz) in the signal due to the
longer 14-mm water path. This phenomenon is commonly
referred to as frequency downshift, and the effect increases
as the propagation path increases (Ophir and Jaeger 1982;
ASTN 1994). Tone-burst electronics were developed to
retain the high frequency rating of the transmitted wave
and minimize frequency downshift. Thus, image
resolution is expected to increase by a factor of 4 when
successfully implemented.

Tone-Burst Pulser-Receiver

A bench-top version of a 100-MHz tone-burst pulser-
receiver was evaluated with a 100-MHz transducer that had
a 13-mm focal length in water. The tone burst was
approximately 10 V peak to peak at the transducer.

Pulse-echo responses from a 19-mm-diameter steel ball
were examined at several water paths. The amplitude
spectrum displayed a 100-MHz peak frequency at a
2.4-mm water path. The peak frequency is 67 MHz when
using spike excitation. The tone burst was able to retain
the rated 100-MHz frequency. A corresponding increase
in image resolution would result if the 100-MHz rating
were achieved at the focal length. Future work would
increase tone-burst voltage and improve receiver
amplification to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and
progress to a 200-MHz unit.

Summary

We demonstrated the general ability to create the desired
piezoelectric film microstructure, enhance frequency
characteristics with the tone-burst generator pulser-
receiver, and image internal structures of a solid part.
Future efforts may be directed toward reliable fabrication
of the proper microstructure, enhancement of the 100-MHz
tone-burst generator pulser-receiver, and development and
demonstration of a 200-MHz unit.
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Characterization and Manipulation of Surface Chemistry Using Electron
Standing Waves

Matthew T. Sciger, Scott H. Elder, Thomas M. Orlando

Study Control Number: PN99006/1334

Project Description

Real-space imaging of surface defects, mesoscale
manipulation of surface structures, and non-thermal
activation of catalytic processes are scientific phenomena
of fundamental and technological importance. Excitation
of materials using electron bombardment can result in
controlled desorption of surface-bound species. We
demonstrated experimentally that the total electron-
stimulated desorption (ESD) yields from surfaces are a
function of the incident electron beam direction. We
developed a detailed theoretical description of the physics
of this process, which we refer to as diffraction in electron
stimulated desorption (DESD). Measurements using
diffraction reveal information about die desorption
complex with sub-angstrom resolution of bond vectors and
make possible a new surface spectroscopy with diverse
practical applications.

Technical Accomplishments

Demonstration of DESD on Si(100):Cl

We demonstrated experimentally and theoretically mat
total electron-stimulated desorption yields are a function of
incident electron direction (Sieger et al. 1999). This was
the first demonstration of the phenomenon that we refer to
as diffraction in electron stimulated desorption (DESD).
The fine structure in the desorption yields is due to
quantum-mechanical scattering and interference of the
incident electron to form a surface standing wave in the
initial state of the desorption process. This electron
standing wave exhibits spatially localized maxima and
minima in the electron density. Whether a particlar site on
a surface experiences a maximum or a minimum depends
on the energy (wavelength) and direction of incidence of
the electron and the arrangement of nearest-neighbor atoms
surrounding the site. Because the probability of desorption
is proportional to the incident electron density at the site of
the "absorber" (the site of the excitation that leads to
desorption), the total yield depends on the local atomic
structure and the k-vector of the incident wave.

Comparison of experimental data to dieoretical
calculations can then reveal the atomic bonding geometry
of die surface site involved in desorption and the atomic
site whose excitation is responsible for initiating the
desorption process.

We also designed an apparatus to allow for the
measurement of diffraction in electron-stimulated
desorption at arbitrary azimuth and polar angles, enabling
the acquisition of data needed to demonstrate holographic
imaging at the atomic scale. A sample transfer mechanism
was implemented to enable rapid turnaround of
experiments.

Major accomplishments in FY 1999 included die
following:

• A detailed description of the technique and a
demonstration of the utility of DESD to probe the
dynamics and site specificity of desorption of chlorine
from several silicon surfaces was published.

• Our general theory describing DESD was advanced. It
now invokes thermal effects and spherical wave
scattering. A paper describing the theory is in
preparation.

• The ability to examine direct and indirect excitations
was demonstrated.

• A new ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system tiiat allows
DESD angular-resolved measurements was designed.

In summary, this technique represents a significant
advance in die use of DESD for determining surface
structures. Since the interference that determines the
incident electron density depends upon the geometric and
chemical structure of the surface, measurements of incident
beam diffraction in electron stimulated desorption yield
direct information about the ground-state bonding
geometry of the desorbate.
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Characterization of Nodes in Cell-Signaling Pathways Using
High-Throughput Array Technologies

David R. Springer, Kwong K. Wong, John H. Miller, Richard C. Zangar,
Steven C. Goheen, Susan M. Varnum, Timothy D. Veenstra, Karen L. Wahl

Study Control Number: PN99007/1335

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop new technologies
that address broad challenges of gene expression and
proteomics. Our ultimate goal is to understand cell
signaling pathways and networks and determine how they
are regulated. These new, broadly applicable approaches
will use information from cDNA arrays to identify genes
whose expression are altered by environmental stresses. In
addition, antibody arrays will be used to selectively and
quantitatively capture specific proteins from cellular
preparations. Once captured, the proteins are characterized
using advanced mass spectrometric techniques to
determine the amount of protein present and the post-
translational modification status. Changes in cellular
proteins will then be related to cell function. These new
approaches contribute to our understanding of how
changes in the proteome, in response to environmental
agents, contribute to the onset and progression of human
diseases.

Technical Accomplishments

cDNA Arrays

Measurement of mRNA levels with cDNA arrays can
rapidly provide information on expression of thousands of
genes. To obtain this capability, we familiarized ourselves
with microarray technology by consulting experts in the
field and searching the literature. We plan to prepare
cDNA microarrays in FY 2000.

Protein Arrays

A major goal of this project is to develop new technologies
that allow for the identification and characterization of
proteins involved in the rate limiting steps (nodes) in cell

signaling networks. To do this, we are developing arrays
of antibodies that will selectively bind cell-signaling
proteins for characterization by mass spectrometry. We
initiated experiments to optimize the chemistry for
attachment of antibodies to a solid support that is
compatible with mass spectrometry. We are using the
amine-reactive, homobifunctional cross-linker dithiobis
succinimidyl propionate to covalently attach the antibodies
to gold, a surface that is preferred for matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS).
Once this technology is optimized, we will be able to
rapidly characterize many proteins along with their post-
translational modifications.

Characterization of Arrayed Proteins by Mass .
Spectrometry

After preparing the protein arrays, we linked the arrays to
the mass spectrometer. Before taking this step, we
determined how well our signaling proteins behave under
the mass spectrometry conditions that we anticipate using,
i.e., MALDI and electrospray ionization-Fourier transform
ion cyclotron resonance-mass spectrometry. Thus, we
evaluated a commercial preparation of p53 and observed
that this preparation was not of sufficient purity or
concentration to be used in optimization experiments. We
men identified another commercially available protein,
ERK1, which is suitable for our purposes. We began
analysis on this protein using both types of mass
spectrometry.

Finally, we initiated experiments to determine optimum
conditions for inducing p53 by irradiation on human breast
cancer cells. These samples are being used for
immunoprecipitation studies using "classical" methods and
for development of new methodologies using antibodies
attached to gold-plated supports.
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Coupled NMR and Confocal Microscopy for In Situ, Real-Time Cellular
Measurement Capabilities

Steven D. Colson, Paul D. Ellis, Eric J. Ackerman, Gary R. Holtom, Kevin R. Minard, Robert A. Wind

Study Control Number: PN99009/1337

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop a novel
microscope designed specifically for cellular research. The
new instrument will integrate magnetic resonance
microscopy and confocal optical microscopy so that both
can be exploited simultaneously for noninvasive analysis
of large live cells or three-dimensional cell systems.
Following the design and construction of the microscope in
FY 1999, subsequent work will focus on 1) calibrating and
testing the optical and magnetic resonance components on
the microscope, 2) developing software protocols to
correlate the confocal optical microscopy and magnetic
resonance microscopy data, and 3) developing statistical
and image processing methods to improve the
characterization of specific cellular events.

The combined microscope will also be used to study
maturation processes and the effects of physiological stress
(temperature, ultraviolet light, chemical reagents such as
peroxides, alcohols, and environmental contaminants) on
individual Xenopus laevis oocytes. This project also
involves developing the software for operating the
compound instrument, statistical tools for analyzing data,
and benchmarking activities to establish the state-of-the-art
in cellular imaging.

Technical Accomplishments

Magnetic Resonance Microscopy

A research fellow, Paul Majors, was recruited to work on
the magnetic resonance microscopy design, development,
and implementation of spatial localization methods. A
study was begun to image single oocytes of different
growth stages, to measure the proton nuclear magnetic
resonance spectra in the different cellular compartments,
and to study the effects of heat shock and ultraviolet
irradiation.

The results of this work showed detectable differences in
some metabolites when oocytes responded to stress from
heat and ultraviolet irradiation. We found that oocytes of

different ages possessed different nuclear magnetic
resonance spectra. The spectra from younger oocytes
contained many more discernable peaks. Younger oocytes
were smaller and more transcriptionally active, but we
have no data yet to determine why spectra from younger
oocytes contained more features, nor have we related these
peaks to the different stages of activity. Figure 1 is an
overview of the compound instrument, and Figure 2 is a
three-dimensional image of a single oocyte cell with an

Confocal Objective

Focal plane adjust

Three aluminum tubes
|; stacked on top of

72 mm bore

Relay (tube) lens

Confocal Microscope500 MHz, Large Bore NMR

Figure 1. Optical/magnetic resonance microscope—system
overview

Diameter of Oocyte is -800 microns
Diameter of nucleus is -250 microns

Figure 2. NMR image of oocyte cell; 3-D water distribution
showing abnormal nucleus structure (measuring time =
eight hours)
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unusual structure on the side of the nucleus that could
easily have been missed with two-dimensional imaging.

Optical Microscopy

The optical system design was completed, and the custom
lenses were acquired and installed on an optical table that
couples the relay and scanning optics to the focusing
objective held within the nuclear magnetic resonance unit
(Figure 1). The prototype instrument is nearly ready for
testing. All of the major assemblies are working, including
the detector and data acquisition and system control
assembly. Preliminary testing provided 0.1 micron
resolution images over 1 mm2 in 10 seconds.

Software Development to Link Optical Microscopy and
Magnetic Resonance Microscopy Results

A control system is being developed for the optical
microscope. This control system supports remote
operation via a Java client. Control of the microscope laser
rastering system and high-speed data collection for two-
dimensional image planes was demonstrated. An
application framework that supports translucency was built
for the display of sets of these two-dimensional planes. It
allows the user to "peer through" a set of planes to see the
relationship between structures in adjacent planes.

Statistical Analysis

We worked to improve peak detection and
characterization. In this first step, we extracted an efficient
summary of a spectrum (an indexed set of vectors with
each vector containing a set of peak characteristics). A
novel peak detection algorithm was adapted and developed
for MALDI-MS. The algorithm worked well on low
signal-to-noise ratio spectra, was not significantly
influenced by a varying baseline, operated with almost no
operator input, and consistently produced repeatable

results. The algorithm worked well on nuclear magnetic
resonance spectra. A method was developed to extract,
quantify, and visualize variation in nuclear magnetic
resonance spectral collections, particularly in spectral time
series.

We found that the proposed instrumentation is beyond the
current state of the art and that researchers at other
laboratories would find such instrumentation of significant
value. A collaboration was established for developing a
combined patch-clamp/confocal microscope to study
membrane receptor/channel-based cell-signaling events.
The laboratory research on imaging methods for
monitoring apoptotic responses to environmental stress in
combination with the benchmarking studies of new
methods has led to a novel two-channel (optical-optical)
method that can be used to further research.

Presentations

Ackerman EJ, GR Holtom, PD Majors, KR Minard, and
RAWind. September 1999. "Integrated Optical and
Magnetic Resonance Microscopy for Cellular Research."
5th International Conference on Magnetic Resonance
Microscopy, Heidelberg, Germany.

Colson SD and CA Geffen. September 1999. 'The
Cellular Observatory." OBER Staff Seminar,
Germantown, Maryland.
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Detailed Investigations on Hydrogen Formation by the Photocatalytic
Splitting of Water

Gregory S. Herman, Michael A. Henderson, Charles H.F. Peden

Study Control Number: PN99012/1340

Project Description

The photocatalysis of water splits water into hydrogen and
oxygen. This project addresses some of the least
understood details of the photocatalytic splitting of water
over titanium oxide surfaces: the nature of the active
catalyst surface site where the charge (electrons and holes)
is trapped after electron transfer with water and the origin
of "structure sensitivity" in this catalytic reaction. In
particular, we investigated the anatase phase of titanium
oxide, which has been found to be the most photoreactive.
The recent availability of anatase single-crystal surfaces
has allowed for a detailed comparison with commercially
available rutile single-crystal surfaces. Although
considerable work has been done on powders, a consistent
methodology involving well-characterized single-crystal
substrates has not yet been undertaken to determine the
mechanism and structural specificity of photocatalytic
hydrogen production from water. Furthermore, no
experimental work addresses the detailed structure of
anatase surfaces, and only theoretical methods have
proposed the adsorption site of water on model anatase
surfaces.

Technical Accomplishments

We used anatase thin films grown at this Laboratory that
have been bulk-characterized with x-ray diffraction. Our
measurements indicate that the films grow as anatase on
strontium titanate in a (001) orientation. The x-ray
diffraction measurements are essentially a bulk structure
probe. To address the available adsorption sites for water
on the anatase, a more surface-sensitive probe is required.
The effort to investigate the detailed geometric and
electronic surface structure of these films has taken
advantage of instrumentation and experimental techniques
available in the William R. Wiley Environmental
Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) and
instrumentation built in collaboration with the groups of
Prof. J. Osterwalder at the University of Zurich and Prof.
C. Fadley at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

X-Ray Photoelectron Diffraction

We used x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) to confirm
that the top 5 to 100 A in the surface region is anatase and
does not convert to rutile (the more stable polymorph)
under our experimental conditions. There have been
discrepancies in the literature about whether rutile layers
form on top of anatase particles or whether anatase is
stable under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (where most of
our preliminary studies will be performed to better
understand the mechanism for photocatalytic hydrogen
production from water). A comparison between
experiment and single-scattering calculations is given in
Figure 1. Over 5000 data points were obtained at the
University of Zurich for the experiment plotted at the top
of the figure.

The data are represented as a sterographic projection, and
the high intensities are indicated by lighter values. There
is very good agreement between experiment and
calculations. These are the first measurements, with
atomic specificity, that indicate anatase is stable under
ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Furthermore, we made a
direct comparison between rutile and anatase using x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, and we found that the core-
level binding energies were identical for the polymorphs
for titanium 2p and oxygen Is emission. Based on these
measurements, we have confirmed that the thin films are
anatase (001).

Mass Spectroscopy of Recoiled Ions

On further processing of the anatase thin films, we found
that the surface undergoes a (1x4) reconstruction, as
opposed to the expected (lxl) bulk termination. This
reconstruction was found to be very stable and had not
previously been reported. We used angle-resolved mass
spectroscopy of recoiled ions, a technique that was recently
developed at EMSL, to better understand the surface
reconstruction and the influence it may have on the
photocatalytic hydrogen production from water. The
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Figure 1. Experimental (upper) and theoretical (lower) x-ray
photoelectron diffraction results from the anatase (001)
surface

experimental and theoretical data for our best-fit model are
shown in Figure 2. The intensity of both oxygen and
titanium recoiled ions are shown with respect to the sample
azimuthal angle. We observed variation in intensity, which
was directly related to the detailed atomic structure from
the very topmost surface layers. Theoretical simulations
were performed for over 30 different structural models.
The model with the best fit to experiment is shown at the
top of Figure 2. This model is very complex and results
from microfaceting that exposes lower energy (013)
surface planes. To fully understand the interaction of
water with anatase surfaces, it is essential to
experimentally determine the detailed atomic coordinates
of the surface. For example, prior theoretical studies on
the interaction of water with anatase used a bulk-
terminated lxl anatase surface, which apparently is not
stable. Our results should help clarify issues regarding
water interactions on these surfaces.

a
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Anatase-TiO2(001)
(1x4) reconstruction

Ar 5keV, a=10 o , e

Experiment

nOxygen
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Figure 2. Model for the 1x4 surface reconstruction and a
comparison of experiment to calculations for this model

With the group at Berkeley, we performed experiments to
measure the electronic structure of anatase. No prior
investigation measured the electronic band structure for
anatase, which is an important step for confirming the
results from theoretical investigations. These experiments
were performed at the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley
on beamline 9.3.2. Beamtime was allocated during the
April—September 1999 cycle based on a competitive
review of our proposal.

To date these studies have provided new and unique
information that will help clarify the structural sensitivity
of the photocatalytic production of hydrogen from water.
Both the geometric and electronic structures have been
investigated in detail.
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Development of the Recombinant Protein Expression Laboratory

Eric J. Ackerman, Loel Sanders

Study Control Number: PN99022/1350

Project Description

This research project seeks to produce milligram quantities
of active recombinant proteins. The Environmental
Proteome Center requires pure proteins to assign their
functions, to construct and study active complexes, to serve
as standards for mass spectrometry measurements, and to
provide sufficient materials for array technology
approaches. The Cellular Observatory requires high-
affinity antibodies and placement of tags on proteins to
enhance their detection for real-time measurements within
cells. Active proteins are needed for studies inside the cell
as well as in highly purified systems. These studies are
essential to structure, function, and modeling efforts. Once
proteins are made, they can be used to produce essential
reagents (antibodies, additional proteins, substrates) for
further investigations. Our collection of proteins and
antibodies represents a unique research opportunity to
study interactions among a library of proteins. The
eventual library of expression vectors, proteins, and
associated reagents will become valuable national assets.

Technical Accomplishments

The following proteins were purified during the last eight
months: replication protein A (RPA), endonuclease HI
(Nth), formamidopyrimidine DNA glycosylase (FpG),
Rad51, polyADP-ribose polymerase (PARP), and
photolyase. These proteins are all involved in some aspect
of DNA repair or repair-related signaling. All of the
proteins had activities meeting or exceeding those reported
in the literature. Some of these proteins are especially
useful for producing DNA substrates. For example, when
DNA is ultraviolet irradiated, approximately 70 percent of
the resulting lesions are cis-syn cyclobutane pyrimidine
dimers, 10 percent are pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone
photodimers [(6-4)Pds], and the remainder are other
photoproducts. Photolyase removes the cis-syn pyrimidine
dimers, thus enriching the DNA for (6-4)Pds.

The purification gels for two of the recently purified
proteins, FpG and RPA, are shown in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Figure 1. SDS gel electrophoresis demonstrating
purification of FpG. Lane 1, markers; 2, purified FpG; 3,
S100 aliquot (i.e., soluble starting material); 4, after POROS
HQ column; 5, after P l l ; 6, after dialysis; 7, after POROS
HS; 8, final product
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Figure 2. SDS gel electrophoresis demonstrating purification
of RPA. Lane 1, markers; 2, fermenter culture before IPTG
induction; 3, fermenter culture after IPT induction) (at
collection time); 4, S100; 5, after blue sepharose; 6, after
HAP; 7, after dialysis; 8, after dialysis + clearing; 9, after
POROS HQ; 10, final product

All protein expression work was conducted with Novagen
pET-series vectors. The bacterial cultures were grown in
New Brunswick Scientific BioFlow 3000 fermenters.
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Purification was done with either low pressure or high Eventually, sufficient proteins and antibodies will be
pressure chromatography systems. The fermenters were available to construct large arrays for high throughput
equipped with a Yellow Springs Instruments glucometer. identification of interactions and functional assignments.
Refrigerated chromatography cabinets and a Perspective
Biosystems BioCad chromatography system were installed. Acknowledgments

The availability of active proteins and specific antibodies Drs. Alex Spoonde, Lilia Koriazova, Lilia Iakoucheva, and
will drive cell signaling research toward a molecular Amy Kimzey kindly provided guidance and support in
understanding of environmental stress responses. purifying the above-noted proteins.
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DNA Repair and Replication

Eric J. Ackcrman, Alex Spoonde, Lilia Iakouchcva, Amy L. Kimzey

Study Control Number: PN97039/1180

Project Description

The objective of this project was to better understand the
molecular biology of DNA replication and repair. DNA
replication and repair are essential processes for all life.
Aside from the biomedical and therapeutic benefits,
understanding replication and repair is helpful for
bioremediation of waste sites. Nearly 10 percent of all
gene products are involved in DNA replication and DNA
repair. The purpose of this research was to understand the
biochemical mechanisms of DNA repair and replication by
studying these reactions in injected cells and efficient
extracts. This understanding will provide insights into
aging, cancer, neurological diseases, environmental stress
response, and cell signaling.

We developed the Xenopus system for repair because
Xenopus oocytes and extracts can repair 100 percent of the
input DNA with no non-specific incorporation on control
substrate. The next-best vertebrate extracts repair less than
2 percent of the substrate DNA. The higher sensitivity of
the Xenopus system should permit identification and
assignment of roles for proteins required in
replication/repair.

We purified several proteins required for DNA repair and
replication and prepared polyclonal antibodies to these
proteins. Our successes in this project resulted in a greater
understanding of the molecular basis of several human
diseases.

Technical Accomplishments

DNA Damage Recognition Proteins

Understanding the molecular basis of DNA damage
recognition is an essential first step to understanding DNA
repair. We expressed and purified a full-length, active
version of the DNA damage recognition protein XPA
(Figure 1) and prepared defined substrates to understand
the basis of XPA binding to damaged DNA.

The XPA antibody inactivation of our Xenopus extracts is
reversible by adding recombinant XPA (Figure 1).
Therefore, our recombinant protein is active in repair. We

|JSP72 UV4-

PSP72 UV- +

XPA-AB

XF& protein -

1
Figure 1. Repair of ultraviolet irradiated plasmid is inhibited
by antibodies to XPA in Xenopus nuclear extracts and is
restored by adding purified recombinant full-length Xenopus
XPA. Lanes contain duplicate samples. Plasmid contained
~5 CPD/kb. Incorporation of -[32P]dCTP was a consequence
of NER. Lane 1, unirradiated DNA; lanes 2-4, irradiated
DNA. Extract was inactivated (lane 3) with 3 ug rabbit
polyclonal antibody to XPA for 30 minutes at room
temperature 0 3 ug XPA was added to restore repair activity
(lane 4), followed by addition of irradiated plasmid and label.

tried to demonstrate strong preference for damaged DNA
using our recombinant, full-length Xenopus XPA with a
variety of lesions (ultraviolet, Cis-Pt, cholesterol, and
benzo(a)pyrene diol epoxide) at different damage levels on
oligos various lengths under a variety of binding conditions
(10-200 mM KC1, 0-10 mM MgCl2). We did not find a
strong preference for damaged versus undamaged DNA.
We constructed mismatched oligonucleotides damaged
with Cis-Pt and observed very little preference by XPA for
damage specificity (not shown), similar to others. Our
results with XPA binding damaged DNA confirmed
studies by many investigators and correlated with
unpublished results of Marc Wold (personal
communication) that the damage recognition complex was
not fully identified.

We tried several methods to demonstrate preferential
binding of our active XPA protein to damaged DNA.
Figures 2 and 3 are gel shift mobility assays that show no
real preference by XPA for damage. Figure 3 shows
binding to increasingly short oligonucleotides of
undamaged DNA.
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Figure 2: Gel shifts of recombinant Xenopus XPA binding to
ultraviolet-irradiated (15 kj/m2) ds 40 mer. Binding was at
30°C for 30 minutes; 10 ng DNA/lane (~2 pmol/lane) was
loaded onto 6 percent polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
and DNA was visualized by staining with SYBR™ Green I.
XPA as indicated (50 ng XPA is -1.25 pmol).
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Figure 3. Gel shifts of XPA binding to progressively shorter
oligonucleotides

The application of fluorescence spectroscopy to study
damage recognition provides a methodological approach to
measure XPA interaction with a variety of substrates.

The binding of XPA to DNA was measured quantitatively
by analyzing changes in intensity and anisotropy of
fluorescence. Depending on the fluoroscein location, XPA
binding (monitored by change in fluorescence anisotropy,
not shown) fluorescence (conditional units, y-axes) was
either enhanced (left) or suppressed (right). Other
fluorescence spectroscopy measurements demonstrated the
binding constants (Kd) of XPA to ds-oligos at 7.5 +
2.5 nM (internal fluorescein) and Kd 4.3 + 0.6 (end

fluorescein). Other fluorescence experiments demonstrate
a substantial DNA end-binding activity for XPA, thereby
explaining some lack of XPA specificity for damaged
DNA in experiments that used oligonucleotide competition
experiments. The same approach can be used to study the
XPA interactions with a variety of substrates.

Figure 4 shows recombinant, full-length Xenopus XPA
binding to a ds 50 mer (87), with fluorescein located either
on the end (a) or position 26 (b).
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Figure 4a. XPA binding to oligo with fluorescein at the end
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Figure 4b. XPA binding to oligo with fluorescein in the
middle

Separate experiments demonstrate that fluorescein was
repaired as a damaged lesion by our Xenopus repair
extracts. Other fluorescence studies demonstrated
substantial conformational changes as XPA binds and
unbinds fluorescein-labeled DNA.

Host Cell Reactivation

We developed a rapid and sensitive host cell reactivation
assay (currently l/10th attomole =105 damaged
molecules/cell, 3000 cells/measurement) for detecting
repair using appropriately damaged reporter substrates.
(The basis of the assay is that repair of a luciferase
containing a DNA lesion results in easily detectable
luminescence.) We also produced substrates containing
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specific types of lesions at specific locations in the
luciferase reporter molecule. We successfully developed
methods to produce up to 5 grams of covalently closed
circular DNA containing a lesion at a specific site. Our
sensitive automated assay for testing DNA repair will be
an invaluable tool for basic research in DNA metabolism
as well as for health applications to study DNA repair-
related diseases.
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Enzymatically Active Surfaces

Eric J. Ackerman, Lilia K. Koriazova

Study Control Number: PN98028/1274

Project Description

Enzymes are known to catalyze more than 5000 diverse
chemical reactions. Enzymatic reactions occur at ambient
temperatures and pressures, thereby obviating the need for
complex reaction vessels required by chemical catalysts.
The purpose of this project is to develop the capability to
build enzymatic microreactors and to demonstrate catalytic
activity as an example of enhanced microsystem
performance through highly functional surfaces in
microchannels. Building enzymatic microreactors requires
1) producing active enzymes, 2) linking the enzymes to
suitable surfaces while retaining catalytic activity, and 3)
integrating the immobilized enzymatic surface into a
functional reactor. To develop our capability with
enzymatic reactors, our initial choice in enzymes is
microbial organophosphorous hydrolase, which inactivates
nerve gas and some pesticides. No additional enzymes or
co-factors are required for this reaction. Production of a
successful single-channel reactor is the first step in creating
machines that mimic complex, multi-step chemical
reaction pathways.

This project consists of four tasks:

1. identifying future suitable enzymes in addition to
organophosphorous hydrolase

2. producing active enzyme using recombinant DNA
technology

3. attaching enzymes to porous nanosurface without
destroying enzymatic activity

4. assembling into a complete reactor and demonstrating
functionality.

Organophosphorous hydrolase is an attractive proof-of-
principle enzyme for our first functioning microreactor
because it catalyzes a useful reaction. The three-
dimensional structure and catalytic mechanism of
organophosphorous hydrolase are known. This provides
invaluable information for linkage to a suitable surface.

However, it is useful to study other enzymes for future
microreactors, especially if these enzymes are useful in
new technologies.

The second task, to produce active enzymes using
recombinant DNA technology, was accomplished. Using
recombinant enzymes for this research for enzyme
modification was necessary for attachment to suitable
surfaces.

The third task was the most difficult part because we had
to covalently link organophosphorous hydrolase to a
suitable surface without destroying its enzymatic activity.
We dismissed that if our current organophosphorous
hydrolase required modification, we would need to repeat
the second task to produce a new version of
organophosphorous hydrolase. In a worst-case scenario,
several versions of organophosphorous hydrolase and
dozens of surfaces and attachment chemistries could be
achieved.

Technical Accomplishments

We succeeded in covalently linking wild-type
organophosphorous hydrolase to an amino-derivatized
SAMMS (self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous
supports) provided by Dr. Jun Liu (PNNL). Although this
was a breakthrough because it demonstrated one successful
attachment chemistry, this particular SAMMS was sub-
optimal for organophosphorous hydrolase because its pore
size was too small for organophosphorous hydrolase to
easily penetrate. We will continue to test other surfaces
and attachment chemistries. Interestingly,
organophosphorous hydrolase immobilized to SAMMS
showed more stability than a similar concentration of
organophosphorous hydrolase in solution. The enhanced
stability was apparent with respect to pH and
lyophilization.
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Isoprostane-Mediated Tumor Promotion

Thomas J. Weber

Study Control Number: PN99036/1364

Project Description

Tumor development is the result of a complex series of
events that ultimately result in the uncontrolled growth of a
cell. In this project, we examined the tumor-promoting
activity of a new class of lipid "second messengers," the
isoprostanes, that are specifically formed in response to
reactive oxygen species (ROS). Isoprostane-related signal
transduction is associated with the metabolism of inositol
phospholipids and with activation of protein kinase C
(PKC), which in turn are widely implicated in carcinogenic
processes. Our initial efforts are directed at determining
whether the isoprostanes modulate the anchorage-
independent growth of JB6 P+ mouse epidermal cells, a
widely used model of tumor promotion. Transformation of
JB6 P+ cells is completely dependent on treatment with
agents known to have tumor-promoting activity in vivo and
has been used to detect the promoting activity of a number
of classes of agents, including phorbol esters, polypeptide
hormones (such as epidermal growth factor and tumor
necrosis factor alpha), and reactive oxygen species. These
agents induce the formation of anchorage-independent
colonies in soft agar, providing an easily assayed endpoint
for transformation studies. In addition, the isoprostanes are
rapidly gaining recognition as one of the most sensitive
and accurate biomarkers of oxidative stress in mammalian
systems. Our studies will also measure isoprostane
formation as a biomarker of oxidative stress induced by
low-dose radiation.

Technical Accomplishments

8-Iso-PGF2arInduced Anchorage-Independent Growth

JB6 P+ cells (1 x 104/60 mm dish) were plated over agar
and treated with 1 uM 8-iso-PGF2a, the major isoprostane
product formed after oxidative stress. As a positive control
for the transformation response, our cells were treated with
10 ng/mL 12-O-tetradecanoyl phorbol-13-acetate (TPA),
an established tumor promoter in this model system.
Prostanoid receptors have been implicated in the biological
response to isoprostanes. Agonists for the prostaglandin
F2a (PGF2a) receptor (FP; 1 uM fluprostenol) and
thromboxane A2 (TXA2) receptor (TP; 1 ^M U46619)
were included to determine whether these prostanoid

receptors were expressed and functional in JB6 cells. Cells
were maintained over agar for 14 days. The resulting
colonies were scored using a phase-contrast microscope.
Two colony sizes were scored relative to a size standard in
the microscope eyepiece (reticle crosshair). Small colonies
are defined as greater than three quarters of the length of
the crosshair and less than the full length of the crosshair
under 10X magnification. Large colonies were defined as
those greater than the full length of the crosshair. These
dimensions defined the minimum size of a small colony as
approximately 8 to 10 cells. An increase of anchorage-
independent growth was observed for JB6 P+ cells treated
with 8-iso-PGF2ct, fluprostenol and TPA but not U46619
(Figure 1). The transformation response of JB6 cells to
8-iso-PGF2a and fluprostenol was comparable, suggesting
this response may be mediated by a fluprostenol receptor.
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Figure 1. Anchorage-independent growth of JB6 P+ cells
treated with 8-iso-PGF2a, fluprostenol, and TPA but not
U46619

PGF2o and the epidermal growth factor synergistically
regulate cell proliferation in responsive cells. Therefore,
we measured the transformation response of JB6 P+ cells to
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8-iso-PGF2a, EGF, and their co-treatment to determine
whether an interaction took place that was consistent with
established receptor-related signal transduction. To
measure anchorage-independent growth, we employed a
standard dye-based assay (neutral red). The neutral red
assay was used to measure cell viability. Like other
viability assays, neutral red can be adapted to measure cell
number (provided that a high correlation between the dye
extracted from cells and cell number can be demonstrated
under die specific experimental conditions). To determine
whether the neutral red assay is an accurate reporter of cell
number under anchorage-dependent and -independent
(over agar) conditions, cultures were prepared with
increasing cell numbers (1 x 104 to 7 x 104 cells/dish). The
dishes were then exposed to neutral red (50 (ig/mL) in the
media for 2 hours. The cells were then harvested from the
dishes, the dye was extracted from the cells, and neutral
red absorbance was quantified at 540 nm using a
spectrophotometer. Linear regression analysis indicated
that the absorbance measure of neutral red extracted from
cells under anchorage-dependent (r2 = 0.98) and
-independent (r2 = 0.96) conditions correlated with cell
number. Thus die neutral red assay can be applied to
measurements of cell number under diese conditions.

JB6 P+ cells (1 x 104) were plated over agar as described
above and were treated widi 0.1 ng/mL EGF and 10 nM
8-iso-PGF2a alone and as a co-treatment for 14 days. On
day 14, cells were exposed to neutral red and harvested
from die dishes; the dye was extracted and they were
quantified specrophotometrically. Epidermal growth factor
and 8-iso-PGF2a alone increased JB6 P+ anchorage-
independent growdi. Treatment witii EGF and 8-iso-
PGF2a resulted in a transformation response greater than
either treatment alone (Figure 2). Our results showed that
transformation of JB6 P+ cells by 8-iso-PGF2a can be

detected at low concentration (10 nM) and suggest an
interaction between 8-iso-PGF2a and EGF in the
transformation response.

Extracellular Signal Regulated Kinase (ERK) Activity

Fluprostenol receptor-related signal transduction is
associated with extracellular signal-regulated kinase
activation. Thus, if 8-iso-PGF2a is a fluprostenol receptor
agonist, it would be expected to increase kinase activity in
JB6 P+ cells. To test this hypothesis, we examined ERK
activity by Western blot using an anti-active ERK antibody
(Promega, Madison, WI). Our initial investigation
examined the temporal regulation of ERK activity by
epidermal growth factor as a positive control and 1 M
8-iso-PGF2a. JB6 P+ cells were treated with 1 \JM 8-iso-
PGF2a or 100 ng/mL growdi factor for 10 to 30 minutes.
Homogenates were prepared for Western blot analysis.
Equal amounts of protein were separated on a 10 percent
SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to nitrocellulose, and subjected
to Western blot analysis using the anti-active ERK
antibody. Treatment with epidermal growth factor was
associated with a rapid and transient activation of ERK that
was detected at the earliest time point examined (10 min;
Figure 3). In contrast, 8-iso-PGF2a did not modulate ERK
activity to a detectable level at the time points examined.

8-iso-PGF2a EGF

1 I

Min § 10 20 30 10 20 30

Phospho-ERK1
Phospho-ERK2

Figure 3. ERK activity in JB6 P+ cells treated with 8-iso-
PGF2a and epidermal growth factor
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Figure 2. Anchorage-independent growth of JB6 P+ cells
treated with 8-iso-PGF2a EGF, and their mixture

We conducted studies to determine whedier treatment of
JB6 P+ cells with EGF/fluprostenol or EGF/8-iso-PGF2a

modulated ERK activation. We further investigated the
specificity of 8-iso-PGF2a and whether the interaction
between 8-iso-PGF2ct and EGF in the transformation
response (Figure 2) correlated with an effect on ERK
activation. Alone, EGF (1 ng/mL) and fluprostenol
(1-1000 nM) increased ERK activity, as measured by
Western blot using die anti-active ERK antibody, while
8-iso-PGF2o (1-1000 nM) was without effect (Figure 4).
In contrast, treatment of cells with binary mixtures of
fluprostenol/EGF or 8-iso-PGF2a/EGF increased the active
ERK signal to a greater extent than either treatment
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Figure 4. ERK activity in JB6 P+ cells treated with 8-iso-
PGF2a) fluprostenol, EGF, and their mixtures

alone. The activation of ERK by fluprostenol (known
FP receptor agonist) is consistent with FP receptor-related
signal transduction. The lack of 8-iso-PGF2a-mediated
ERK activity under conditions where fluprostenol
increases ERK activity provides additional evidence that
8-iso-PGF2a is not an FP receptor agonist. Because 8-iso-
PGF2<x alone did not activate ERK to a detectable level, the
data raise the possibility that 8-iso-PGF2a synergistically
regulates EGF-dependent ERK activity. This finding is
consistent with the observation that cotreatment of JB6 P+
cells with EGF and 8-iso-PGF2a results in a transformation
response greater than either treatment alone (Figure 2).

We conducted studies to determine whether an antibody
for 8-iso-PGF2a has applications for histological detection
of the isoprostanes. JB6 P+ cells were treated with
0.27 mM hydrogen peroxide for 10 minutes and were fixed
in ethanol. Histological detection of 8-iso-PGF2ct in
control and hydrogen peroxide-treated cells was conducted
using established methodology. A fluorescent-labeled
secondary antibody was used to detect primary antibody by
indirect immunofluorescence. A strong nuclear fluorescent
signal was detected in cells treated with hydrogen peroxide
but not in control cells (Figure 5). This observation
suggests that the isoprostane antibody may have important
applications in the detection of oxidative stress.

Figure 5. Subcellular localization of an antibody against
8-iso-PGF2a following treatment of JB6 P+ cells with
hydrogen peroxide

Conclusions

8-iso-PGF2ct induces the anchorage-independent growth of
JB6 P+ cells, as measured by direct counting of colonies
and the neutral red assay. The transformation response is
observed at low concentration (10 nM) and is not mediated
by the fluprostenol receptor. The localization of
8-iso-PGF2a antibody in hydrogen peroxide, but not
control cells, is consistent with the expected subcellular
site of 8-iso-PGF2a formation following an oxidative
stress. However, additional studies are required to
determine the specificity of this labeling method.
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Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Using Resonant
Laser Ablation

Gregory C. Eiden

Study Control Number: PN98046/1292

Project Description

This project addresses both fundamental and applied
aspects of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization,
(MALDI). The work has focused on MALDI detection of
synthetic polymers but is expected to impact MALDI more
broadly, e.g., polypeptide and nucleic acid MALDI. Our
interest is in improving MALDI by making the ionization
of analyte molecules more selective and efficient using
resonant ionization of selected elements in the prepared
sample. The cations formed are chosen for the specificity
of their gas-phase reactivity with the analytes of interest.
We gain independent control over sample ablation and
(metal atomic) ion formation as well as the gas-phase
chemistry. These features are the primary factors
controlling the formation of analyte cations in MALDI and
our ability to detect the analytes of interest.

We have developed a new approach to generating mass
spectra of large molecules, especially those that have
traditionally been difficult to observe by MALDI. In the
conventional MALDI experiment, a fixed wavelength laser
such as an N2 (337 nm) is used to influence both the
desorption and ionization steps. In our approach, we
identify metal cations that undergo appropriate gas-phase
reactions with the analyte of interest. The desired
reactivity can be simple adduct formation when a spectrum
of parent molecules is needed (e.g., weight distribution
measurement of a polymer) or fragmentation when
structural information is needed. We perform ablation of
the analyte/matrix and resonant ionization of the chosen
metal species using a single, tunable laser pulse. Ablation
and analyte cationization processes can be controlled
separately by laser intensity and degree of tuning off-
resonance from the atomic metal transition used for
ionization. Reaction time can be controlled through the
delay between the laser firing and the switching of the ion
acceleration field in the time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
This delay also affects mass resolution, but reaction time
effects can nonetheless be discerned.

Measurements of the metal cation reactivity are made
conveniently using an ion trap mass spectrometer.

Reaction conditions in the trap are drastically different
from those in the laser plume. Ion and neutral
temperatures differ, as do number density, collision rates,
and other factors. However, the reactivity trends
established from ion trap data are useful in guiding the
choice of metal species in the resonant laser ablation
(RLA)/MALDI experiments.

Technical Accomplishments

Chemistry in the Ion Trap

Ion trap reaction studies were made for numerous metal
cations reacting with selected small organic molecules.
We began with saturated hydrocarbons because our first
target analyte in the RLA/MALDI work was polyethylene.
We compared the reactivity of n-octane and 2,2,4-
trimethylpentane with the following metal cations: Sc+,
Ti+, V+, Cr+, Mn+, Ni+, Co+, Cu+, Zn+, Y+, Zr+, Mo+, Ag+

and U+. Some of these choices were dictated by prior
knowledge of metal cation reactivity in beam studies,
e.g., propane + Ni+ reactivity, or from work where certain
metals were reported to enhance adduct formation in
polymer MALDI. Results are summarized in Table 1,
where we report ratios of observed adduct ion intensity to
elimination product ion intensity. In this work, we define
adducts as ions containing the metal and the parent organic
with possible minor loss of hydrogen (typical hydrogen
loss channels are -H2 or -2H2). Elimination products
included ions that can be assigned as containing fragments
of the parent, with or without the metal atom. Many peaks
in the spectra have not been conclusively assigned, so the
ratios reported in Table 1 are approximate. We made
similar measurements for n-decane, but we could not
measure reagent gas pressure accurately in the ion trap
used. Only a qualitative comparison of the
trimethylpentane and n-decane data could be made.
Comparisons among the reagent ions for each organic are
more reliable. We observed nearly identical (and
extensive) fragmentation patterns for Ni+ and Co* reacting
with either of the organic reagents, consistent with earlier,
independent work on Ni+ + propane. Based on the
observations summarized in Table 1, we chose vanadium,
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Table 1. Metal cation reactions with 2,2,4-trimethyIpentane
adduct to elimination products

Metal
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Y
Ru
Ag
Ta
W
Th

Adduct / Elimination Ratio
0.47
0.79
1.80
0.36
0.37
0.42
0.94
6.21
0.99
0.45
3.26
1.89
0.95
0.55
0.74

copper, and silver as the metals most likely to result in
formation of a polymer-metal ion adduct rather than an
extensively fragmented product ion. For reasons that are
not understood, only the silver was successful in yielding
useful adduct signal in the RLA/MALDI experiments.
One possible explanation for the failure of vanadium and
copper might be in the RLA cation yield from the metal
compounds used (VacAc and CuTFA). Resonant laser
ablation yields depend on the chemical state of the metal
because the ablation process seeks to excite ground-state,
gas-phase atoms. In the future, we will measure absolute
reaction rates for each of these reactions and obtain an
absolute basis for comparison not only among various ion
trap experiments, but also with resonant laser
ablation/MALDI data.

RLA/MALDI

In the resonant laser ablation/MALDI experiments, we
began to characterize the wavelength and extraction delay
dependence of the observed signal. Figure 1 demonstrates
the importance of delay effect on the observed signal. If
the ions are extracted from the time-of-flight source region
immediately (<50 nsec) after the laser fires, there is

1.5 Msec delay]

|3.5 Msec delay |

| Polystyrene : Afl+ adducts |

12100 12600 13100 13600 14100 14600

data channel (m/z)

Figure 1. Effect of extraction delay on silver-polystyrene
adduct peaks. At short delay (1.5 us), peak areas are
significantly reduced. At longer delays, peak shapes improve
due to time-of-flight source dependence on delay, but peak
areas increase primarily due to the longer reaction times
between Ag+ and polystyrene in the plume.

insufficient time for extensive reaction of the ions with
neutrals in the plume. If the delay is too long, ions will
drift out of the source region (possibly under the influence
of weak fields leaking from the second acceleration zone).
In addition to this reaction time effect, the resolution of the
time-of-flight source depends on the extraction delay.
However, over a reasonably broad range of delay times,
the ion collection efficiency and peak areas are sensibly
constant. The spectra in the figure were acquired using
delays between 1.5 and 5.5 microseconds. Most of the
change in the peak areas shown can be ascribed to reaction
time rather than ion collection efficiency. Given the
modest range of reaction times that we can access in the
resonant laser ablation/MALDI experiment while retaining
useful signal, this parameter is most likely to be used
primarily to aid mass spectral peak assignment rather than
as a means to improve the analytical utility of the method.

In summary, this work shows the capability of matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization using resonant laser
ablation to detect synthetic polymers. This work will be
extended to detection of polypeptides and nucleic acids.
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Molecular Basis for Microbial Adhesion and Surface Reaction

Andrew R. Felmy, David A. Dixon, Jim K. Fredrickson

Study Control Number: PN98052/1298

Project Description

We developed a molecular-based modeling capability that
includes ab initio electronic structure molecular orbital
(MO) and density functional theory (DFT) calculations,
molecular dynamics simulations, and thermodynamic
modeling of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) functional groups
present on Gram-negative bacterial surfaces. This
capability, which forms the foundation of a theoretical
modeling capability at PNNL, is needed to predict the
effects of changes in geochemical conditions and bacterial
surface structure on the development of bacterial surface
charge, the binding of cations to microbial surfaces, and
the binding of LPS functional groups to specific sites on
mineral surfaces. The primary functional groups that we
studied include sugar, alcohol, amine, phosphate, and
carboxylic acid groups present on the LPS chains. These
functional groups, especially the carboxylic acid and
phosphate groups, were identified as being responsible for
developing bacterial surface charge and binding cations to
bacterial cell surfaces. These same functional groups are
also important in the interactions with oppositely charged
mineral surface sites. We investigated the interaction of
amino acids, notably the carboxy-terminal group, to
develop a better understanding of how membrane-bound
proteins interact with mineral surfaces.

The modeling activities were supported by experimental
studies using the iron-reducing bacterium Shewanella
putrefaciens to determine both the chemical composition of
the outer lipopolysaccharide chains and the bacterial
surface charge and hydrophobicity. Shewanella
putrefaciens is one of the primary organisms being used at
PNNL in studies of bacterial iron reduction and
bioremediation of metal and radionuclide-contaminated
sites. These studies provided information needed to
develop and test the predictions of our molecular models
on this environmentally important organism. In addition,
we developed new capabilities in the compositional and
structural analyses of bacterial cell walls.

Technical Accomplishments

In the two-year duration of this project, progress was made
in both the modeling and experimental tasks. This
progress led to the publication of two manuscripts
(Wasserman and Felmy 1998; Wasserman et al. 1999) and
to a follow-on project (Straatsma et al. 1999) under the
Basic Energy Sciences Complex and Collective
Phenomena Program.

First, both equilibrium and nonequilibrium models of the
surface charge in the bacterial electrical double layer were
developed and published. In the first paper on this topic
(Wasserman and Felmy 1998), the principal investigators
presented a numerical solution to the Poisson-Boltzman
equation that is valid for an arbitrary mixture of electrolyte
ions. This model was then used to calculate the surface
potential, Donnan potential, and ion concentration profiles
for semipermeable microbial membranes. These
calculations demonstrated that, in dilute solutions
(I<0.01 M) typical of subsurface groundwaters, previous
models of surface potential development were in
significant error because they were based upon fixed 1:1
electrolyte concentrations and could not consider all ions
present in solution. This fact, coupled with the knowledge
that many environmentally important bacteria develop a
relatively high surface charge, can lead to the
concentration of cations at the microbial surface by factors
as high as 10,000 and to the development of a diffuse
electrical double layer that can extend significant distances
away from the microbial surface. Such double-layer
effects could be important factors in microbial metal
uptake and surface precipitation or redox processes.

In our second paper (Wasserman et al. 1999), we described
the model development activities on nanoscale processes
that may be responsible for the development of the electric
double layer, specifically on whether molecular diffusion is
an effective mechanism for large cation concentration
effects by itself or requires microbial movement or
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convection to prevent ion depletion in the immediate
vicinity of the bacteria. A numerical finite difference
model was developed for solving the Nernst-Planck-
Smoluchowski equation for spherical particles applicable
to the nanoscale with sharp gradients generated by
electrostatic forces. The results of these modeling
calculations show that molecular diffusion can be an
extremely effective process at the nanoscale and that even
the high cation concentration effects calculated for
microbial surfaces can be achieved in relatively rapid time
frames (<0.2 sec).

Progress was also made on our experimental studies of the
surface properties of Shewanella putrefaciens. The
experimental studies focused on analysis of bacterial
ultrastructure features needed to understand and predict the
surface charging, metal uptake, and other bacterial surface
processes. Accurate analysis of bacterial cell ultrastructure
provides critical information about the cell envelope
dimensions used in calculating the charge density of
bacterial cell surfaces. Traditional methods of cell fixation
for electron microscopy (chemical dehydration and
fixation) typically result in a distortion of cell envelope
dimensions and a loss of ability to resolve certain features.
Freeze substitution is a method of fixation that maintains
ultrastructural features of cells in a fully hydrated state.
Fresh cells are rapidly plunge-frozen in liquid propane to
form vitreous ice that does not distort ultrastructural
features. Cells are then substituted with anhydrous acetone
at low temperature and embedded. Embedded cells can
then be thin sectioned and analyzed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM).

The focus of activities shifted to developing freeze-
substitution capabilities for ultrastructural analysis of
bacterial cells and analyzing the charge density of Gram
negative bacteria cells using potentiometric proton
titrations. Dr. Yuri Gorby of PNNL trained with Dr. Terry
Beveridge at the University of Guelph in Ontario in freeze
substitution and electron microscopy analysis of thin
sections. Dr. Beveridge is a leading authority in these
fields and is director of the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC)
Guelph Regional STEM Facility.

Cells of the dissimilatory metal-reducing bacterium
Shewanella putrefaciens CN32 were prepared at the
University of Guelph by freeze substitution. Then they
were thin-sectioned and analyzed by TEM. The
photomicrograph shows ultrastructural features including
the periplasmic (inner or cell) membrane, the periplasmic
space containing a gel-like material, an outer membrane,
and a lipopolysaccharide layer. Some longitudinally
sectioned cells also showed a polar membrane typical of

polar-flagellated bacteria, a characteristic of Shewanella
putrefaciens strains. Exopolysaccharide slime or capsular
material that is produced by some bacteria under select
environmental conditions was not present. The outer
membrane consists of phospholipid, lipopolysaccharide,
and proteins in Gram negative bacteria and likely accounts
for the majority of the surface charge characteristics of
such cells.

To determine the charge density of Shewanella
putrefaciens cell surfaces, potentiometric proton titrations
of whole cells were determined. We repeated the work of
others using Gram positive Rhodococcus cells, but the
titration of metal-reducing Shewanella proved to be more
challenging. While the titrations for whole cells were
consistent from run to run (different batches of cells), we
consistently observed a hysteresis effect during titration of
the first few up and down legs (pH 4—8). This resulted in
variable pzc determinations that ranged from
approximately 4.7 to 5.8. After eliminating a number of
effects, including CO2 generation and proton translocation
from endogenous cell respiration, as major contributors to
the hysteresis, we eventually determined that the effect was
on cell viability and was most pronounced at pH 5 and
below. Cell viability determinations on cell suspensions
incubated at various pH values clearly indicated a loss of
viability at the lower pH. Loss in cell viability disrupts cell
membrane integrity and impacts the sites accessible during
rapid, whole-cell titrations. Potential approaches for
overcoming this problem are limited to the range of the
titrations at higher pH values. Some information on the
charging characteristics or titrate fractionated cell surface
components such as lipopolysaccharide, in contrast to
whole cells, may be lost.

We identified both the positive and negative aspects of
proton titration for assessing the charge characteristics of
bacterial cell surfaces. Proton titrations of bacterial cells
and cell components could provide useful information on
cell surface charging if used in combination with additional
physical and chemical analyses.

Publications

Straatsma TP, DA Dixon, and AR Felmy. 1999.
"Molecular Basis for Microbial Adhesion and
Geochemical Surface Reactions in Fe-reducing Bacteria:
A Study Across Scales." Proposal submitted to the Office
of Basic Energy Sciences Complex and Collective
Phenomena Program.
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Wasserman E and AR Felmy. 1998. "Computation of the
Electric Double Layer Properties of Semipermeable
Membranes in Multicomponent Electrolytes." Applied and
Environmental Microbiology 64(6):2295-2300.

Wasserman E, AR Felmy, and A Chilakapati. 1999.
"Non-equilibrium thermodynamic simulation of metal
uptake in the bacterial electrical double layer." Colloids
and Interfaces B: Biointerfaces (in press).
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NMR-Based Structural Genomics

Michael A. Kennedy

Study Control Number: PN99052/1380

Project Description

Nuclear magnetic resonance is a useful tool for
determining the folding structures of proteins. The study
of structural genomics is enormously challenging because
up to 100,000 protein targets are present in the human
genome. At current rates of structure determination,
judicious selection of proteins for detailed structure
analysis is necessary. In this project, we chose a
phylogenetic approach to target selection that makes use of
the National Center for Biotechnology Information
database of clusters of orthologous groups (COGS). Each
new protein structure is likely to provide novel sequence-
fold information.

Technical Accomplishments

To demonstrate this approach, the nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) solution structure of YciH (COG0023),
a putative translation initiation factor from E. coli, was
determined (Figure 1), and its fold was classified.

N-term.

Figure 1. Molscript rendition of the secondary structure of
E. coli YciH. The structure contains the ppaPPap* topology
that folds into a two-layer, ce+P open sandwich. The YciH
sequence fold defines a new homologous superfamily within
this common fold family.

The protein YciH is an ortholog of eIF-1/SUIl, an integral
component of the translation initiation complex in
eukaryotes. Its structure consists of two antiparallel alpha
(a) helixes packed against the same side of a five-stranded

beta ((3) sheet. The first 31 residues of the 11.5 kDa
protein are unstructured in solution. Comparative analysis
indicated that the folded portion of YciH resembled a
number of structures with the oc-P plait topology, though
its sequence was not homologous to any of them. Thus,
the phylogenetic approach to target selection described
here was used successfully to identify a new homologous
superfamily within this topology.

Classification of the YciH fold

The structural classification databases CATH, Dali/FSSP,
and SCOP were used for comparative analysis of the YciH
structure. The fold of YciH resembles many others with
the open-faced (or two-layer) P sandwich form, a fold in
the a+P class. A Dan search returned 10 unique domains
(including eIF-1) with Z scores greater than 3.0, indicating
significant structural similarity. Thirty-two additional
structures had scores between 2.0 and 3.0. Scores above
2.0 are considered to be evidence of structural similarity.
Most have the same or similar topology or ordering of
secondary structure elements within the sequence that
YciH does. The ten best hits are illustrated in Figure 2.
Three of these had characteristics which, in spite of the
similarity according to Dali, qualitatively differentiated
them from YciH. One of these is a domain (lbdf-A) that is
discontiguous in the sequence. Another (laye) appeared to
have virtually no helixes. The third (Ib24-A) contained an
extra helix that is clearly part of the globular structure of
the domain. Their similarity according to Dali should not
be ignored because of these differences.

In the structural classification of proteins (SCOP) database,
the structures found in the Dali search are members of one
of two fold categories (similar to topology in CATH), such
as ferredoxin-like fold (23 superfamilies) and the DCoH-
like fold (2 superfamilies). In the CATH classification, all
the similar structures fall into the o>P plait topology
classification (32 homologous superfamilies), which
encompasses both of the SCOP folds. The two proteins in
SCOP with DCoH-like topology, the arginine binding
domain of the arginine repressor and dimerization cofactor
of hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 (DCoH), have the same core
topology as YciH: Ppocppoc A domain of DNAgyrase
that was located by Dali also has this topology but does not
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Figure 2. MOLSCRIPT renditions of the best hits in a Dali
structural database search with the YciH structure.
Congruent secondary structures are identically oriented.

appear in CATH or SCOP. Structures with ferredoxin-like
topology are slightly permuted (PaPPap). Both structures
contain the same placement of secondary structure
elements—two helixes running antiparallel to each other
and packed on the same side of a four-stranded antiparallel
P sheet. Furthermore, they have the same organization of
strands in the core of the sheet: P2, P3, and p4 in the
DCoH topology correspond to pi , p2, and p3 in the
ferredoxin topology. Removal of the N terminal and
C terminal P strands, respectively, from the DCoH and
ferredoxin topologies yielded exactly the same structure.
YciH has a fifth beta strand as well, which is parallel to pi ,
and its topology is PPocPPoc(P). In YciH (Figure 2), if p i
were removed and P5 moved sideways slightly to adjoin
(antiparallel to) p2, the resulting topology would be
PaPPaP, the ferredoxin-like fold.

Both YciH (PpapPa(P)) and all PaPpaP structures
contain two interlocking, sequential split P-oc-p units. The
split P-oc-P motif occurs frequently in p sandwich proteins,
a large group of proteins with diverse functions. While
functional diversity is apparent in the Dali hits for the

YciH structure presented herein, these proteins compose a
tight structural subset of the (structurally) diverse set of
open-faced P sandwich proteins. As long as the chain
reverses direction at the end of each strand or helix and
there are no structure-spanning loops, nine permutations or
arrangements of the secondary structures are possible
within the sequence of a two helix, four-strand sheet P
sandwich protein with antiparallel helixes and strands:

aPPaPP, appppa, Paappp, PaPpap, PPaapp,
a, PPPaaP, and ppppaa. Different arrangements

of the p strands within a sheet are possible as well, further
increasing the complexity. Many of these permutations are
found among compact, open-faced P sandwich domains,
although the PaPPap type (ferredoxin-like fold)
predominates. Some of these arrangements are more alike
than others. For example, the paPPaP and pPaPPa
topologies are quite similar to one another (vide infra) but
much less so to aaPPPp and PPaapp, which are
themselves similar to each other due to their a a hairpin
motif. Only paPpap and PPaapp topologies were found
in the Dali search on YciH, however, and all had the same
sheet structure except for the first or last strand, as
described above. Thus, based on the Dali search and the
CATH and SCOP systems of structure classification, YciH
can be assigned to the a-P plait topology (CATH) and the
DCoH-like fold (SCOP).

Publication

Cort JR, FJ Koonin, PA Bash, and MA Kennedy. 1999.
"A Phylogenetic Approach to Target Selection for
Structural Genomics." Nucleic Acids Research, Vol. 27,
No. 20 (in press).
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Rational Redesign of Warfare Nerve Agent Degrading Enzyme:
Phosphotriesterase

Rick L. Ornstcin

Study Control Number: PN97090/1232

Project Description

Phosphotriesterase from Pseudomonas diminuta catalyzes
the hydrolysis of organophosphorus pesticides and related
nerve agents, such as acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, with
rate enhancements that approach 1012. There is interest
both in chemistry and biochemistry in understanding how
this enzyme and the related binuclear metal complexes
catalyze the hydrolysis so effectively. To better
understand the catalytic mechanism, it is first necessary to
determine the structure of the active site.

Technical Accomplishments

Determination of Mechanistically Relevant Active Site
Structure

Recently, a three-dimensional x-ray crystal structure of
zinc-substituted phosphotriesterase complexed with the
substrate analog diethyl 4-methylbenzylphosphonate was
reported in the literature. The x-ray crystal structure
indicated that the two zinc ions in the active site are
separated by 3.3 A. One of the two bridging ligands for
the binuclear metal center is a carbamylated Lys (residue
169). It is uncertain whether the other bridging ligand is a
water molecule or a hydroxide ion because hydrogen atoms
cannot be determined by x-ray diffraction techniques. This
second bridging ligand, hydroxide or water, is directly
involved in the catalytic hydrolysis process.

The first goal of our work was to identify theoretically this
critical bridging ligand by performing molecular dynamics
simulations on the solvated phosphotriesterase inhibitor
complex and quantum chemical calculations on simplified
models of the active site (Zhan et al. 1999). All the results
indicated that this critical ligand in the active site of the
reported x-ray crystal structure is a hydroxide anion rather
than a water molecule. This allowed us to propose a
dynamic catalytic process in which both kinds of structures
might exist. Quantum chemical calculations were carried
out on three active site model systems by employing
Hartree Fock (HF), B3LYP and level 2 Moller-Plesset
perturbation theory (MP2) methods with two different

basis sets (3-21G and 6-31G*). Geometries optimized at
all the approximation levels are consistent. Figure 1 shows
the geometries of the three active site models considered
optimized at B3LYP/6-31G* level.

1L

Figure 1. Three active site models

We next set out to theoretically identify the catalytic
bridging ligand in the cadmium-substituted
phosphotriesterase active site. One model assumed the
critical bridging ligand was water, and another model
assumed it was a hydroxide anion. The B3LYP method
was employed with the 6-31G* basis set for all atoms
except for cadmium, where the DZVP basis set is used. All
calculated results indicate that both structural forms of the
bridging ligand are stable for the cadmium-substituted
phosphotriesterase, which is different from the active site
structure of the zinc-substituted phosphotriesterase. Based
on these two structural forms, we calculated the pKa of the
bridging ligand as ~ 8.3, which is in excellent agreement
with the reported kinetic pKa, 8.1, of the cadmium-
substituted phosphotriesterase observed in the
phosphotriesterase-catalyzed hydrolysis of
phosphotriesterase substrates. Compared with the
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corresponding x-ray crystal structure where the
cadmium-oxygen distances are reported as 2.7 A, our
results suggest that the reported x-ray structure of the
cadmium-substituted phosphotriesterase is a mixture of
the two theoretically determined structural forms, as
shown in Figure 2.

Q 2.360

2.354

O -

-2.74
(Expt: 2.7)!

0 o

- 2.454
(Zn-O average for 1-̂ 0)

1.286 1.282
L 35,

~ 3.026
(Zn-O average for HO")

2 l 3 5 5

Figure 2. The cadmium-substituted phosphotriesterase is a
mixture of the two theoretically determined structural forms

Reaction Pathways for Hydrolysis of Substrates

We studied the mechanism of action for hydrolysis of
organophosphate nerve agents and key model compounds
(see Figure 3). To validate a computationally practical
level of quantum theory, we first investigated the
hydrolysis of a model substrate, trimethyl phosphate, by
carrying out a series of over 30 different levels of theory.
Our results indicated that 1) the hydrolysis follows a two-
step pathway in which the first step is rate-determining
and 2) the MP2/6-31+G*//HF/6-31+G* level of theory is
sufficient for studying the reaction system. For seven
different substrates, including sarin and soman, we
finished both gas-phase calculations and solvation
calculations on the first step of the hydrolysis at
MP2/6-31+G*//HF/6-31+G* level. Calculations are in
progress for the second step of hydrolysis.

The results to date indicate that, for three well-studied
organophosphate paraoxon analogs, the observed
phosphotriesterase-mediated catalytic hydrolysis trend
can be explained just on the basis of the first step of the
reaction without explicit consideration of the enzyme.
The enzyme apparently has an equal effect on all three
substrates, that is, it raises the effective hydroxide
concentration. This trend is not the case, however, for the
three well-studied analogs of sarin and soman. For these
compounds, the second step of the reaction and explicit
enzyme interactions differentiate between these later
substrates.

Theoretical Studies on Phosphotriesterase-Paraoxon
Interaction

In a third component of our work, we used molecular
dynamics simulations and quantum calculations to study
the role of the enzyme in the various hydrolysis reactions.
We have completed one 500 ps molecular dynamics
simulation on fully solvated phosphotriesterase-paraoxon
complex. The starting position of paraoxon in the
phosphotriesterase active site was superimposed on the
x-ray position of a "look alike" bound inhibitor. The
analysis of the trajectory has shown that paraoxon is very
stable and in an almost ideal position, with respect to the
zinc-bound hydroxide complex, to begin the SN2
hydrolysis reaction. This is consistent with the
observation that paraoxon has the highest turnover rate of
the approximately two-dozen known phosphotriesterase
substrates. Additional molecular dynamics simulations
are under way, including phosphotriesterase with bound
sarin as well as other key analogs. Analysis of the
forthcoming results should shed light on the nature and
extent of any differential role that enzyme-substrate
interactions may play.

Publication

Zhan CG, O Norberto de Souza, R Rittenhouse, and
RL Ornstein. 1999. J. Am. Chem. Soc, Vol. 121,
pp. 7279-7282.

Invited Presentation

Presentations on this project's research were given to
DuPont in January 1999 at Wilmington, Delaware and at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in May 1999.
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The first transition state geometries optimized at HF/6-31+G* level.
The energy barriers (AE) are calculated at MP2/6-31+G7/HF/6-31+G* level with ZPE correction.

Figure 3. Hydrolysis of organophosphate nerve agents and models
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Surface-Induced Dissociation of Polyatomic Cations

Anil K. Shukla

Study Control Number: PN99069/1397

Project Description

The objective of this project is to develop and demonstrate
the capability for carrying out fundamental and applied
studies of the surface-induced dissociation of small and
large molecular and quasi-molecular ions for optimizing
the rapid dissociation of ions in ultra-high field, ultra-high
resolution mass spectrometry. Preliminary work on
dissociation of small and medium mass molecules on a
self-assembled monolayer surface inside the ion cyclotron
resonance cell of a modified 7 Tesla Fourier transform
mass spectometer indicates that this is a promising
technique for fragmenting biomolecules. The technique
has promise for augmenting the proteomics project at the
W.R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory
(EMSL). This research will create this experimental
capability and define its applicability to sequencing very
large-molecule ions. Another aspect of this study
addresses the fundamental aspects of energy transfer,
energy redistribution, and dissociation of singly and
multiply charged ions.

Technical Accomplishments

The commercial tandem mass spectrometer (ZabSpec) with
electric sector, magnetic sector, time-of-flight geometry
was used to test its performance and suitability for our
experiments on ion-neutral (gas and surface) collision
dynamics. High-resolution mass spectra of reference
compounds were obtained from electron impact ionization.
This mass spectrometer was run under different scan
modes for ion characterization. The mass-analyzed ion
kinetic energy measurements provide the most useful

information on 1) energy transfer from translational to
internal modes on collision and 2) energy release from
internal to translational mode on dissociation in our
experiments. A number of ionic systems such as methanol,
acetone, and bromobenzene were used to test the
performance of this instrument for kinetic energy
experiments under unimolecular dissociation conditions.
We obtained a collision cell and associated electronics so
the cell could be floated at different voltages for collision-
induced dissociation studies. The electrospray ionization
source was installed, and work is in progress to optimize
experimental conditions for the generation of multiply
charged ions from peptides. It was first used to obtain a
mass spectrum of singly protonated polyethylene glycol
(average mass 600) and leucine-enkephalin.

In collaboration with Greg Kemmel and Bruce Kay, a new
research program on low-energy (<100 eV) ion surface
collisions began. Our instruments were used to study
neutral beam/surface interactions and interactions of rare
gas ions of 1000 eV energy with ice surfaces of varying
density. Our preliminary results on angle- and energy-
resolved inelastic scattering and surface-induced
dissociation of ions performed at the University of
Delaware provided rich ion chemistry in low-energy
collisions. We found several mechanisms for energy
transfer and dissociation competing simultaneously. Our
instruments are being reconfigured to generate ion beams
of lower kinetic energies in the ion source, to accelerate
ions to 1 keV for mass analysis (and higher transmission),
and to decelerate them back to the desired energy in the
next stage of ion optics before colliding with a self-
assembled monolayer surface.
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X-Ray Probes of the Uptake of Metal Ions by CaCO3:
Experiment and Theory

Wayne P. Hess, Kenneth M. Beck, Steven M. Heald, Maureen I. McCarthy

Study Control Number: PN98082/1328

Project Description

The mobility of metal ions through the subsurface is partly
determined by the chemical reactivity of soil minerals.
The rate of radionuclide and metal uptake by minerals in
the soil .determines the eventual environmental impact.
Pollutant fate and transport are dependent on the oxidation
state and chemical composition of the contaminants
introduced into the subsurface. A key element needed to
model contaminant mobility is knowledge of the structure
and reactivity of metals at aqueous/mineral oxide
interfaces. The recent controversy over radioactive
materials transport through the soils under Hanford tank
farms and the beneficial role played by the "caliche" layer
in immobilizing heavy metal movement highlight the need
for methods capable of analyzing and predicting metal
uptake by soil minerals.

Coupling the experimental methods of laser ablation mass
spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy were
milestones for this project. The spectroscopy studies were
multi-wavelength, ongoing experiments performed in the
W.R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory
(EMSL). The experimental studies probed the uptake by
calcite of metal cations of lead, cesium, cobalt, chromium,
and oxy-anions such as chromate. In addition, both
synchrotron radiation techniques of extended x-ray
absorption spectroscopy and x-ray microprobe imaging
were used to analyze the elemental and chemical
composition of metal-containing calcite single crystals and
naturally occurring Columbia River Basin "caliche." The
synchrotron radiation experiments were run at the
Advanced Photon Source in the Pacific Northwest
Consortium Sector at the Argonne National Laboratory.

Technical Accomplishments

Laser ablation and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
studies were conducted on both natural and synthetically
grown single calcite crystals (CaCO3). The x-ray
photoelectric spectrometer in EMSL was outfitted with
special LiF windows to allow the fourth harmonic output
(266 nm) of a single-mode Nd:YAG laser to irradiate

samples in vacuo. Depth profiling spectroscopy was
conducted following irradiation to obtain information on
changes in crystal morphology (including metalization via
photo-induced defects) and chemical composition. Studies
were conducted on uptake and desorption of both native
and non-native metal cations from crystal.

Research into binding sites available at the mineral/water
interface with CaCO3 were recently undertaken by
geochemical researchers (Chiarello and Sturshio 1996;
Qian et al. 1994; Likwan et al. 1997; Reeder 1998). In
Qian et al. (1994), metallic lead was found to sorb at
surface sites in a well-ordered fashion within the
1014 cleavage plane. To further understand variations in
adsorption phenomena on CaCO3, we conducted
experimental runs at the Advanced Photon Source to
discover whether "rinding"—uniform coatings formed
when metal contaminants precipitate from solution onto
the surface of single crystal calcite—were seen on geologic
Columbia River Basin caliche. For this, x-ray microprobe
imaging was employed with a spatial resolution of
5 micrometers. The results are seen in Figure 1. Results of
rinding show evidence that uptake of contaminants is
highly nonuniform on caliche samples from near the
Hanford Site. The observed hot spots of contaminants
closely resembled those previously found in other soil
samples and suggested that the availability of reactive sites
is less than suggested on the basis of total surface area
models.

Additional runs at the Advanced Photon Source initiated a
study of coprecipitation effects on Columbia River caliche
(Reeder et al. 1999). Samples of caliche were prepared in
solution of metal chlorides at < 0.0001 M and rinsed.
Imaging was conducted on the samples for native
impurities of iron and copper as well as for the metal
compound added from solution. The results are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Imaging results show lead formations
tend to abut calcium formations that display dramatic
concentration variations. Initial analysis also indicated that
a relationship exists between native copper deposit sites
and lead uptake.
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Figure 1. An XMI image of Pb2* adsorption atop a 300 x 300 m corner cross-section of rhombohedral single-crystal calcite (left)
and Columbia River Basin caliche (right). Darker areas have lower concentrations. The Pb2* layer is observed to be < 20 |i in
depth and homogenous on the single-crystal calcite. The "hot spot" adsorption phenomenon on caliche is drastically different and
inhomogeneous.

PbO2 powder
— PbCl2 on Columbia River Gorge Caliche

40 50
R(A)

Figure 2. EXAFS and a FEFF8 fit of the first scatter peak bond distances of Pb-X in the powder PbCl2 standard compared with
the "hot spot" formation on the caliche sample in Figure 1. The bond distance of lead on caliche is associated with a Pb-O bond
distance of 2.51 angstrom; that of PbCl2 to the known Pb-CI bond distance of 2.874 angstrom. Lead has been incorporated into the
lattice structure of the caliche polycrystal.

Figure 3. XMI images of (L to R) copper, lead and iron on a sample of Columbia River Basin caliche. The spatial resolution is
about 1 ]i throughout Significantly, Pb2+ precipitate is associated with native impurity sites of copper deposition. Coprecipitation
is an important arena of ongoing research into the dynamics of metal uptake in CaCO3.
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Summary of Completed FY 1999 Technical Milestones

• Initiated spectroscopy experiments on both natural and
synthetically grown single calcite crystals (CaCO3)
using 266 nm laser light to study uptake and
desorption of native metal cations from crystal.

• Extended spectroscopy methods to study non-native,
impurity-doped metal cations on calcite.

• Obtained extended x-ray absorption spectroscopy
spectra for metal cations at aqueous/calcite interfaces
(Pb(II), Pb(IV), Cr(VI), Co, Cs).
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BWR Burnable Absorber Coating

Edward F. Love, David J. Senor, Roger N. Johnson, Mikal A. McKinnon

Study Control Number: PN98009/1255

Project Description

A previous LDRD project entitled "BWR Advanced Fuels"
completed a neutronics analysis of a boiling water reactor
(BWR) core containing assemblies with burnable absorber
in the channel rather than in fuel pins. The results showed
enhanced neutronic performance of the core and resulted in
significant cost savings per fuel reload. The materials
performance and other cost issues associated with the
relocation of the neutron absorber in the zirconium
cladding were not studied.

In FY 1998 we identified three potential options for
incorporating the burnable absorber into the zirconium. In
FY 1999, we worked on the most promising option.
Various samples were fabricated using multiple
techniques, and metallurgical and limited mechanical
testing was performed on the samples to determine whether
the desired properties were produced.

Technical Accomplishments

This project focused on three goals:

• produce and test coupons and to evaluate the results

• perform a production cost estimate and evaluate the
cost feasibility of implementing the technology

• evaluate the technology and its potential benefits to
nuclear utilities.

Sample Fabrication and Evaluation

Potential coatings were fabricated using two different
methods of incorporating the burnable absorber followed
by a post-processing technique. The automated equipment
broke, and the additional costs and time delays did not
allow us to complete of all of the planned experimental
work. Consequently, not all processing, forming, and
welding work that was planned for FY 1999 could be
completed.

The burnable absorber was incorporated into a 0.25-cm
(O.lOO-in.)-thick zircaIoy-4 sheet (commercial BWR fuel
channel feedstock). Samples were approximately 5 cm
(2 in.) square. The samples that were fabricated were
subjected to optical metallography, energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and
microhardness testing.

Figure 1 shows the incorporation of a burnable absorber
with a nominal thickness of approximately 55 um
(0.002 in.). The image in Figure 1 was obtained with
microscopy in back-scattered electron mode to highlight
composition contrast. We saw a sharp interface and
relative uniformity of the burnable absorber composition.
Also visible in Figure 1 are several Vickers microhardness
indentations. There was no evidence of cracks in the
indentations, suggesting some degree of toughness. The
porous areas were most likely the result of inhomogeneities
in the feedstock.

Figure 1. Typical incorporation of burnable absorber with
nominal thickness of 55 um

Figure 2 shows a zirconium, tin, and burnable absorber
spectroscopy composition profile across the sample
depicted in Figure 1. We saw steep compositional
gradients at the interface and relative uniformity of the
composition.
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Figure 2. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy composition
profile for the sample shown in Figure 1

Figure 3 shows the Vickers microhardness profile
corresponding to the indentations in Figure 1. The data
suggest the ultimate tensile strength was comparable to, or
greater than, the strength of the zirconium, which bodes
well for further mechanical processing (i.e., deformation)
of the sheet necessary to fabricate BWR fuel channels.

Figure 4. Typical incorporation of burnable absorber with
nominal thickness of 17 um

4oq

Figure 3. Vickers microhardness (10 g load) for the sample
shown in Figure 1

Figure 4 shows the incorporation of a typical burnable
absorber with a nominal thickness of approximately 17 um
(0.0007 in.). As with the application shown in Figure 1,
there was a sharp interface and relatively uniform
composition throughout (as indicated by the relative lack
of visual contrast in the back-scattered image shown in
Figure 5). Figure 5 depicts a composition profile across
the burnable absorber in Figure 4. It is very similar to the
profile in Figure 2 in that it has a steep compositional
gradient at the interface and a relatively constant
composition across the thickness. However, the zirconium
content is significantly higher due to a secondary
processing technique after the burnable absorber was
incorporated. As with the first sample, the zirconium
content was independent of position within the burnable
absorber. The zirconium-burnable absorber phase diagram

- Zr Content
- Sn Content
- BA Content

Figure 5. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy composition
profile for the sample shown in Figure 4

suggests that both the applications should exist as a two-
phase mixture of V-Zr and burnable absorber. The
microstructural evidence suggests that this mixture is
uniformly distributed and relatively fine scale. The
insensitivity of the composition profiles to thickness and
process parameters suggested that these application
methods would lend themselves to good process control
and repeatability.

Investigation of post-processing techniques required to
produce a commercially viable can is ongoing. Upon
completion of the post-processing, the samples will be
tested to determine formability.

Follow-on work will concentrate on developing the
fabrication process to the point where the feasibility of
commercial-scale fabrication process is apparent. In
addition, weld-testing of the material will be done.
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Deactivation/Decommissioning Scoping Tool

Michael K. White, Mark C. Bierschbach

Study Control Number: PN99011/1339

Project Description

Deactivation and decommissioning (D&D) of a large
nuclear facility can cost over $100 million. No analytical
tools are available to support effective D&D planning.
Such tools could result in large savings, reduced schedules,
and decreased radiological dose.

The purpose of this project was to develop a deactivation
and decommissioning prototype tool. This tool was
developed using concepts, data, and approaches adapted
from a variety of sources. We developed a prototype
decision-support method for defining D&D requirements
and estimating corresponding impacts. The overall
approach involved defining and quantifying the scope of
required D&D activities based on a few key descriptive
parameters. The corresponding cost, schedule, dose, and
waste generation associated with these D&D activities can
then be estimated using engineering data from previous
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
decommissioning studies and nuclear/hazardous waste
management data from various previous studies.

Technical Accomplishments

Two major activities were conducted during this project.
First, data were collected to identify the types and number
of nuclear facilities both in the United States and

internationally that will require D&D. The purpose of
examining this information was to identify the types of
facilities that might be productively addressed by a scoping
methodology and to identify the relative priority for
modeling these various types of facilities. Next, a
prototype scoping tool was developed for pressurized-
water reactor D&D.

U.S. and International Nuclear Facility D&D

Data identifying nuclear facilities in both the U.S. and the
rest of the world were collected from a variety of reports
and internet sites. This information was compiled to
provide an indication of the magnitude of potential D&D
activities, both domestically and internationally.

As shown in Figure 1, of more than 1,000 commercial or
research nuclear reactors in the world, nearly 400 have
been shut down but less than 25 have been
decommissioned. Similarly, more than 30 production
reactors in the U.S. and around the world are yet to be
decommissioned. In addition, the Department of Energy
has about 2,000 non-reactor nuclear facilities that will be
decommissioned as environmental restoration is
completed, and hundreds of fuel cycle facilities
(enrichment, fuel fabrication, fuel storage, etc.) in the
United States and the rest of the world are yet to be
decommissioned.

Operational Status of
Nuclear Reactors of the World
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Figure 1. Shut-down, decommissioned, and operating nuclear power plants
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The data relating to potential requirements for
decommissioning each of these major categories of nuclear
facilities were compiled into a summary report identifying
the number, types, and locations of facilities that will
require D&D both domestically and internationally.

Pressurized Water Reactor D&D Scoping Methodology

An initial version of a parametric D&D scoping tool
applicable to large pressurized water reactors was
completed as a proof-of-principle. This method estimated
D&D cost, schedule, waste generation, and dose using
plant description and waste management unit cost data
provided by the user. This method can be extended to
other reactor types (boiling water reactors, research
reactors, production reactors) and other nuclear facilities
(Department of Energy facilities or fuel cycle facilities) by
adding the corresponding reference plant data.

The logic for this approach is shown in Figure 2. The key
element into implementation identifying the major systems
or D&D activity building blocks of the reference facility
and describing their corresponding D&D scope elements
(deactivation and removal cost, schedule, dose, and waste
generation). This information is then used as the basis for
estimating how each of these major D&D scope elements
is for each major system as primary "driver" parameters
for the facility are varied.

For a pressurized water reactor, the primary driver
parameters include such variables as the plant thermal
power rating and the number of cooling loops.

In addition to the variations in such primary drivers,
variations in major waste management activities have a
significant impact on D&D cost. The approach allows the
user to vary such key waste management cost elements as
packaging, transportation, and disposal of waste.
Modeling these cost elements, in conjunction with
modeling the variation in the amount of waste generated by
the deactivation and removal of each of the major systems,
provides a very flexible framework for assessing the
impact of waste management on overall D&D cost,
schedule, and dose.

The method deals with schedule variation in two ways.
First, as the scope of required D&D activities for major
components varies as their scale varies as estimated by
variation in the primary "driver" parameters, the
corresponding D&D activity durations are varied
accordingly. Variations in the time required for the
deactivation and removal of major system components has
a secondary effect, in addition to the obvious change in
direct cost. The overall time required to for D&D of all
major systems determines the duration for corresponding
support activities, which can account for nearly 50 percent
of the total D&D cost for some facilities.

D&D Scoping Tool Logic

scope "drivers"

decontamination
and removal cost

major system
decontamination

and removal
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Figure 2. Pressurized water reactor D&D prototype methodology
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The significant impact of cost variation relates to variation
in radiological dose. Delaying initiation of D&D after
shutdown allows for the decay of the various activation
products accounting for occupational exposure during
D&D. The method allows the user to vary the initiation of
D&D to determine the corresponding cost and dose
tradeoffs that arise.

Figure 3 illustrates typical results from applying the
methodology. This figure shows how varying plant size
and D&D timing, respectively, impact the radiological
dose associated with D&D.

The deactivation and decommissioning prototype tool
developed on this project can be extended to other reactor
types (boiling water reactors, research reactors, production
reactors) and other nuclear facilities (Department of
Energy facilities or fuel cycle facilities) by adding the
corresponding reference plant data.

Reactor D&D Dose Estimation

Reactor D&D exposures vary
with major plant scale
parameters and D&D schedule

- power level/density

- thermal power rating

- cooling loops

- D&D delay

I• h
• 3411 MWt

• 2500MWI

I I I
Figure 3. D&D dose variation with plant size and D&D delay
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Fundamental Actinide Chemistry

Gregg J. Lumetta, David L. Blanchard Jr., Richard L. Sell, Steven C. Marschman,
Randall D. Scheele, Bruce K. McNamara

Study Control Number: PN99027/1355

Project Description

Actinide chemistry is important to many technological
areas, such as 1) cleanup and monitoring of the actinides
that have been released to the environment, 2) the
stewardship of special nuclear materials that are stored at
the various Department of Energy sites, and 3) partitioning
and transmutation schemes for managing spent nuclear
fuel. The primary objective of this project is to build
PNNL's capabilities in fundamental actinide chemistry.
Two primary tasks were implemented—actinide
coordination chemistry and actinide surface science.

Technical Accomplishments

Actinide Coordination Chemistry

Highly efficient actinide separation technologies have been
developed, but progress has been incremental over the last
two decades. Coordination chemistry forms the basis for
the development of efficient metal ion separations, and
quantum leaps in efficient separation hinge on
understanding structure-function relationships central to
coordination chemistry. The ligand binding strength is one
parameter upon which structure-function relationships can
be developed for coordination compounds.

A number of experimental techniques are available for
measuring binding strength, including potentiometric
titration, spectrophotometry, nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy, and titration calorimetry. None of these
methods can be readily applied to measure the binding of
amide ligands for f-block metal (lanthanide or actinide)
ions. Amide compounds are a potentially useful class of
extractants for actinide ions. Monoamides extract
tetravalent and hexavalent actinides, and diamides extract
the trivalent actinides as well. One potential advantage of
the amide extractants over the commonly used
organophosphorus extractants is that they can be
incinerated to yield only gaseous products. Thus, the spent
extractant would not result in a solid secondary waste
stream (as do solvents based on organophophorus
extractants).

In this project, we demonstrated thermochemical methods
to quantitatively determine the binding enthalpy for ML,,
complexes, where M is a lanthanide or actinide element
and L is a ligand of the type that might form the basis of an
extractant (in this case, an amide). The enthalpy of the
following type of reaction will be determined:

0)

The key tools used in this study are differential scanning
calorimetry and thermogravimetric analysis.
Complimentary spectroscopic measurements are also being
conducted to fully characterize the chemical systems
examined.

In FY 1999 we focused on two activities: 1) preparing and
characterizing a homologous series of
neodymium(III)/amide complexes that vary primarily in
steric requirements, and 2) measuring the enthalpy of
dissociation of the amides from the neodymium(III) ion.
Our goal was to establish the experimental method.
Neodymium was chosen for this initial study because it is a
nonradioactive material. Once the methodology is
established, weakly radioactive actinides (thorium and
uranium) will be investigated, and other radioactive
materials (e.g., neptunium, plutonium, americium) will be
tested.

Preparation of 'Nd(III)/'Amide Complexes

We tried to prepare a series of compounds of the type
Nd(NO3)3L (L = amide). However, the analysis of
Nd(NO3)3DMF indicated a complex decomposition
mechanism involving the nitrate ion. For this reason, we
switched to the analogous chloride compounds, NdCl3L.
Five such compounds were prepared and characterized by
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Table 1). These
compounds were prepared by mixing one equivalent of the
amide with one equivalent of NdCl3A6H2O in MeOH.
Evaporation of the MeOH gave the desired compound.
Because these compounds tend to form as oils, heating at
105°C was sometimes necessary to obtain solid products.
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Table 1. Summary of amide carbonyl stretching frequencies
for N d C l ^ compounds

NdCl3(DMF)(a)

NdCl3(DMA)(b)

NdCl3(TBF)(c)

NdCl3(TMP)(dJ

NdCl3(MF)le)

. 7(C=O), cm"1

Complex
1657
1614
1631
1634
1658

Free Amide
1673
1643
1668
1646
1663

7(C=O), cm1

16
29
37
12
5

(a) DMF = N,N-dimethylformamide
(b) DMA = N,N-dimethylacetamide
(c) TBF = N-t-butylformamide
(d) TMP = N,N,2-trimethylpropionamide
(e) MF = N-methylformamide

Thermogravimetric Analysis

NdCl3(DMF) and, to some extent, NdCl3pMA) were
analyzed by thermogravimetric analysis. The scans
indicated a reaction mechanism more complex than
depicted in Equation 1. The amide appeared to be released
from the Nd(III) ion in two distinct events. For DMF,
these occur between 125 and 400°C. For DMA, the amide
was released between 285 and 380°C. We are studying the
reason the amide was released in two events. Two primary
possibilities are 1) two different complexes were present or
2) auxiliary reactions occurred between the amide ligand
and oxygen or the chloride counter anion.

Actinide Surface Science

The reaction of water with spent metallic uranium nuclear
fuel surfaces leads to formation of hydrides that can
enhance the pyrophoric nature of the metal even under dry
storage conditions. These reactions are not well
understood, yet they may present problems for proposed
dry storage options being explored for these materials.
Because storage periods are being extended to 40 years or
more, data that can be used to predict the fuel behavior

over these long timeframes are essential to the success of
the Department of Energy cleanup mission. Surface
science techniques that probe the interactions of adsorbates
with surfaces at the molecular level provide a powerful
way of investigating such reactions. These techniques may
also be used to investigate other processes that are crucial
to Department of Energy missions, such as

• the reactions of aqueous solutions with actinide
oxides, which control, in part, the leaching of actinides
from waste forms into the environment

• the interaction of actinides with oxide and mineral
surfaces, which is integral to the process of actinide
transport through the vadose zone and groundwater
systems and to contamination and decontamination
processes.

Relatively few direct molecular level studies using
actinides have been conducted in these areas.

The long-term goal of this task is to acquire and
demonstrate the capability to perform molecular-level
surface science investigations on surface-adsorbate
systems containing actinides. The short-term goal used to
focus this effort is a determination of the G-value for water
on spent fuel using electron stimulated desporption. The
key tools needed to reach this goal are 1) a vacuum
chamber capable of attaining a vacuum of 10"9 Torr or
lower, 2) a sample manipulator for positioning the sample
and preparing it for testing (i.e., one that permits heating
and cooling), 3) a sputtering system for cleaning the
sample in vacuum using noble gas ions, 4) a dosing system
(valve and gas manifold) for placing sub-monolayer and
larger films of water on the sample, 5) in-vacuum electron
gun and quadrupole mass spectrometer for performing
electron stimulated desorption of adsorbates from the spent
fuel sample surface. The goal for FY 1999 was to acquire,
assemble, and begin testing this equipment.
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Proliferation Signatures

Douglas P. Frank, Michael P. Sohn, Richard A. Libby, Michael J. Newman, Robert G. Clemmer

Study Control Number: PN99059/1387

Project Description

Control of special nuclear material is essential to our
national security. The purpose of this project is to analyze,
research, and validate a specific nuclear proliferation
scenario not previously investigated. The corresponding
signatures for that scenario will be identified, and
appropriate response options will be studied and designed.

The first objective of the project is to validate the specific
nuclear proliferation scenario in terms of technical viability
and potential for implementation. The second objective is
to identify the signatures associated with the proliferation
scenario through analysis of the associated processes and

necessary facilities. The third objective is to design
response options for the scenario in general as well as for
the specific signatures.

Technical Accomplishments

The project is divided into four phases: 1) technical
assessment, 2) technical analysis and design, 3) signature
analysis, and 4) response options.

The first phase of the project was completed. The specific
nuclear proliferation scenario was found to be valid.
Implementation issues were identified for resolution in the
technical analysis and design phase of the project.
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Scientific Foundations for Researching Medical Radioisotopes(a)

Thomas S. Tcnforde

Study Control Number: PN99066/1394

Project Description

The objective of this project was to develop a technical
basis for the efficient production and purification of short-
lived, reactor-generated medical isotopes. There is
increasing demand for these isotopes for diagnostic and
therapeutic applications. Tasks included the following:

• efficient radiochemical processing methods for
obtaining high-purity medical isotopes from irradiated
targets

• conceptual design of a rapid retrieval system for
remaining targets of short-lived medical isotopes
during full-power reactor operations.

Technical Accomplishments

Medical Isotope Production Capabilities

More than 30 isotopes of interest for medical applications
were identified as candidates for reactor production.
Approximately one-half of these have short half-lives (two
days to two weeks). Using neutron spectral data for
operating power levels of 100 to 400 megawatts,
production rates were calculated for each of these isotopes
and their associated impurity isotopes during irradiation
intervals ranging from 10 to 100 days. Isotopes with half-
lives of less than 25 days were assumed to be produced in
rapid radioisotope retrieval (R3) assemblies with a target
volume on the order of 20 cc (for each isotope). Much
larger target volumes were assumed for longer-lived
isotopes with targets irradiated for up to 100 days. Where
appropriate, energy-moderating materials were included in
or near the target assemblies to tailor the neutron energy
spectrum and optimize the production of isotopes with
large cross-sections in the epithermal and thermal ranges.
Calculations were made on the effects of self-shielding of
target materials on the total yield of product and impurity
isotopes. Careful estimates of the production of impurities
are important in planning the radiochemical processes to be
used in separating the final isotope products from
irradiated targets.

Radiochemical Processing of Targets

An evaluation was completed of the radiochemical
separation and purification techniques required for the
production of 30 reactor-generated medical isotopes. A
wide variety of separation procedures such as solvent
extraction, ion exchange, and electrochemical deposition
were evaluated depending upon the chemical nature of the
target material, the final isotope product, and the impurity
isotopes produced during irradiation. An effort was made
to develop more efficient methods for achieving several
difficult separation procedures, primarily those involving
large quantities of highly radioactive impurity isotopes.
For all 30 of the medical isotopes that were studied,
estimates were made of the quantity of radioactive waste
material generated during the radiochemical separation and
purification of the final isotope product.

Irradiation Procedures

Issues related to the conceptual design of reactor
irradiation vehicles and the physical and chemical
properties of irradiated targets and cladding materials were
addressed during FY 1999. These issues included refined
estimates of the extent of gamma heating and thermal
profiles in R3 target assemblies. Three-dimensional
axisymmetric thermal models of reactor target assemblies
were developed, and calculations were made of the rate of
heating in R3 assemblies used for the production of short-
lived medical isotope products. These calculations indicate
that some metallic targets reach temperatures during
irradiation that exceed their melting points, an undesirable
effect that can be avoided by several possible methods.
For example, using a chemical form of the target material
with a higher melting point than the pure metal can, in
some circumstances, avoid melting of the target. Other
approaches that have been considered for overcoming
excessive target heating involve new conceptual designs of
R3 assemblies that facilitate heat loss by conductive and
convective thermal transfer mechanisms.

(a) This project was discontinued at midyear.
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Utilization of Small Research Reactors for Medical Radioisotope
Production^

Robert L Schenter, Robert J. Talbert

Study Control Number: PN99075/1403

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to determine whether a
transportable capability for radiochemical processing
could be developed so that small production reactors
could perform radionuclide production using a shared
processing system.

A review of the physical locations of hot cells and neutron
sources (reactors) showed that hot cell facilities and
neutron sources are rarely colocated. We investigated the
feasibility of developing a transportable set of hot cells
capable of performing the elemental chemistry needed for
product separation and radioactive waste handling for
these operations. The final product of this study was a
conceptual design for an economical processing station
that can be moved to a reactor site, set up, and operated in
support of radionuclide production and by-product waste
management.

Technical Accomplishments

The steps in performing this study were 1) determine the
capabilities for radionuclide production in specific
research reactors, 2) perform target design, 3) perform
radionuclide production calculations, 4) evaluate the
applicable radiochemical separations methods,
5) determine the source term versus time for each target,
6) perform the shielding calculations required for target
processing, 7) evaluate the waste products and waste
management plan, and 8) perform the preliminary design
effort for the mobile processing station. Target design
was necessarily linked to chemical separation to minimize
target activity and process waste.

Radionuclide Selection

We analyzed die projected future use of radionuclides
based on die neutron capabilities of reactor facilities.
Several nuclides were selected for the study. An
economic assessment was performed to gauge economic

feasibility, which is a factor mat overrides the technical
production capability of any individual facility.

We determined that the following radionuclides were
favored for small thermal neutron spectrum research
reactors.

Radionuclide
153Sm

186Re

177Lu

166Ho

Target
I52Sm

185Re

175Lu

165Ho

103Pd 102,Pd

Several other radionuclides, such as dysprosium-165,
were found to be "not feasible" for production based on
economic considerations.

Cross-Section Determination

Several neutron reaction cross-sections needed for
radionuclide production were not available from the
standard cross-section libraries, such as the ENDF-B file.
We discovered that almost all cross-sections in the library
were germane to commercial power production rather
dian research reactors. Therefore, we developed methods
to determine the unmeasured neutron cross-sections for
producing radionuclides in research reactors. Results
from these methods were then used in calculations to
determine the production amounts and radioactivities of
the five primary product radionuclides and their
associated impurity nuclides. Three types of cross-
sections were obtained, representing die major types
needed for these calculations, including the (n, gamma),
(n, photon), and (n, 2n) cross-section reactions. Using
existing measured cross-sections, an accurate formula for
the (n, gamma) process was found to be of the equation
form

(a) This project was discontinued in FY 1999.



SIG(n, gamma) = A*SIG thermal + B*Ires Shielding Requirements

where the parameters A and B were determined from a
least squares fit to known data for the TRIGA reactor
spectrum used in the research. The quantity SIGthermal
is the thermal capture cross-section, and Ires is the
resonance integral. Analytical representations were
obtained for SIG(n, p) and SIG(n, 2n) using the atomic
charge (Z) dependence for known cross-sections.

Separation Chemistry

Our analysis showed that three of the listed radionuclides
required minimal radiochemical separations after
dissolution to industrial use quantities. These included
samarium-153, rhenium-186, and palladium-103. The
ancillary radionuclides associated with production
(neither target nor product) existed in such small
quantities that they would meet industrial and commercial
requirements for impurities. The hot cell would still be
required to dissolve the product, but very little waste
processing would be required.

Holmium-166 also required little radiochemical
separation, but dissolution of the target material is
required followed by an evaporation step. Figure 1 shows
the evaporation steps for 166Ho processing.

Ho2O3

Dissolution

PRODUCT

0.1MHC1
Ho-165
Ho-166
Ho-166m

Dy-166

w

w

+HC1/riNO3
Mixture

~80-90°C
1 - 2 Hours

r

Evaporate to
Dryness

i

Take up in
0.1MHC1

Figure 1. Dissolution of 16sHo/166Ho target for shipment

Luttium-177, however, is a commercial radionuclide that
requires extensive radiochemical separations chemistry.
The associated impurities for 177Lu production will be
radioisotopes of ytterbium and hafnium.

For each target, all radionuclides produced by reactor
irradiations were accounted for by activity and gamma
energy, including the branching decay products. Eight
hours of decay was assumed as a target cooling time in
pool. In each case, a point kernel type shielding
calculation was performed to determine the minimal
shielding needed to process the selected nuclides. Our
objective was to keep shielding requirements to less than
the equivalent of 60 cm of water. All targets were
shielding-limited. We found that 177Lu, 153Sm, and 166Ho
were shielding-limited at production quantities of around
10 mCi per target. Rhenium-186 was limited to about
30 mCi. Two curies of I03Pd target product could be
processed with shielding equal to 60 cm of water to
maintain radiation exposures to radiochemists at less than
1 mR/hr.

Waste Management Techniques

As radionuclides and waste streams were identified, the
issues and options associated with solidifying and
disposing of the waste products from die target processing
and separation processes were investigated. This
investigation was preliminary because funding was
limited.

We found that a cementitious waste form would be
acceptable for waste containment, although this form did
not yield as great a volume reduction as could have been
achieved with a vitrification process. Grouting was
strongly favored due to the relative simplicity of the
process and die lack of secondary waste streams.
Vitrification was considered, but there are potential
problems with vitrification in small processes.
Vitrification issues included difficulty maintaining a
reliable pour stream on a very small system, generation of
secondary wastes, and an overall increased complexity
and potential for system failure. Direct mixing by
injection of grout into a tank was considered to optimize
space use by reducing the equipment in the radiation area
to only a pipe penetration and a nozzle.

Preliminary Design Effort

Widi both die chemical separation methods and waste
management methods established, an approach to die
conceptual design of a mobile processing unit was
investigated.

The usual approach taken in waste processing is to have
die product move one direction dirough the hot cell and
die
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waste to move the other direction. This keeps most
radioactive material in the most robust cells and greatly
reduces the probability of contaminating the product. We
found that the cell used for the first chemical separation
must be substantial; the remaining hot cells did not need
to be very robust. The objective was to design the
processing laboratory in an 18-wheel trailer with a robust
hot cell physical structure, but not necessarily all the
shielding, in place. The front face of the cell needs to be
steel and lead, but the sides, back, top, and bottom could
be predominantly water-shielded, allowing for easy setup
and disassembly on site and simplified transportability.
The trailer must supported on a pad foundation with
concrete columns to support the weight in specific places
(such as under the robust cell). Support beams must be
added under the trailer in the high floor-loaded sections
containing the robust cell. Either lead or iron should be
used for the front face of the robust cell. A method of
transporting an irradiated target to the processing unit
needs to be worked out for each specific facility. After a
conceptual design is created, a cost estimate needs to be
performed for the facility.

Summary

This project demonstrated that a transportable processing
unit could be used successfully for target processing at a
small, private reactor facility. All radionuclides
investigated were shielding-limited, yet all were still very
financially viable and far below the market demand. The
separation chemistry for all but one of the investigated
radionuclides was simple, with little waste to process.
Waste processing can be accomplished by grouting. With
several irradiation locations in a reactor, small samples
can be run and then processed on a rotating basis, making
separated product daily. Very successful programs could
be developed at research reactors seeking a mission.

Further work should involve creating a detailed design
with typical civil engineering calculations for a physical
structure, including seismic calculations, predicated on
the location of the installation.

Presentations

Schenter RE and RJ Talbert. August 1999. "Nuclear
Data Requirements for the Production of Medical
Isotopes in Fission Reactors and Particle Accelerators."
3rd International Conference on Isotopes, Vancouver, B.C.

Schenter RE and RJ Talbert. April 27,1999. "Use of the
Reed College Research Reactor in the Treatment of
Various Cancers." Reed College Symposium, Portland,
Oregon.
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Catalytic Hydrothermal Reductions

Douglas C. Elliott, John G. Darab

Study Control Number: PN97022/1163

Project Description

The success of all pressurized aqueous catalytic conversion
processes depends on the ability to develop robust and
supported catalysts that can withstand aggressive
hydrothermal reaction conditions. During this three-year
project, several research subject areas were addressed.
Using powder synthesis and ceramic forming techniques
unique to PNNL, Z1O2 supports were synthesized with the
surface area, porosity, mechanical integrity, and chemical
stability necessary for this application. In addition, newly
emerging schemes for the formation of mesoporous
structures from hybrid surfactant templates based on titania
and zirconia were used to synthesize next-generation
supports. The stability of both noble (ruthenium,
palladium, platinum) and base metals (nickel) was
evaluated on carbon support materials. Useful candidate
catalyst formulations were tested in model reactions to
determine the stability of the catalyst activity in the
aqueous processing environment. Surface analysis
techniques were used to evaluate mechanisms of catalyst
degradation and catalytic reduction.

The objective of this research was to develop a new class
of aqueous and supported catalysts for hydrothermal
conversion processes (such as low-temperature catalytic
gasification and value-added products from alternative
feedstocks). The requirements for these materials are high
surface area (>50 m2/g), mesoporosity, mechanical
integrity, and chemical stability.

High surface-area materials for catalyst supports are
desirable because, as the surface area of the support
increases, the concentration of supported active metal
catalyst can increase while sufficient dispersion of the
metal is maintained. Thus, a given volume of catalyst
support has increased activity. These catalytic materials
will be useful in new technologies being developed for
synthesis of chemicals from renewable biomass sources.
The new technologies are typically water based, avoiding
the use of organic solvents, but require new formulations
for catalysts that can withstand degradation in water.

Technical Accomplishments

Based on our experience in chemical process development
using catalysts in water-based systems, we surveyed a
range of materials for compatibility with water at reaction
conditions. With this information and our knowledge of
materials properties, we identified several areas of new
materials development that have potential for
breakthroughs in this technology. During this final year of
the project, we focused our efforts on high surface-area
powders synthesized by rapid thermal decomposition of
precursors in solution. We consolidated methods to
synthesize and test ZrO2 supports. These formulations
were evaluated for use in aqueous processing.

The catalyst testing evaluated physical and chemical
stabilities of the potentially promising catalysts or catalyst
supports under aqueous processing conditions. Catalytic
materials were tested in deionized water at 200 to 350°C
and 1900 psi H2 for 70 to 400 hours. Reaction kinetics was
determined as a function of time in the processing
environment. Detailed chemical and physical analyses of
the catalysts were undertaken before and after use to
determine changes in the structure and in the active sites.
With the completion of this effort, we expanded our
understanding of the basic principles operating in aqueous
processing systems. Stable catalytic materials were
identified; catalytic mechanisms were elucidated.

Rapid Thermal Decomposition of Precursor Solution
Zirconias

PNNL's precursor solution process was used to produce
zirconia powders. The task was defined as follows:

1. Prepare experimental quantities of nano-crystalline,
high surface-area zirconia, preferably of the
monoclinic phase.

2. Prepare high surface-area, high crush-strength pellets
from these powders for use as catalyst supports.

3. Characterize these materials in terms of phase,
crystallite diameter, and surface area.
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4. Provide these materials for testing under catalytic
reaction conditions.

In FY 1997, we determined which phase (cubic or
monoclinic) of zirconia powder was better suited for this
project and determined the ideal processing conditions for
its small-scale preparation. In spite of the fact that high
surface-area (>200 m2/g) cubic zirconia (c-ZrO2) powders
transformed to the monoclinic form (m-ZrO2) under
catalytic reaction conditions, causing a decrease in surface
area, the final surface areas of the transformed c-ZrC>2
powders were still larger than those of the more stable
m-ZrO2 powders. In FY 1998, we focused on optimizing
the processing conditions for the large-scale synthesis of
high surface-area c-ZrO2 powders that were stable under
hydrothermal catalytic reaction conditions and capable of
being processed into stable engineered forms
(e.g., cylindrical pellets). During FY 1999, we worked on
bench-scale production of the zirconia and fabrication of
extrudates for catalyst production. Approximately one
gallon of one-eighth-inch extrudates was produced. This
material served as support for ruthenium catalysts, which
were compared with other commercial catalyst
formulations in aqueous hydrogenation reactions.

Catalyst Comparisons with Commercial Formulations

A series of semi-batch reactor tests was undertaken to
evaluate the various catalyst formulations. The model
reaction was the hydrogenation of xylose in aqueous
solution to produce xylitol. For the tests, a 300-mL stirred
autoclave was used with a high-pressure valve system for
recovery of reaction products at temperature and pressure
at various points. With this system, preliminary kinetics
was determined for the reaction to compare the activity of
the various catalysts. Catalysts that we tested included
commercial supported nickel metal catalysts, nickel metal
catalysts with PNNL-designed promoters, and precious
metal catalysts on titanium and zirconia supports.

Summary

These results show progress on several fronts for
developing capabilities and actual new materials for
aqueous phase processing catalysts. Rapid thermal
decomposition of precursors solution processing produced
materials that were formed into useful catalyst support
forms, and catalytic testing was performed.
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PW Lednor, DA Nagaki, and LT Thompson, eds.
Materials Research Society, Pittsburgh, pp. 67-72.
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based powders using a flowthrough hydrothermal process."
Nanostructured Powders and Their Industrial Application,
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Controlled Oxidation Reactions or Organics by a Unique Gas-Phase
Corona Heterogeneous Reactor System

Gary B. Joscphson, Scott H. Elder

Study Control Number: PN97027/1168

Project Description

PNNL has unique capabilities in reactor design, surface
analysis, and experimental and computational analysis of
gas-phase oxidation processes. This project integrated
these capabilities to develop new processes aimed at
controlled partial oxidation of alkanes and possibly of
aromatics. Partial oxidation reactions are an economically
important class of gas-phase reactions that appear
promising for plasma initiation. In this project, we
investigated the means to control oxidation reactions on the
surfaces of a packed bed in a plasma reactor. We focused
on the production of cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone
from cyclohexane and phenol from benzene. We
investigated the oxidation reactions and product yield as a
function of reactor parameters including the presence of
active catalytic materials in a gas-phase plasma reactor
(GPCR). An important goal was to develop a fundamental
understanding of the reaction mechanism so we could
develop the optimum packing material. We focused on
surface reactions and on linking the surface chemistry to
the gas phase plasma processes. It is important to control
the surface reactions and gas phase chemistry to
significantly improve the reaction efficiency, minimize
complete oxidation and the formation of byproducts, and
reduce power requirements.

The objective of this project was to demonstrate the use of
gas-phase plasma reactors combined with heterogeneous
catalysts in a real reactor configuration as an economically
viable process for controlled oxidation of alkanes. The
initial effort was focused on the synthesis of cyclohexanol
and cyclohexanone from the starting materials
cyclohexane.

Cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone were the initial targets.
They are among the top 50 chemicals produced and are
precursors to adipic acid, one of the basic monomers for
nylon synthesis. Presently, the formation of adipic acid is
one of the most energy-intensive processes in the chemical
industry. Improvements in the process could lead to
significant reduction in CO2 emissions. In addition, we
investigated the reaction mechanisms and surface reactions
of the oxidation of cyclohexane in the plasma reactor, a

new branch of heterogeneous catalysis. Such a
fundamental understanding is relevant to the broad class of
partial oxidation reactions and to the syntheses of other
organic and inorganic compounds that could use the high-
energy, reactive species only a plasma can provide under
controlled conditions rather than thermal systems.

Technical Accomplishments

Packed Bed Reactor Experiments

Initial reactions of dilute (2000-5000 ppm) cyclohexane
and O2 in a packed bed reactor produced the desired outlet
gas-phase products. However, significant amounts of
undesirable CO and CO2, were also produced, indicating
over-oxidation, but no significant amounts of smaller
organic compounds were detected in the gas phase. The
mechanism of over-oxidation was derived from analysis of
residues left on the packing during the reaction.

After the initial experiments, the packing was washed
thoroughly with hexane and methanol and the extracts
analyzed by gas chromatography and mass spectrometry.
Significant residue was visible on the packing after the
reactions and was removed with the washes. The gas
chromatography and mass spectrometry analyses showed
that the adsorbed (condensed) material was cyclohexanone,
cyclohexanol, adipic acid, and progressively smaller
organic diacids (C5-diacid, C4-diacid). From these data
we interpreted that the cyclohexane was partially oxidized
to cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone, which then
preferentially adsorbed onto the packing surface. Both
partially oxidized products have a significantly lower
vapor pressure than cyclohexane, which makes them more
likely to condense. Also, the oxygen-containing products
have greater affinity for the metal oxide packing materials,
leading to very high degrees of physisorption or possibly
chemisorption. Once adsorbed on the surface, the organic
materials were retained in the reactor, where they were
further bombarded with oxidizing species created in the
gas-phase plasma. The cyclohexane ring was cleaved after
the second oxidation (leading to adipic acid), then was
further oxidized at each terminus, yielding a lower-order
organic diacid and CO or CO2. Of all the products in the
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sequence, only the CO and CO2 would leave the surface,
consistent with the observation that no extended partial
oxidation products were found in the gas phase analysis.
Any system using an adsorptive ceramic oxide substrate
would have similar gas-phase reaction problems. The path
forward is to use a catalyst substrate that did not selectively
adsorb partially oxidized materials or to avoid a packing
substrate entirely.

Open Reactor Partial Oxidation Reactions

The reduced vapor pressure of the partially oxidized
cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone exacerbated the
adsorption problem in the packed bed reactor. A different
reactor design took advantage of the condensation of the
desired products to remove them from the oxidizing
conditions that lead to over-reaction (Figure 1).

The open reactor was tested for oxidation of cyclohexane
in air. The oxidizing gas was a combination of argon and
oxygen rather than air. The reactor feed composition on a
molar basis was approximately 12 percent cyclohexane,
18 percent oxygen, and 70 percent argon. Argon does not
consume electrical energy in vibrational energy modes like
nitrogen does; therefore, much less of the input energy was
wasted in electron collisions that excited nitrogen
vibrationally. The net effect was a two- to three-fold
improvement in electrical energy use.

The most interesting result of these experiments was that
high selectivities were achieved with significant
conversion of cyclohexane to desirable products.
Single-pass conversions with the argon carrier were 17 to

Figure 1. A reactor in which the partial oxidation products
condense on the reactor wall and flow by gravity away from
the reactive plasma. The surface of the liquid is still subject
to over-oxidation, but the bulk of the material is protected.

44 percent. This was significantly better than the current
commercial thermal catalytic process that is operated at
less than 7 percent per pass conversion to protect product
selectivity.

Table 1 contains the summary of five partial oxidation
experiments, two with air (N2 diluent) and three with argon
diluent. Also included are results for Inoue's (Inoue et al.
1957) tests.

Reference

Inoue E, K Sugino, et al. 1957. Journal of
Electrochemical Society of Japan 25(2):E-16-E-17.

Table 1. Summary of oxidation experiments

Data Summary

General conditions
Feed flow rate (L/min)
Space time (sec)
Power (watts)
Energy input (Joules/L)
Experimental results
Fraction C ^ n reacted
Ratio of condensed product to feed
Condensed product rate (g/hr)
Energy/neat product (kWh/kg)
Energy cost ($/lb)

Condensation Reactor

#1 #1

N2 carrier, low
conversion

#2
N2 carrier,

high
conversion

#5
Ar carrier,

low
conversion

#3
Ar carrier,
medium

conversion

#4
Ar carrier,

high
conversion

Inoue Tests

N2 carrier

1.65
18

70
2545

123
4473

1.65
18
142

5164

1.74
17
32

1103

1.71
17
64

2246

1.72
17
111

3872

8.67
14

1307
9045

0.15 0.27
0.245
9.09

13.0
0.35

12.4
0.34

0.36
0.291
11.2
12.7
0.35

0.17
0.180
7.8
4.1
0.11

0.28
0.271
10.7
6.0

0.16

0.44
0.375
15.1
7.4
0.20

0.33
0.33
72.7
17.98
0.49
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Development and Testing of Michrochemical Separations
(Liquid-Liquid Separations)

Ward E. TeGrotenhuis

Study Control Number: PN97032/1173

Project Description

Microchemical separations systems are built on
microcontactor technology, where mass transfer occurs
between two immiscible fluids brought into contact as thin
films separated by a microporous contactor plate. By
taking advantage of uniform flow distribution in channels
that are on the order of 100 microns deep, heat and mass
transfer can occur very rapidly, resulting in low residence
times, high throughputs, and compact hardware. Reduced
equipment size and enhanced mass transport can improve
energy efficiency and reduce capital and operating costs
over conventional chemical processes. The advantages of
microchemical separations have immediate applications in
support of Department of Energy environmental cleanup
and restoration missions and tank waste management. We
are developing technologies with greater energy efficiency
for point-of-use manufacturing of toxic and hazardous
chemicals.

The objectives of the project are to develop capabilities for
1) fabricating specialized micromachined contactors;
2) designing, building, and characterizing test devices; and
3) predicting device performance. Mass transfer models
are being developed to support enhancements in device
design and to evaluate full-scale applications. Device
design and testing will target liquid-liquid contacting for
solvent extraction applications.

Technical Accomplishments

The microchannel architecture to be used for solvent
extraction consists of thin channels separated by porous
contactor plates. Two immiscible fluids come into contact
as they flow co- or counter-currently through the channels,
transferring solute from one liquid to the other. Reducing
the thickness of the channels minimizes mass transfer
resistance. Decreasing thickness, increasing porosity, and
reducing tortuosity of the plate also improve mass transfer.
By reducing length scales to 10 to 100 urn, the residence

time can be reduced to seconds, improving throughput per
unit volume by orders of magnitude over conventional
equipment.

Technical progress was made in contactor fabrication,
device design and performance, and theoretical modeling.
In addition, engineering design principles were developed
that support estimating hardware size and performance for
specific applications.

Efforts in contactor fabrication focused on wettability.
Four different methods of applying hydrophobic Teflon
coatings to Kapton contactor plates were tried and tested.
These techniques were successful in initially establishing
large contact angles and high breakthrough pressures.
However, over time and with exposure to solvents such as
1,1,2-trichloroethane and cyclohexane, hydrophobicity
decreased and rendered the contactor plates unusable for
solvent extraction testing. Future contactor plate
fabrication efforts will target other substrate materials,
including hydrophobic films and composite materials.

Advances in device design improved flow distribution.
Extraction of acetone from water using
1,1,2-trichloroethane as the solvent was adopted as the
system for testing device performance. This system has an
equilibrium distribution coefficient of approximately 2.1
on a molar basis, a surface tension of 47 dyne/cm, and
minimal solubility of the solvent in the raffinate. Adopting
a system with a higher distribution coefficient provided a
greater driving force for mass transfer and subsequently
better removal efficiency. Figure 1 shows performance of
a device that has 240-micron channels that are 0.5 cm wide
by 8 cm long and contain a 180-micron-thick contactor
plate. The co-current results showed an asymptote to one
theoretical stage as the raffinate flow rate was decreased.
The performance shown by Figure 1 demonstrated that
microchannel contactors are capable of more than one
theoretical stage in a single device when operated in
counter-current mode.
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Figure 1. Device performance as raffinate concentration
normalized by feed concentration as a function of raffinate
flow rate at constant feed flow rate for co-current flow (•)
compared to theoretical prediction (—) and for counter-
current flow ( • ) compared to theoretical prediction (- -)

A mass transfer model predicting device performance in
co-current flow was extended to counter-current flow.
Whereas co-current operation can be solved as an initial
value problem, the convective-diffusion equations with
boundary conditions become a two-dimensional boundary
value problem in counter-current flow. The problem can
be solved in three domains, two for the flow channels and
one for the contactor plate, coupled by boundary
conditions. The model accounts for convection only in the
flow direction and diffusion in the transverse direction and
is solved using finite differences. Figure 1 includes
theoretical performance curves obtained from the
predictive models for both co- and counter-current flow.
Comparing experimental results with theoretical
performance showed reasonable agreement, but measured
performance lagged behind the expected performance.

Design principles were also developed for microchannel
contactors for solvent extraction applications. The three
important design considerations are pressure drop down
the channels, mass transfer, and residence time. A given
contactor plate is able to withstand a maximum pressure
difference across the plate, referred to as the breakthrough
pressure, for a given system. In counter-current flow, the
sum of the pressure drops in each of the channels must be
less than the breakthrough pressure to preclude convective
flow through the contactor plate. Therefore, pressure drop
in the channels is a critical design constraint. For
Pouiseille flow in a rectangular channel, pressure drop
follows the relationship

where L is the channel length, Q is the volumetric flow
rate, w is the channel width, and h is the channel depth.
Mass transfer effectiveness is characterized by the mass
transfer Peclet number, which scales by the relationship
where Ds is the diffusivity of the solute:

1 wLDs

Qh

Residence time is used as a metric for the size of the
hardware required for a given application. For a given
channel, the residence time is given by

T =
w h L

The combination of scaling relationships for pressure drop,
Peclet number, and residence time are used to design and
size a microchannel system for a given application. For
example, given the breakthrough pressure for a given
contactor plate for a given application, varying the flow
rate and channel length inversely while maintaining the
other dimensions can generate constant pressure drop
performance curves. Choosing the flow rate and channel
length that satisfy the design objectives, the device can be
further miniaturized while a constant pressure drop and
mass transfer Peclet number are maintained. This can be
accomplished by reducing the channel height, flow rate,
and square of the channel proportionally. By this
approach, pressure drop and separation requirements are
satisfied and hardware size optimized.

This approach was used for comparing the projected
size of microchannel solvent extraction hardware with
conventional technologies. For acetone extraction from
water using 1,1,2-trichloroethane as the solvent, the
predicted residence time per theoretical stage, a measure of
hardware size, was projected to be an order of magnitude
smaller than structure packing columns and up to two
orders of magnitude smaller than conventional sieve tray
columns.

Publication

TeGrotenhuis WE, RJ Cameron, MG Butcher, PM Martin,
andRSWegeng. 1999. "Micro-Channel Devices for
Efficient Contact of Liquids in Solvent Extraction."
Separation Science and Technology 34(6-7) :951-974.
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Electron Wind Generator

William O. Heath, Chris A. Aardahl, Delbert E. Lessor

Study Control Number: PN98026/1272

Project Description

On this project, we developed and tested an innovative ion
wind generator technology. The project focused on three

areas:

1.

2.

3.

Field Amplification—We developed and tested a
technique for amplifying the electric field to improve
the performance of the generator.

Numerical Modeling and Ion Optics—We developed a
numerical model to calculate electric fields as a basis
for evaluating various electrode geometries (ion
optics).

Air Cleaning—We tested the ability of an ion wind
generator to remove particulates from air and to
sterilize common airborne bacteria.

Background

When gas ions are accelerated by electric fields, the ions
entrain the bulk gas, causing the gas to flow. This effect,
known as ion wind or electron wind, can be used to
generate gas flows at velocities of several hundred feet per
minute.

One application for this phenomenon is an airflow
generator with no moving parts as an energy-efficient and
silent replacement for conventional electric fans in heating,
ventilation, and air-conditioning systems. A second
application is as a zero pressure-drop electric filter to
remove particulates from air streams. Paniculate removal
is accomplished via electrostatic forces, similar to a
conventional electrostatic precipitator but operated with
higher electric fields.

A related third application is the removal and sterilization
of airborne molds, fungi, and bacteria. In this application,
the species are removed as particulates and deactivated
both through cell rupture induced by exposure to high
electric fields and through exposure to short lived species
like oxygen and nitrogen radicals and ions, as well as

more stable intermediates like ozone, produced near the
electrodes. These species have also been shown to affect
sterilization through cell rupture.

Technical Accomplishments

We found an electrode to improve the performance of an
ion wind generator significantly by reducing the voltage
required to achieve air flow while improving energy.
Numerical models suggested a design that would lead to
more energy-efficient flow, but testing suggested that any
improvement in energy efficiency was masked by higher
voltage requirements. Tests performed in a wind tunnel
demonstrated the ability of the device to achieve
surprisingly high levels of particulate removal and to
sterilize Bacillus globigi.

The generator electrode arrays were placed in a 6-in.
Plexiglas duct of square cross-section. Pressure taps
placed in the duct walls upstream and downstream of the
device arrays were used to measure the differential
pressure rise across the arrays. At the outlet of the square
duct was a cylindrical duct made of Plexiglas with an inner
diameter of 3.75 in. The cylindrical duct contained flow-
straightening tubes followed by a digital thermal
anemometer for measuring airflow velocities.

Electrical parameters (voltage, current, and power) were
measured using a high-voltage probe connected to a digital
multimeter and a high-impedance shunt connected to a
digital storage oscilloscope. Power was calculated by
multiplying the mean current, as measured with the
oscilloscope, by the voltage measured with the multimeter.
Figure 1 shows the magnitude of electric fields established
under pre-discharge conditions near emitter and collector
electrodes.

In conjunction with the test hardware, we developed a
simple numerical model consisting of a two-dimensional
solution to the Laplace equation. We used the model to
interpret test data and to evaluate various electrode
geometries for improved performance.
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Figure 1. Electric field (X in V/m) near tandem ion emitter

Flow Testing and Performance

We tested three emitter configurations. Figures 2
through 4 summarize the electrical behavior, flow
performance, and energy efficiency of the three types of
arrays that were tested. Figure 2 summarizes the electrical
behavior of the test arrays by plotting the electrical power
as a function of applied voltage. The plots all exhibit
behavior typical of a corona discharge. The square root of
power is a linear function of applied voltage, and a
threshold value of voltage is required to initiate the
discharge.

0 5 10

Voltage, kV

Figure 2. Voltage-current relationships

We found that Array 2 conducted current at a significantly
lower voltage, as hoped. Array 3 started conducting at a
voltage threshold similar to Array 1 but eventually
approached the power-voltage behavior of Array 2.

Figure 3 compares the flow velocities of the ion wind as a
function of voltage for the three array types. The flow
velocity is a function of the ion density. The currents, the
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shape of the plots in Figures 2 and 3, are similar. As
shown, Array 2 exhibited similar flow velocities but at
lower voltage than Array 1, and Array 3 exhibited behavior
between the other two. Velocities in excess of 250 ft/min
were measured but were not plotted because growing
backpressure caused the effect of voltage on flow velocity
to become nonlinear.

Voltage, kV

Figure 3. Air flow versus applied voltage

Figure 4 compares the energy efficiency of the three
arrays. As shown, the electrical power required to produce
flow using Arrays 2 and 3 were nearly identical, and both
were significantly more energy-efficient than Array 1.

Aerosol Capture

The ability of an ion wind generator to collect
monodisperse latex spheres and to deactivate live bacterial
spores was evaluated. We conducted tests with two types
of emitters. The collector electrodes were an array of
3-mm grounded stainless steel rods.
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Figure 4. Energy efficiency of ion wind generator arrays

Aerosol collection efficiencies were determined and
particle counts were made using an aerosizer. The activity
of Bacillus globigi spores (-50 percent viable powder) was
measured using biological aerosol sampling filters that
were transferred to agar plates. Active colonies were
counted after approximately 24 hours of growth. The
results are shown in Figure 5.

We found that Emitter 1 performed better in all cases. The
smaller 1 -jim latex particles were collected more
efficiently in the device than the 2-um particles. The data
on bacillus globigi showed that high levels of collection
and deactivation were possible, even using a single ion
wind generator array.

2 mm PSL 1 mm PSL Bg Collodion Bg Dcaclivation

Figure 5. Air-cleaning performance of ion wind generator

Conclusions

Based on the results of these studies, we concluded that
novel emitter designs were effective in reducing the
voltage required to produce air flow. They produced a
higher energy efficiency. Based on very preliminary
measurements of aerosol capture efficiency, it appeared
likely that the ion wind generator could be further
developed as a low pressure-drop filter for collecting fine
aerosols (1 jam and less) and for sterilizing air containing
bacteria and other pathogens.

Acknowledgements

Many thanks go to Gary Dennis and Mark Kingsley for
performing the aerosol capture measurements.
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Hydrocarbon Processing with Microsystems

Annalcc Y. Tonkovich, Yong Wang, David P. VanderWiel

Study Control Number: PN97050/1191

Project Description

This project developed and demonstrated integrated
chemical process systems—reactors and separators—built
on Pacific Northwest National Laboratory's microchannel
technology. A key objective was to demonstrate the ability
to fabricate and operate catalytic microreactors and
integrate the reactor into a complete chemical process
system, including separation, recycle, and control. The
primary process target was the production of synthesis gas
from methane through either partial oxidation or steam
reforming. Secondary conversion of carbon dioxide was
also of interest because it is a byproduct in many
commercial processing systems, and emission
requirements are becoming more stringent. In both cases,
thermal integration in a microchemical reactor is
paramount to obtaining high efficiency, which ultimately
shrinks the size of the process.

Background

Microchemical reactors promise to enable technology
breakthroughs for fast exothermic reactions, including
partial oxidation reactions. The work in millisecond
reactions has shown that high synthesis gas yields
(>90 percent) can be obtained from methane. Safety
considerations, however, have limited the deployment of a
large-inventory tubular reactor design. The microreactor
has inherent safety, and thus scalability, features. Rapid
heat production from the exothermic reaction is quickly
removed through a microchannel heat exchanger to quench
the desired reaction products. These processes are run
under isothermal conditions to prevent thermal runaway
and possible explosions. Thermal excursions are an
extremely serious consideration for conventional reactors,
where low heat-removal rates require high reactant dilution
with an inert gas or permit only a few percent conversion
per pass. Further, the inherent safety feature of a
microchemical reactor is the low reactant inventory, which
eliminates the accumulation of flammable gases that are
well into the explosion regime. Microchannels behave
much like a flame arrester placed in conventional systems
because the channel dimensions are designed to be equal to
or smaller than the explosion quench diameter.

Technical Accomplishments

Methane was selected as the initial target for demonstrating
potential applications for microchemical reactors.
Conventional methane conversion technologies, such as
partial oxidation (not yet commercial) and steam reforming
(economic only at extremely large scales), are not well
suited for distributed processing. The primary limitation of
partial oxidation processes is the need to rapidly remove
the copious quantities of heat generated from the
exothermic reactions. Steam reforming, on the other hand,
is highly endothermic and requires careful thermal
integration to add enough heat to maintain fast reaction
rates. Microchemical reactors can address each limitation.
The intimate coupling of reaction and heat transport (either
removal or addition) enables fundamental technology
breakthroughs for methane conversion at point sources,
including homes, wellheads, and centralized power plants.
The other driving force for targeting methane is the interest
by several Department of Energy agencies in carbon
management for mitigation of global warming and for
hydrogen production at stationary power plants.

Carbon dioxide is often formed as a byproduct during
methane steam reforming and many other commercial
reactions. As federal emissions regulations for carbon
dioxide become increasingly stringent, options for the
conversion of carbon dioxide to useful products are being
investigated.

Sabatier Reaction

Because commercial catalysts used for methane production
typically have nickel as an active component (for both
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide hydrogenation)
supported on alumina, this was the first type of catalyst
that we tested. Other group VIII metals are highly active
for methanation, and several options have been explored
for using them as catalysts. A variety of oxide supports
were examined.

To examine the effects of residence time and temperature
on both the carbon dioxide conversion and methane
selectivity, the reaction was studied over a wide range of
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feed and reactor conditions. Initial testing was conducted
using powder catalyst beds in quartz microreactors.
Such systems allow residence times from about one to over
1000 milliseconds and temperatures up to 1200°C to be
examined. The Sabatier reaction typically operates at
temperatures around 300°C, so the experimental
temperature range was centered on this value. Longer
reaction times are required for complete conversion, so
residence times as high as one second were tested.

Initial testing of this system suggested that methane
formation from carbon dioxide occurs with intrinsically
rapid kinetics and so may be successfully used in
microreactor systems. Hence, the advantages of novel
catalysts can be fully realized for this reaction.

Reverse Water-Gas Shift Reaction

The reverse water-gas shift reaction is catalyzed on a
variety of surfaces, and the group VIII transition metals are
good candidates. Typical reverse water-gas shift reaction

catalysts contain copper and/or zinc dispersed on an oxide
support. Unfortunately, the forward reaction is also
catalyzed by these reactions to a high degree, and operating
conditions dictate carbon dioxide conversion and product
selectivity. The higher temperatures require more stable
supports, so only those known to be stable at elevated
temperatures were tested.

Publications

Tonkovich AY, JL Zilka, MJ La Mont, Y Wang, and
RS Wegeng. 1999. "MicroChannel Reactors for Fuel
Processing Applications I. Water Gas Shift Reactor."
Chemical Engineering Science 54(13-14):2947-2951.

Tonkovich AY, JL Zilka, Y Wang, M LaMont,
S Fitzgerald, D VanderWiel, and RS Wegeng. April 1999.
"MicroChannel Reactors for Automotive Fuel Processors.
II. Compact Gasoline Vaporization." Proceedings of the
Third International Conference of Microreaction
Technology, Frankfurt.
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In Situ Generation of Solid Acid Catalysts for Butene/Isobutane Alkylation

Yong Wang

Study Control Number: PN99030/1358

Project Description

Alkylation of paraffins with olefins is an important process
in the production of high-octane gasoline products.
Commercial alkylation processes use either hydrofluoric
acid or sulfuric acid as catalysts. The environmental
hazards resulting from large amounts of acid wastes and
sludges and the cost of acid-resistant reactors and acid
regeneration underscore the need for a more economical
and environmentally benign alkylation technology. An
alternative alkylation process using solid acid catalysts has
existed for many years but has the following drawbacks:
rapid catalyst deactivation by coke formation, poor alkylate
selectivity, and thermal degradation of catalyst during the
regeneration step. These problems can potentially be
overcome if the alkylation reaction is carried out in a
supercritical reaction medium. The liquid-like densities
and enhanced transport properties of supercritical fluids
can be exploited to extract coke precursors in situ and
thereby obtain extended catalyst activity. In this project, a
model reaction, the alkylation of isobutane with butene,
was conducted. The effects of reaction media on catalyst
activity in stream and product selectivity were investigated.
Extended lives of solid acid catalysts were achieved even
at low paraffin-to-olefin ratios (<4).

Technical Accomplishments

Modeling work was conducted to predict the solubility of
coke precursors and alkylate products under supercritical
conditions. Experimental work was attempted to validate
the modeling predictions. Two sets of experiments were
conducted on solid acid catalysts under supercritical
conditions and at lower isobutane/butene-2 (I/O) ratios
(0-4). Three types of catalysts were tested. As shown in
Figure 1, with 25 percent solvent dilution and I/O = 4, all
three catalysts still show 40 percent isobutane conversion
even at >500 minutes time-on-stream. Another set of
experiments was conducted. Even at an I/O ratio as low
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Figure 1. Alkylation of isobutene with butene-2 (25 percent
solvent, 75 percent C4, FO=4,125°C, 1000 psi)

as 0 (Figure 2), catalyst life is extended up to 200 minutes
time-on-stream. Under similar conditions, catalysts would
be completely deactivated within seconds due to carbon
deposition if alkylation were conducted under gas or liquid
phase. The surprising result was that catalyst life can be
extended by orders of magnitude under these lower I/O
ratios. Low I/O ratios are always desired to minimize the
recycling cost. It is also noteworthy that catalysts can be
regenerated after deactivation using conventional thermal
methods. The fact that the catalyst life can be extended by
orders of magnitude implies less frequent regeneration and
reduced operating costs. The majority of products are
oleffinic hydrocarbons under the conditions that were
studied. This is probably due to the fast desorption of
intermediates under supercritical conditions and relatively
slow hydride transfer.
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Figure 2. Effect of I/O ratio 58 bar, 155°C
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Microscale Adsorption for Energy and Chemical Systems

Vish V. Viswanathan, Robert S. Wegeng, M. Kevin Drost

Study Control Number: PN99044/1372

Project Description

This research focused on PNNL's microchannel
architecture for adsorption. For our study, we chose
zeolite adsorbent for thermal swing adsorption of CO2.
Single-cell and multi-cell adsorption devices were
fabricated. While the multi-cell devices could not be used
for testing due to unresolved interaction issues, a solid
groundwork was laid for further development.

Thermal swing adsorption was tested on a single-cell
device. The response time of the device was determined
and compared with existing technology. The approach
used in this work can also be used for adsorption of
ammonia into carbon.

Technical Accomplishments

Modeling of Adsorption Using Zeolite 13X Adsorbent

We assumed that the CO2 that reached the zeolite
micropores was instantaneously adsorbed. Hence the time
required for CO2 to reach the zeolite micropores was
assumed to control the mass transfer kinetics. Ignoring
Knudsen diffusion, we estimated that 95 percent of the
CO2 reached the zeolite particles in 30 seconds, based on
semi-infinite diffusion. Once at the surface of the zeolite
beads, we estimated that CO2 would diffuse inside the
10 A micropores within 0.1 second. This analysis
indicated that heat transfer kinetics would be the rate-
limiting step for thermal swing adsorption.

Fabrication of Multicell Devices

We designed miniature devices with the microchannel
cavities to house the adsorbent. In the conventional
design, heating and cooling were done on one side, and gas
was allowed to flow in through the other side. In the
hybrid design, the heat exchanger was on either side of the
adsorbent cavity, with gas also flowing in from both sides.
We anticipated that the hybrid design would have a faster
response to a change in the temperature of the heat
exchange fluid than the conventional design did. The
shims in the devices were made of stainless steel and

ranged from 5 to 25 mils thick. The individual shims for
the heating and cooling channels were diffusion bonded.
However, this led to interactions between the gas and
liquid channels. The relatively high pressure caused the
shims on either side of the channels to distort and depress
slightly into the water channels below. This prevented the
depressed area in these shims from bonding to the shim
above, causing leakage of heat exchange liquid from one
area to the other.

Experimental Procedure

The single-channel device consisted of a copper block with
copper tube welded on it for cold/hot water flow. Water
flow was maintained at 200 to 260 mL/min. The
temperature of the cold water stream was 4°C; the hot
water temperature varied from 60 to 80°C. Prior to
adsorption, CO2 was fed into the device and allowed to
flow through for 5 minutes at 658 mL/min
(1.16 g C02/min). The device was at ambient temperature.
The capacity of zeolite ranges from 0.1 to 0.26 g CO2 per
gram of zeolite over the temperature and pressure range of
this work; hence the above flow rate was enough to supply
the required amount of CO2 to the device. The gate valve
downstream of the adsorber was closed, and the pressure
inside the device was approximately 12 psig. The system
was allowed to stabilize for five minutes to ensure that the
adsorbed CO2 in the zeolite had reached equilibrium with
the CO2 in the gas phase. The three-way valve upstream of
the device was then turned so the device was cut off from
the gas supply. The device was cooled for 10 minutes
followed by heating for 10 minutes. The CO2 pressure was
recorded, as was the change in temperature of the device.
This procedure was repeated for various initial
temperatures of the device.

Results and Discussion

The pressure reached a plateau within two minutes of
heating or cooling the device. The rate of increase of
pressure was significantly higher than the estimated rate
assuming pressure change due to the ideal gas law.
Figure 1 shows the results of a run in which the initial
pressure was 8.4 psig. Data on commercial adsorbents
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Figure 1. Pressurize to 8.4 psig, cool 4 min followed by
heat/cool cycle

indicated that the adsorption capacity of zeolite at -78°C
and 10 torr is 27 percent. It was 22 percent by weight at
5 psig and 4°C. Optimizing the device for improved heat
transfer to the zeolite while minimizing heat loss should
allow the system to respond to temperature change faster.
The faster pressure increase during heating was indicative
of the contribution of desorption, while the more rapid
pressure drop during cooling was indicative of adsorption.

Figure 2 shows the hysteresis in the pressure versus
temperature plot during adsorption and desorption. The
zeolite temperature was expected to lag that of the copper
block surface where the thermocouple was placed. Thus
during adsorption (cooling), the temperature of the zeolite
was expected to be higher than the copper block surface.
This would correspond to a higher CO2 pressure. During
desorption, the zeolite temperature would be lower than the
copper block surface, which corresponds to a lower CO2
pressure. For a fixed pressure, one-half of the difference in
temperature for the adsorption and desorption curve would
correspond roughly to the temperature lag of the zeolite.
As expected, this lag was maximum at the mid-range of
temperature. At the extreme temperature values, which
corresponded to the beginning or end of the cooling or
heating cycle, the zeolite had sufficient time to catch up
with the temperature of the copper block. The maximum
temperature lag was about 10°C. Because the copper
block temperature changed at the rate of about 20°C/min,
this effect corresponded to a lag of 30 seconds during the
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Figure 2. Hysteresis curve during adsorption/desorption

middle of the heating or cooling half-cycle. This was quite
fast for a device unoptimized for fast heat transfer. By
allowing faster change in the copper block temperature and
minimizing zeolite temperature lag (thinner zeolite shims,
low heat loss), the temperature lag was minimized to
approximately two to three seconds. This allowed cycling
the device almost as fast as the copper (or any other metal)
shim temperature was changed. A half-cycle time of
10 seconds was expected.

Vendors of zeolite adsorbent indicated that the half-cycle
time for temperature swing adsorption is 1.5 to 2 hours.
The size of the adsorbent beds range from 55 gallons to
tanks that are 10 feet in diameter by 10 feet tall. Clearly,
our device is much more suited for fast cycling, allowing
use of smaller, lighter devices.

If funds allow, we plan to repeat these experiments for
ammonia adsorption. The device design will be optimized
for improved heat transfer. A multi-channel design will be
developed after these tasks are completed.
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Microtechnology-Based, In Situ Propellant Production Plant with
Radioisotope Power Source

Robert S. Wegeng

Study Control Number: PN99045/1373

Project Description

This research project investigated the use of micro
chemical and thermal systems and radioisotopes for the
production of propellants, oxygen, and other chemicals
using resources indigenous to space. Preliminary
conceptual design details for an in situ propellant
production plant were generated, including flowsheets,
energy and mass balances, and preliminary weight
estimates for components. Comparisons to reference
mission hardware for a manned mission to Mars by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
were made to determine the potential value of process
miniaturization through micro chemical and thermal
systems and the additional potential value of integration
with radioisotopes for power generation and process heat.

Technical Accomplishments

This project provided hardware mass and volume estimates
for a microtechnology-based in situ propellant production
plant as an alternative to larger, conventional process
hardware. Also included was an analysis of the option of
using man-made isotopes for power generation and process
heat as an alternative to the nuclear reactor power plant.

Micro chemical and thermal systems take advantage of the
rapid heat and mass transport that can occur within
engineered microchannels (see Figure 1). Integral units
like the one pictured in Figure 2 are being developed,
including multiple reactors, heat exchangers, and
separations units within the same hardware embodiment.

The microtechnology-based propellant plant includes
thermochemical compression of CO2 from the Mars
atmosphere as the basic feedstock for the process. Other
subsystems included chemical conversions (Sabatier
process and reverse water-gas shift reactors plus high-
temperature electrolysis for the production of methane and
oxygen as the primary products), separations (for the
purification of products and the recycle of unused
reactants), and cryogenic liquefaction for storage.

Figure 1. Typical microchannel heat exchangers

Figure 2. Integral micro chemical and thermal system with
microchannel reactors and heat exchangers
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Power generation and process heat for endothermic
chemical processes are provided by radioisotope power
sources (e.g., 238Pu and 90Sr) in the proposed
microtechnology-based propellant plant.

Shown in Table 1 is the potential reduction in hardware
mass for the propellant plant if micro chemical and thermal
systems are used. The total hardware mass can be reduced
by 1500 to 1600 kg (about 75 percent) from the NASA
baseline provided in the publication by Hoffman and
Kaplan (1997) and its addendum (Drake 1998).

Table 1. ISPP hardware mass

Table 2. ISPP power requirements

Mars Reference Mission

Mars Reference Mission Addendum

Micro Chemical/Thermal Systems

2023 kg

1967 kg

458 kg

The primary reasons for the estimated reductions in
hardware weights for the propellant plant are process
intensification using microchannel reactors, heat
exchangers, and separations units.

We also found a potential reduction in propellant power
requirements using integral hardware and radioisotope
power sources. In the Mars Reference Mission, for
radiation protection, the nuclear reactor is located
approximately 1 km from the propellant plant (and the
eventual manned base), so the reactor system can ship
electrical power but cannot process heat to the propellant
plant. Because distance is not a factor with a radioisotope
power system, waste heat from the unit was assumed to be
available for some of the propellant plant's endothermic
processes (e.g., thermochemical compression). As a result,
the total power requirements were recalculated (Table 2).

Preliminary design calculations were performed to estimate
the hardware mass of the radioisotope power system that

Mars Reference Mission

Mars Reference Mission Addendum

Micro Chemical/Thermal System with
Radioisotope Power Source

32.0 kW

32.4 kW

21.4 kW

would be required to power the propellant plant.
Assumptions included high-temperature process heat for
the reverse water gas shift reactor and the high-
temperature electrolysis process, plus electricity generation
using advanced Brayton Cycle (gas turbine) systems, with
a portion of the low-temperature waste heat being used for
thermochemical compression.

Assuming 238Pu general purpose heat sources, the overall
power system mass for the in situ propellant production
plant was estimated to be approximately 1500 kg,w which
includes 75-80 kg of PuO2 (or about the same mass of
SrO).

References

Drake BG, ed. 1998. "Reference Mission Version 3.0:
Addendum to the Human Exploration of Mars: The
Reference Mission of the NASA Mars Exploration Study
Team." NASA Document EX13-98-036.
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(a) This value is about one order of magnitude smaller than the mass of.the nuclear reactor power system that is assumed for the Mars
Reference Mission; however, comparisons may not be in order because that system was assumed to provide power for other functions in
addition to the propellant plant
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Molecular Design of Agents for Selective Anion Separation

Timothy L. Hubler

Study Control Number: PN97075/1216

Project Description

Commercially available materials for separation of anions
via solvent extraction or ion exchange cannot achieve the
high performance characteristics needed for many
environmental restoration applications. Such applications
generally require the contaminants to be removed to very
low levels from very dilute streams or from mixtures of
competing anions. New separating agents need to be
developed with enhanced selectivity and overall
performance. This project has examined new redox-
switchable materials that may be used in an electrically
switched ion exchange process for anions. A particular
anion of interest to the Department of Energy cleanup
mission is the pertechnetate ion, which is present in
solutions with high nitrate ion concentration. Hence, the
materials must have a redox-switchable unit and selectivity
for the pertechnetate ion over nitrate ion. One class of
redox-active materials that has shown anion selectivity is
that reported by Beer et al. (1999).

Technical Accomplishments

The general type of anion ligands that have been
investigated are the ferrocene-derivatized calixarenes (see
Figure 1). Several new compounds were prepared and
characterized with standard spectroscopic techniques and
electrochemical methods such as cyclic voltammetry.

One of the primary methods used to characterize the
selectivity of the compounds for one anion over another is
observance of a potential shift in the cyclic voltammetry of
the metallocene compound. Hence, calixarene (1) showed
a 30 to 35 mV shift to lower potential when contacted with
solutions containing tetrabutylammonium nitrate,
tetrabutyl-ammonium perrhenate, and combinations
thereof. The shift occurred only upon addition of nitrate
ion, seemingly to indicate that calixarene (1) exhibits
selectivity for nitrate ion.

Experiments were run under rigorous water- and air-free
conditions, but it was not possible to rule out small
amounts of water as being the source of the shift because
the cyclic voltammetry shifts upon redox cycling of
calixarene (1) when contacted with solutions containing
0.20 percent water. Additionally, analytical data on the
distribution of elements/ions in the aqueous and organic
phases are difficult to obtain for the ferrocene compounds
because of the requirement for a supporting electrolytes
with which to carry out the redox cycling of the ferrocene
compound.

Synthesis of the analogous cobalticenium compounds was
necessary to carry out batch distribution studies for nitrate.
For example, compound (3) appeared to show selective
extraction of perrhenate ion (ReOO over nitrate ion
(NO3*). Solutions of compounds (3), (4), and (5) were

Figure 1. Ferrocene derivatized calixarenes
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tested by batch contact in a biphasic dichloromethane/
water system whereby NaReO4 and NaNO3 were dissolved
in the aqueous phase, while the organometallic compound
was dissolved in the organic phase. To test for the portions
of the molecule that may be responsible for the extraction
of ReO4' into the organic phase, the base organometallic
unit (in this case cobalticenium hexafluorophosphate) was
compared with the calixarene substituted material. In the
case of compound (4), the ionic compound itself moved
completely into the aqueous phase. Hence, the
decamethyl-subsn'tuted metallocene (5) was examined
instead (because it remains entirely in the organic phase).
Extraction data are listed in Table 1. They consist of
inductively coupled plasma elemental analysis of the
aqueous phase after contact for 135 minutes. The change
in ReO4' ion concentration was taken as the change in
rhenium concentration determined by inductively coupled
plasma. Compound (3) extracted more ReO4" than (5),
demonstrating the potential use of these materials as
extractants for solvent extraction processes. Less
hexafluorophosphate ion (PF6') moved into the aqueous
phase than expected based on a 1:1 ion exchange rate.

Table 1. Relative change in the amounts of rhenium
(as ReO4') and phosphorus (as PF6') from extraction studies
of an aqueous solution of NaReO4 and NaNO3 (each 1 mM)

Compound

3

5

P (p. mole)

5.78 ±0.51

4.78 ±0.11

Re (p. mole)

-8.15 ±0.93

-5.50 ±0.47

In conclusion, it was not clear whether the calixarene
moiety of these organometallic compounds played any
substantial role in the ion exchange process. Hydrogen
bonding from the calixarene portion of the molecule
provided the selectivity for anion extractions, although
these particular calixarene structures were not optimized
for interaction with the particular anions of interest. The
extra steric bulk from the permethylated cobalticenium
compound may account for the difference in extraction of
the ReO4* by weakened interaction of the ions due to an
increased distance between the metal center and the ReO4".
However, the results may be another indication that the
calixarene portion of the molecule does indeed enhance the
selectivity of these molecules.

Reference

Beer PD, PA Gale, and GZ Chen. 1999. "Mechanisms of
electrochemical recognition of cations, anions, and neutral
guest species by redox-active receptor molecules." Coord.
Chem. Rev. 3(36):185-186.
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Multistage Water Treatment with Glow Discharge Plasma

Gary B. Josephson, Amit K. Sharma

Study Control Number: PN99049/1377

Project Description

This project focused on developing a method to deliver a
nonthermal plasma in a continuous treatment system that
can be scaled up to large treatment volumes and
manufactured economically. Previous research
demonstrated that the active species created in a
nonthermal plasma were effective at destroying recalcitrant
organics. However, the system was considered too
expensive to construct for large-scale application. The
goal of this project was to establish an approach that could
be scaled volumetrically rather than linearly with area, like
the falling film design. The project consisted of four parts:

1. Estimating costs for manufacturing a multistage
treatment system using a glow discharge plasma.

2. Building a lab-scale prototype of the preferred system.

3. Conducting experiments to quantify the active species
generated for glow discharge plasma in falling film
and falling drop configurations.

4. Conducting energy performance tests for the falling
drop configuration.

Technical Accomplishments

Cost Estimates for Manufacture of Falling Drop Glow
Discharge Plasma

Costs for a falling drop glow discharge plasma column
were estimated using modern cost-engineering methods for
tray distillation columns. Preliminary designs indicated
that columns with a constant height-to-diameter ratio could
be constructed with reasonable dimensions for flow rates
between 100,000 and 10,000,000 gpd. The costs for the
smaller columns were comparable to those for
ultraviolet/O3 advanced oxidation systems of similar size.

Initial designs called for using dielectric coated trays in the
column that were not considered in the general cost-
estimating method. Estimates of the costs of
manufacturing dielectric coated trays were obtained from
custom fabricators.

Lab-Scale Prototype

A lab-scale prototype was constructed to operate in
continuous or recycle mode at flow rates up to 100 cc/min.
A single plate design was used, forming single streams of
droplets to prove the principle for falling drop operation.
Videos of falling drops demonstrated that a glow discharge
plasma was formed on the surfaces of falling drops (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1. Suspended droplet showing discharge generated
between droplet at high voltage and grounded plate

Energy Efficiency for Hydroxyl Radical Generation

Glow discharge plasma is a technology based on the
beneficial chemistry of active radicals. It is competitive
with other technologies such as advanced oxidation and
electron beam as a treatment alternative.

The advanced oxidation radical based technologies
(e.g., UV/H2O2, UV/O3) are based on the generation of
hydroxyl radical, OH. It is thought that glow discharge
plasma also creates OH, but this has not been proven. To
show that glow discharge plasma created hydroxyl radical
and to quantify the generation rate, a series of experiments
was conducted. An aqueous solution containing excess
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methanol was oxidized. The amount of formaldehyde
formed was a quantitative measure of the hydroxyl radical
generation. Other oxidizing species that may be present in
normal advanced oxidation technologies, e.g., ozone, O3,
or hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), do not react with methanol
to form formaldehyde.

In glow discharge plasma, there are no added chemicals
such as hydrogen peroxide. However, hydrogen peroxide
can be formed from the combination of two hydroxyl
radicals. Therefore, in our experiments we measured the
hydrogen peroxide and formaldehyde formed.
Recognizing that formaldehyde may itself react with
hydroxyl radical to form formic acid, we also measured the
formation of formate.

Figure 2 shows the generation of formaldehyde, hydrogen
peroxide, and formate during the course of a reaction with
excess methanol in solution. Glow discharge plasma
created approximately 100 hydroxyl radicals for every
electron of current. This occurred in an atmosphere in
which no oxygen was present. The only possible first-
generation oxidizing species was hydroxyl radical.
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Figure 2. Oxidation of methanol in argon @ 100 mm Hg
radical generation

Considering that each electron passes through
approximately 2000 volts, a generation of 100 radicals per
electron results in an energy of generation of five radicals
per 100 eV. Radicals per 100 eV is a common comparison
of radical based technologies called the G value. These
experiments indicate that glow discharge plasma is more
attractive than other technologies with radical generation
rates of about three radicals/eV.

Energy Performance for Falling Drop Configuration

Although the basic glow discharge plasma approach gave
energy-efficient radical generation rates, the prototype
falling drop reactor did not perform efficiently. The
original falling film design performed better than the
falling droplet.

The reason for the poor energy efficiency appears to be
that the reactor puts more energy into resistive losses
through forming water drops than into the plasma. This
may be overcome by using a high-conductivity water
solution like those in contaminated water. To isolate the
details of the energy losses will require additional
experiments and complex analyses of the electrical
waveforms.
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Up Studies." Accepted for publication in Journal of
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SAMMS(a) for Heavy Metal Removal

Shas V. Mattigod, Richard T. Hallen, Glen E. Fryxell, Jun Liu, Nicholas J. Lombardo

Study Control Number: PN9906S/1393

Project Description

The objective of this project was to develop performance
data on self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous
supports (SAMMS) separation of metal ions from aqueous
streams. The issues examined included critical parameters
that affect process design (kinetics and loading capacity)
and the stability of materials to be economically disposed
of as a nonhazardous waste. These data would lead to 1) a
better understanding of the potential of these novel "super
sponge" materials for water treatment, 2) their potential
use as a controlled release media, and 3) being in a position
to target Department of Energy opportunities.

Technical Accomplishments

Adsorption Isotherms for Silver, Cadmium, Copper, and
Lead

Adsorption isotherms for silver, cadmium, copper, and lead
were generated to examine the loading capacities over a
range of equilibrium concentrations. The results
(Figures 1-4) indicated that thiol-SAMMS has a high
affinity for adsorbing soft cations with increasing softness
of the cation resulting in increasing loading capacity.
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Figure 1. Adsorption isotherm for silver
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Figure 2. Adsorption isotherm for cadmium
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Figure 3. Adsorption isotherm for copper(U)
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Figure 4. Adsorption isotherm for lead

(a) Self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous supports.
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Changing pH did not affect adsorption of highly soft
cations such as silver, whereas less soft cations such as
cadmium, copper(II), and lead showed pH-dependent
adsorption, i.e., increasing adsorption with increasing pH
(Figure 5). Complexation by a model ligand such as
ethylenediaminetetracetic acid (EDTA) affected metal
cation adsorption in proportion to the respective metal-
EDTA complexation constant (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. pH and EDTA effects on adsorption of silver,
cadmium, copper, and lead

Adsorption Kinetics

Experiments were conducted to compare the mercury
adsorption kinetics of two powdered (65- and 50-A pore
size) and two engineered forms (alumina and silica binder)
of thiol-SAMMS. The results showed that both powder
forms of thiol-SAMMS adsorbed mercury at an extremely
fast rate, whereas the engineered forms (-1.5-mm average
diameter) adsorbed mercury at significantly slower rates
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Adsorption kinetics of thiol-SAMMS powders and
engineered forms

Based on this information, we conducted studies to identify
an optimum particle size for engineered forms mat would
adsorb soft cations at about the same rate as the powder
forms. The results showed that the rate of mercury
adsorption increased with decreasing average particle size
(Figure 7). These results showed that the engineered form
of thiol-SAMMS, with an average particle size of
-125 p.m, had about the same rate of mercury adsorption as
that of the standard powder form.
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Figure 7. Particle size effects on the mercury adsorption
kinetics by thiol-SAMMS

Stability ofSAMMS Material

The metal-adsorbed SAMMS was designed to be stable
and therefore was expected to be economically disposed of
as a nonhazardous material. Tests were conducted on
SAMMS material to examine its stability under extreme
pH conditions. Known quantities of SAMMS material
were contacted with buffer solutions of pH 2 to 9, and the
extent of dissolution was monitored. The results indicated
that thiol- and copper-EDA SAMMS would be very stable
under typical disposal conditions.
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Figure 8. Stability of different functional forms of SAMMS
material
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Summary

• Thiol-SAMMS has high affinity for adsorbing soft
cations, with increasing softness of the cation resulting
in increasing loading capacity.

• pH variations do not affect the adsorption of very soft
cations such as mercury and silver, whereas the less
soft cations (cadmium, copper(II), and lead) show
increasing adsorption with increasing pH.

• Complexation affects metal cation adsorption on thiol-
SAMMS in proportion to the respective metal-ligand
complexation constant.

• Kinetics of metal adsorption was not affected by the
pore size of thiol-SAMMS material (65 and 50 A).

• An engineered form of thiol-SAMMS with an average
particle size of -125 (im had about the same rate of
mercury adsorption as the standard powder form,
indicating that an engineered form can be
manufactured with the same kinetic properties as
powders.

• Stability tests indicate that thiol- and copper-EDA
forms of S AMMS materials would be very stable
under typical disposal conditions.
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Simulation of Microfluid Systems^

David R. Rector, Bruce J. Palmer

Study Control Number: PN97063/1204

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to develop simulation
codes that can be used to predict the performance of
microfluids in applications such as miniature heat pumps.
Lattice-Boltzmann simulation has the potential to model
complex fluid dynamics problems in a size range that is
currently not amenable to conventional simulation methods
and that is critically important to the development of
compact energy and chemical systems. Therefore, we
developed a lattice-Boltzmann simulation code that takes
into account microscale surface interactions that can
strongly affect physical and chemical properties of the
fluid and that therefore substantially influence heat, mass,
and momentum transport in microfluidic systems. The
lattice-Boltzmann approach is applicable to a wide range of
flow fields, including the representation of phase interfaces
(solid-liquid, solid-gas, liquid-liquid, and liquid-gas
interfaces). We used this simulation code to model a series
of microfluid systems. The results were used to
characterize the importance of such parameters as wall
surface effects, wettability, and phase interfaces on the
fluid flow behavior of these systems.

Background

In the lattice-Boltzmann method, space is divided into a
regular lattice. Each lattice point has an assigned set of
velocity vectors with specified magnitudes and directions
connecting it to neighboring lattice points. The total
velocity and fluid density is defined by specifying the
amount of fluid associated with each of the velocity
vectors. The fluid distribution function evolves at each
time step through a two-step procedure. The first step is to
advance the fluid particles to the next lattice site along
their directions of motion; the second is to simulate particle
collisions by relaxing the distribution toward an
equilibrium distribution using a linear relaxation

parameter. Interaction rules are designed to satisfy mass
and momentum conservation, resulting in a second-order
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations.

Technical Accomplishments

One major advantage of the lattice-Boltzmann method is
the ability to incorporate interaction potential terms into
the equations of motion. We developed a lattice-
Boltzmann program with both fluid-fluid and fluid-solid
interaction potentials. A fluid-fluid interparticle potential
was used to incorporate a non-ideal equation of state that
represented both liquid and vapor phases. This allowed a
first-order phase transition to occur, forming individual
bubbles or droplets (represented by hundreds of lattice
points) that were free to move through the lattice grid.
Using these interaction terms, liquid droplets were
simulated in equilibrium with the surrounding vapor. The
interfacial region, where the fluid density transitions from
liquid to vapor values, is usually only a couple of lattice
sites in thickness and has an associated surface tension. A
similar approach was also demonstrated for simulating
immiscible fluids. A fluid-solid interparticle potential was
used to incorporate an external chemical potential that is a
function of the material properties of the solid boundary.
These terms were used to represent the wettability or non-
wettability of a solid surface.

Simulation of two-phase fluid systems was limited to
isothermal systems because the energy equation was
originally designed for single-phase systems. The lattice
Boltzmann energy model was expanded to include phase
change terms, including latent heat. The lattice Boltzmann
method is now capable of simulating evaporation and
condensation behavior. Simulations were performed for
condensation in a micropore and bubble formation and
evolution in pool boiling. The separation of an individual
bubble from the heated surface is shown in Figure 1.

(a) This project is a combination of two projects from FY 1997, "Molecular Dynamics Simulation" and "Lattice-Boltziman Simulation."
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Summary

The separation of chemical species through adsorption,
membrane separation, extraction, and distillation is
enhanced at the microscale due to the reduced length scales
for diffusion transport. The ability to model multiple
species is essential to simulating fluid reactor and
separation systems. The lattice-Boltzmann method was
expanded to include multiple chemical species with
convection and diffusion transport. Each species was
represented by a separate field, and the diffusion
coefficients were independently specified. The chemical
species model was verified by comparing simulation
results with known analytical solutions. The usefulness of
this method was demonstrated by simulating the behavior
of microscale liquid-liquid extraction devices.
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Superstructural Assembly of Materials for Selective Anion Separation

Jun Liu, Glen E. Fryxell, Richard T. Hallcn, Shas V. Mattigod

Study Control Number: PN97101/1243

Project Description

The objective of this project is to develop effective anion
separation materials. Selective binding of anions is one of
the most challenging problems in chemistry, biology, and
materials and environmental sciences. For example,
arsenic contamination of groundwater has recently
commanded widespread public attention. Under many
conditions, arsenic and certain other environmentally
relevant toxic metals like chromium exist in nature as
oxyanions.

Background

The development of effective anion binding materials is
important in chemistry, biochemistry, and materials and
environmental sciences. A wide range of ion exchange
resins (based on ammonium ion exchange sites) and
inorganic adsorbing materials (alumina, phosphate, and
zeolytic materials) have been used, but their selectivity and
capacity usually lag far behind the performance of typical
cation adsorbing materials. In addition to traditional ion
exchange materials, families of synthetic cyclic
compounds have shown promise as anion traps. Making
anion binding materials is difficult because so many anions
of concern are similar in size (r = 2.3 to 2.5 A) and shape
(e.g., tetrahedral). The choice of good anion selective
ligands is very limited. One must depend on the combined
effect of charge, size, shape, acid-base interaction,
solvation, and hydrogen bonding.

Recent reports of the crisis caused by arsenic
contamination of drinking water in Bangladesh and other
parts of the world dramatize the importance of anion
separation. Arsenic, along with other toxic metals such as
chromium and selenium, are included on the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's remediation priority
list. These contaminating species, unlike many heavy
metals and transition metals, can exist in nature as
tetrahedral oxyanions (arsenate ions, HAsO4

2\ H2ASO41";
and chromate ions, HCrO4-, CrO^). In many cases, trace
amounts of arsenate and chromate need to be removed
from waste solutions containing high concentrations of
competing anions, sulfate, and chloride.

In the past few years, a new class of ordered mesoporous
materials has attracted wide attention for many industrial
and environmental applications. For the mesoporous silica
to have specific surface chemistry for catalytic activities
and binding, the silica surface must be modified by co-
condensation or direct silanation. One big advantage of
mesoporous materials over traditional sol-gel materials is
that all the pore surfaces are accessible. In this project, we
synthesized and used metal chelated ligands immobilized
on mesoporous silica as an efficient anion binding material
for both arsenate and chromate.

Technical Accomplishments

In this project we developed a novel material based on
metal-chelated ligands immobilized on mesoporous silica
as novel anion binding materials. Nearly complete
removal of arsenate and chromate was achieved in the
presence of competing anions for solutions containing
more than 100 mg/L (ppm) toxic metal anions under a
variety of conditions. Anion loading of more than
120 mg/g of adsorption materials was observed. A binding
mechanism was proposed based on computer modeling.
Copper(II) ions were bonded to ethylenediamine ligands to
form octahedral complexes on the surface of the
mesoporous silica. This gave rise to positively charged
hosts with three-fold symmetry that matched the geometry
of tetrahedral anions. The anion binding involved initial
electrosteric coordination followed by displacement of one
ligand and direct binding with the copper(II) center.

Successful Synthesis of Novel Anion Binding Materials

A three-step synthesis process was used. First,
mesoporous silica materials were synthesized with
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride/hydroxide as the
surfactant; tetramethyl ammonium silicate, HiSil silica
powders, sodium aluminate as the precursor; and
mesitylene solutions as the pore expander. The calcined
mesoporous silica had a surface area of 900 m2/g and
nominal pore size of 60 A determined by nitrogen
adsorption technique and transmission electron
microscopy. Then mesoporous silica was functionalized
with an ethylenediamine-terminated silane
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[(2 aminoethyl,)-3-aminopropyl trimethyl silane].
Mesoporous silica was first suspended in toluene and
pretreated with approximately two monolayers of water.
This suspension was stirred vigorously for one hour to
distribute the water throughout the mesoporous matrix.
The hydrated mixture was then treated with one monolayer
of (2-aminoethyl)-3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane and
heated to reflux for six hours. At the end of the reflux
period, the reflux condenser was removed and replaced by
a still head. The methanol and water were removed by
azeotropic distillation. After all methanol and water were
removed, the mixture was allowed to cool. The powders
were collected by filtration, washed copiously with
2-propanol, and dried. 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance
showed a high degree of silane crosslinking and a surface
population of 4.9 silanes/nm2, indicative of a well-behaved
monolayer structure. Third, the copper(II) ions were
incorporated by stirring the functionalized silica prepared
above in an aqueous solution of the appropriate metal salt
[copper(II) chloride] for a few hours to produce copper-
ethylenediamine-silica. The metalized adduct was
collected by filtration, washed with water and 2-propanol,
and dried.

High Anion Separation Efficiency

The adsorption behavior toward chromate (CrO4
2) and

arsenate (ASO43") was studied in the presence of sulfate
ions (SO4

2~). Sulfate is a common competing anion and is
difficult to separate from chromate and arsenate due to the
structural similarities. A sample of 0.1 or 0.02 g of
M-EDA-Si powders was dispersed in 10 mL of solutions
containing different concentrations of chromate (from
K2CrO4), arsenate (from Na2HASO4) and sulfate (from
Na2SO4). Therefore, the ratio of the solution volume to the
adsorbing materials was either 100 or 500 mL/g. The
remaining concentrations of arsenate, chromate, and sulfate
were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) techniques after
appropriate dilution.

By exploring the electrosteric charge matching and the
solubility differences, nearly complete removal of arsenate
and chromate was achieved in the presence of competing
anions for solutions containing up to 100 ppm toxic metal
anions under a variety of experimental conditions. Good
selectivity between chromate (or arsenate) and sulfate ions
was achieved at high anion concentrations. Anion loading
was more than 120 mg (anion)/g of adsorption materials.
The anion loading capacity of this material was
comparable (on a molar basis) to the heavy metal loading

capacity achieved with the best cation sorbent materials
(functionalized mesoporous silica) reported earlier, when
the stoichiometry of binding and the atomic/molecular
weight of the target species were taken into consideration.
This approach was especially promising given the rich
chemistry that can be explored with monolayers and
mesoporous silica and the possibility of designing better
anion recognition ligands.

The anion removal tests were performed with Cu-EDA-Si
in aqueous solutions containing 1,10, and 100 mg/L (ppm)
chromate (or arsenate) with a solution (mL) to sorbent (g)
ratio of 100. The results from the Cu-EDA-Si are shown in
Table 1. In all the tests, essentially 100 percent of the
chromate was removed in a single treatment. The
distribution coefficients were found to be significantly in
excess of 100,000. Competition experiments with
150 mg/L sulfate demonstrated little effect on the binding
behavior. Chromate concentrations in excess of
1000 mg/L began to saturate the binding sites. The
maximum sorption capacity in this system was about
130 mg/g, or 1.12 mmol/g. At a much higher solution-to-
sorbent ratio (500 mL/g), complete removal of chromate
was observed for chromate levels up to 100 mg/L. Higher
concentrations of chromate under these conditions resulted
in saturation of the Cu-EDA binding sites. Removal of
arsenate was also found to be facile, as shown in Table 2.
The maximum loading capacity was about 140 mg/g, or
1.00 mmol/g. The difference was that the residual
concentrations of arsenate were all slightly higher than the
chromate at low anion concentrations, suggesting that the
binding affinity for chromate was greater than that of
arsenate.

Mechanistic Understanding of Anion Binding

Computer modeling was used to obtain better
understanding of the anion binding process because it is
difficult to directly characterize the anion-ligand complex
structure on the mesoporous silica using commonly
available spectroscopic techniques. Anion binding
involves second-neighbor rather than nearest-neighbor
interaction, as in the case of cations.

Molecular structure and electrostatic potential of the
copper chelated ligands and anion bonded complexes were
calculated using the PM3 and PM3™ Hamiltonians, as
implemented in PCSpartan 5.1. The PM3 Hamiltonian has
been shown to provide accurate descriptions of the
structural properties for both organic molecules and
transition metal complexes.
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Table 1. Results of chromate adsorption by Cu-EDA-Si materials

Sol. Vol/Solid
(mL/g)

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

500

500.

500

500

500

500

500

Initial CrO,2"
(mg/L)

1

10

100

1

10

100

500

1000

2000

5858

27

1

10

100

405

500

924

27

Final CrO^
(mg/L)

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

12.1

13.3

1041

4529

0.15

<0.01

0.03

1.8

161

245

686

0.80

Percent
Removal

100

100

100

100

100

100

97.6

98.7

47.9

22.7

99.4

100

99.7

98.2

40

51

26

97.1

Specific
Adsorp. (mg/g)

0.1

1

10

0.1

1

10

48.8

98.7

95.9

132

2.7

0.1

1

49.1

122

127

119

13.1

Kd

>100000

>100000

>100000

>100000

>100000

>100000

4045

7607

91

29

17342

>100000

151874

27345

757

522

173

16435

Initial SO4
2'

(mg/L)

0

0

0

150

150

150

163

154

150

150

1137

175

175

175

151

163
154

1137

Final S O /
(mg/L)

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
60

147

149

89

0
0

8.39

110

159

155.

843

Table 2. Results of arsenate adsorption by Cu-EDA-Si materials

Sol. Vol/Solid
(mL/g)

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

500

500

500

500

Initial AsO,,3"
(mg/L)

1

10

100
1

10

100

500

1000

2000

4063
14

10

100

373

14

Final AsO/"
(mg/L)

0.03

0.1

1.4

0.03

0.2

1.7

11.6

108

584

2875

1.35

1

18

240

5.5

Percent
Removal

98.5

99.1
98.6

97

98
98.2

97.6

89

71
29

90.4

90.6

82

36
60.4

Specific
Adsorp. (mg/g)

0.1

1.0

9.9

0.1

1.0

9.8

48.8

89.1

142

119

1.27

4.5

40.5

66.5

4.2

Kd

4846

10746
7224

16587

29

5720

4045

820

242
41

937

4946

2520
277

763.5

Initial SO4
2"

(mg/L)

0

0

0

150

150

150

150

150

150

150
1000

150

150

150
1000

Final SO4
2'

(mg/L)

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.3

5.7

68.6

95.2

90.6

1.9
8.4

123

963

The energy optimized molecular structure was determined
by force relaxation methods. The electrostatic potential
was subsequently evaluated at the optimal geometry and
mapped onto the three-dimensional isosurface defined by
the 0.05 e/au3 electron density probability. We used
experimental heats of formation to provide a better
qualitative estimate of the binding energetics in solution
wherever available. Relative energetics between anion
binding species were estimated.

Based on computer simulation, the Cu(EDA)3 complex
should be approximately octahedral. The first two EDA
ligands are strongly bound and the third is still labile. The
experimental results of copper to ethylene diamide ratio
(about 1 to 3), supported this assumption. In the computer
modeling, the cationic octahedral complex contained an
electrophilic basket with C3 symmetry that formed an ideal
host for a tetrahedral anion. Once the anion coordinated
within the C3 "basket," it "unlocked" the complex,
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releasing an ethylene diamide ligand and binding directly
to the cupric ion. The analogy of a lock and key may be
used. The adsorption of the anion is like the insertion of a
key into its lock, and the displacement of the ethylene
diamide ligand corresponds to the opening of the lock. In
the case of sulfate, the corresponding copper sulfate was
soluble. Therefore, the sulfate ion can dissociate and the
unlocking process is reversible. Hence, sulfate can be
displaced by an anion that binds more strongly. In the case
of chromate (or arsenate), the

corresponding copper chromate (or arsenate) was insoluble
(suggesting that dissociation of the chromate anion was
unlikely) and was not easily displaced.

Publication

Fryxell GE, J Liu, TA Hauser, Z Nie, KF Ferris,
S Mattigod, M Gong, and RT Hallen. 1999. "Design and
Synthesis of Selective Mesoporous Anion Traps."
Chemistry of Materials, Vol. 11, pp. 2148-2154.
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Sustainable Production of Value-Added Chemicals and Products

Todd A. Werpy, Kenneth K. Humphreys

Study Control Number: PN99070/1398

Project Description

New technologies are expected to meet all performance
requirements, generate economic return, and at the same
time be energy efficient and environmentally benign.
Ideally, all energy and environmental problems are
designed out of the technologies before they are deployed.
Technologies that meet these emerging expectations have
been increasingly referred to as "sustainable" technologies.
Creating the sustainable technologies of the future is not
only an engineering problem but also a technology
problem that may be solved by more effectively integrating
basic science principles with the entire technology
development cycle.

This project was designed with the following major
components: 1) chemicals production from renewable
feedstocks as a pilot for how basic science, traditional
technology development, and environmental design tools
could be integrated into an approach for developing
sustainable technologies, and 2) exploring the development
of environmental design tools that would facilitate the
integration of energy and environmental considerations
early in the technology development cycle.

Technical Accomplishments

Chemicals from Renewables

The concept of creating chemicals from renewable
feedstocks is not new. A more effective technology
development process was demonstrated as part of this
project by bringing an increased level of basic science to
the problem in three areas: reaction kinetics, organism
discovery, and organism modification. This increased
level of science was then coupled with a systematic
technology development process.

Kinetics of Monosaccharide Formation from Fiber. We
focused on developing quantitative predictive data for
extracting sugars from non-starch plant structures.
Quantitative temperature and acid dependence of
extraction rates of sugars from polymeric components of
biomass are not available. The relative rates of sugar
hydrolysis from oligomeric sugars compared with furan
formation are not available. This study created and

verified, on model compounds, procedures to determine
how rapidly all of the significant C6 and C5 sugars are
liberated from structures of varying resistance to
hydrolysis. Figure 1 illustrates a set of results from one of
these experiments. These data will help design the most
cost-effective, high-yield production processes.

Hydrolysis of Com Fiber (250mg) at 177C in Water Containing 0.2%
v/v Triflic Acid

Time (mln)

Figure 1. Relative rates of saccharide and furaldehyde
formation

Organism Discovery and Modification. Enzymes, fungi,
and other organisms can often be harnessed to convert
starches/sugars to various organic acids/chemicals. This
segment focused on developing equipment to rapidly
screen soil/water samples collected from natural
environments (e.g., high-acid peat bogs and hot springs)
for organisms with characteristics that may make them
suitable for use in a chemical production process. We
looked at methods for genetically transforming known
organisms so that their "performance" as chemical
producing organisms was increased.

Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy was used to
develop the rapid screening method. An attenuated total
reflectance fiberoptic needle-probe technique was
developed and verified for analyzing lactic, citric, fumaric,
malic, pyruvic, and succinic acids. Figure 2 illustrates the
experimental equipment. Data collection required less than
three minutes per sample and created no secondary wastes.
Because a major screening activity might involve
thousands of samples, the rapid approach is vitally
important to expedite screening and subsequent chemical
process design using the identified organism(s).
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Figure 2. FTIR spectroscopy-based screening equipment

Another part of the organism work used yeast to develop
and demonstrate a capability to harness existing
transformation systems, engineer new pathways into yeast,
and cultivate the transformed organisms for chemical
production. Three yeast strains were evaluated:
Saccharomyces hybrid, Saccharomycopsis fibuligera, and
Schwanniomyces castellii. As an example of the
experimental results, the growth characteristics for one
these strains are shown in Figure 3. As part of this activity,
two growth promoters were isolated and tested, and
invention reports and a patent application were filed.

20 T
Schwanniomyces castellii

0 20 40

Time (hr)

Figure 3. Growth characteristics of Schwanniomyces castellii

Environmental Design Tools

The basic premise of designing a sustainable product or
process is easy to understand: 1) it must be economically
attractive, 2) it must improve the quality of life, and 3) it
must be eco-efficient (energy-efficient, recyclable, make
maximum use of recycled feedstocks, consume minimum
non renewable resources, and have minimum overall
environmental impact). However, developing an
operational definition of sustainability and measuring

performance against this definition proved challenging.
The measurement of environmental and social impacts
adds significant complexity to the traditional measures of
functional performance and economic value that
manufacturers take into account when designing new
products. To deal with information overload and rapidly
analyze many process alternatives, we envision
information visualization as a possible solution.

Visualization tools take advantage of the human mind's
ability to assimilate visual cues such as color, size, pattern,
and shape quickly and to use these cues to impart meaning
to data that might otherwise appear as an overwhelming
collection of disparate numbers or disconnected text. We
envision advanced visualization tools integrated into
chemical process design models or computer-aided design
workstations to help incorporate energy, environmental,
and economic considerations into technology design.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate two of the concepts developed as
part of this effort.

J Window Name

Social

1 /"""
Economic { !

Environment o
O
<§>

Figure 4. Visualization concept

[Production JDistnbution | Use Disposition'

Resource
Depletion

Soil Quality Impact

Figure 5. Visualization concept that could be integrated into
future chemical process workstations
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Assessing Vulnerability to Climate Change

Richard H. Moss

Study Control Number: PN99004/1332

Project Description

This project explores approaches for assessing the effects
of climate changes on natural resources and socioeconomic
systems. Most current climate change studies assume
static social and economic structures for estimating the
sensitivity of hydrological or terrestrial systems. However,
substantial changes will occur in economies and societies
in the future that will influence the impacts of climate
change. Current socioeconomic conditions lead to
different levels of vulnerability to similar weather.

Current analyses are impeded by our inability to assess the
role of socioeconomic conditions and institutions on the
physical impacts of climate change. This project will
develop qualitative and quantitative frameworks to assess
the effects of socioeconomic conditions on environmental
changes. The information and methods tested will be
useful in assessing potential consequences of different
rates and magnitudes of climate change associated
greenhouse gases. The project will analyze the potential
consequences of greenhouse gas stabilization targets—a
necessary step for interpreting the objective of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, to
which the United States is a signatory. It will also
facilitate analysis of options for reducing the vulnerability
of some sectors to climate change.

Technical Accomplishments

Analytic Framework

The conceptual framework of this project incorporates
information about the sensitivity and adaptability of five
sectors or attributes of societies and economies, including
food security, water availability, safety of settlements,
human population health, and ecosystem viability (see
Figure 1). Sensitivity is the degree to which changes in
climate cause changes in environmental systems or
socioeconomic activities (e.g., farming yields).
Adaptability measures the degree to which systems can be
adjusted to cope with changing conditions. Information on
sensitivity and coping capacity may be combined with

information on factors that condition adaptation potential
(e.g., gross domestic product per capita, adult literacy rate)
to produce an overall assessment of vulnerability. This
study framework is implemented now on a national level
but will be scaled down to the county or municipal level in
future trials.

Prototype Indicator Construction

Our initial work focused on developing simplified "proof
of concept" indicators that quantitatively track the
evolution of vulnerability under different scenarios of
socioeconomic development and climate change. A
number of technical challenges must be overcome to
develop such a prototype:

• Vulnerability is an abstract concept that cannot be
measured directly. Proxy variables for factors that
contribute to sensitivity and adaptive capacity need to
be identified, analyzed, and combined to reflect
underlying changes in vulnerability.

• Dissimilar units should be standardized and
aggregated across sectors (e.g., health, food
production, water availability) if they are not
expressed in common units.

• Local variation should be represented while
maintaining comparability across cases. For example,
kinship networks may reduce vulnerability in some
settings, while in others, commercial insurance
services fill this role. The indicator needs to capture
this variation in the method of sharing or spreading
loss.

• Important information should be reflected across a
wide range of interconnected spatial and temporal
scales. For example, vulnerability at the municipal or
local level can be influenced by international trends
(e.g., international commodity prices). Vulnerability
to long-term trends like climate change is conditioned
by short-term climate variability or extreme events,
including the length of the return period of extremes.
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Multi-level indicator of vulnerability to
climate variability and change

Vulnerability
Index lor Country X

Socio-Economic Factors, e.g.,
Sectoral composition of GOP, GDP/Cap.,
Total fertility, Adult literacy, Community
Organizations, Public employees/1000

Environmental Factors, e.g.,
Population density/distribution,

Domesticated land as % land area,
Air/water quality

Aggregate
Index

Macro-level
Conditioning
Factors

Food Vulnerability
Index

Coping Capacity, e.g.,
% Pop. in subsistence

Ag. extension availability
Net trade in cereals

Agric. Sensitivity, e.g.,
Crop/iarm type,

Irrigation prevalence,
Farm income,

Water Vulnerability
Index

Coping Capacity, e.g.,
Water qual., Consump/cap.,
%Pop.wilh modem access,

Type water system

WalerSensflivity, e.g.,
Ground water reserves,
Soil moisture, Runoff,

Drought days/area

'Settlements' Vulnerability
Index

Coping Capacity, e.g.,
Investment share in GDP,

Insurance mechanisms

Hazards Exposure, e.g.,
% Pop. in marg. settlements,

% Pop. near sea-level
Trad, biom ass fuel use

Health Vulnerability
Index

Coping Capacity, e.g.,
Public health expenditures,

Distance to clinic,
MD/Cap

Health Risk Exposure, e.g.,
Water&sanitation access,

Disease incidence
Urban air quality

Ecosystems Vulnerability
Index

Coping Capacity, e.g.,
Conservation enforcement
% Land in protected areas,

Ecosystem Sensility, e.g.,
Extent of degraded soils,

SO2 emissions,
Fragmentation

Index

Coping
Factors

. . .
SenSltlVlty

EMF-Snowmass-8/99

Figure 1. Multi-level indicator of vulnerability to climate variability and change

• Ways must be developed to represent not only
adaptive capacity (e.g., access to capital, technical
literacy, or health status of an affected group) but also
specific technologies or practices for adaptation (e.g.,
availability of new drought-resistant crop varieties).

Technical Results

1. A prototype indicator of vulnerability was developed
using 15 proxy variables of sensitivity and coping
capacity that could be modeled to project future
vulnerability. They included cereals production per
capita, animal protein consumption per capita, percent
managed (and unmanaged) land, fertilizer
consumption, population at flood risk, population
without access to clean water and sanitation, gross
domestic product per capita, Gini index, dependency
ratio, completed fertility, literacy, life expectancy,
population density, and SO2 emissions per unit area.
Continuing work will be required to develop an
improved set of proxy variables that minimize
problems in the current set.

2. Current vulnerabilities for seven countries were
assessed using historical data by calculating baseline
scores for each, country in seven categories. Four of
these measure sensitivity (settlements, food
production, health, and ecosystems), and three
captured the coping capacity (economic, human
resources, and environmental).

3. Vulnerability under different socioeconomic and
climate futures was projected by scaling the 1990
baseline scores for the seven categories with outputs
from an integrated assessment model. Indicator
results were broadly consistent with expectations
derived from the scenarios.

1990 Baseline Conditions

The baseline scores for seven countries (Brazil, China,
India, Japan, Senegal, Spain, and the United States) are
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shown in Figure 2. Most developing countries show
greater climate sensitivity than the United States. Their
sensitivity scores are more negative, reflecting a higher
level of dependence on resources that fluctuate in response
to climate variability. They also have less coping capacity,
reflecting, poor access to financial capital and lower scores
on measures of human development. The picture was
varied across developed countries, with Japan and Spain
scoring lower in some categories and higher in others than
the United States. The sensitivity and coping capacity
scores were then combined to produce a composite index
of vulnerability (see Figure 3).

Baseline (1990) Sensitivity and Coping
O Settlement sensitivity

• Food sensitivity

D Health sensitivity

• Ecosystem sensitivity

• Economic coping
capacity

• Human resources

B Environmental coping
capacity

Figure 2. Sample indicator scores for sensitivity and coping
capacity of selected countries indexed against scores for the
United States (1990=100). Values for sensitivity are negative,
while those for coping are positive.

Aggregate Vulnerability (1990)

I D Aggregate Vulnerability

Figure 3. 1990 vulnerability for seven countries indexed
against the United States (1990=0). Negative sensitivity scores
are combined with positive coping capacity scores to estimate
aggregate vulnerability. A positive aggregate score indicates
that a country was less vulnerable than the United States in
1990.

Care must be taken when interpreting any indicator but
especially a highly aggregated one in which a large number
of contributing factors are combined into a single value.
The aggregate scores lead to questions about why
particular countries show greater or lesser vulnerability
than others. Brazil, for example, shows lower vulnerability
than other developing countries, which reflects more
resilient ecological resources (measured by lower
population density, percentage of managed land, and SO2

emissions per unit area). In another example, Spain shows
less vulnerability than even the United States, in part
because of lower settlement sensitivity (a function of
higher self-reported scores on percentage of population
with access to sanitation and reliable clean water).

Projections of Vulnerability

Using these baseline values as a starting point, we
examined the vulnerability of the seven countries under
different socioeconomic and climate scenarios. We used
PNNL's MiniCAM (Edmonds et al. 1997) integrated
assessment model, a multi-sector modeling framework mat
includes information on economic activity, energy-related
greenhouse gas emissions, conventional air pollutants,
agricultural production, and land use. This model projects
atmospheric composition, radiative forcing, temperature,
sea-level change, and several socioeconomic variables. A
post-processor calculates changes in some socioeconomic
variables that are not part of die standard outputs but for
which relationships with model outputs are postulated in
the literature.

Scenarios prepared by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change for analysis of greenhouse gas emissions
presented futures in which economic growth, demographic
trends, technology sets, and other factors (e.g., human
preferences) led to different emissions trajectories, levels
of climate change, sensitivities, and capacities for coping.
In one scenario, high rates of economic growdi, lower birth
rates, and rapid diffusion of technology were assumed. In
another, economic growth was reduced, population growth
was rapid, and technology cooperation was low. Each led
to different expectations about vulnerability; the challenge
was to have the indicator reflect these differences.

Figure 4 illustrates how vulnerability to climate change in
a sample country (China) could evolve under different
scenarios. Vulnerability under the rapid growth scenario is
lower dian under the delayed growth scenario. In a third
scenario a values transition leads to greater concern with
sustainability and local environmental stewardship, and
vulnerability falls between the two.

Figure 5 shows how the various components of the
aggregate vulnerability indicator perform under the
different scenarios in die year 2050. This decomposition
indicated that settlement sensitivity was much greater
under the delayed development scenario, reflecting slower
rates of improvement in sanitation and safe water supplies.
It also indicated that econoniic coping capacity was highest
under the rapid economic development scenario at the
expense of increased sensitivity of ecosystems. Further
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Aggregate Vulnerability for China
under three scenarios

Delayed grow th

Rapid growth

Local
sustainability

Figure 4. Aggregate vulnerability of China

research will be required on proxy variables related to
environmental performance and human resources capacity
to examine potential tradeoffs among economic, social,
and environmental conditions and how they might
contribute to vulnerability.

Sensitivity and Coping Indicators for
China, 2050

300

200

100 1 i
• Delayed I

development
B Local

sustainability
• High growth

-300

Next Steps

Further work remains to complete this initial phase of the
project, including 1) continued analysis of indicator results,
2) preliminary analysis of approaches to represent
vulnerability to climate variability and extreme events,
3) using geographic information systems in analysis and
presentation of indicator results, and 4) exploring
qualitative and quantitative approaches for analysis of
uncertainty in large-scale participatory assessments
(e.g., IPCC, USGCRP).
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Nonverbal Communication in Virtual Collaborative Environments

Irene S. Schwarting, Scott D. Decker

Study Control Number: PN99053/1381

Project Description

Among the reasons that tools for collaboration in electronic
environments fail to achieve the efficiency of real, face-to-
face collaboration is that they poorly support nonverbal
and social interactions. Although collaborative tools are
offered for teamwork and learning, electronic
communication still tends to be strictly sequential and
static. This research describes a Java 3D-based prototype
electronic collaboration tool mat supports dynamic creation
of gestures and behaviors among users interacting in a
datacentric virtual environment. In addition to enabling
users to work directly with data, this technology will
greatly enhance the ability of users in disparate spatial
locations to communicate effectively by providing a
mechanism for establishing trust among the participants. It
also has the potential to support long-term and widespread
enhancements in virtual collaboration technologies.

Technical Accomplishments

We approached mis project using a virtual environment in
which users are represented by avatars. The user can
manipulate the avatar to move and interact widi the virtual
environment. This technology, in a virtual collaborative
workspace, has the potential to increase the efficacy of
distance collaboration because users can interact with one
another in real time and interact collaboratively widi data.
Avatar technology is well established, and a number of
agencies are working with avatars to create collaborative
virtual environments. Our research developed a uniquely
dynamic type of avatar that gets around the traditional
problems of avatars as a collaborative tool. The typical
problems include the following:

• Design constraints result in a small, standardized
number of avatars that inadequately represent users.

• Preprogrammed, basic movements miss the subtle
nonverbal clues by which social communication and
identifying behaviors are transmitted.

• Static virtual environments make it impossible for
users to add or remove data dynamically for
collaboration purposes.

• Lack of nonverbal communication means the
communication must be linear. Nonverbal cues are
used in parallel with verbal information in face-to-face
communications, so the presenter receives immediate
feedback and can modify behavior accordingly.

We developed a system mat enables multiple users to
interact dynamically in a datacentric environment (see
Figure 1). This technology allows users to exploit
nonverbal communication by creating gestures and
behaviors and changing the physical appearance of their
avatars dynamically and in real time. In this way, a user
can create an avatar that manifests the unique gestures
and/or appearances mat distinguish that user from others.
This allows other users of the environment to trust mat the
avatar they see in die virtual environment is indeed die
person it purports to be. At the same time, users interact in
the dynamic, datacentric virtual environment that contains
their data with no need to divide attention between
collaborators and data. Because the avatars are virtual, not
just video, it is necessary only to send a few updates when
a posture or appearance is changed, obviating the
bandwidth issues that constrain videoconferencing.

Figure 1. Three avatars, representing three users, collaborate
around a virtual conference table and contour map. On the
map can be seen the representation of a fourth user who is
exploring the virtual map at a different scale.
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The dynamic avatars software was developed using an
architecture developed jointly by PNNL and the University
of Washington Human Interface Technology Laboratory.
This virtual world uses a client-server architecture based
on Java and Java 3D, which allows actions such as
geometry manipulation, data passing, and interactions to
occur in real time across all client machines connected to
the environment. Any connected user can enter data into
the environment, making it visible and accessible to all
users. All types of data can be represented as dynamic
objects within the environment. Visual object formats
such as virtual reality modeling language can be easily
represented, but the architecture supports representation of
non-visual data equally. Any object can be assigned any
behavior, interaction, information, and accessibility options
that the user wishes to assign it. Dynamic objects interact,
providing users the ability to view their information,
behaviors, and interactions. The flexibility of the
environment enables any user to add, delete, or modify
objects in real time within the environment.

This dynamic architecture naturally supports the creation
of dynamic avatars. Each avatar consists of a number of
independent dynamic objects (limbs) that are connected at
user-defined points (joints). The objects communicate
their relative positions and configurations to each other so
that, for instance, rotating the torso of the object
automatically rotates the legs and arms, but each leg can be
raised independently. In this way, the user can posture the
avatar in real time to create unique and distinctive
mannerisms. Because people are good at learning and
identifying people by their behavioral mannerisms, this
enables others to trust that the user is who it appears to be.

Basic interactions with the avatar and the virtual
environment were developed using a traditional mouse-
keyboard interaction device. Usability testing to explore
the effectiveness of the avatar visualization and the
interactions suggested that alternative control mechanisms
were preferable. Therefore, rather than pursue
development of behavioral modeling, creating avatars that
automatically represent nonverbal communications, we
used additional interaction devices that better support user
control of the avatars. Interactions to be researched
include using six degrees of freedom (6DOF) controllers,
anthrometric manipulation devices, and radiofrequency
sensors wired to the user's limbs to directly control the
posture and actions of the avatar. These alternatives
appear to be easier, more effective, and more intuitive
because they allow the user to move naturally and position
the avatar in three-dimensional space. The objective will
be to develop interaction tools that allow the user to be
represented easily and naturally in the virtual environment

with nonverbal communications, including the gestures,
posture, and expression that make up "real" face-to-face
interaction (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The avatar control window. The avatar can be
postured and moved by clicking and dragging on limbs and
torso. Posture changes are reflected in real time in the virtual
environment.

This research has relevance in a wide variety of
applications. Some of the most obvious arenas in which
dynamic virtual environments and dynamic avatars would
be of value include

• Virtual Command Posts. This tool will enable
commanders in distributed physical locations to
coordinate as efficiently as if they were physically
collocated.

• Simulations and Training. The ability to dynamically
interact with a simulated environment will increase the
flexibility and versatility of a wide variety of
simulation applications.

• Telemedicine. The ability to represent both physicians
and patients in a virtual environment can actually be
superior to a real surgical environment because
medical images can be overlaid or integrated with a
representation of the entire patient. Micro- and macro-
level views can be available simultaneously.
Physicians can use realistic physical interaction and
dynamic behavior in the virtual environment to
explore range-of-movement exercises without risk.
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"Nonverbal Communication in Virtual Collaborative
Environments." Submitted to ACM CHI 2000 Conference.
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A Method for Detection and Characterization of Biopathogens System
Specification and Evaluation

Don S. Daly

Study Control Number: PN99001/1329

Project Description

Answers to questions about biopathogens such as
cryptospiridium in drinking water may be found with an
automated detection and characterization of biopathogens
system. A detection of biopathogens system should detect
microbes quickly, accurately, and reliably. It should
determine biopathogen numbers, identify their types, and
determine their viability. Most importantly, a
biopathogens system should communicate its findings (i.e.,
a decision or the evidence to make a decision) and the
quality and reliability of these findings clearly. System
output, however, must be determined by the collection of
one or more samples of varying quality that are processed
by one or more distinct instruments of varying reliability
from a naturally varying environment.

On this project, we determined a statistical approach to
characterizing the quality of biopathogen detection system
output. Our approach was based on a model of the
cumulative effects of system processing on sample
concentration. The research included model derivation,
experimental design, and data analysis. The research was
aligned closely with the development of components for a
prototype DNA-based detection system.

Technical Accomplishments

We derived simple deterministic and stochastic models
describing biopathogen detection system performance. We
developed these models by tracking the changes in sample
form and concentration from collector through detector.
The deterministic models describe the expected system-
level concentration and detection limit The stochastic
models describe the probability distributions of the system-
level concentration and detection limit. These models
provided the measures of uncertainty in system output.

We showed that stochastic models could be refined easily
by adding physical and chemical sensors to monitor the
sampling environment, sample quality, and system
condition. The probability distributions of the system-level
concentration and detection limit may be conditioned on
the output from these sensors. The conditional

distributions provide a more accurate reflection of the
uncertainty in the system output.

We found that these models allow the system developer to
evaluate the performance of a proposed system from
knowledge of component performance and a proposed
system configuration. We also found that the models can
guide component refinement and system design.

For a system featuring an amplification component, we
derived a system-level detection limit that was a function
of the level of amplification. This result showed how. the
amplification could be tuned so that the system-level
detection limit met an application requirement. Further,
the models showed the benefit of adding physical and
chemical sensors to monitor the sampling environment,
sample quality, and system processing.

We applied stochastic modeling, experimental design, and
data analysis to component development and
characterization. We explored our system approach using
a prototype benchtop system built around DNA detection.
We focused on the system-level detection limit. Our
methods and models were built from models for
components. Hence, to develop system-level statistical
models and methods, we had to develop statistical models
and methods for components.

Modeling System Performance

A detection and characterization system consists of a set of
components linked in series, or parallel, to collect, filter,
concentrate, modify, amplify, and detect. The performance
of each component may be summarized by a measure of
component efficiency or a detection limit. A simple
measure of component efficiency is the ratio of the
observed number of microbes exiting a component to the
number expected to exit the ideal component.

We accounted for the concentration efficiency of a sample
concentration component. The ideal concentration
component would remove only substrate so that the
number of microbes exiting should equal the number
entering. The amplification component included a
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polymerase chain reaction-based module. The expected
number of DNA copies following k cycles is the number
entering times 2*. Nonetheless, the chain reaction process
is imperfect, so only a fraction p of the copies are produced
each cycle. Consequently, the amplification efficiency for
a polymerase chain reaction based component is (2*p)k.

The prototype benchtop detection system considered
consisted of a series of five components: clean and reduce,
lysis, DNA separation, polymerase chain reaction
amplification, and polymerase chain reaction detection.
Each component prior to detection had an associated
efficiency /?,-, and the detector had a detection level, D.

The relationship between the individual component
efficiencies (p,- 's), the detector detection level (£>), and the
system detection level (S(k)) is given by

5(Jk) = 2**D* | * pi * pi *

where k represents the number of polymerase chain
reaction cycles.

Component performances will vary unpredictably from
sample to sample due to randomly varying environmental
conditions, sample quality, process influents, and system
conditions. Consequently, the component efficiencies and
detection limits described above are random variables with
associated probability distributions. Measures of system-
level performance are also random variables with
probability distributions because they are functions of the
component-level random variables.

Summary

In summary, we applied statistical theory to develop
components and specifications for next-generation systems
that will be needed for detecting biopathogens in water and
other media.

The component-level and system-level distributions of
performance random variables can be conditioned on
measurements of the prevailing environmental conditions,
sample quality, process influents, and system condition.
These conditional distributions reflect the uncertainty in
the system more accurately at the time.
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Conservative Laws in Support of Reactive Transport

Janet B. Jones-Olivcira, Joseph S. Oliveira

Study Control Number: PN98017/1263

Project Description

This project provides computational/mathematical/physics
support for the development of new analytical methods,
hybrid grid technologies, algorithms, and numerical
techniques for solving partial differential equations that are
relevant to all scales of physical transport, fluid-solid,
hydrodynamics, and molecular chemistry interactions. As
such, this project represents a critical piece of PNNL's
capability in applied mathematics. This work will have
impacts in a variety of modeling areas, including the
vadose zone, design of new combustion systems,
atmospheric chemistry and global change, and protein
folding. Tracking concentration fronts and evolving
multiscale phenomena are important in determining the
concentrations of chemical species required for predicting
the migration patterns of contaminated groundwater as it
interacts with solid and porous material walls in the flow
path. This project also models the mixing that occurs in
the chemical processing characteristic of combustion and
atmospheric modeling. Focusing on the physical
implications of complex geometries, we investigated the
multiscale character of advection-diffusion of chemical
species and reaction models by producing the grids on
which to compute and the algorithms with which to pass
information between different physical scales (with the
associated temporal scales) and their respective analytical
and computational models.

Technical Accomplishments

Our modeling was directed toward two areas:
1) developing new computational capabilities that may be
suitable for compressible flow and reactive transport,
including subgrid modeling and Lagrangian methods; and
2) determining example problems that test the strength and
weakness of the structured and unstructured mesh
approaches.

We obtained serial versions of Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory's DYNA3D,(a) NIKE3D,04 and ALE3D(C)

with the understanding that parallel versions of some
subroutines could be made available on an as-needed basis.
The LLNL codes presume the use of structured and block
structured meshes. We purchased XYZ Scientific's
TRUEGRID package for generating structured grids.

We also obtained Los Alamos National Laboratory's
Oso(d) for generating volume renderings from which
meshes are built, the fully parallelized X3D(e) package for
generating and using unstructured grids, the FEHM
subsurface modeling code, and the CHAD hydrodynamics
code designed to model combustion.

We began to develop the test problems that are described
below. Each of these codes, whether for structured or
unstructured computational grids, contains full physics
capability.

(a) DYNA3D is a nonlinear, explicit, 3-D finite element code for solid and structural mechanics.

(b) NIKE3D is a nonlinear, implicit, 3-D finite element code for solid and structural mechanics.

(c) ALE3D is an arbitrary Lagrange/Eulerian, 3-D hydrodynamics code with material strength that was developed to model the behavior of
objects undergoing gross deformation due to the application of shocks in the kilobar regime. ALE3D employs arbitrarily connected
hexahedral calculation^ elements and has slide surfaces. The ALE algorithm is implemented by carrying out a complete Lagrangian
calculation followed by an advection step.

(d) OSO is a geometry editor that is used to define geometries from which meshes are generated. The geometries may be defined
interactively either in terms of intersections and unions of surfaces or via input of Computer Aided Design (CAD) output.

(e) X 3 D is a library of user-callable tools that provide mesh generation, mesh optimization, and dynamic mesh maintenance in three
dimensions for a variety of applications. Geometric regions within arbitrarily complicated geometries are defined as combinations of
bounding surfaces, where the surfaces are described analytically or as collections of points in space.

(f) FEHM is a 3-D, finite element, heat- and mass-transfer code. It is used for the simulation of nonisothermal, multi-phase, multi-
component flow and solute transport in porous media.
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We built developmental models of the vadose zone
embedded with single-shell tanks from the S and SX tank
farms at Hanford (see Figures 1-3); a 1023-atom
biomolecule (Figure 4); a near-field volume mesh
surrounding a 33-atom molecule (Figure 5); two ion-trap
experiments (Figures 6 and 7) designed by Steven Barlow
(PNNL); and a global atmospheric flow model (Figure 8).

We also demonstrated that grid technologies can be used in
molecular modeling studies such as protein folding, density
functional theory on small molecules, and the systematic
extension of hydrodynamics to the molecular scale.
Further work is planned for FY 2000.

Figure 1. X3D generated tetrahedral mesh of S and SX tank
farm stratigraphic data (provided by Bruce Williams) for
Hanford Site wells W22-39, W22-44, W22-45, W22-46,
W23-13, W23-14, and W23-15. Note the numerous
geologically induced geometric pinch points in the 3-D
volume.

Figure 2. Oso volume rendering of a 22.9 m (75 ft) diameter
Type IV single-shell tank buried in a tank farm at the
Hanford Site. These tanks contain up to 1 million gallons of
waste material encased by a steel liner and concrete shell.
They are buried approximately 2 m (6 ft) below the ground
surface.

Figure 3. Numerous-single-shell tanks have been embedded
in the geology provided in Figure 1. The next step is to merge
the grids of the tanks with the surrounding geology in a
smooth fashion that will capture near-field coupling effects.
This work will assist in waste remediation efforts at Hanford.

Figure 4. Oso volume rendering of a 929-element bacterial
lipopolysaccharide molecule that will be used for charge
density distribution modeling. This work requires extremely
fast Poisson solves on minimal surfaces. There are four
nitrogen atoms, five potassium atoms, 171 oxygen atoms,
275 carbon atoms, and 474 hydrogen atoms.
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Figure 5. X3D quadralateral volume mesh of (Na)+ with
(edta)4'. The mesh fills the space between the Laplacian
surface, which encloses the atoms, and an exploded copy of
the surface at an offset of 5 A. Representing the molecule are
the 33 polygons: 10 carbons, 2 nitrogens, 1 sodium,
8 oxygens, and 12 hydrogens. The volume is filled smoothly
by a mesh, which is densest near the Laplacian/molecular
surface and coarsest at the edge of the near field extent, in a
proportion defined by a Fibonacci series.

Figure 6. Oso volume rendering of a transparent particle
trap flow field experiment with thermal coupling. The model
required definition of 21 cylinders and 16 planes to build the
29 regions rendering the 7 parts of the experimental
apparatus.

Figure 7. Oso volume rendering of a stable, three-
dimensional ion trap experiment model to investigate the
behavior of ions in electric and magnetic fields

Figure 8. X3D unstructured global grid with adaptive mesh
refinement, which is driven by steep gradients hi the vorticity,
q. When the ratio of the vorticity to its gradient is > 1, the
mesh is refined. When this ratio is < 1, the mesh density is
coarsened.

Publication

Jones-Oliveira, JB, JS Oliveira, and HE Trease. 1999.
"Mathematical Modeling of Molecular Surfaces Using
Unstructured Mesh Techniques." To be submitted to the
Journal of Computational Chemistry.
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Invariant Discretization Methods for n-Dimensional Nonlinear Reactive
Transport Models

Joseph S. Oliveira

Study Control Number: PN99034/1362

Project Description

The goal of this project is to develop new combinatorial
methods for generating and preserving computational,
symmetry invariant, coordinate-free, three-dimensional
(3-D) and n-dimensional (n-D) spatial discretizations on
mixed (structured and unstructured), hybrid, moving, and
stochastic grids. No discrete mathematical methodology
exists that can be applied to generate optimal 3-D and
generalized n-D combinations of grids (and their
associated coordinate systems) that preserve the invariant
physical symmetry of the physical domain space and the
partial differential equations required to model the physics
of the domain space.

Obtaining high-quality numerical solutions to multi-
dimensional, multi-physics transport problems that occur
naturally in chemistry and biology largely depends on the
existence of computationally efficent, invariant measure-
preserving remapping transformations. Invariant
remapping transformations reconstruct tangled Lagrangian
grids, remap the conserved and non-conserved constitutive
physical cell parameters from arbitrary Eulerian to
Lagrangian discretizations, conservatively remap advected
constitutive physical cell parameters on Eulerian grids, and
preserve the invariant geometric-algebraic symmetry of the
grids that numerically discretize the physical domain space
and solve the system of partial differential equations.

Remapping transformations provide insight on how the
topological invariants of the physical domain space pass to
the discretized geometric invariants of the geometric grid
that computationally represents the mapping of logical
space onto a physical domain space. It is therefore
important to derive new 3-D and n-D combinatorial
representations of discretized symmetry invariant
geometric grids that do not contain the components of
vectors and tensors that are fixed to a particular coordinate
system, i.e., coordinate-free representations that are
derived from the combinatorial incidence algebras of the
face lattice structure of the geometric grids. These
representations are order theoretic generalizations of the

convex face geometry of any grid complex. These
representations carry the invariant geometric properties of
the grid that numerical discretization depends on
(e.g., edge lengths, areas of faces, volumes of cells, and
angles between edges).

On this project, we will construct a new class of
combinatorial methods based on symmetry invariant
remapping and coordinate free-incidence algebra
representations of the geometric face lattices of grid
complexes that preserve the invariant physical symmetries
of the physical problem domain. This new class of
discretization methods will faithfully represent and
preserve both the fundamental algebraic and geometric
symmetries of the continuum mathematical models that are
realized by a fundamental set of discrete Lie groups and
that approximate the continuous Lie groups associated with
the system of ordinary differential equations that solve the
physical domain partial differential equations. These
methods will also be developed to preserve local and
global curvature symmetries at different scales of the
physical problem domain.

Technical Accomplishments

The O(nlogn) worst-case time complexity of the
remapping (all intersection pair) problem was
demonstrated by B. Chazelle using a graph traversal. A
clever complexity argument by Harold Trease and John
Fowler of Los Alamos National Laboratory improved this
result in the context of parallel computing using a forest of
trees and a hash function based on a geometric domain
decomposition of a rectangular computational domain.
Their algorithm has an untuned remap rate of 50,000 zones
per second. The next fastest remapping algorithm was
benchmarked at 1,500 zones per second. At PNNL, Joel
Malard and Joseph Oliveira extended the Trease-Fowler
algorithm using conic projections to reduce the three-
dimensional remapping problem on arbitrary geometries to
a two-dimensional remapping problem on rectangular
geometries. The new algorithm operates on arbitrary
three-dimensional grids and can, in theory, be applied
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recursively to higher-dimensional grids. We expect that
the new algorithm has an average time complexity of O(n).
We established that the remapping algorithm preserves the
SO(3) symmetry of a given grid. The algorithm also
preserves the algebraic invariants of both the conserved
and the non-conserved constitutive properties of the grid.
Research is being conducted to construct an n-D
remapping algorithm that satisfies all of the conditions that
the three-dimensional algorithm satisfies. The remapping
method is, in fact, a second-order method.

We prepared computational physics examples of three-
dimensional hydro-transport calculations that demonstrate
the computational robustness of the remapping algorithm.
We also prepared both existence and uniqueness proofs
that the algorithms preserve scale invariant algebraic-
geometric symmetries of mixed computational meshes. In
particular, we showed that the discrete Weyl groups, Bn

and An, are good approximations to compact SO(3) Lie
(topological) groups of rotational invariant symmetry.

We obtained M. Shaskov's three-dimensional difference
scheme on curvilinear meshes that accurately preserves the
three-dimensional spherical invariant symmetry of
Lagrangian gas dynamics calculations on coarse three-
dimensional unstructured meshes. Preserving the invariant
symmetry of the mesh resulted in a significant gain in the
numerical accuracy obtained while computing the solutions
to a test set of gas dynamics problems. The best
orthogonal mesh approximations to the intrinsic geometry
of the gas dynamics physics yielded 45 to 58 percent
accuracy. With the improvements to the numerical mesh
symmetry, the accuracy of the solution converged to within
99 percent of the closed analytic solutions. We expect to
modify and extend Shaskov's methods for constructing and
remapping three-dimensional curvilinear meshes.
Shaskov's mesh construction and remapping methods are
purely heuristic and require a better combinatorial
geometric definition.

A major effort is being made to incorporate multi-
dimensional curvature symmetry into all of our numerical
meshes. This work is still in progress with Colin Bailey
(Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand).

Joseph Oliveira and John Ambrosiano (Los Alamos
National Laboratory) have begun to rebuild a novel lattice
representation of the incidence graphs of grid data
structures for mesh data models. We are also developing a

multi-dimensional relational database search methodology
that uses sheaf-topoi methods (from algebraic geometry)
for generating object-attribute- specific data model
searches of mixed-scale invariant mesh complexes.
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Intelligent Buildings Technologies

Robert G. Pratt

Study Control Number: PN99033/1361

Project Description

Intelligent building technologies encompass hardware and
software for building systems that leverage new
information technologies to improve comfort, efficiency,
and flexibility. We define an intelligent building as one
that has the following elements:

• Flexible building systems to extend the utility and
lifetime of buildings with

— reconfigurable spaces
— robust, self-balancing heating/cooling systems
— reconfigurable lighting, heating/cooling, and

electrical systems.

• Advanced control systems to achieve quicker, less
expensive, and less problematic installation with

— plentiful, accurate sensors
— localized and personalized control
— integrated fire, safety, control, and data systems
— new power management options, including spot

market purchasing of electricity
— self-configuring, self-tuning controls.

• Automated diagnostics that

— comprehensively and continuously cover building
systems

— provide automated commissioning of building
systems.

In this project, we addressed two key technical areas of
intelligent buildings technology. The first area involved a
plug-and-play self-configuring controls and an emulation
environment suitable for detailed simulation accurate of
faults.

Our intent was to demonstrate plug-and-play concepts to
make them more tangible and to develop prototype data
infrastructures. The emulation environment provides a
testbed for prototyping such tools and a basis for advanced
diagnostic methods development. The environment can be
used to develop robust training data sets that automatically

create diagnostic algorithms using machine learning
techniques to reduce development costs and explore the
requirements for measured data.

The second technical area addressed the need for more
sensors in buildings, which are required to realize the plug-
and-play vision of automated diagnostics and self-
configuring controls. The expense of additional sensors, in
light of the low-bid system by which most buildings are
constructed, is a key barrier. We chose to eliminate direct
wiring of sensors by using radio-frequency
communications from sensors to controllers and controllers
to actuators. Labor and materials for wiring are typically
one-half the marginal cost of additional sensors.

Technical Accomplishments

Many separate modeling tools for buildings currently exist:

- air flow modeling (CONTAM)
— thermal loads modeling (DOE-2)
— control and systems modeling (HVACSIM+,

TRYNSYS)
- controls modeling (SIMULINK).

CONTAM is an excellent air dispersion modeling system
called for simulating fires and diffusion of other pollutant
sources in buildings. However, this system does not take
into consideration the effects of the heating and cooling
system and the control system on the air flow in the
building. The DOE-2 model was created for energy usage
in buildings, but it is meant to estimate hourly loads. It
does not consider the detailed functioning of controllers
and systems such as the heating and cooling system, nor
does it produce data for faulted conditions.

HVACSIM+ and TRNSYS model the detailed functioning
of heating and cooling systems, including faulted
operation. However, these systems do not include variable
air-flow volumes or reverse flows and are not easily
integrated with control system models.

Control system vendors have several proprietary controls
simulation systems (SIMULINK is built with MatLab).
However, these systems are difficult to integrate with air
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flow, thermal control systems, and the new plug-and-play
infrastructure we are developing.

Developing the next generation of integrated products
requires an integrated research and development and
deployment environment that we call "Intelligent Building
Systems" plug and play. The plug-and-play system
integrates many building modeling tools and allows
product developers to build plug-and-play-enabled
demonstrations, prototypes, and products. The intelligent
system

• provides an integrated building modeling environment
to model interactions between various systems in
building in great detail

• can model faulty behavior and its impacts

• is expandable from air, thermal, and control systems to
include other elements such as lights, equipment, and
processes

• provides interfaces to users such as operators, vendors,
and service providers.

The relationship of the plug-and-play emulation
environment to real buildings and to new Intelligent
Building Systems technologies is illustrated in Figure 1.

Real buildings consist of rooms or zones supplied with
heated or cooled air from the heating and cooling system

controlled by the hardware and software of the control
system. The new Intelligent Building Systems products
include automated diagnostics such as the whole-building
diagnostician, automated detection of new equipment, and
automatic setup of the controls. The emulation literally
mimics the information transfer processes of the control
system in a way that makes the system ignorant of whether
the heating and cooling system or the control system are
real or simulated. That is, the actual sensor and control
signals being generated are literally those that could
operate an actual building. This allows the emulation
environment to be used as a testbed for new intelligent
plug-and-play technology as well as being deployed for
testing in actual buildings. Aspects of each of the
intelligent technologies illustrated in Figure 1 were
explored and prototyped during this project to determine
the data handling infrastructures required.

Intelligent Buildings Systems product developers need data
that represent both faulted and un-faulted building
operations. Software tools based on learning systems such
as neural networks and genetic algorithms are an effective
means to quickly develop building system diagnosticians,
but they must have access to a very large volume of
reliable examples of both good and bad behavior before
they can "learn" to detect problems in building systems.
The emulation provides this capability. The plug-and-play
emulation we developed can handle only air-side systems
and controllers. Before a complete suite of intelligent
products can be developed to support the plug-and-play
system, it must be extended to emulate and control other

Interchangeable Building & Emulation Components Plug & Play Environment

Auto.
Diagnostics
(Whole-BIdg.

Diagnostician)

Auto. Control
setup of new

equip.

Figure 1. Physical view of the plug-and-play environment
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systems, such as hot and cold water distribution, chiller
and boiler plants, steam, electricity, lights, plugs, and so
forth.

The following are some key features and applications of
the plug-and-play emulation environment:

• develop and evaluate energy savings of intelligent
products that rely on benefits of integrating systems

• advance the state of the art in control systems

• enable next generation control in which
commissioning and diagnostic are integrated

• automate control code generation from heating and
cooling system design specification

• generate compiled control code to reduce size and cost
of controllers

• create training data required to quickly implement
effective neural-net and genetic algorithm-based
diagnosticians

• enable development of advanced and automated
commissioning procedures and tools.

Some key characteristics of the plug-and-play emulation
environment are summarized below.

• Simulation Methodology. Plug-and-play emulation
handles variable sub-second simulation time steps for
individual components (intra-component) and one-
second simulation time steps for system level
interactions (inter-component).

• Windows-Based Network Implementation. The plug-
and-play system is implemented in an extended
computational environment on at least one Windows
95/98/NT-based computer. More computers may be
used to implement commissioning systems and
diagnostic systems.

• Implementation of Faulted Behavior. Faulted
behavior can be introduced into any component
modeled in the system. For example, a sensor can fail
to return a signal or can return an incorrect signal, or
flow directions can reverse from the expected. These
faults will affect the other components in the system
appropriately.

• Development Extensibility and Compatibility. The
plug-and-play system is created using Microsoft
Visual C++ and SWI-Prolog. Communications
protocols are implemented using TCP/IP and
Windows sockets. The plug-and-play system is
compatible with the WBD BASlink protocol. The
plug-and-play system appears on networks as a normal
building control system.

Radiofrequency Sensor Communications

The radio frequency sensors and communications effort
was designed to show that it

— works reliably in diverse building environments
— beats wired networks on cost
— adapts to changes in interior building layouts.

Our objective was to build capabilities for low-cost radio
frequency-based sensors and controller devices. As
illustrated in Figure 2, we found that inexpensive, robust
communication requires a two-tiered communications
system consisting of a low-powered modem (312 MHz,
low-cost, low-range, battery operated) for short-distance
communication and a high-powered modem (915 MHz,
higher-cost, medium-range, line-powered) to relay to

2 Tier: Wireless

B:g modem, medium range

Little modem, low range

2 Tier: Internet - RF

• TCP/IP Interface

o Little modem, low range •>-<))

-10-20

Office Ethernet

Figure 2. A two-tiered communication approach
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central controllers. The low-power system was prototyped
with a temperature sensor. It has

• a target battery lifetime of five years

• low power requirements and a low transmission rate

• an on-board microprocessor for power management
strategies (go-to-sleep mode)

• the potential to use the microprocessor for signal
conditioning and data reduction

• systems integration (combining several sensors).

The alternative to the high-powered system is to tap into
wired networks using Internet (TC/IP) protocols or to
utilize power line carriers.
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Ion Wind Technologies for HVAC Applications

Chris L. Aardahl, William O. Heath, Delbert L. Lessor, Peter R. Armstrong

Study Control Number: PN99035/1363

Project Description

Ion winds are gas ions that are accelerated by electric
fields. One potential application is a silent replacement for
electric fans in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems. The objective of this project was to
extend PNNL expertise in plasma science and engineering
to develop an accurate measurement technology for whole
duct flowrate. This project focused on transforming an
existing ion wind generator to a flow measurement
instrument using ions as a gas tracer. The project had three
tasks: 1) complete a literature review, 2) develop a simple
model of charge sheet to determine width of the ion plane,
and 3) develop a pulsed power supply and modify an
existing apparatus for use as a prototype ion-tag flowmeter.

The ion-tag flowmeter is based on a traverse-time
measurement of ions down the duct. A four-electrode
configuration was used to form the flowrate. Ions were
generated in a plane using a corona discharge from small
wires to large-diameter rods (emitter). The ions flow
downstream and are collected with a small bias potential
across a separate array of rods (collector). An electrometer
is used to measure the charge collected. The time required
for the ions to reach the detector is related to the gas
flowrate by

T = LA/Q

where L is the distance between emitter and collector, T is
the mean transit time, and Q and A are the flowrate and
cross-sectional area in the duct, respectively.

Technical Accomplishments

There has been considerable work in the past on ion-based
flow sensors, but a product has not yet been developed.
All of the patents we obtained in this area are void of data
supporting device operation. There are three basic designs:
1) corona/traverse time, 2) corona/ deflection, and
3) electromagnetic traverse time. The corona traverse time
concept is the closest patent to the design examined here.
Deflection type devices measure the degree of deflection
perpendicular to flow, and electromagnetic devices employ
an ultraviolet or x-ray source to ionize the gas rather than a
corona discharge.

Electric Field Model

To develop reliable emitter systems, we developed a model
to calculate the electric field around the emitting wires.
The code, a modified version of the TEMPEST code,
solved Laplace's equation for the electric potential. An
example of the output from this code is shown in Figure 1,
where the magnitude of the electric field is contour-plotted
for a given emitter system. The dimension "X" is in
meters, and the contour values are in V/m.

0.03 0 05

Figure 1. A sample output from the modified TEMPEST
code

Prototype Construction and Testing

A prototype flowmeter was constructed in a 6-in. test duct.
A custom pulsed power supply was designed and
constructed to drive the emitter section. Typical flowrates
encountered in HVAC ducting were about 1000 ft/min,
which corresponded to a 2-ms transit time (500 Hz) for a
1-cm gap. For the flowmeter to function, the pulse width
should be much less than the transit time, and the delay
between pulses should be greater than the transit time. We
therefore constructed a power supply capable of 20-kV
pulses with 10-\is pulse widths and a repeat rate of 250 Hz.

We examined the response of the flowmeter under
numerous flowrates. Samples of the electrical waveforms
for the collector current and emitter voltage and current are
shown in Figure 2. We investigated several emitter
configurations and emitter-collector separations with the
same result. We did not observe any peak corresponding
to the transit time across the electrodes. We observed the
same current response in the collector as in the emitter.
The lower frequency response was undesirable and was
due to the capacitive nature of the ion-tag flowmeter air
gap. The high-frequency response was due to the corona
discharge. To obtain the flowrate there must be a
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Figure 2. Waveforms collected during ion-tag flowmeter
testing

flow-dependent phase lag between the emitter and
collector current, and one was not observed in our studies.

The fact that the capacitive response was observed in the
collector was puzzling. Evidently, the collector was not
shielded adequately from the emitter grid. Increasing the
separation between the two arrays reduced the interference,
but the large background persisted. If there was a current

pulse corresponding to flowrate, it may have been a small
signal sitting on top of this capacitive response. A
shielding mesh could have been placed between the
collector and emitter, but it would have consumed many of
the ions available for detection.

The capacitive effect might be alleviated by using a high-
pass filter on the sampling line or by making changes to
the pulsed power supply to reduce the capacitive response,
but there was not sufficient time to explore these options.

Conclusions

Proof of concept of the ion-tag flowmeter was not achieved
in this study. At this point, we believe that some electrical
engineering of the drive and sampling circuitry will be
required to reduce or filter out the large capacitive
response of the emitter grid. Using electromagnetic
radiation (ultraviolet or x-ray) to create the ion sheet would
eliminate the capacitive response altogether. In addition,
alternative technologies such as ultrasonic techniques for
whole duct flow measurement should be examined as a
better fit with existing platforms.
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Mesoscopic Heat-Actuated Heat Pump Demonstration

Michelc Fricdrich

Study Control Number: PN97070/1211

Project Description

This project's research was focused on assembly,
demonstration, and performance characterization of a
complete mesoscopic heat-actuated heat pump. This
project demonstrated our ability to integrate
microtechnology-based components into complete
systems. The first system to be demonstrated was a single-
effect lithium bromide water absorption-cycle heat pump.

Heat and mass transfer can be more efficient in
microstructures. Heat-actuated heat pumps rely primarily
on heat and mass transfer rather than mechanical means to
provide the vapor compression effect. This makes heat-
actuated heat pumps an attractive option for energy
systems miniaturization.

Previously, researchers at PNNL successfully
demonstrated all of the microtechnology-based
components of a mesoscopic absorption-cycle heat pump
except for the miniature liquid pump. Microtechnology-
based evaporators and condensers were shown to have heat
transfer coefficients exceeding 3.0°W/cm2-K. In addition,
microchannel absorbers and desorbers were tested and
were shown to absorb and desorb refrigerant at a rate
20 times that of the falling film design. The results
confirmed analysis prediction of high absorption rates due
to microstructure mass transfer enhancement. And using
desorption of water from lithium bromide, we
demonstrated a heat transfer rate of 0.1 W/cm2-K. In
FY 1998, the absorber/evaporator pair was demonstrated.
The absorber absorbed up to 0.022 kg/s-m2, which is
approximately 17 times more than a smooth tube with a
falling film. The heat transfer coefficient was
0.67 W/cm2-K. The evaporator obtained a heat transfer
coefficient of 0.24°W/cm2K, which was lower than normal
operation because the water entering the evaporator was
subcooled rather than through the normal two-phase
cooling.

Technical Accomplishments

The mesoscopic heat-actuated heat pump demonstration
focused on three activities, as described in the next
sections.

Commission of the Condenser/Desorber Test Apparatus

The high-pressure side of the heat pump, which consists of
the condenser and desorber (see Figure 1), was tested
independently of the heat pump to minimize test variables.
The test loop was commissioned, and the
condenser/desorber pair was tested.

Figure 1. Desorber/condenser test loop

The condenser was tested by evaporating dionized water in
the desorber and allowing the water vapor to flow through
the path designed for refrigerant vapor. The condenser
performance was excellent, with a heat transfer coefficient
of 2.9 W/cm2-K. Startup and operational characteristics of
the condenser were noted.
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Test of the Condenser The condenser/desorber pair was tested several times and
the desorber design modified until we were able to run a

The condenser was tested independently to confirm successful test. The desorber had a refrigerant mass flux
performance specifications. rate of 0.0021 kg/s-m2 and a heat transfer coefficient of

0.4 W/cm2-K.
Test of the Condenser/Desorber Pair

The desorber design requires further modification to
The condenser/desorber pair was tested to make sure it increase the refrigerant mass flux rate to a level sufficient
would perform to system design specifications. for the condenser and evaporator to operate. Once the

mass flux is increased, the heat pump loop can be
reassembled and the micro heat pump demonstrated.
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Mesoscopic Pumps and Compressors

O. Dennis Mullen, Peter R. Armstrong

Study Control Number: PN99041/1369

Project Description

This research project undertook the development of a
mesoscale pump and compressor. The prototype device
was designed as a diaphragm pump to circulate saturated
lithium bromide solution at 60 mL/min with a pressure rise
of up to 1 bar (15 psi) and input power of 1.5 watts for a
target efficiency of 7 percent.

The pump, motor, and controller needed to be compact,
lightweight, and efficient and the fluid side reliably sealed
from the environment. No maintenance was required
because the components were too small to handle under
field conditions, and the lithium bromide solution was
somewhat hazardous. The unit should operate quietly in
any attitude and tolerate overloading without failure.

The prototype device is a small diaphragm pump, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The linear drive motor operates by
alternating excitation of the drive coils, which pull the
thrust plate in a reciprocating motion at a controlled
frequency of 2 to 32 Hz. The thrust plate actuates a
metallic diaphragm supported between soft gaskets.
Stainless steel reed check valves control the liquid flow
through the working chamber, which was designed for
fluid pumping with a flat upper valve plate opposite the
diaphragm. For gas compression, the upper valve plate
surface would need to match the profile of the diaphragm
closely at full stroke.

eta tor
main case

clamp nut

-diaphragm

reed valves

Figure 1. Section view of the mesoscopic pump

Technical Accomplishments

Several of the program goals were accomplished. The
performance of the pump at the end of this phase of
development did not meet the target. The best measured
efficiency was 0.35 percent. The fundamental problems
with the pump design are 1) insufficient power, 2) a failure
to match motor power output to pump power requirements
over an entire cycle, and 3) resistance and backflow losses
in the check valves. Summary performance test results for
several drive frequencies are presented in Figure 2.

— 16HZ.3.9V
— 8HZ.3.9V

4HZ.3.9V
—2HZ.3.9V
—32H2.3.9V
" 16H2.3.9V
•••8H 2.39V
_ 4HZ.39V

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6

Detta-P(psl)

Figure 2. Performance curve for the mesoscopic pump at 0
suction head

Hydrostatic Forming of Small Diaphragms

One objective of this task was to develop technology and
in-house capabilities for forming parts at the millimeter
scale. The metallic diaphragms (Figure 3) were
successfully produced using hydrostatic forming against a
single hard die.

Figure 3. FEA results for a diaphragm model showing the
offset of the center hub, which resulted in significant stress
reduction overall and reduced stress concentrations
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An ultrasonic scanning system was developed and used for
profile measurements of the diaphragms in both rest and
deformed states and the dies. A representative scan section
is shown in Figure 4.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

2-D PAGE
3-D

two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
three-dimensional

AAc
ACSL
AES
AFM
Ag
AMOP
AO
API
ARM
ATR

acrylic acid
advanced continuous simulation language
auger electron spectroscopy
atomic force microscopy
silver
atomic, molecular and optical physics
atomic orbital
abstract programming interface
Atmospheric Radiation Monitoring (Program)
attenuated total reflectance

Be
Bio-MEMS
BWR

beryllium
Bio-Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
boiling water reactor

CAD
CAT
CCD
CCSD(T)
CE
CIPAL
CIPS
CO2

COGS
COM
CPP
CPSE
CRADA
CRF

computer aided drawing
coordinated attack tool
charge-coupled device
coupled cluster with singles, doubles, and triples
capillary electrophoresis
Critical Infrastructure Protection and Analysis Laboratory
critical infrastructure protection simulator
carbon dioxide
clusters of orthologous groups
component object model
C-preprocessor code
collaborative problem-solving environment
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
Combustion Research Facility

D&D
DCA
DCBP
DESD
DFT
DHSVM
DMF
DMMP
DNA

deactivation and decommissioning
dichloroacetate
detection and characterization of biopathogens
diffraction in electron stimulated desorption
density functional theory
distributed hydrology soil vegetation model
data models and formats
dimethyl methyl phosphonate
deoxyribonucleic acid

E. coli
EAM

Escherichia coli
embedded atom models
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EDM
EDTA
EEG
EGF
EGFR
ELISA
EMF
EMSL
EPA
EPIC
ERK
ESD
ESI
ESI-FTICR
ESI-MS
EXAFS

electro discharge machining
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
electro encephalograph
epidermal growth factor
epidermal growth factor receptor
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
electromagnetic forming
W.R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
erosion productivity impact calculator
extracellular signal regulated kinase
electron-stimulated desorption
electrospray ionization
electrospray ionization-Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
extended x-ray absorption fine structure

FE
FEDIS
FEM
FETC
FP
FP
FTICR
FTIR
FTMS
FWHM

finite element
Field Environmental Data Integration System
finite element method
Federal Energy Technology Center
Fortran preprocessor
PGF2 alpha receptor
Fourier transform ion-cyclotron resonance
Fourier transform infrared
Fourier transform mass spectrometry
full width at half maximum

GAPSS
GC
GC-ECD
GFP
GGA
GIS
GPCR
GPS
GUS

Gaussian approach to polymers, surfaces, and solids
gas chromatography
gas chromatography-electron capture detection
green fluorescent protein
generalized gradient
geographic information system
gas-phase corona reactor
global positioning system
P-glucosidase

HOUNDS
HPF
HPLC
HUC
HVAC

hacker oriented unified defense system
high-performance Fortran
high-performance liquid chromatography
hydrologic unit code
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

ICP
ICP/MS
ICP-AES
IMPA
INEEL
10

inductively coupled plasma
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry
isopropyl methyl phosphoric acid
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
input/output
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ip
ISSX

intraperitoneal
International Society for the Study of Xenobiotics

KQML knowledge query and manipulation language

LCST
LDA
LDRD
LEAP
LFS
LIF
LPS

low critical solution temperature
local density attenuation
Laboratory-Directed Research and Development
life extension and prognostics
laser-induced fluorescence spectrometry
laser-induced fluorescence
lipopolysaccharide

MALDI
MALDI-MS
MAPK
MARC
MASS1
MBE
MD
MEA
MIT
MO
MP2
MPI
MPP
MS
MSCF
MTBF

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry
mitogen-activated protein kinase
Marc Analysis Research Corp.
modular acquatic simulation system
molecular beam epitaxy
molecular dynamics
malt extract agar
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
molecular orbital
Moller-Plesset perturbation theory, level 2
message-passing interface
massively parallel processor
mass spectrometry
Molecular Science Computing Facility
mean time between failures

N
NASA
NATT
n-D
NIH
NiPAAm
NiTi
NMR
NRC
NSERC

nitrogen
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Northwest Alliance for Transportation Technology
n-dimensional
National Institutes of Health
N-isopropylacrylamide
nickel-titanium
nuclear magnetic resonance
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (Canada)

OIM
OSL
OTT

orientation imaging microscopy
optical stimulated luminescence
Office of Transportation

PARP
PBPK
PC

poly (AOP-ribose) polymerase
physiologically based pharmacokinetic
personal computer
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PCR
PEN
PKC
PLA2

PNC-CAT
PNIPAAm
PNNL
PRIMO
PRISM
PWR

polymerase chain reaction
positive electrode-electrolyte negative electrode
protein kinase C
phospholipase A-2
Pacific Northwest Consortium Sector
poly n-isopropylacrylamide
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
pollutant responses in marine organism
Puget Sound Regional Syntheses model
pressurized water reactor

RAMS
RBC
RBS
RCM
RF
RI
RIC
RLA
ROS

regional atmospheric meteorological system
red blood cells
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
regional climate model
radio frequency
resolution of identity
Research Imaging Center
resonant laser ablation
reactive oxygen species

SAMMS
SCADA
SCOP
SDS
SGE
SID
SIMS
SMART
SP2
SSI
SX

self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous supports
supervisory control and data acquisition
structural classification of proteins
sodium dodecyl sulfate
scalable graphics engine
surface-induced dissociation
secondary ion mass spectrometry
subsurface multiphase and reactive transport simulator
Scalable parallel processor
Strategic Simulation Initiative
solvent extraction

TACE
TCA
TCE
TDR
TEM
TiO2

TOFMS
TPD

transcatheter hepatic arterial chemo-embolization
trichloroacetate
tricholorethylene
time domain reflectometry
transmission electron microscopy
titanium dioxide
time-of-flight mass spectrometry
temperature-programmed desorption

uhv
UM
UV
UV/VIS

ultra high vacuum
University of Michigan
ultraviolet
ultraviolet visible

Vg
VPRC

vitellogenin
volume of packed red cells
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XANES x-ray absorption near-edge structure
XAS x-ray absorption spectroscopies
XMI x-ray microprobe imaging
XPD x-ray photoelectron diffraction
XPS x-ray photo-electron spectroscopy
XRF x-ray fluorescence
XRM x-ray microprobe
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